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CAUSE; the ProfessionaltAssociation for Development, -Use, and 'Management
of Information Systems fill Higher Education, he,lps- member institutions
strengthen' their 'management capabilities through' improv-ad_ information
systems.

A
Formerly known as the College and University Systems Exchange, CAUSE first\,
organized as a volunteer association in 1962 and incorporated in 1971 with 25
charter institutions...That same year the CAUSE National Office opened in
i3ouper, Colorado with a professional staff to serve the membership. Today
the niginizatiori has .grown'to 250 Member institutions with '900 member

it 'representatives and continues to grow'at the-rate or1096 a year
j'

1 .CAUSE provides, member institutions with many services toiancrease the
effectiveness of their 'administrative information systems. These service's
include: the Exchange Library, which is a clearingjhquse'for non proprietary
information and systems contributed by members; an Information Request
Service to Mate specific systems or information.; consulting services to
review ADP orgErnizations and management plans; organizaional ptiblications
inciutting a bi-monthly professional magazine; and theNational Conference. -

g.,

_e

The CAUSE National Conference provides an exceirent forum for the exchange
of ideas, systems, -and experiences among the many speakers and participants;
The proceeding' s provide a continuing referencito the many activities of the
Conference.

David A, Wearley
1977 Conference ,
COchairperson

japet Fretwell
.,1077 Conference
Co-thairperson .

Charles R; Vidma.7
Executive pfreator
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INTRODUCTION

. _
In this decade, educational administrators have been. faced with limited
resources and increased pressures to -.make informed decisions. They Wive
become increasingly reliant, on infOPmation systems to satisfy managerial as
well as

r
operational needi. An outgrowth of t is environment was to view

informition'systems its a panacea the ultima e solution to every-prbtilem.
With this perspective, administrators have requently found themselves
preseni.d with infanta on systems which sat ied basic functions yet did not

.fulfill th tr original iexgectations. The apptopriaie compromise between
expectations and realities js an ever pregent,concern. Thus, the 1977 CAUSE
-Nationai Conference appropriately focused on "Information Systems In Higher
EductItion:' Expectations Versus Realities"'

w
e .

Papers were .selected by the Program tom-mittee for presentation at the
. Conference aid-inclusion publicalion to emphasize the imp tions
information systems in higher education, the development of information
systems, and the 4mplict of information systems on small colleges and
universities.

,
i I S >

The contents of this document reflect the Conference activities: the. .
I Information System's. DevOopment and Management's Expectation Tracit; -the

,

Information Systems Benefit 'Analygis Track; the SME111 College and Informa--f
.

tion Systems Track; the Vendor Presentations Track; the ContributetPapers
:Track; the/Keynote and General Sessions.

41#6

It is hoped that the reader will derive benefit from sharing the experiepees of
others and therefore. become more successful in ithe development, use, and
-management of inform ation systems in higher education. -

4..
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"AN OVERVIEW OF COLLEGIATE FUND RAISING AND PUBLIC, RELATIONS"\
Leonard R. Wines

UnAversity of Southern California

Los Angeles', California

.
,.....Inflation continues to soar, and institutional deficits are

omnipresent. Thus, fund raising has become even more.
is

significant for both state' and private colleges qnd universities.
at role can computer services play in fund raising 'and public

relations? Additionally, the presentation will cover special

re4onsiblities of collegiate based data processing,'as well
as the joys and blessings of working in higher educl t 0.

4
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Thp primary. rdason for my being delightPd.to bj here-
,

is-my,belief:in the impoitnceiV
higher education and -ihe

. ,

work that you and I share together. If by talking about..
, .

what any colleagues in Lund' raising and public relatiOns
.

,

are'dbout, I can help you to 4nha4rnce your role. .n your
lIV

1

,4 .college or university, I will be gratified. guess this

is the right thing to do,jf we're doing'it together at 847,

in the morning.' ,

9

4

The first thing I am not goiliv to talk about is inflation.-:

I'm taking it for granted that we all have our own example

of inflation, both personal and institutioffal. We're living

in an age of potket.calculators
and nothing in our pockets

-0 calcu'late. Incidentally, though, there's a very sure way

to slow down inflation. Turn it over to the United .tates

Postal Service.

t

It goes without saying-that inflation,continues to soar,
,

.and' it taker its toll in the tom of causing your institution

and mine to face the spectre of deficits. It it is aprivate

instiAtion, its a deficit in the annual operating bugget.
.,

If it is a public institution it's a deficit As it is manifested
t .in the s tate legislature and the whole CoSt, of running' all

ifttitutions in the.State. In either event, fund'raising has

'become even more significant for both state and efivate colleges

and Universities.-

aot
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NAs of aast'spiing 250 coll(eges had plans to, begin capital :
..- .

.

,
. .fund dfiVes'of cne amount or another. This past,September.and,.

I 1 )
.t. ;

/1"
"St i. tOctober there were 7i-universities, colleges,and medical - centers.. --

de
.

a_
Conductinv iarge scale campaigh$. "Large iscale s, fined as a

.campaign that Seeks a minimum 'Of $15 _milliOn. Vow the aggregatet ;
. ..

goal of thege 71 'institutions is $6,292,730,006.4 Their progress

as of two months ago is.$4.,14-5,2436',000.. Nelve of these,71.colleges
.e..

.
, ,and. universities have goals of more .than $100 millFoseacll'agi:

. -

. -

eight are campaigning at the present timeofor tore than $200 .-., 4
.

. .

million. -My own institution, the University of Southern California,

is one ofplese eight institutions that are seeking,subs iii excess
of $200 millitn. USC's goal of $265,340,000 is the fourth largest,-

.
. Q-

trailing behind,,Tale at S370 million; Sta5Ard whose goal was met 4
,.

k
,. l ./'ati"$304 million; and Chkueill!t S280 million.

#:
,

.

.

.
1,1 r

. Now these are figures,:and they are probably not defiril-eive

iffigures', for. institutions that are engaged in a major capital

campaign. This is a special; once in n-a great while, major'fund

.,raising effort and,does.not account Tor all th other nstitutions
7in the -country that are in one form r anOtAr:continuang to-raide

. .

important sums of money for_themselves on an anriall basis. T9 put.. .

'I-, all this in a capsdle form I would suspect that nealityeverY-%
..!

t *
, -

-.,institutipn in the country is looking 'toward the private. sector for
,IVthd purpose of receiving monies to aii them in their mission and.

,at the very bottom,line every institution of highei,'education in
.

.
. -

.

.- .0the country has.a . mechanism to reoelve dollars should.domeNone
.

contribute any sum to it.

12
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II
.When you look at the entire non profi-csector--which

includeschurroties, museums, hospitals, libraries and so,on,',.

- as well as collegefand universities
-4xou find'that these

eleemosynary institutions are. the recipients of the not

inconsiderable I maybe permitted a double negative,

of $26 billion per year in the UnitedStates. And
. ".

)incidentdlly, it tes'been estimated that another$26 billion

worth of volunteer services are donated eadh,year to these

institutions.: So,.the money is out there and it is being giVen.

If yours is one. of the very.tiniett of-institu
t.

.

that' doesn't have someone looking out in one form or,another,
;

. :......
.-. ,er one basis' or another, for the raising of money. then I am

..-
.t.

,,certaintyoiI have someone' Who serves in a.,pubLic infOrmation

.

.

-r-- t
,

or public relatiOns capacity--someone hose responsibility it

is to interpret the, institution to the public and' to-interpret

.,thepublic to the, institution. So my toPeis, what role can

computer services Play in helping insti4utions to gather

understanding and support- -what role can computer.services play

in 'fund raising and public relations? My answer'
,
will

,

be in the

form of a description of what dev'elopment officers, furid-raisers,
.

and public relations 'officers do--what'k.inds.of activities they
t

ageft--and to let,yOu'determine what ways 'computer services-f

- can lay a rosle, can augment 'pheir activities for the greater

good and glory of the institution in question. 0

(
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. .

fliope you'll forgivd-ew nItel you that 'bits and,: .
.

,

, -
. .

'bytes; that hardtdare and software, that .tape drive a9d disc
- , .

.4
drive are not part ot.m5 daily vocabulary.. -Hal 9000 'scared me

a little bit.
,

understand a,

. .

and
'

'it it- weren't for 0 -3P0, I wouldn't
.. :, l -

1

thing 'that R2-D2 was saying. So, what I'can d0,-
*,

'131 ,

is to tell Sroti'.the,kinds of things we typically do and need

dd *Id leave it to'iour judgment and ekperienCe on the. ways

you canhelp us in)ur activities.

-First of all, I want to share a principle of communication

that germane to everything that takes ,place in public
. .\

relations and in fund raising, and:the\principle is: that

communication is best that serv' single targeeadpience:'

More thad any axiom I know, this one works. The more general
A *you make your message,the less effective it is'. There's an

tLony. here, I think, for people who know how tb use computers:.

orPa-the one hand,a compuf-e14,is considered by.mOst to be one

of the most impersonal devicesspossible, on the Other hand, a

computer can e -516:"UiVb make our messages have a human approach'

and seem aImos. intimately persondl.

)

The more specific 1e message-is, directed directly to a
e

defined audience, -1-6
.

the' more effectiV

most of their t

p actomplish dertalnspecified gOalsx
- .

sage is. Advertising agencies spend

east fully- half of their tame, in
.,..\ ,

studying the daiograp Ica,:of,tbe.melia that they 'will :Ilse in their- "

14

.-
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clients' interest. Whether they are looking at prin
.

broadcast media, they are looking at demographics.-- In the

13

media, or

. New Yorker. magazine, where adVertieers.havd stood line overt
the years, you won't find an ad fobs ProCter and G le sproluctf.'-.,

Instead, you, will find ads for Tiffany's and Lin C

Similarly, in Good Housekeeping magazine Saks Fi h A enue-
d4tlines to place their'ads.

It goes without saying that the best kind o

is. face to face. A phone call is better than a memo or -a letter.

Letters targeted to audiences that share 'certain things in common -are

better than lettei,s that are addressed "to"whom it. maY concern." s

omnuni'cation

r I

Let me take one kind of collegiate fun raising; he alumni,

fund, and use it as an example of this communication principl--an'example

communication is best that serves a single target

audience. The alumni are common to all institutions of higher .

-leaimint and probably 'the kind of fund raising, that is most
tcommon to all institutions of higher learning is the annual alumni

appeal. One thing that all the members of this target audience,

have in common is the fact that they have graduated from or
(-),attended the same institution and so a letter to this group has

this fadt'as a given. But that ought-Only to be the start of

.improving the co ication and targeting itto the recipient' and

probably% in this area of fupd.raising in collegis-and universities..
.

. .

is where creative data systems can have the largest. impact.

5
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. ,-,,

about. Lettsoask some'qustipns ,this list of aluni1.
.

.
.

, .. .,.. .. ;$1. ..
_

, , . It::,
,

.-

'?.--- Ought :there to 156. A-4.ifference inthe.communication that we
' .

send to the persc4 AO graduated dirJune.,:19770. as oppoied
.

to the pers6n-whd,graduated in,June,19-34. 'The answer
,

. ...,,obviously is, yes., there out to-Ie. a difference.' The
.

person who gtl-out of, school Iasi June "may stirl be looking

f a job. nejilay 14 borrowe heavily to pay his tuitionWI!

or Ills room and board c;i-, for is books. 'The alumnus who is

' in his 60's, I hope, his mark in society. If he is

to have accumulated any wealth, he has accumulated it already

The same: letter obviously.should not go to each alumnus.

More questions. Ough't there ,to be
,

letters that are mailed to hose- alumni
,

consistently-over the years from'letter6,to those alumni who
,

have never contributed at all?. ,ShOuld the person who- attended.

differences in the

who have' contributed

* ..--;,.. ,.your institution for a full four years receive the '16-ame :appeal
., , .. ,

Lthat'a person Wbo transferred into your.institution in his4

.N .senior.year and graduate4 Seter oply one year receives? It'

goes Without saying that the kAdof fwd raising that is most
,

,susceptible totheibg aided,by sophisticated information systems

4e the direct-by-mail campi,aignv. alumnilike the aumni fund,
*

__-

or the parents campaign: To use the parentsas another example:.
' I I

, .

the parent
,

of a student Pho is on- a full schoirship either

ought not to get aletter.soliciting funds at all, or ought to

get, certainly, ql.iite a different appeal from the parent of
.

great wealth and substarrbe.

,.



You haye tWo'simultaneo4-s tracks in alumni annual'.

..7 .

giving. One track is.to get a graduate togive for the first
. . ....

tioe"-donor acquisition. The other track is to get a donor
.

.

..

i -

who has; given before. to increase' the' size. ,of his" gift`- -donor

I

upgrading. It's thIsdnot Upgrading ihat'undergirds fund

raising at Most collegiate institutions.
-

.

.4t

At the University pf Southern-California, the st aff

tr es to upgraddra dorm'', until he or she is atyor near the
r .$100 level, Then the donor-is 4 Candidate for one of the

University's 31 support groups, each of whose basic memVership

dues is $100. 'The concept of support organization's started at

USC 23 years,Ago with three members in one group for the School
Aof` Dentistry. Now 12,715 men and women' belong to 31 groups.'

Thy largest, Salerni Collegium, foe the 5chool of Medicine, has
i

newest
. et1,76144rmbers I happen to be president of the support

group, and therefore the. smallest; with 106 members ---the University
Staff Club, Which is.made up principally of staff members of
the UniverSity.

at
'4.---

-A, ..higher than $100. When donors in-Support groups are at the

500 levei,.tfieylre -04n asked.to ccinsider membership in the

premier support groups:, Cardinal Gold for athletics, at $750
..r. ..

4
.and the USC Associates for university-wide academic enrichment

,
1,at $1000-

.

Corporations and lak.firms,and the like are invited

Within most of -the support groups there are eft lei:leis

tb Membe'rship in grouPS designed for them whose dues Jstart at

. /
$7560 per year;

k
7

A
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As you would expect, the $1000 a year AsgociAes' have
' .' , . -

.....-

$10.000 4hdM0,000 categories' of membership
.

anes8 on. It!s.
'-

'. 1 4.obyious that these gemberS are looked at most .closely as

pi.ospective donors for'large-scale gifts as required by a*
, .. 7, .. .

,capital campaign,/which I'll outline'in a momen. .,

I
de

Throughout all of this, there is a Research and List

Department. gathering, compiling, and storing information on

.tcorporatidns, foundations, and wealthy individuals. , The,

information is rather detailed-sometimes you feel you.:re
creading an F.B.I. file or something from. the inner teceases

of the C.I.A. I klonityno4" that you would want to covalikuterizeA

thit informa-tiop, but what" you would want in your data banks

is the dollar evaluation that has been made on these wealthy

individuals. That is, ir. capable of making a gift in

excess of:$50,000 and Mks. Y can give $-20D,000 without feeling
any pain. 0

Research and'Lisfj informationl-as'weil,as leads received _

, ,from advertisement's an4 mailinis)-are used by the people on

staff citio are conderried with the category of ,deferred

wills,and bequest,, charitable remainder trusts, unitrusts,

and the likewhich we call Donor Financial Planning.

F
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What is the characteristic of a capital campaign? First
of all, a relatively large sum of money is being sought.

Secondly,.it is being sought over a:period' of4time, usually
no fewer than'three years. The average is five to seven yeirs,

sometimes longer. Another characteristic ii-that-there are
goals, the attainment of which is being sought. An important

characteristic of k.api-Eal ciffiyaigns is that the large gift

ft
makes or breaks the campaign. Thus, 90% of your goal come.

..,

fidgm 10% of your donors. Perhaps in other Campaigns the

figures will be 80% of your goal coming from 20% of your
donors- -but in either ratio one cam see that the large 4ift
is crucial.

v

In our drive at USC for $235,340,000 from private sources,.

the development officers have determined 56% of that amount
will have to,coMp from 26 gifts in the range of'$2.5 million
t6 $15 million and over. Another 5% of the 6235.9 Mftlion

will have to come from 275 gifts in Ighe range of $100,000 tor 1

$2,499,999. So you cart see we are saying that 91% of our goal

will come from 301 gifts, the other 9%--or $233340,004=will
take 175,000

Now, the s a sequehce that, ideally, should ba followed
.in a capita campaign', And the sequence is from the inside out

,

.and from he large gift down. Whatieto we-mean by the-inside out?- i

.' 1 iWe me we start with the people 'closest to the institution,'.. ,
''

-Ily the trustees or.regents, who are expected to tj.1.!,A dollA4:t

..

..
ft ,,..'

4

:4'19 /6
'9
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themselves to 'the undertaking in order for them to become. ,

successful soliOitort df someone else's mosey: So, usually

before 4-campaign is lauqched, 'Ore regents or trustees

.orwhatever the governing bodANis--the }body closebt to the

institutionhavelicited themselves and ave'made

sigrilficant dollar contributions to the institution.

inside then go .outside.

The-

Now, from the big gift down. By the tame token, you

want to have in hand a certain number of the large gifts and
o

you seek,the lane gifts before you progressively seek

Asmaller ones.' The big gift becomea the bellwether, the

criterion by whichother gifts

against which othei, donors are

are judged, the standard

measured, \I used the word

ALvolunteer a few moments ago and, indeed, capital cimpatiOL ghs'-.

A are partiCularly volunteer oriented. That
',,

is, the staff,
. I

people like meat universities, characteristically do not 'ask
,,

f.A money.- Our job is to do the staff work, to do the research

to put together the proposals, to clear time on the volunteers'

calendars. The volunteer is typically the trustee, the Pers,0:W

then go after his peer or het peer g) as

the institutipn. ,It is a peer group

with wealih who will

td receive money for

undertaking. 00

2O

10

c:,..f

710
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The one program thatlas less involvement of. vOlun eers

typically is the alumni fund. Hepe-the fetters 'are usually
.!

N\

prepared by staff, tile lists areV)rked OUt by staff, the(

. materiali'are caused to be printed by staff, and the. volunteer

plays less of a role. -But in the arge gift fuhd raising,

whicmake or break a.campaign, ich make'or break an

.

institution, it's the volunteer that counts.

From the alumni fund through the'capital campaign,

---/-se---4histicated information is requifed on alumni, on friends

and potential friends, on dohors and potential donors. We
need to be able to store and retrieve historical andcurrent
information. We need to conduct,direct marketing tests, to
analyze the importance the Vets and to learn

Wo_need fail -safe- systems of.receiving gifts.and

for them. We4peed accurate and timely billing foi. pledges.

g

Since nothing works better than saying thanks often,

information systems must be dle

'acknowledged,and'so that benef

1' 0ed so that gifts can be

tors.can_be reported tc5 regularly.

r

Now, let's talk'a few minutes about public relationstin

c?lleges and universities. As I said at one mo ent 'in the

)eginning, the job, of the.public relations department-is to
interOet the jnstitution properly to its various constituencies
and, in turn, to act as a channel for

the 'perceptions, needi

concerns of -ifi-ese publics. The best public relations involvee

two-wty,c6mmunication:and has as its basis good performance;
responsilile perfortnance.

ti
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ft
or

-NOw, when interpreting public opinion for an .instit4lOn,
e

it's important to have accurate gauge.of that opinion and

here it would seem to me a.i;ignifiimht role can be played,

"1.

by information services, by information4rocessing. Therei -

is a hierarclp of publics that the College brUniversity'has.

And the reason I say hierarchy is that I believe ttiatwith

finite resources, i.e., limited dollars and peoplee and with

the impossibility of reaching all the publics with equal

effectiveness, it is important `that each institution - -or each

public relations person in each institution-7determine the

.appropriate rank order or publics for the institution and - devote

'the lion's share pf the resources to that public to produce-the

most efficacious program possible. As I say: the priorities

will be different from one institution to another. In a private

institution such as my own we place the major part of our effort

toward publics that are spelled with a dollar-sip* That is,

USC doncentrates its attention on those constituencies that can
e

most contribute to the financial solvency of the University. So,

prospective donors Areat the top of our list.

tuition paying.students'are, also. .1a another

generalpublic will be the most important one.-

And prospective

institution,. the

In still another,

legislators will head the list. 'The publics which colleges and

universities have are the-,dame.--In no-- particular order, they,are:

students; facility; staff;' trustees (or the regents Or the

governing body); co unity; parents; aluMni, prospective
-/

-.re
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students.and their parents; past, present, and prospective

donors; opinion leaders'; philanthropic foundations;

corporationsilother educational institutions at secondary'

and post-secondary levels; the academic communit4; legislators
. ,

and governmental officials at city, county, state, and federal:

levels;-and the'gener,13.1 'public.. 4

#. .

An important thing to learn from these publics that one
tcommunicates with is howwell they're being communicated with.Ak

And, so, measurement of the effectiveness of, public relations

is a crucially important thing; measurement in the form. of
, --opinion polls, where they are germane, measurement in the form

of readership surveys -of individuar"publicatiOns so as to be

cegtain that each publication is doing the job it was intended

to do. And of paramount importance, 'is it meeting the regders'

needs? Or, at least, the older, richer readers' needs..

There's no question that information technology can be.

of significant aid in the conduct of public relations prtlgrams.

In fact finding, 4n helping to determine alternative strategies

.and their oostand lupe- factors, and assisting in evaluation
"'

Measurement of the efficacy o U public relations

activities is made on q conti ous basis by such organs as

countiAg dollari received by ?the U*T.,14sity, utilizing the
P e.0services'of reputable public pinion survey firms,.by readership
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Surviys, and by employing clippidg services, hs well as

assessments of general attitudes tpward the University.

In closing, I want to point out that those of us

public relations or fund raising in institutions of nigher

learning', and those of us ih information systems in' nstitutions

of higher learning, have a special respgnsibility d the

special responsibility comes from the fa ct--and I hink that

this is to our real advantage- -that the general p lic, that
4,

. people in general,/look to us as the standard of e cellenCe.

We are the ones that purvey'the truth; we're the bastions.

of unbiased knowledge. And 'so, in written materials, our

verbs must agree with our subjects, our infinitives must not

be split. Similarly, our information systems must be equally.

perfect, from our mailing labels to our{ gift reords. Nothing
P

destroys a single personalized computer letter more thoroughly

than receiving its duplicate.

People believe that computers were invented in colleges

and universities. While they're willing to accept some error in
%

their Shell card billing or.in their statement from Sears (and

not mush of that), they expedt computers based in colleges and

universities to be-paragons of accuracy and fact. In keeping

with the theme of this conference, perfection from collegiate
X

-based computer servicestit an. expectation which people have;

we hate to make ceptain it is- always a reality.' andeed, let

it' never be said that ours. is a house of ill' compute.

24
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But if needing to strive for'perfection is a

disOvant'age--and it isn'tof_working at an-institution of

higher learning, it's a ielalively minor one. Because :together

we -share something that is probably the biggest fringe,benefit*
. ,

,

.of_all. and that, of course,' is working .for an, institution in

society that performs a socially worthwhile purpose. peopld

are better for having gone to college, and people in information°

systems in particular know thig_because* you work in.higher

education at a personal financial sacrifice compared to what

your salary and perquiOtes would be in industry.

eh.

Our institutions of higheb learning, indeed, are the most

secure home ofilope for the.future of society. In them weapply

rational thought to the solutions of the great'problems,
z

and

we searchconstantly for new truths. In them we seek the cure

for the common cold, and far cancer, and the cure fOr

international war. We seek Mays of'-turning urban existence

into meaningful civilized living. We strive to learn"how to

build better bridges, write better laws, graqtiCe better medieine.

We store knowledge, and 44e nurture it.
.

) ,We discover knowledge, and we

1 ,

.We resp knowledge, and we are its champions, .

0

In shoA, We are in charge of man's heritage in its passage

across the generations. Our,goal is to advance *this-heritage and
c-

thus to advance the cause -.of mankind, This is- the most worthy, of-
*

purposes. And it is particalary appropriate for *the membership

of CAUSE to /advance the cause of man, as it were.

Thank you.

25
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This paper presents the highlights of the develoilment

of the student records information system at the University

of Kansas. The student records information system includes t.

subsystems for processing admissions, enrollment, registra-

tion, course descriptions, class timetables and permanent

records as well as demographic student data The system in-
_

corporates the use of both batch and on-lineprocesaing to

Maintaihthe integrated data bases in which this information

ressides.

Our ultimate goal is to provide, in a sophisticated an0
.4 A

timely manner,sa. more 'accurate and realistic assessment of

. information on students and courses at the University of

Kansas by 'means-of logically related data. bases. This paper

outline.the5taWalytcal design considerations an4,trade-

offs involved it developing and iqmplementing,a syst which

- meets the current demands of the University of.Kansa yet

is able to 'absorb, with minimum impact, procedural changes. .

,in informatioa flow.

- 26
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The University of Kansas is currently in the process of
tesi ning and Implementing an on -line integrated student

records information sys'tem'(SRIS). This paper discusses the

major design advantages Asociated with implementing this

data base system. The approach that was taken in designing

-this system was to identity all func,tions which were to be

incorporated within the system and concurrently identify all

the data elements associated with the system. The integrated

data bases were designed after the data elements were identi-L

fied. The evolutionof detailed specifications foreach of

the major 'sub-systema_followed the data base design phase.

it This syStem is being, implemented on an'IB 370/14&

operating in an OS/VS1 environment utilizing IMS/I,I and

CICS for the on-line suppOrt. Attachment A presents a

'schematic overview of the final data base'design along with

a brie-I-explanationof the logical relationships of the data

base sttucture.

r
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DEGN CONSIDERATIONS - The Ability too Absorb Procedural Changes
,

The overriding goal of SRIS-was the, design, of a system-
t

capable' of withstanding procedural changes thin the Office,

of Admissions and Recoids and/or changes, ictated b);641e

State Board Of, Regents.. In designing an integrated, data

base which can withstand major procedural and/or reporting

changes, the Iogical,relationships which are an integral

-- part of the data must continue to represent the data relations,

otherwise, the data base would'need to be totally re-designed

to allow for those changes, which would require a massUe

et-programming effort.

User Control Through On-line Entry and Update of Data

One of the easiest ways for the user to malice procedural

.changes is through(the sequence by which data is-entered and

c9ntrolled in the system on-line entry ank inquiry. The

reporting capabilities are c' by the user requesting
aher/his batch reports once the data base reflects.,the point

in time for which the report is to be current. In, effect, c

this gives the user-substantial control in determining Ole
0

0. sequence of events in a complicated process. However, user
.

,.
.-

0,

-control oethe Sequence of procedures can only be establiAled

..4.f the on-line .programs have clearly defined functions so

these programs can be easily manipulated by Xhe user.
,

.?'Providing the user with more meaningful procedural alterna:-4

loves increases the-user's power to manipulate the system

rand correspondinglyreduces the demands for systeM br pro-
..

1 gram Modification.

-28
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Built in Editing Criteria

Another advadtage of on-line user interaction in this

0paiticular data base environmerilgis in 'the availability of

'editing criteria which is automaticallg built into this

structure.' For example; if the user attempts tO enroll a

Studeht in a course which is.not being offered for the
,

"speCified" year and term,' the transaction rejects.- This is

a further validapion than most conventional edits. The term

"specified" is an important concept beciuse.this is the
- means by which on-line pre - enrollment an be implemented

(i.e. by adding an individual to a tour* which is being

offered for a future year and term).

A second example of internal edit 'checking is illustrated

in the maintenance of the maximum class size field and, the

number 'of students currently enrolled field. The,system has

the' capability of only adding a specific number of students

to a particular. section -e* a course, since the maximum class'
size is maintained in the section segment of the data base

eV:mg with the number of students 'currently enrolled. .-Tfle

field which contains the numbdri of students currently enrolled I

is updated Whenever a drop or add transaction is.api)lied to .

the system. Utilizing the logical relationships, as exemplified

in the maintaining of,an exact correspondence between the

number of students Trolled NA for a section and the

actual number of studentS enrolled in'the section, presents,

to the user an accurate reflection-of ,the relationships

among related data elements in the data base.,
(4

4

1
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.
. .Related Student FunCtiOns Accomplished Through 'One' On-,

line Program
A ,

,

. OnXline entry 'aid .inquirliof information by the user is'
- further eased and .clarified by the design,of 'one' on -liine

=,program which is
-
capable Of modifying a student's enrollment,

dropping ot wlthdrawing a student, and pre-enrolling a

student. >

Having 4.single*ogramo)erfordi
one,generalized function

has significant consequences. The user benefits from this
approach by gaining familiarity with a single set` of procedures

perform several:tasks, which result's in a natural crsss-

training of office staff and reduces the initial training

requirements assOcia'ted with,implementing a new system. The
data prpceising staff benefits by this single program approach

through ease "of rograni maintenance, since there is less,
code to' maintainllpe'code

corresponds to the user's view .

4
of tithe function.-

conventional Edit Validations

Of course, the system performs the Conventional edit

validations,againit demographic41 data. This is accomplished
in 'two ways depending'up6,:d:e volatility of the data.

Static dataedits;such as the edits performed on a field
sdc.h-ms SEX, are hand-coded 'into-the-prograds.

Those fields'
A

t t.

whose edits vary from term to term -(e4: instrUctorscurrent

year and term) gre validated'against a key-seqUenCed VSAM
file (which is called the systemcontrol file). The maintenance
of the sttem control'file is controlled by the user's office.

30'



it .,should' however, 'that even though is the c
,

.,* ..uspers to maintain the co*tent of the system

control file, the data-processing staff would need to be

'utilized in the event of a change in'p. major coding scheme

for any of .the infprmation stored ozi the systdm control

Since all- logically relaeed data is subjected to uniform

editing criteria as it enters the system,geerelly no

editing is required during the reporting phases of the

systffi. Additionally, logical relationships are created at

the t data is entefed ad stored within the data base,

which allows for minimuwcomputer processing in"generating

batch reports and,allows for on-line inquiry to display

Aelfofmation in tke same seCilwlice as is expected in batch

reporting.

Increased Perception and Utilizatir of Logical Relationship

Among TheData Elements

It should be stressed that integrated data bases generally

maintain only minimal amounts of redundant data which implies

a consistent source,of-data for reporting and maintenance.

This data redundancy` reduction is a consequence of integrating
.4

the data base. The syst4s analyst is.ofteh able to perceive

the relationships between the data fields which hav'e poa

been recognized previously by the user or coriveritional data

proce sing methods. Thus, many repOrts#which once required

sev ral distinct and unique files can 'be.seneiated easily

and new combiriations of(data can be grouped together to

generate a, report,

3 1 - 6
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. EXAleLES
f
' i The. following examplet demonstra

t the particular i't 'egrated data-bas de

Student Records Information'System as fl.s implemented at the

the utilization of

ign scheme forr the

University of Kansas..

j
..

. 7"

7Example I. The Printing of title
w

Timetable
/

'',...

A logical relationship existsbetween the Timetable
,

.Structure data base, which contains the names of all th

schools, departments and subdepartments in the Univer

and the Timetable Course data base, which contains
,

detailed information for the timetable. The timetable of4

Y,

courses, wicifi contains all sections of all cou /ses, their

deetingtimes, places, and instructors, come ts, instruc-
Lions for enrollment and exam schedules,,rinted each
semester.' The system is desIgned'sb that the logical re-

. lationship between the Timetane Structure and Timitable

Course data bases 'only exists when the, timetable is 'printed.

airing all other times these data bases are 'de- linked' and

the Structure aata base functions asan independent physical
data base. -The advantage othis feature is that the Time2.

.table Structure and'Time-tableCourse data bases can be urr--
- ,dated independently all year. The relationship between a,,

school-and all of the courses offerqis that school need
only be established gor-the printing ofihe timetable. Wait-

,ing for giant-extracts and runninarof additional computer
ir., programs V5 assure the

relationshipsdte eliminated, thereby
freeing the user to request the

officiarximetablecprint

411. 34
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whenever fie/she feels. that she/he has entered into the

data base all-of the data necessary to print the timetable.

In addition, the timetable can be printed for semesters'

other than the current semester, because each course is

identified with the year. and term it is offered. Thus, more-
- information is made available to(the user wittlduChaving to

develop new procedures or write additional application pro-
grams.

/Example II. On-line Student Display and Update

The Student'Oata base records can j accessed randomly-

through to indices; the primary indek is she student iden-

tification number and"the secondary index is the student's.01

social security number. This design provides a cross refer-

.0.ence capability on the heart-of -the system, that is, each

individual student. Cress referencing.enbles the terminal

user to search for a student" record eithe 'through-the

tiication numbers or the,sogial"seturfty number, thus

creasing ttie chances of finding the student in question.

TUecross referencing Aso helps to prevent the entering

of duplicate records foi the same student, since the program

will not.permit!the entering f duplicates on either key.

In addition-r,asing the sOcialgisecurity number for a secondary

index enables applications which identify a student only

'through the.socialipcurity. number to interface direat15i

with the data base, thereby eiiminating the need for main-

taining large extract files ,with redundant information.

-9- 35
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i VDISTRIBUTED DATABASES THE ADAMEABLE APPROACH.. ,
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4

ThoMas Braniff
Director Institutional Studies

Stockton state College
Pomona, New Jersey

The move toward distributed data bases in state-wide and

multi-institutiona systems is accelerating. While

holding out the promise of maki A4tomati.available
to a wide range of users, Aisti-ibuted data bases will

not cow into existence by rb- applying "traditional"

approadhes to data Firocvsing.

. - The ait ,br argues thdt current data software- is not
,

to multi-institutional ayStems'and that the

`elated need to establish standards-is grounded in'

misconceptions.,-
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DISTRIBUTED DATABASEA4HE ADAPTABLE APPROACH

Jr
Having databases located at geographically 4istinct points -

,but operating under the rlibric of a single system.is generally
termed a distributed database.or DDB.

,RecenL advances.in the capabilityLand cost of. hardware,
coupled with the desire to.have greater flexibility, contrOls

45

and secutity at the various user sites have conspired to make
distributing of data attractive..

While local management and control of. data can hive obvious
/.

benefits, ere must of necessity exist a centralized 1.
over .- data standards to be'employed. Almost invariably, the
f' -t step toward building a distributed data base is gettizig
greement on data elements.

In the minds of most systeis designers, this means establish.-
,ing standard -field names, standard,definitiOns, field.sizes,
formats and ppsSibly even field content.

,
What appears on the surface to be a simple, and straight-

'forward (albeit time-consuming) exercise turns out in actual
practice to be anything but simple or agreeable.

Building a data dictionary involves,at least three neces-..
-

sary constructions:

First, there is the Catalog or Glossary of Definitions.
This catalog of definitions is in no way concerned with field

; lengths, formats, contents or the like. It is concerned only
with .the propertiegwhich a given entity tcOURSE CODE for
example) must Ratsess in o deC that it be rendered unique and
distinguishable from other ,enti s within the scope of the

37
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system (database). This is merely the process of set formation

_ and it should also result id establishing a standard of names.

1

This is clearly an- area where.agreement,must be achielzed'and

usually can be withoUt 'too much difficulty,. All of the partici-

pants in the process have had some prior experience with the
, -

entities under consideration and when there is not complete.

agreement, one can almost invariably develop more basic concert-
.-

tual entities which can theft be re-colibined in a variety of ways

to-meet the needs -of the different users of the system.

This exercise is extremely-va/uable in that it can reveal

--inconsistencies in existing t4iino/ogy. A case in point known

to this author involved a single institution which had three

distinct defy for the term 'Enteririg Freshmen'.

1. L 2 credits (Billing)

2. Enrolled as freshmen but m have taken summer c6urses,

(Ext4inal agency Definition)

3. Taking first college courses *(Student Affairs Office)

'An analysis of, this term revealed that entering freshmen

were not.a data element at all and that the various definitions

could be constructed out of simpler forms, one of which was

#3 ,f Type 3) above.

(E Icreditil) < 12) and (Type of (Type 3)

2. (First college courses in summer) or (First college

courses in fall)

3. (First oollege courses this semester)

In this way W source of confusion was removed.

The second oonstrgetfon involves the establishment of
or

38
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relations and links. COURSE CODE, FINAL GRADE Ec,NUMBER.OF CREDITS '

could reas8nably be positied as three naturally related fields
with COURSE CODE-being's 'keying' or dominating field and FINAL
GRADE and NUMBER OF.CREDITcbeing 'carried! or subordinate fields.
Links would arise naturally as a result' of the consistency in
naming conventions. This phase of the data dictionary exercise.
does 'lead to some disagreement because it directs itself to the
structure of the. database to be employed.

There can be significant organizational differences between
sister institutions. While a plex'qr network structure can"al-
post invariably satisfy these conflicting needs, the use of such
a ,configuration raises other issues. There is an increase in
complexity which can lead to problems of representing the data-
base'to an end-user and limit its overal usefulness. It is felt
in many guartersthat.to represent a database to a user in terms
more complex than a hierarchy invites confusion and stifles the

ti

development or utility of"an end-user facility. While a plex
can be transformed into a number of hiera al views or a single

-hierarchial'viev containing di-connectives, the result is
often too large or contrived so that the interests of compre-
hension are not Well served. Mot'to'mention the problem of
redundancy which results.

This area has 'received considerable attention and solutions
to these _prOblems are'being found. This is of primary importknte
and any use4ble distributed

d&tabase system must allow for these
differences in structure among the.varioutinstitutions comprising
the 4iStributed network.

39
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The'third construction and the ope which-offers the greatest

difficulty in-achieving initial agreement on data elements-is the

'Physical Data Dictionary'; As used here, this means' a,dictionary

which specifies, field sizes at the-lsgtt, and formats, positiOns

and contents in the extreme. EVen where theie is agreement on

the structure of the database, thiS-reifirement engendeit con=

siderable resistance.

The reasons for this are obvious. - The -users have. already

developed theit own systems of codification and data representa-

tion which are quite diverse and impact the institution at many

points. To change over.to this ward involve real,

and intangible' costs which the institutions are reluctant to

bear:.

The conventional approach.as.employed in datA processing.

holdd-that certain data elements (fields) at least be of a

common size. Not onlyjdo some DBMS packages require this but

there is the apparently convincing argument that this is neces-

sary in order to make software shareable. Consider for the

moment the example of a single field 'COURSE CODE'.- This field,

along with'its associated fields, is without doubt the, most

numerous in a Student Record'System. It is, also one'that shows

a great deal of variability between institutions. not only in.

size but also &D-content as well.
1( P.
lr .

Traditionally, the only way to reach agreement on

. is to look at the institution, with the lktgest f,teld size re-

qutrement and establish that as the.standard size. For arguMent!'s

o

sake, let us say that is 20 bytes.
16

Every single's-institution

40
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ithin the distributed-enyironmeni would then/be re ed to

scale-up itS records to.tid 'new field size Figure , shows the
6 eeffect of *this,' in" terms of additional but 'It(astorage -across

the distributed network. tr

f. .
.

... lf, in addition tp field size, content-is also mandated,
.

...,4,

I

`when the eflects or the local, Smaller institutions ildevas-

tating. For now, catalogs, forms,.data entry documents,. - as-well
-

as finely-twled in-house systems may all have to be redesigned

or scrapped. 'Res,t4ance to is going to be understandably

strong. It is unfortunatis that at this stage of the proceis .

one often hears of the.''miscreants4 who refuse to -tonforvr-v--

who are anticomputer, fear big-brother, -etce, etc.

'There-Can be no denying that a distributed, ystem without

standard's would be meaningless. 'While it- t qualify' as a

system' in a formal ,or narrow sense, it

linreleted'collection
"

ould,-in reality be an

systems possibly- 'having only a common,

shared idainfiame. Clearly,,an informational and interactional.

. 0comionality is_pres4med in the DM concept.
Jr

Unfortunately, in this issue
,

to be a, confusion between data

of sandards, there appears

the representation of it;,.

a lack of appreciation of, thgt reason for such representational
5, $

diversity; And the absence:of software which recognizes the

dynamical aspecip of data. Along the lines of2statics' and

pre-defined field and record sizes, it t rs fashionable-some
, .

.years Ago to see dat processors try4qg to fin a correct'
.0flied length record layout for a student .systim.. This ,reminded

-one of the alchemists search for the philosopher's stone and it

S
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' produced equally fruitful results.

Condider in the previous scenario what the effect would be

51

if the 'standard' institution found it necessary at,some.future.
.

Idate to expand its Course Code field size! Which brings us.to
.

. ,the added realizatio that databases can be thought of. as distri-
1 .

buting over time as Well as space. (See Figure 2.) This latter
1

factor has not received the attention it deserveA probably.p .

' .

becaube of the newnessof databases themselvA. -But it promises

to become a real issue. As thingspresently stand, it would be
necessary to back outtall existing Course Transactions, retize

WM'

them and then reapply them to the new database. Thegost of.this
to a single institution could be immense andreqUiring all other

! units to do the same is out of theiquestiop. Not only that, it

wives to existing data the status of a.pOtential liability.'

The issue of the aggregation of systems should also be

considered here. What happens when hot j3tst institutions share

a database facilitxe but whole systez of DpBrs? No one would

seriously propose in such a case that all field sizes be scaled'

up to meet the needS (read standards) of the new system.

Yet that is exactly what is asked of the institutions com=-,

prising the'distributed network. What makes the whole issue

tragic is that the physical attributes of the data elements

have absolutely' nothing to do whatsoever with standards..

We albost reflexively think of long neat columns of codes,

which are in fact only a short hand 'representation' or- handle

for an object, or bonceptual entity.

What we may be losing sight of is that our notiens -regarding

6
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standards-have been cdnditioned by rigid, precomputer machinery

andthe systems based on it which often required-such physical
qsimultaneity order for them-to be useable. Even then it be-

.

came necessary to.introduce various models or size, of the

machinery so that they could better" serve the needs of an,

organizgtiop.-

Even so, the question 'remains, can standards be maintained

and enforced if we admit of differences in their representation?

The answer as we will show is an unqualified 'yes. One approach

which suggests itself, and there may be many, involves establish-_
ing a generalized dictionary-driven systemloyhich has in addition

to'the three constructs previously discussed, a-strubture table),

a table of Equivalents of Useage, and both Global and Local Data

Dictionaries. (See Figure.3.)

Under.thii scheme; the Local Dictionaries, which are embed-

ded in the Database;' supply. the physical parameters necessary

for the particular definition of that-institution's data. Only

fields, mapped to an entry in the Global Dictionary would be

recognized and the same would obtain as regards its content

'except the mapping is now to the Equivalent of Useage table.

It is this mapping, and not the physical or contextual identity

which brings the standards into existence and gives them

substance.

This would allow the institutions cpnsidevable latitude with

the physical characteristics as well as content of their data
.

without diminishing the integrity of the system's standard. It

envisages a 'state of contihuoustintekplay between the central

45



LOGICAL
ATTRIBUTES

* User ,Nare ' tructure

STRUCTURAL
CAARACTERISVCS

p

PHYSICAL
ATTRIBUTE

1

, .

VALUE VERSION
CONDITIONS CODE

Physical
Length pats Type

Course Code_ GLOBAL

A. CRSECD

B. CODE

C. COURSE

J. PEDAG

4

F-

H-

D-.

H-2

20

5.

7

All

C

C

C

2

Curriculum Code GLOBAL 10 All

A. CURRCD

B. CURR

C. CUR EL

4

. J. MA.JR

F

F

B

H

---F = Fixed File wiself-definers
H = Hieraratial
D = Direct

4

2

5

'10

C

C

14,

Local to Global Physical Data
Element Characteristic Map

Figure 3
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EQUIVALENT OF USEAGE TABLE

GLOBAL DICTIONARY LOCAL DICTIONARY ENTRIES
ENTRIES USER A USER B ... USER

01.00000000.01 ART001 ' AR030 01.003.62

01.00000000.02 AR602 *

01.00000000.03 ART100

07.06213577.01 -- GE670

99.00000000.01

99.00000000.02

55

Z00362 90.002.70

Z00150 -. ZL001 .10..

Local to global data element vaiue map for course code

Figure 3a
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facility and the local user. Here control is achieved via under-

'standingand accommodating the user's new and particulai needs

without disruption -to any other members of the syitem. The

fact that the participating units are feeding new definitions

and requirements promises to make the system far richer and Ilse-
,-

ful than would otherwise be nossible. It goes without saying that

such a software capability'would allow new users to effectively

'plug-in' to the\distributed environment_with no impact to the

existing users.

If we aCceptOthis for the moment, then a different approach

to the problem emerges, indeed a different flavor to data pro-

. cessing. This view, which may be termed the 'soft' or_adaptable

approachrejects outright the need and notion that physical

standards, valid field values, and record- layouts should be

imposed from the top but rather, that the system adjiist-itself to

the requirements of its users. In this way the Database Admin-.

istratcr or Data Administrator would function as a coordifiator

ensuring that new entities were defined in the Glossary of

Definitions, that existing ones were correctly mapped and/or
-

had not de yed into disuse.

The history of data processing is replete with such issues

and thei'r solution has generally been found in software which

is adaptable to tore flexiole and complex forms. Fixed length
- trecords have given way to variable length records which in turn

lave given way to generalized files and spanned records. In

this process; flexibility has generally been-achieved by folding,.

more and more self-defihition into the records and files and less
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and less into the application software itself. The question'Of

'software shareability in such an environment now assumes'major

proportions. It might appear that,. with.so much, variability and

accommodation, there would haVe to exist as many versions of.a

program as there were- users and that we are merely-achieving

data independence the expense of,software and programing.

This does not seem to be true, however.' Itepliers that
this problem c best be attacked at a different level. Up to

now we have'addressed data independence and representational

flexibility. What is called for now is software independence.

Genera;dy speaking, however, this independence must be

achieved at the operand and length code level of an instruction.

Just as data has become freed of the application prograa,kso

must software become freed of the restrictions imposed by its

basicAinstruction set. One way,that suggests itself is to desigh
. a 'high-level', perhaps machine-independent, assembler wherein

the operands of the instructions are designed for much more

general and conditional addressing.that iS presently possible.

A typical instruction in such an environment might look

like this:

USER VIEW PRINT ADVISOR

ASSEMBLED VIEW ;Move Length ADVISOR SYS PRNT 20 1(Prim' to DD Pass) j

4int
I

Prior to running the program, the Local Data Dictionary is

consulted and the operand terms are now replaced with the par-

ticular parameters of that field.

49
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ASSEMBLED VlEW,
-after DD Pass)

Move,

.

Actual
Length

Condi-
tional
Flags

Actual Addressing Parmmeteis

Device Class
Position.

'etc.
Device

1 File
1 Class

'Position,

etc.-

This technique actually requires 're-inventing' the machine

(See figure 4) byt. on terms which are more acceptable, and allow

for far greater control than exists presently. Once designed,
A

this programming - above-programming or 'hyper-1,rogramming' -

could be used to make the standard compilers which would then

inherit the greater flexibility. Because we now can exercise

control at the operand level, more thari shareability results.

Indeed, programs could be written which contained references

to data elements not yet recognized on the Data Dictionary.

This could have many upes.

First, software could be written in anticipation of the

-existence of the data. This can be diffi'rlt at present, par-

ticularly if thetw data is to be integrated into an existing

report.

Secondly, super-reports could be generated which might

contain data-elemez)ts meaningful to only one or two institutions

within the distributed environment. This is an absolutely

necessary facility if shareability is to be achieved/ and

Thirdly, additional security can be pfected at this level

by merely removing the reference to the data element in the

local dictionary and then having all unresolved operands

flagged-off as inoperable.

50
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1.0

do.

Fetch 'Instruction'

Send 'Instruction' to Analyzer

2(

Move
Instruction
Module

Compare
Instruction
Module

Instruction

Sequencer

Instruction

Analyzez

Get next 'instruction

Perfona 'Instruction

Add
Instruction
Module

A

Link
Instruction
Module

'Operand'/
Dictionary
Compiler

MD °KW

°T40:142. 1

oftwoo;601motibciar" 24 1 2,2.

Constants, IO Handlers,,Assembler Subroutines, etc.

A ,SOGGESTED METHOD OF ACHIEVING SOFTWARE INDEPENDENCE.

'...astructions'
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- From a software design point of view, this,is,not startling

and in some respects,-represents-nothing more than the modular

concept pushed to its lowest funCtional limit. The cocrelative

(issues of software and data independence have implications which

go far beyond-just Distributed Data Bases.

It is becoming realized in more and more quart r..z_that soft-

ware has lagged behind hardware to the point where it threatens

to throttle future adVances in data processing. ,In the absence

of.truly adaptable software,and agreement on the physical aspects

of data, it probably does little gooid to try and compel adherence

to pre-defined physical standards terely'for the sa.356 of hiving
4

something that one calls 'distributed' data base.

A much more productive aparoacfimightbe to opt for one of

the many smaller database or ile management systems so that, on

an institutional level at east, a well-structured and ration-

alized data environm could be achieved at a minimal coSt..

Once accomplis ed, the resulting pattern {structures and

data dictionar ) would actually represent the users require-,

ment-s let point ih time and it would be to this that any.

/."

Ds..1"'ikuted Data Base software would have to address itself at

the very least.

.Distributed Data Bases are not coming into existence as

rapidly as they could because df the factors notO here. Pre-
.

sent day DBMS. software places much of the work/On-the user-When,

in fact, it can and should be performing the work itself. As

(sers come to this realization, they will demand and get soft -

ware which adapt itself to the user, not the other way around.
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THE ROLE OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING UNIT

IN A DECENTRALIZED-PLANNING PlICESS
a

j -

,Richard D. Upward
." Assistant Coordinator

Institutional Research

Michael L; Manley
;Assistant Director
Computing Services

'West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia'

Planning at West-Virginia University-is a decentralized process wherein

each umit annuiLly reviews-and upd ptions regarding its future

whicj are instrumental in future planning and budgetirig procedures. In..
.

e .. /- ,

addition: University-wide assuRtioni ard eveloped which serve as guide-
,

lines for funding/non-funding decisio assumptions are teased on
r------

s 1 . .-,

nformat16ri maintained in computerized data bases. It isi essential,
k.....-. .--

,

:06---
4 .

therefgre, the information obtainpd'from these databases be consistent
+--'

,,..

as well as.accurate for a

This piper describes the evolution of an administrative Ota pftcessing

unit (AIG) which facilitates the standardizatiOn of information neces

to Mport the.planqing/budgeting.process. The 'initial organization,

4
endstatus,_and future; of tt, AIG will be discussed _relative to its

role in the University.'selanning/budgeting

4111
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Introduction

Today, higher education is faced with ever-increasing demands for'more

6,5

impensive,andli9ersified programs, and has rela'tiyely fewer resources ava,17, ,

able to meet these demands. As a result, academic, facility, and fiscal

planning has Eiecome apeimportant activity at many institutions. However;

itis important not only planning be done, but also that the resulting.

plian be an integrated and realistic OUtlineof the instituti'on's future.
' *-

While the mLhanics of planning processes are' as varied as are planningpro-,

.

.cesses, those which seem to be most effective are those thich, blend internal

.

,

v
'.... l t - - --
consistencyof the.institution" with relevance to the various units of the

A

institdtion. "integrated plannirr can be, achieved only when

anning'is a regularly scheduled activity which occurs frequntly and which

'produces results that manifest therriselves in the allocatiOn, reallocation,

and effectiNe uses of, resources within the institution."1

Ope such planning process has been developed at West Virginia University.

At WVU, integrated,p4nning
occurs' through decentralized procedures which re-

quire,input from all .unit; managei-s.'.fhere
.>1'S'erning office whosef f

* .

charge is "to develop,_imprement, end coordinate the execution of the planning

----

4
process." As such, the Planning:Office is the mechanism by which,internal

consistency ts#maintained, while actual planning isl;ccompljsiied by thg indi-

vidual units insuring relevance between the resulting plans
(

and existing pro-' . 4 \\ :grams.
.

. ,

1,4 . (

1 ,In IpPide,t4e planning proce4 at WVU may be th f as a two step.
/

process. Tirst, each unit'deVelops a set of long range plans (

'ten years.) These anning Assumptions"-eoncepAly outlinetheifipture

seven to

latymondIM. Haas, "Integrated Academid, Fiscal, and Facilities P.lanning,"Manning for Higher EducaVon,'Volume 5:2/5 October,. 1970.

1
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t e unit. The second Phase of the planning process'is the annual budgeting

-procedure. This may be thought'of as short range plannihg wherein the units

_operationally define the methods to be used in meeting: the goals outlined in

their long rangt,plan. At WVU then, the planning process drives the budgeting

Process.

In order to effectively develop both long and short range plans, much

information must be provided to the units. While some of this information

comes from in-hOuse sources, the majority is. administrative in nature and

must come from the University's central administrative files. The adminis-

trative units.functlon as unique elements within the administrative structure

he creation and
oythe University. As such, they-are responsible for b

maintenance of their own files. -Because of-thiS'situatitA, the present

, Computing Services unit was evolved, in part, to facilitate the coordination

'needed between the various administrative units. (The specific role of the

1,0 Computing Services unit is outlined below.) In this way, each unit(as well

as the Planning Office is assured that the data it receives are consistent
.

r

with the data received.byother units.

The Role of the Planning Office

The theory behind the planning process developed at West Virginia ni-

versity is described by Dr. Raymond M. Haas in Pladhing"for Higher Education)2

blillOber, 1976.. As mentioned above, it is the purpose of:i6-Planning .Office

to coordihatt the planning process, not to be the actual planner. To accom-

plish this,-the role of the Planning Office can, be' identified in three ways.

2
op. cit.



They are:-

/

-(1) "To develop,a set of.pldnning

vide the-bnit managers with a

vie

a common basis for planning."
.

--. _

statistical summary,of the University,'forecasts of the
..,

7_

.

University's future,-an outline of the responsibilities

tools.." These tools pro-
,.

"connion understanding 'and

The tools include a

-of specific units -and their conceptual,as well as their

operational objectives, and finally, special studies up-

on request by the -units 10 the Planning Office., (In

particular; the Office of,the University Architect, the

Officeof Facilities Analysis and Utilization, and the

Office of Institutional Research carry out these-studies.)

42)"To see that planning gets done." ,This is done through

-a comprehensive schedule of planning activities- which is #

diStributed to each dean and direCtor at the beginning --

of the.planning-process. 'This scheduled set of events,

operdtionally defines the short rangeSring process.-

(3) "To see that planning gets done, well." This quality -

control function is accomplished in two ways. .The first

'is that the planning process is done in a-systematic and

orderly'manner. Secondly, because participants in the

planning process .must also carry but their olans,_theo

probability of.success is greater than if the planners

did not have to implement and adhpre to the.resUltant

plans.

,67

Forinore specific details al60 the role of the Planning Office, see the

article,cited above. "Itsis obiious, though, that in the development of the

1.3 ,

It

'No
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planning tools, especlelly the statistical, summary and the special studies,

much coordination is needed between the Planning Office an4 the Computing
31

Services unit. The Computing Services unit is required to >upply some of

the data for the development of these tools. In this'way, the consistency

and accuracy of the data is checked at two points before it goes out to the

units. It is throu0 this mechanism that the Planning Office supplies the

units with information needed for planning.

I

The Responsibilities of the Unit Managers

As mentioned above, the planning process, at West Virginia University is

decentralized wherein each unit manager is charged with the planning for his

or her own unit. Since the budgeting process is'a function of the planning-

'process, the plans developed by the unit managers are realized through the

allocation/reallocation of resources. As scheduled by the Planning Office,

the units produce a'sertes of'4499ingdocuments
which *rationally outline

their Short'range.plans. The long range plan of each unit is also develqped

or updated each year. As the long range plans are conceptual in nature,
.

specific data from administrative files are not needed. The University's

long range ich is updated yearly, is supplied to the units by the

Planning Office. h ives the units insights about the future of the

University and enabIeS t units to develop long range plans consistent with

those of the Universi y.

As mentioned above, short, range planning is manifested in the budgeting

process. According to a schedule provided by the Planning Office; the units

developan Operating. Budget' Request and then an Operating.Budget. In essence,

the Opera.ting Budget reflects the implementatimilif plans outlines in the

Operating Budget Request. The following is a description of the.development.
.

of these docuMen4.
- r .

5 i \
-

4
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The Operating Budget Oquest is developed and presented to the Budget ,

Team during the summer of the fiscal year before its resulting allocations be-.

come effective. In cijunction with the Operating Budget Request, an annual

...report is submitted, This.repOrt is an analysis of the unit's achievements and
.

.
.4 ..shortcomings of the previous year. This 4s usually dodt in respect to the,

objectives outlined in the West Virginia University Organization (this is the

third planning tool described above:) IA addition, specific plans and courses

of action for strengthening the unit are recommended. The Operating Budget

Requests are priority listings of the unit's needs for each of several fuhding

categories. Each items requested rust be justified in lightle the unit's long'

range plan or its objectives as described in the West Virginia University

Organization and should to related to the shortcomings addressed in the annual

report,. Data used in supporting arguments for requests are found in he

statistical(mmmary and through special studies requested through the Planning

Office. Additional support is received from weekly, monthly, and 13th month.

reports from the Budget Office.
Through these reports, the unit managers are

kept up-to-date about the fiscal status of their units. This information also

gives the managers insights aboutspending trends within their units for

specific items. This type of information supports requests for increased

allocations for speciffc purposes. Later in the fiscal year (early spring)

the unit managers are given the opporturiity.to revise their Operating Budget

Request. All revisions must be made in the sari manner as the original re-

quests. (Parenthetically, ittis at this time that'planning.for the next fiscal

year begins with revisions of.the unit's and Unfversity's long range plans.)

The Operating Budget is then prepared by the individual units. Again, this

is.the document Which reflects the implementatibn of-the plan outlined in the7

Operating Budget Request. This document is prepared in the early summer before

f

11,
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the beginning of the fiscal year which it outlines. Data needed to generate tEe

Operating Budget must come from the Budget Teamand is concern2with the level

of Support to be given the individual unit's requests.

The above then is a description of the planning process at WYU and the data'

edio support it. It is critically irportant in this decentralized planning

rocess that consistent and accurate data be supplied to the various units in-

voive, in the planning process. In order to supply the various components that

make up WT, with needed data, a ComPuting Services. unit has evolved. "is unit.

is relatively neyt at WiJ, nas already gone through severa7 organizatiorEl cnanges,

and is expected to go through several ore. ;Described beiow is the e

the Jnit to its presen-t state. in addition, tne unit's proposed futu,e

tune is descrla

The Evolut,or Comouti-ng Services at West Virginia :jniversity

A nu-7Per o"actors found irE all large adninistrative organizations led,"

to :ne creAtior of an adr-inistrai:e.tata
procesSing ..nit_ at 2e1!arf

factors were t ^e need forZOnsistent data and reports and the volume of data

to _ pr cessed. At tnis p67nt, additional history should be introduced to

Bile the reader proper perspective.

For a number of years, beginning aoout 1973, the governing body,_:c. = tne

nigher education system in West Virginia, the Board of Regents, suggested tne

need forlreased computing capacity throughout the state. The-initial

budgetary considerations increased.the computing capacity at the "other"
4

state supported schools throughout the state by adding comunications hardware

and lines to WVU's computer system and installing an upgraded communioat'fans

controller at WVU. Thus, the door_was opened for expansion of serviceto.-.

these schools Orough availability of WVU's large compatel'. Subsequent

6 61
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additions of disk dries and finally an additional computer evolved into the

West Virginia Network !for Educational Telecomputing NVNET).

For some time, West Virginia University and WVHET shared a building; a

-

director, computer hardware, in addition to support staff. The old WVU

Computer Center had an Administrative Services staff which, under an assistant

director, performed /the software
development and maintenance for all 1Yti

1

administrative uniis, comptFoller, budget, personnel, etc.

- Since there ws a very diverse user community, most ma r departments

also had staff of their own. There was a Data Entry section attached to tne

Computer Center as well as a staff of expeditors: Some were employed by the

Computir Center nd others by the Comptroller.

It became pparent that there was little consistency ana/or control

between Bevel Arent by the Computer Center staff and the other administrative
.

units. Ther ore, in tne summer of 1976 the provost for Finance be rrNoci

assemble t necessary staff to produce accurate, consistent reportsNaseles.
41

The new group was called the Administrat ve Infomation Group (AIG). This

group wfis made up of the following staff:

/ Comptroller's Office

1 - Data Processing Supervisor
1 - Lead EDP Technician (expediter)
4 - EDP :Technicians

3 - Verifier operators
6 - Keypunch operators
1 - Data Preparation Technician
1 - Senior Systems Analyst

Computer Center

1 - Assistant Director
2 - Senior Systems Analysts
1 - Systems Analyst
6 - Senior Programmers
4 ; Programmers
1 - Secretary

62
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Physical Plant

1 - Systems Analyst .

Adrri ssions and Recol.ds

1 - Systems Analyst

President's Office

1- EDP Technician
1 1 - Senior Programmer

3

Budget Office

1.- Senior Systems Analyit

Including part- tine positions, not noted above, 38.85 FTE positions were cc1-

bined, with a corresponding total annual .diary of $382,027.

(.5nce assembled, the primary function of the new group was to construct,
e

'ri,5aTfy, and run programs and sys*

staff of the new unit ne

to process administrative info rmation:

great aeal or coordination in its forrative

inontq, Therefore, an experienced data processor, one of tfteUpiversity's

auaitors was given the position of Unit Coordinator.-

e

As tne group began to take shape, this individual was released back'to

his original function, and control of the group was given to the associate

provost Or finance: The day-to-day operation was left to one of to senior

systems aral'ys:s. The group functioned in this way for a number o= montnk_.

in May of 977, a new4Jnit Coordjmator was appointed.

During its Girth, the two primary goals of the AIG were to (1) produce

oaily management reports on both financial and student'records informatsr,

and (2) perform major and minor system developmntand maintenance ir, ar

organized manner. One of the major functions of the AIG was and is to see

that the needs of all the administrative units are met with due regard to

the deadlines and priorities of each. 63
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The consolidation of all these staff allow for an additional benefit.

Since most offices have cycles of busy and slack ti s, and since all ave

different cycles,.a smoothing effect of shared staff allowed for ro work

to be done through more efficient use of staff. A gret deal Of additional

efficiency was obtained through the sharing of knowledge and experience.

Some units` at WV.1 ;tili maintained their own staff, as they felt they

could best be served in that manner
.

, .

of these' dedicated staff re hers.

73

. A nuter of problems.;ae-arisen because-

For exarple, /file nay be used by any

offices, but be the resciorstoilit> Of oly she.

decides to change the format or omit some ir=

become unusable by another off4ce.

An even worse problec' is 1e interpretations. As an ox-
-ample,

,

suppose Admissions aAe Records reports a total of 6,000 new students

in the fall semester of 1977. The Cffice of :ns:it tional Research right

:f the r-esponsible office

etc., the file may,_

report 4,500 new students fro, the-same fies. Trere could be a number of

explanations.f.pr such discrepancies. Prst, Ad,issions and Records night

be repOrting all stuaerts who were .rot on the Spring 1977 files. Institu-

tional Research night-only report students who had never taen classes at

West Virginia University. To further complicate matters, the question of

on-campus versus on-campus plus extension stuaents .eight be,a factor. This

type of problem is extremely common.

The problem expands as we look into financial data. For example, three

offices, Budget, Comptroller, and-Purchasing all

pendituris, etc.. Al) have,swe impact on or are

ledger files. The coordination of processing f's

process requisitions, ex-
,

impacted by the budget and

absolutely necessary. If
. ,

the offices were to get the wrong versions of each other's files, the results

migit be some expenditures never getting 4ted to the ledgers, an old bud-
,

9
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get file allowing expenditures which exceed tne current budget bAllance, etc.

The problens increase exponentially with the nu7ber of offices involved in

the origin and dispositicin of the information.

To continue the history of the divelopmert of the r, in February of

1977, the West iirginia University/WV: :o7outer4center officially split.

irect^rss re Cefinec. The WrE- rectcr reported to the ?,oard of

;egehts wriie irgigianiversty reriained non-existant.

The A:G renares Jhser V-1P f'Dr:irar,Ce .and the Supportirg Servises

st..sert consul.t-r

Sr-erc.e :nar-_77 -

was acccirtec.

tst- ArC.

-re

rpspersiole to -omPuter

:r s: 1977, .rector of C.1.4ting ;ervice

was ,cie: ,r;!Eir :hP DrSiOSi :Cr =Thrr-rg
a

rlises were asse -:1e-c Jhcer

a',-ace7i;.-"verss nistrative at.1 CP was d.ssO1ved and tne con-

arC a oell fined H-catPC

ss--r:.As :247'77 e dahVsr S-srilces

were

eser: ar .'.:..re Serv4ses .-rt Wes: iir-oiriaJriversIti

:re c7ass':

,r77. 9erera funCti ,5. as most otner

rtre are, .,, ition, too ma:,c deviations fr'yAlb
.:o.,

-h ''4rst is the concept of dedicated resources.'

7,,e,,cated resources are co- cater personnel cr cOmputer nardware, funded by

a unit otrer than Computing Services. A more detailed explanation of tne

Cedica-ted resources contep: is included in tne discussion-of the independent

development section.

The second deviation frog: the classic organization is an independent

deve,op7en: sectioo, :n wst computer support units there are subunits

responsiblE 'or: data entry, operations, expediting, new develop7ent,and

lo 65.
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program or system maintenance. Computing Services has been defined td have-

all the above subunits, except that only minor new development is done by

Computing Services. Majqr development is done by an independent development

unit which reports directly to the Provost for Planning.

The utilization of this development section is defined in e Ather inno-

vative way, at least for corTuier support staff. Sinte, at Wesirginia

University, an8 most other places, systems and program development staff are

in short supply, and,since there are many diverse applications from many

different ,niversity units, priorities become a major problem,. Tile Provost

for Planning has resolved this probler in the sane manner that priority

probiers for other service units are handle:.

At West iirginia :Jniversity,
priorities and /car allocatjon of resources

;of'khich systems development is one) are established by the University's

budget tear. Ti-is tear is made up of the i..riversTty's Provosts and the

Executive Officer, i.e., major line officers of the 'university. Just as

expenditures for repairs andpalterations operations; new personnel,. etc.,

are planned and budgeted, expenditures for compJter systens development rust

also be planned and budgeted. The following proced4Pesevolved to the

definition stage, but hale not actually been exercised. The first actual

implementation of the new scheme should be in the Spring of 1978.

In the new scheme, the 'dedicated resources" concept takes care a-f -new

major system5 development. Dedicated resources, s stated above, are those

assigned to non-Computing Services units. They'are dedicated to projects

which benefit the funding unit. At the option of the Dean or Director of

the funding Unit, the day-to- day supervision of the dedicated resource may
.

be assigned to the Director of Computing Services'(or his representative).

The funding unit would then contract with Computing Services for cOROletion
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of a set of goals. Computing Services would then direct the dedicated resource

to the completion of the goals. This allows a unit wishing toigive systems

developMent a high prioriithe opportunity to insure the funds are spent -to

its benefit, but does not require the unit to duplicate the expensive manage-

ment required for computer personnel. This eliminates potential problems

which may arise with new or inexperienced management. In-this budgeting.

process, the budget team decides
/
ihe:relative priorities to be assigned to

fmajor systems. It then determi/es if the work should be done by dedicated

resources in the requesting unit or by the developMent unit. As a follow-updom. ..

the concept also requires the funding unit to report the suggested projects
0...

to Computing Services, even if the supervision of the dedicated resource is

not assigned to Computing Services.. The reporting mechanism insures one of

the primary needs in a decentralized plamping organization. That need is

for accurate, consistent information. As long as one unit coordinates all

systems development and modification, the University can be assured that

independent data bases, etc., will'not be established which could introduce

differences in data for'the same logical sources of:Anformation. This

coordination is a crust when iqlrpendent units must make independent decisions,

and later have their decisioni .(or,requests) combined to construct a

University-wide perspective.' If units have differing information about the

same subject, theirahalysis cannot lead to planning assumptions which tre
-4

internally consistent.

The independent development group will act as a dedicated resource.

University units will make annual- systems development requests to the Univer-

sity administration. _The requests will be revjewed by the budget team.

Projects will be selected and a total resource to be allocated wild be defined

(total FTE2 positions for major systems development). These projects will

12
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be scheduled, and the rengTning projects will be ret ned as unfunded. If

the requesting unit has funds for its own dedicated resource land if the

budget team approves)% it may wish to begin an unfunded project with 1Xs own

personnel.

Once all priorities have been set, the Director of Computing Services

will be assigned the number of FTE positions allocated by the budget team,

as well as the selected projects. The director will then be responsible

for the completion of the projects.
I

If rnit determines a crisis need during the year which it feels ca-n-

not wait until the next review period, it may request a special hearing

1

for its problem. If the budget team determines that this project must be

done, it will determine which previously approved projector projects must

be cancelled. This procedure eliminates the most serious problem in all

Computing Operations, the fiver -corm tm6i of manpower. When manpower is

over-committed, the net result is insufficient design, testing, and documen-

tation. These deficiencies'lead to systems which require constant.main-

tenance, and which are very difficult to support.

Lm all, the dedicated resources reporting mechanism is.mandatqry if

Consistent data, are'io be produced. The independent development group also

insures the FTE positions V) be spentpri major systems development; Treate

ing the development group as a deditated res'ource insul-es that the Univer-

77_

sity administration,gets the development done that it feels appropriate,

and that this development remains consistent with existing systems and the

general planjor future 4ata processing. These two concepts, together with,

the centralized day-to-day data processing, insure that consistent data

is available to decentralized planning units.

68
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Summary

4 4
At W st Virginia University, planking

is iiiecentraTized process which
.,

must re ult in an internally con en,,plan for he institution. Relevance.

to the individual units is'Maintained as to ange unit plans are manifested 1

..in the'annual Operating B6dget (the result of the short range planning pro-.

cess.) In ortr'that all units' plans are consistent with the master budget

4.4 .

and long range goals of the Uni'Versity as a whOle, the-infoimafion used in -,,
.

. _ .b l, . Jthe-planning proces-st .

iusitbe uniform for-allLunits. the'The only viable:apprgac---*-
.

. 14
/7 -

, .
,

to guaranteeing. uniform pnd timely information is to have it produced through
.

,

a central fiklity. , -

.

..
_.-

t
4'; ---144 * 111' u

rIA central facility (CompUter. Services) hasevcilv,ed at-West Vtrginia Uni-
, ,

f -

1 #1,_ ,- t
.

its
.

- . _

versity. This upit is
.

much like comparable units-athr.inst4tutions ....1
.'. .-.

except that major systems, development is tandledin a.unique way. '1stemS

developmento's considered a resource and is treated.in the same manner es

othgg resources, i.e.;-via allocation /reallocation. Thislprocedure helps

to insure that University as well.as unit.goals.tre met. As at West Virginia

University and other institutions, adequate computer staffare'ftoravailabIe.,f
1

s - ,This process insures that development is given proper priority relative to "tl
,..

.

, .

it 'prodpctdon and maintenance. It is the -budge team at Wes Virginia Univer-

siillthat sets the ?)rioflties and provides funding as

tf.

lity to illocate.reSources in WayS_consistent_wi

goals'of the University.

is their iTsponsiiii-

e_long_anclsilart_range

; ;

.
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THINKING NEV`SYSTEM(S)? ;CHF ACTiON ITEMS

14.

-.
James IA Pen rqd

Larry U. Craft

Pepperdi ne University r
Malibu, California

a

4Th lanning for, design -a implementation of inf9rmation

Sitman meet systems tn colleges and universities is approaching
-.

a state of adol7escence. as a science. 1Because we cannot devise

"ru/es" with sufficient scope' and -depth to cover -all insti-

tutional and systems 'contingencies, the necessary activities

remain somewhere between m4gic aid art: At least ten uthin§s"

can and should be done in the early stages of systems planning.

Ns.

These relate to facilities management, a systems committee,

the 'Oser liaison functions, seminars, data base management,

79 - :=

advisory committees, implimenta task groups, 4 procedures

c 1 , 1committee ,,user training, and evaluations.
1

a

sit

i
..

"10
ri4.01

V
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in south-central Los Angeles, with 137/students. A grant by the founder

PART I

PERWECTIVE: FOCUSING ON THE TARGET

//-

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
I

Pepperdine University was established 1937 through the philanthropy

of George Pepperdine (1886-1962), founder and developer of the Western Auto

Supply Company. The school was primarily an undergraduate af-
filiated withvthe Churches; of Christ and dedicated to promoting liberal

arts Iducation with a Christian atmosphei.ik

The school opened as Pepperdine CoTIege on the 35-acr62triginal site

.

, rprovided for the campus, buildings% and an endowment of approximately two

million dollars.

An enormous growth period eaSued in the late 1960's and:early 1970's

(see Figuyes 14and 2) as Pepperaine -rapidly expanded from a single under-

graduate institution to a multi-campused operation of five schools arld.many

off-campus locations.

Ufa In 1972, the,650-acre Malibu Campus, site of Frank R. Seaver College,

opened with 872 students. As,of the current school year, 1977-78, Pepperdine

Sch9ols of Prtfessional Studies, Businessand MInagewent, and Education are

administered-frOintheloilhgeles Campus. Pepperdine School of Law, ores

@ntly locatd in ArAheim,).611 be.joining Frank R. Seaver College, the

traditional 4-year undergraduate college-at the Malibu Campus, in September, /

1978.iti 14

Adding comple4ity to this phehomenal growth are.off-campus teachihg

locations, weekend mod curses, multi-disciplinary cotrses, a oile-year.



,
European program and ex s*ve-military program.s on a world-wide

J
% ei

The challenges which_must be net due' tct this rate of change are_
t

.

most evident in the areas of Student- and Financial- ReCdrds. As the

.technical needs of the systems change, so is it necessary to rest

and redefine_ the procedures and' functions that the staff have been. wo

with in the past, a task at 16st-es ?important as the technical modifi --'

cations.

UNIVERSITY INFORMATION SERVICES

The coordination of such extensive admjnistrative changes. involving

computer systems became the respons-ibflity of University Information

Services (UIS). UIS.was originated for the purpose of developing a Man-
,

agairent Information System rather than a data processing, operation in

order that overall administrative/academic needi could be net in a unified

Way, and future planning and information reporting could be correlated with .

the current-data processing done in support of the administrative systems.

In effect, UIS has come a change agent for the University in the sophis-

tication andirefining of Pepperdine's systems requirements.

UIS has two primary objectives: (1) to provide management infer-

mation to a ll divisions and administrative levels of the -University,

includi infOrmation pertaining to decision-making needs and information

related o operation of administrative'sys ms; and (2) to provide tech-

nical expertise for the design,. implementation, operation, an going

maintenance of systems sbftware and hardware, both administrative and

academic.

Organizationally, U1S___reportslirectly _to_ the Executive Vice President,,

the chief operations officer for Pepperdine University (see Attachment tA)..

The organization itself is 'headed by the Executive Director who has direct

-2- .
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oversight of the Administrative Staff, Institutional Research, and Computer

Services units (sed'Attachment B, page 1).

Several dramatic occurrences within a relatively short time frame have

had a large impact on the University. These included: purchase and

installation of a major computing device (a Univac 90/§0 computer); design

and construction of a facility to house the comPuter and staff (a two-

story, 7,000 square foot building); Conversion of some programs and all

data from the external Service Bureaus which had been used for Administrative

Services prior to the Univac 90/60; performance of ongoing routine reporting

functions; and hiring, integrating, and training per'sonnel to suppbrt an

internal computing facility. -

Total redesign and new programming effort for all administrative soft-

ware has been started. The Integrated Student Information System (ISIS)

has been completed. Other primary administrative software such as the

Integrated Business Information System (IBIS) are in the .initial design

.stage. Building a research data base for trend analysis from past and cur-

rent information is also in progress.

The change procest is dramatically affected by the organizational

management style. In fact, the change strategy ma be dictated-by it.

The approach to management in UIS is derived from *a ?Qvisionist theory

social systems'Ailodel: ,specifically, UIS's Executive ctor's modiffeds

version of the Getzels-Guba "Nomothethic-Idiograp model.,
1

83

This. model stresses: (1) the group the basic 'organizational unit;
. .

(2) a well-deftned formal structure supplemented by informal communication

Nchannels; (3) authority derived from knowledge, skill end achievement
.

whenever possible; (4) control and feedback closely related to,group pro-

-3-
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cesses; ,decision-making conducted at the most appropriate level;

(6) goal-setting with as much group participation as possible; (7)
A

communication vertically and horizontally occurring without filtering;

(8) motivation directly related 4:6 the trdividualis role definition;

(9) a project approach to prob7em-solving; and MO) an at;;osphere-re-
,

ceotive to irternal cnange.

The strategy being imc'e7ented :f =S is a normative-re-educative

model verj si,Hlar to the Prot7e7,-&s'iirg construct described by Novotnef2

with - introduction c' a se---oer-arent outside/inside change agent.

7z,C:L:TY MANL.GFKEN7: :NTESFA":0N EX;STING ORGAN:ZATIONIS

SYSTI4S & COmP'T; 7u, rr :-r. -:CIN

-re outsiaeorarge aget 's & Coriouter Technology Corporation

(SCT) a fac'lities ,na-nagement/edlicatioral software fir-: with extensive

experiencP spannirg ten years in more tnan one hundred colleges and

universites.

.SCT nas a ve-year contract with PePPerdine to,p/ rovide tanagement

and technical expertise in the Ocrouter Servides areas of Computer Operations,

Aalinistrative Systems and Academic CoTouting. Managers of ,these areas

report directly to the Director of Cc outer Services. The Assistant Director

kredistely supervises Adr:inistratIve Systems 'which is covrised of Student

Records, Financial Records agd User Liaison. All managers of these units

are SCT employees. Successive p9sitions-are held by both Pepperdine and

SCT personnel '(see AttachMaInt B, Pages 241.

SCT personnel work to identify University needs,-to provide certain

-4-
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technical skills to the Pni.versity, to train University staff, to provide

support for training, to arrange access to other training resources, to

coordinate admtniseration and training as part of the system's problem-

solving procedures, to act as a solution. giver, to act as a process

helper, and to act as a catalyst. The roles vary depending upon direction

from the University. 3

All SCT activities are under the dlr....Kt supervision of the UIS Execu-

tive Director.whp coordinates tneir efforts with University personnel to

produce concise prejblem staterents,'to analyze problems, to form objectives

to solve proolems, to conduct an inventory of the neeen-ary-resources to

solve identified problem, to oevelop plans which will allow objectives-to

be. reached, to nelp in tne evaluation process during irplementation.and in

the determinatlion of ri.Ovi well objectives were ret, and to bring about any

alterations. dictated by the evaluative feedback.4

INTEGRATIO! OF SCT INTO 1;15

The functions of the inside agent(s) (the UIS Executive Director and

his staff) are critical in seeing that changes'brought about_ by the "outside"
,

impetus becorre a stage part of the ongoing operation and that they have a

broad baSt of a:ceptace. Tnus, the first task was to integrate SCT manage-

ment and new Pepberline employees into the UIS organization. Several actions

were specified to take place in this endeavor: (1) the-U.S Executive

Zirector interviewed and approved all SCT managers.prior-to their assign-

ment to Pepperdine. (2) Each Pepperdine employee tra ferred to UIS as

given an individual and a group orientation to the goals and expectations

of UIS: (3),, The KT managers conducted individual and group orientations'

with the unit they supervised. (4) Detailed job descriptions and specitic

(0
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individual assignments were distributed and discussed with all new em-

ployees and with UIS employees who reported to SCT management. (S) An

all-day complete staff UIS orientation session was conducted. (6) A,

weekly meeting in which all UIS'managers report plans and project progress

to the ExecuOve Director was established. (7) An ombudsperson-position '--

reporting to the EXecutive Director was established. (3) An employee's

orientation manual describing UIS goals, policy and procedures;.orginiza-

tional structure, the SCI role, and the UIS/University relationship was

'prepared and.distributed to each UIS emoloyee. (9) Meetings were scheduled

and conducted with deans and representatives from each schodi in the

University to define and discuss the new UIS role-and the SCT inVolvement

in it. (13) Similar meetings were held with all administrative units.

(11) Several committees (which will be discussed in Iptail later) .were

appointed in an attempt to
ensure university-wide ifiut and acilitate

information dissemination. -g12) The policy of weekly leetfn o discuss

schedules, problems or.mGdificaeions with major. systems Users was continued.

Finally, (13) a monthly meeting where the Director of.Computer,Aervices

presents A formal progress report toitheSystevs Committee (the policy-1

making body for UIS) was established.

PART 3

A SYSTEMS COMMITTEE: COMAITION CHARGE

Ensuring that; UIS meets the objectives for which- the departvent'was

created, the President of the University has establishet_the Pepperdine

University,Syitems Committee.with the fol ng make-up and charge:

The Peopudine --cvm(stems It 1 Wee is corn-,
pOsed of Execu a Vice Presiden o serves'as
Chairperson, the Senior Vice President, k e Vice

k
1111

8,

-6-
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President of Academic Affairs, the Vice President
of Administrative Affairs; the Vice President of

.

Financial Affairs, the Vice President of University
Affairs, the Vice President and Dean of the School
of Business and Management; the Associate Vice
President of Finance, the Controller, the Dean of
Student Records, the Executive Director of Univer-
sity Information Services, and the Director of-
Computer Services (ex- officio): The function of
the Committee' is to serve a$ the "policy board"
for computer services.

The activities include the establishment and re-

,

view of all policies related to University computing,.
the establishment and broad review of University
prior'ities and service levels,relative to computing,
regular monitoring of the ongoing project to assure
effective implementation of the oojectives as set
forth in the contract, the working plan, and any
other systems-related plans of tne.University,.and
yearly review of the Computer Center budget consistent
with the service levels established.-§,

The-comittee has a standing monthly meeting but currently meets o an

as-needed basis, almost weekly.

- PART 4

USER LIAISON: THE COM;MUNITY CONTACT REPRESENTATIVE.

User Waison Specialists within UIS are vitally important, having as
4

their prime function the task of facilitating communication between user

ppartments and the computer production and design staff. Each specialist

is assigned responsibility for an administrative areelhb spends most of,

. --4his/her iire in the ,specific area gathering or giving information aiId
.

r

trouble shootind apparent problqms.

8T

_The IX Specialists who oparata Avithia .C7ompsterSanstesiia-been

heavily involved in ttie,design afieupTementation stages of ISIS: Spa-
a

cifically, UL Specialists assisfin procedure'writing, forms design, data 4

input screen design'and testing and development of data file conversion

17 M.
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1

specifications and associated testing. peso functions have been esge-/
- cially important in interfacing with the

field engineer=forthe.daa

.entry deviCe and with the data entry supervisor during transition periods.

For example! if forms 1teire mailed to students which became obsolete be Sore

all wite'returried, a workable solution would have to be devised Io allow

input of data frog both'old and new versions of form; this impacts

system modificaVons, procedures, ant input screen design.

At the same time UL Specialists interaret tp the users how the system

can best serve tnem by identifyng potential problem areas of design or

procedures, suth as registration
anc pilling methods for classes witn ir-

regular beginning and ending dates. assist in developing user's

objectives, t;e design of new formats and the enumeration and clarification

of recuired testing.

a hignly user-oriented
group, they have ni-ci a primary role in

providing training in new data
and recording procedures to

,

selected-b.ersonnel: To do his, 1,11 Specialists must know afld understand

. the mecnanics of the old systems in addition to the design of the new

system. Further, they mist know the strengths and weaknesses of their

users--and help relutant users ttt realiZe benefits of coordination and

systemization. The day2to-day and person-to-person contact giver by user

Liaison-throughout the University community'cannot be overempnasizedfio,
te

the process of developing and maintaining a Booth and effectimatem_

PART .5-

SYST6S SEMINARS: THE CORE PROBLEIIATTITUUES'

Because of tile absolute necessity for user involvement ire the

implementation' phate of the new system and because of the substantial un:,,
/

ap
-8-
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an
rest and resistance to such a ge causing effort, there was aneed for

,

\--...-
(

some method of bringing about
unified Ikeling of cooperation. .

Argyris has stated that 'most- individuals are 'systematically blind'

to their behavior and are therefore 'culturally
Programmed' to behave in

ways that reduce the probability of changP.':7

The device chosen to overcome tpis "systematic blindness' was a

consciousness- raising model developed by Samuel A.:Culbert as described in

iris book,,The.Organization.Trap
and How to Get Out of it.8

The consct6usnest-raising model focuses on two components, the personal-t

and the system. -The personal component strives to develop sufficient under-

standingstanding of ghoge are without our adaptations to the system and to rec-

o gnfze which parts of the-system fail to fit our needs. The system component -

involves our seeing what the system is and how it works--as contrasted with

how we've been conditioned to see it--and our - thinking about the well-bei'ftg

of others ho are also part of the system.9
In implementing the model, it

was important to observe the following points: (see Atta rent W
1. The outputs of each stage provide inputs for the-next; thus,the stages rust be carried out in sequence. .

2., The groups should b fully selected so that there is a
cross section of dividuals at the same operational lever.but representing different departments within Pepperdine.

3. The group should be small enough for comfortable sharing butlarge enough to construct an accurate perspective of the.'system (12 -15).

4

1

4. Me -group should be ccgrwitted
to'attendaTI-thgee 'four-how--

sessions which meet weekly for three weeks.

Each session is to be conducted by a Facilitator who set .anatmosphere ofopen communication,. An individual ,frorii WS, whois a systems
specialist, should also be a member of.the.group

for the three weeks. His/her role is to supply answers should
,any pertinent systems-related

questions of a technical natureneed clarification.

4 -9y 7

_Sr
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6. Each seminar should be evaluated ign each session both *by the
attendees (see Attachment D; and by the Facilitator (see
Attachment E). These evaluations are then tabulated and
analyzed.

Ideas and alternatives for changes to the:systembe it administrative

or comouter-based--were drafted by each seminar group in the form of Action

Items which were_directed to uriversity officials. General areas of concern

11 nave been communication, quality of marage7ent, fringe benefits, university:

leo

Planning, management iLPs0Dry, software design, and datoprocessing op-

eratiors.

Exaroles of tne responses to such recommendationS-were: a trir-esteriy

meting Mtn to Jriwersity ac inistrators and the staffs of earn carpus 'n

a'reportiouestior/answer format; increased benefits to personne4 oetter

ranagerent direttion; iFfIrovea,e(ordination
and comr.?Jni cats on between, oe-

Partrents; additional training
sessions; clarification of roles within -the

institution; an orientati,on manuairto UIS for non-UIS personnel.; wide difiimmilft

tribution of tne University organizational chart; etc.

PART 6.

TtiE DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR CONCEPT: DEFINITION AND SCOPE

The Data Base Administratoq%.(DBA/DBMManager) and various views and

roles of the position were described in an articlel° in the May, 1977 issue
.

of DATA1f,41IoN, entitl "The Many Feces of the DBA." The consistent theme

of the article is there's no consistency in the position,eitberfromtpe

standpoint of 'qualifications,
of salary, of -glace in the- hierarchy, or of

employer expectations. That's consistent with several other positions we

could name.

If there 's a single knot that ties the individuals in the data users

community to the W6rmatio they require for effective Operations, it's
4

-10- so
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probably the DBA.. jfie DBA is to corpicrate data and information what 'the

Director of PerlOnnel is-to the employer/employee relationship in an

organization. He or she Must have an understanding of the organization's"

gods, of the information needs associated with each of the sometimes diverse
wilts comprising the organization, of the level of sophistication-the.users
)1111 bring to an EDP-managed ekironment, and must have a sufficient depth

9

of knowledgeknowledge of the limitations and capabilities of the specific data pro/--

oessing resources provided by'the institution to work with systems programmers
.in development ofarealistic

systems design in the context of these para-
meters: Thelne4 with a Director of Personneltts on the assumption

ti

that the Director muSt have a similar knowledge of the personnel needs in

an organization, be able to systematically quantify and keep records ac-

cordingly, and know where; how, and what time frames are necessary to meet

these needs.

As we perceive it, the human characteristics one looks for.in fining a
DBA positioh include not only an intimate general knowledge of institutions
of gher education from a broad'phil.esophical to a nuts-and-bolts per-

,
.

spective.t but also these:

1. Administrative--We associate these with common sense planningwhich includes future growth, policy needs, and resources,planning for anaNgliganization with adequate (not surplus, notdeficit) human, fiscal, and physical resources;

2.# Technical--A grasp-if the state-of-the-art picture in both thechanging technological environment and in terns of where
colleges enduniversities be five yeafffrom now. Thismeans changes precipitated by state and 'federal governmentrequirements, changing curriculum and student populations,changing emphasis on data as an institutional resource, etc.

3. Managerial-- Speaks to one's ability to
assess accurately whatone has.to work with and optimizing the utilization of those

resources to meet today's needs... Good procedures and training
programs accompany a good manager; and
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AL

4. Attitudinal--We don't suppose there are more than a dozen
PA's in colleges and universities across the United States,with as much as ten years experience in their position. How.does-the DBA view:himself/herself

and how are they viewed
by their employer? In the absence of a clearly-defined and
mutually acceptable role in the profession, HOW many quality
DBAs will we. have ten years from now? Business more and
rare views Data Base Administration as a profession, but,
giv "the high-powered language we use to define a profes-
sfonal, we doubt that more than 5-10 percent of the 3,000plus colleges and 45POgrsities in the United States have

-a professional DBA. Yo "n this room will have_a signifi-
cant impact on answers reteted to these qUestions between
-now and, say, 1980, and

Our attitudes and self- image-will-reflect your,answers.

We h'ave a handout (Attachment F) outlining the generalized job-de -,

scription eirployed by Pepperdine University for its two DBAs. One DRA for

the. ntegrated Student Information

ness Information System. If these

System, and ere for the Integratpd

two DBAs do a workmanlike 40 in date

base development, likely a single DBA, working with two managers, (at a. c,

considerable lower level) is,a ` wi11 be required to get our jo b done.m

if

on a maintenance basis.

.
. 4.6 IWhile h

..,

ost of what w
.0.6

e've said about the has been gained. m ditect,.4'

experience over the past 15-18 months at Pepperdine University, spa of it

was learned by us too late to pit into 9pVima4 practtpe. '

PART? , 4 9

ADVISORY COMMITTEES: THE INPUT FRAMEWORK
-/

\
it

. . _Under the federship of-the DBA and with Mot from alliChikadmin-

4strative officers of-theUniversity, total user office representations has
, .

. sougVat-the initiation.of'dafa bas's plaAning and design. Some 18,dif-
,

ferent officio, have represeritativei-on'our
Student Systems Advisory Com-

mittee,' and :approximately the same numbei-..'gtt.on
Sygtems

Advisorlf committea.consider
thebenefits-derived from the Committees

or,

-12-
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df inestimable, value tothe success of our syStems -development "for' the .

Tollowini reasons*:.

1. They. eitabl i shed a

leading to a sense
`developed;

. /11
spirit. of "community" effort and input
of l'ourness" aboul the 9ystem which was

.4. 2, Systems^pvers4ghts were caught prior to being 'formally '

incorporated in the design; ,

3.* it was easy to identify and develop "worstrcaseu.examOds
-in .the; design and- testing of systems

-'
4:

Since our progrIms are systems tables monitored, adequate-
.field sizes were established in the tables on the f. yst
pass; and

yr.

5. There has been almbst no negative kick-back in the fora
`,of "our office didn't, k- n't tpformed in time to
fully assess our needs.'

r

A cOtiple, of adlional invghts acdompanied this participatory, de-,

vel Opmentq plan. Fi rft.; things, 'went, a .hundred times better when _We (the0

DIM) came to the COarnittee'Ath.
a specific proposal ,for- each segqieFt of

,'the systeM. It is much poise efficient .to change a prbp'osal thlansto try,

to develop one i,n a.committee environment. We tried to have each ro-,. - ,

posal and a. meetfhg. agehda in the-handi of the Student Systems Com ittee

merfibers at least ten days prior to smeetihis: In ty-Ls.4ntrrnier; sack rember

could review with aed solicit' input frog-those (s)I2e represented,, Als

t each_meeti ni was foi laweeby smi nutes
x -kepi' gd by the chair-

t

- OtrSon.- Meetings,wer held every three-fo-6ix wee s during the..system
,, _

.

..
.

desiln,.0, A second Important advantage was gain when it-vas time tb

.' .- ..

. 4start user train-Mg programs, which js`covered
ion...more detail le'ter.: 45r4 . ,

Having individuals in the Wain*, sessions.who already -1W -a good over-,

view of the system we were installing (420 having -had Advisory- Commit

experience) permitted dOlnuch more.effective user training.series than wee

A

%O. -21

14,

-1S- I
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. r

could otherwise have expecigth '`Thirly,we intro ced 4 system that-
already had a fairly broadAbase of support.o the daysof

.
start-up.-- .

, "Or ,

In,, summary, the 'Advisor, Commitogaes provide valuable early input for `--\)or , .
.#0..

,, ,. , _

systems design and review an/r, just as importantly; provicte effective I
.

-.......

onchannels for comniunisit4n an area where the importarwe.of communication..:.1 ,.
. .

i S i ndi sperh i kje and too 'often oveil coked. ,.:* i . . .. .- - ,

44-
kt -

_
A

KLECA119:4'TASKVOUPS:7AMIDDLEMAGErtrROLE-
. .0
!

Several -'weeks following the wra..x.o of bur data element dictionary,..
a .defirqiiions sys ms tables' itigntification, and progre rn specification s, it

ii .r 0 k f -

became obvious there as no Orchestrated effol-t t get user- initiated tasks

PAPT 8

il .,

-;'S
'i -%off the ground. Everybody See:med to be worpng hard but we did not appear
= s,. 0 . 14.1; . .

.to be making any-i'ystentatic progress towards day one of implerren4tation.
. 1

. .
e.The fpllovi,ing events and descriptions apply only to- the sttldent system- ,

6- i
Alssegment of our systems deyelopment, although' it likely.will le -the casef. .

.r.
%. .... v

for the busi-ness system (if we haven't made it clear, these systemS. are

rated and accessed ..using-"corrmon retrieval software). ,
- t -I t was the circlimstatks just described hat led to ,the fOrmation .of

/the student sys4km Implementation Task ForCe. 'It is composed of the Dean,
.

...:.... .
of Student 'Records, our two registrars., our, two assistant regirars fOr..,

,

data management, and the Manager of Student 'Records. Syst fro0. (May rsitY .- r .4
Irrfo4mati on Servides. -For 'some four months, we met fo lly once a Week. ,
following-up and fol lOwihg through with. mutpal lya6reed upon tasks .and

, - t . . .priorities. Beginring`with the' system start-up and the opening' of She'
.

.-Fill Term, these, m tings have been reduced to twice monthly. Here., in'

4 .

. v
general' term is our t as spent.

4

r
0

4):
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Initially, the meetings were devoted to formu.latng strategy: what

td do first and how, what followe etc., on through to the final tasks.

Ganecharts were.constructed fdr ach egment or module of the_software,..,rs

.Our first stage development called for two transaction editing modules;

a Transactional ,,input soul or cro screening; and .Sylstema-Tables, used
. wherever possible, 8 riate. The action files andfor programs de:-

fined for early dse were:. Course Catalog, Course chedule, Irop/Add,

(which handles all 'our registratiops), Student Billing, Data Base Grades 4

Reporting,.and Reporting/Retrieval. To these we are preie5tly adding

4 modules to manage our admissions/marketing programs, financTiaids,'. I.

. institutional res rch-, and aluibi/develdPment In gen Arplan we'

developed for user actiyities can be applied to any pf hese ( and perhaps ..

, to most other modules.)--The
activities engaged in consist of.five broad

categories:

1. -Input.Form design and Product4on'Activities.;

2. Table Definition and Cons.truct4on

,. a. Production-related to report,retention) Activities;'.
.

4.- File Cojwersion(s),
where applicable;. ano

".5. Testing (which'includes procedures and retrieval request devel-opMent).
.

(see Attachment G).,

.

, Since the Programs mentioned we brought up as a working system, the..-

Inplgentftioh Task Force has met twice monthly to refine procedures, to
,

.

evaluate our own and other users satisfactions,- and to begin'to identify and

needed refinements.- These sessions aren'elNarly as frantic or

productive,as our earlier, meetings but, we feel, are just as desirable in

1

kr

-15-
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the overal) scheme of things.

PART 9

THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE:
PERFORMERS; REVIEWERS, CONSULTAHTVAHD APPROVERS

When we talk about a system, new, or otherwise, we are aware that a

, large numberof,developed and accepted procedures are neCessary to make'

the system successful. /-With this in mind, we identified the function's we

anticipated the nucleus of the student system would serve; then, using key

personnel from t Student System Advisory Committee, we began itemizing

the needed ProceOures.-
Simultaneously, the concept and constitution of a

Proce4ures Committee was outlined and a charge written. The.listing of

needed procedures collected from our users was organized around the

sociated software elements and put into a sort of matriOsee sample page

Attachment H), with individuals and/Or offices comprisingices corising the
r
columns and -

the procedure naming the Olps. It-was declded th'at each procedure to be

written would, require four types .f input:-

1. .Performance (writing),

2. Consulting,

3. Reviewing, and

4. Approval.,

.#
,Counting up the needed procedures identified with the nine:student

systems mioduleIrdescribed earfier-(under ,Part 8, Implementation Task
!

Groups): we found there were Tore than 100. This effort, started about

Pi April 1917, reached a milestone in late summer-ie draft of each needed
1----

,procedlie!' These drafts have beep' written with input fom.designated

Aga

consultants, re%;ie ie d with major users impacted, and approved by the

-16-
I
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appropriate individual or offic

first fulll cycle of running student

Using our experiences thr'ugh the

systems, the procedures will be .

(indeed, are now being) refined and Polished. SPme side' benefits froth'

having -thi-s-.-Comittee with its charge are:
11. 1. A much' better educated and more aware user cop unity;

1

2. A broader sensitivity on tne part of 'users. as to. the over-lapping and interrelated nature of Procedures; aid
q.3. User /,Committee initiated input as to policy area` not

adequately defamed /enforced. We feel thi9 latter char-
acteristic is strongly indicative of the- type of system
user grouo that will maxi Tally serve our student and
University Publics and also !ndicative of transition

'tofrom a group of, syste-n-ralve individuals to ohe of
educated stems users. 4e oe,lieve this has been a
majorosteo in the- rignt direction. f

,g;P': 13

TPA:tilt2G: APPR3A:r4.707HE RE +L PAYOFF

Despite the fact we thougnt car ap:troach" to a user training program

'was suftitiehtly well thol,gtl. ou:,ard thatoversights would be non-
, sexistent; hindsignt ha% sorewrat rAci fiec t at view. Starting with what ..

we actuallydid, we will core Pack to a cGuole.'of areas we orobatly could

.have better managed.

Eight considerations or star, were used as the training model

design.

1. Identification 6' ippu:ation--Star veth a listing of.e
/ e-very =admi ni6trati ire and acaoemic of ce , we.. went nodule -by-

Module thrbilgnitne sT..kI deittssystem-txrftwere, recording con( each'rhOdulethe ,offices ttrht 4u1):i impact or be impacted by'
refeenced dati fIcter cnieadftliAitrkor -j.keach of thes.
offices was asked to crane a representative (thore than one in

'some cases) who would be available for the training series.
2. Calendar--We scneduled,an every Wednesday morning, 8:30--

.72:&0 noon,'training session that spanned abobt three, calendar
months. This calendar was 'circulated well in advance\ to evenly.

"identified participant with, each'Iession the recipient. was

-17-4 f
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1

'

expect to attend highlighted.

-3. Sequence:-The*schedule Of,preseKtations.began with the firstmodule in the student syStem program stream, in ouripase the,Transaction input Module, then went to Systems Tables, toCatalog, Schedule,-etc., through Grade Reporting and finally.Retrieval.

4. roup_ Size--Initially we thougnt we Could hold the groups tobetween 12 -13 members--Mticto
our dismay some of the sessions,.especiaily tne-generdi

in-troductory sessions had up to 40individuals.

5 Leader Consistency--We decided ear)for, and later'were gladwe had; to use the are individual for the training leadershiprole (teacher) throughout tne training program. This minimizedthe time loss we would have erctunterT:a due to Jser readjust-rent to.teacning st.ve and also P'i-nirated continuity gapsWe might have experienced using several 'leaders.
Pv VI .

4 .5. Resource Ava,labilitl--Every effort was made to insure-theuser maruals, input forms, crogram testing materials, and ofcourse software, were 81 " c^ rand at the time 'we introlecdoeach new nodule. :r the case or two when this was r Jt.
Possitle,time waSting.was Prevalent and morale damaged,
Fortunately, these were exceptions to the.rule and not ofmuch cOfiSeouerce overall, Put tr.is would 'nave' been_ crivplinghad.it beec-rc,tinely the case.

7. Format-4e used,what r-ignt De piled a general infvation
Session (GIS) 'to introduce each nein, student systems module.Every office identified as a user was 'invited to'be representedfor these overview

presentat:ors,, These were followed by, twoor three detailed informaton sessions 'DIS; wherein uvettrainin'g was 'orov'ded in a learn -fir- doing /using env+ronment.We strongly endorse this approach to the practical aspectsof training r&,ic, incidentally. also served as early stage,Aesting of the software (s-ince we exercised the live data).

Aorework-sFor every'noalfspent in the formal training enviroriment,at least an edual ampunt of ,time was re4uirid between sessions.Documentation was read, test data col lected,

o

.and questio subs..'witted prior to.tie sessidn-in 'which the materials were r-rally covered. This required a considerabi fime.commitmerafrom etch partiCipant, but wethj would ave consumed evenmore tire had we attempted to do e in a group meeting.Not doing homework was consideredithe worst sin the userscommitted.
.

8 ia
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PART 11

EVALUATION AND -CONCLUSIONS: HOW ARE WE DOING?

This segment of our presentation gets at the meat of the conference,

theme: Arg expectations equal to reality? In looking for answers to

the question, we must confess at once= to the subjectivity of the assess-.

'went. The, finished product's do reflect those characteristics initially

specified, and that is the beginning and end of an objective a§Sessment.

Many woUld say; and perhapsjustiVabiy so, there is nothing else to

examine. This of course assumes the abseneg of(humen frailities and

personalities as *ell as a freezing'of the clock. At this time the

'ports produced have been in the hands.of users too short a period

(three marnths)vto allow for a comprehensive assessment. Data whie the

users are accustomed to receiving are stfll provided but now are subject

to new manipulative capabilities. Thergare scattered complaints'from the.

-secondary user Commufkity regarding added data collection and auditing

reguirements;'such commerits as "I sAnd more hours working for the[

Admissions Office/Registrar than for my, awn office"-are not uncommon

(or unexpgcte4).

If rZe judge the raining efforts according to the success of users

-in exercising pie system, then with one or two exceptions, this area

get hi64 marksabout eight on a scale of ten, objectively.
a

thertart*offices and individuals in our UniversitS, experienilig
r . ,

somesdisappointr thWent.because th unrealistically expectidlmore for less,rir
.

.

and in those cases expectations are not equal to theachieved

We believe this real tyliigaP is in-direct proportion to the lgyel of. . ..,.

, r?
understanding ana Sophiscatidn of thbse offices and:indtv4duals, and. ,

.

I
1

.1
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do have, ,relative to college and university systems specifically, and
.

to machine records keeping capabilities generally.

We thought we specified a student infofmation system that would

allow us to efficiently and effectively create and manage student

records information; at this point, there does not appear to be any

reason to think, the sy?tem will not

0

ust that.

a
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ATTACHMENT 'F

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
for

Data Base Administrators,

-Under the direct guidance of the appropriate vice president (i.e., the.
Vide President.forACademic Affairs regarding Admissions, Financial Aid,
Student Academic Data, and Faculty Data; the Vice President for Financial
AffatrS regarding Financial Records and Budget Data; theVite President
for Administrative Affairs regardingPersonnel, Position Control and
Purchasing; and.the Vice President for University Affairs - regarding
and Development. Records) a data base administrator is expected to:

*-

1. Participatedirectlyjin.all related data file development /i
construction beginning with records management philosophy..,
and continuing through definition of necessary data elements
and files formats;

2. Oversee and manage the construction of necessary input/
output forms and reports including approval(s) of all such
documents and arty changes requested in their content or format;4

3. Assume responsibility for the integrity of and ultimate approval/
denial of non-routine access to the-data files for such purposes.
as special reports, tesearch activities, etc.;

4.. Coordinate with deans, directors, and department chairpersons.
software design, data element definition, training and prOgram
testing activities, and data file changes and maintenance.
These responsibilities should further insure information in-
tegrity and adequacy;

5. As a function of maintaining the Data Base's integrity, it will
be the responsibility of the Data Base Administrator tOinswe
that appropriate- procedures are documented within the guidelines
specified by the University Procedures Co(rmittee; and

6. Insure that state-of-the-art
data'management-"practices are employed

tal6the extent University physical, fiscal, and human resources
permit.

, dr
Because data from various University offices and areasiislikely to beCome a
pirt of any data base, the scope of, the administrator'stresPonsibility is
determined primarily by that of the vice president to whom the administrator
reports rather than by the specific office in which he or thels houted.

The Data Base Administrator will, by position definition, be the Chairperson
of the Systems Advisory Committee assigned the responsibility for input to

' the appropriate data are .a(s). The Chairperson will routifiely.Convene this
Committee on a monthly basis, be responsive to the suggestions solicited
from the'Committee, and advise the Executive pirector,of University Infoc-
matipn Services of Committee recommendations.
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THE liESI I '4NDINPLEONTATION4 AN IRTEGRATED

a ' ..

kINANCIAL CON OT. SYSTEM 7
.

- 4

_-

a

.Aleicander
emson University

Clem on, South Carbyna

- . .
,

.

Clemson University has recently designed and is implementing an

1
.

...

, . T"..
f g

integrated finanpial control qystem. 'lite first portion of the

. comprehensive system is acomplete financial management, budget,

encumbrance, grants and contracts data base and reporting sub-'reporting

A

system. The second pottion is a personnel/Payroll/position budget-
,

ing sub -sy: The pySrem,is,designed such that the components

° serye.t needs of specific wer areas ccounting, payroll, bud-
-

geting, personnel, financial,managgment) and function together in
.

-......,

4

establishing-and rfacking university fiscalgOals. In this paper,.

the merits of considering inckraCicen of-systems to meet university-
-

wide objectives as a design criteria rather than-as an after-the-
!'

fact ahore are discussed. .Also, the data base organiiation and
.

severarsub-system relation/hips are presented.

112
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Introduction -
*

Several years ago the adminigtrgtiOn*of Clemson .University committed to

implement a comprehensivt set of-businest systems to assist in performing

routine business fUnctions and in achieving common goals of financial control
.

shared by fiscal administrators. At the outset it was recognized that to a - -

large extent; the various departments performing business functions not only

had unique missions bUt also shared certain responsibilities and information.

.

Also, it was recognized that systems and procedures to perform business fuse-

tions must work together in achieving controls deemed necessary. It was within

this framework that the administrative data processing staff of the University

approached the problems of systems and dita base'design. This paper outlines

the ap ach taken in, system and data base design and traces the migration
.

toward a comprehensive finanili al system at the University. ,Rather than a

chronology of events, this paper -describes the attitudes and design criteria

with which an integrated financial system is being implemented.

Environment
e ..

Clemson Universtty is a state lafid grant institution with a three-fold

.miOtion of instruction, research, and public service. There are nine colleges
. . e . N

.

as well as an extension service and agricultural experiment sta. within ..-:

1 t
.

_

the University. The Univtersiti is (under by a lump sum appropr ation from, the

State Legislature on a fiscal year basis, various federal appropriations,
L

,

.
. ,

%
.student fees, and by other, sources. ApproitiRately 80% of its operating exi3end-k

\ k
iture budget of roughly 80mill/On dollars is for personal services and fringe.

1113
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benefits. As With other,gnvernmental agencies and` institutionslb.

educatio there are extensive reporting and audit requirements

the pniversity by tbeStAte and Federal governments.

Business Cycle

.

of higher

placed upon

.
. - .

The analysts involved. in the design of the financial systems and
.
data Vase-

,

must begin by viewing in ,road terms the fiscal operation of the University-.
.0

Ultimately, all systems and information must function as parts of this cycle,

. . _.

:t

and a basic understeadiniof this cycle is.mandatory for.those people attempting

to structure the data aid design these syste4S. The business cycle is

as follows:

1. Formulate institutional objectives:

Each fiscal.
6

year the University must examine and reevaluate

its activities. and formulate plans for the next fiscal year(s) in

light of-new prfograms,and directions perceived by the administration
.

and governing bodies. These objectives must be formulated and

arti ated befori a financial plan cats be developed. This process

begins at least a yes inadvance of the fiscal year beginning.

2. Devilop.financial plan

Given institutional objectives, the University must begin then
/

14"

,
.

.

process of securing financial suppart from the various revenue

sources., Objectives, of:course, must be evaluated in light of

- . \

expected financial support. A preliminary fiscal year budget is
..t-

. _

prepar0 at ddetaltliver, including a listing of each employee

1 4 ,

position deemed neteSsary. This process i completed about pine

months before the fiscal year beins.

2 114
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3: Send budget to State governing bodies

The proposed budget is sent through various governing bodiar

to ttie State Legislature for incorpbration into the,,statewide fiscal --

year budget. Modifications of the.budget by thed Legislature often

force re-evalttation and changes in University goals: The State

budget is usually'put'in a final form shortly before the fiital

year begins.

4". Develop final budget .

4
As sood as the University receives approval from the Legis4ture

and guidelines for staff salary changes, a finalized budget can be

constructed and submitted to the Board of Trustees for approval.

After this point, the fiscal activities of the neW year can begin.

5. Transact financial affairs_

Given its mission, financial plan, and budget for the yer,

the-University:ran.begin to implement the plans for the year. '

Associated with'tbis, of course, are the routine business factions

of various depaiments, including .putchaiing supplies, printing and

distributing checks, calecting money, hiring employees, and other

1,

fi

business transactions.

6. Control finatial operation o

At the time thk bufiness affairs are transacted, finanCial.

controls must be id, place to assure-that the financial plan of

operation Jebel:rig fiollawed. Thisof necessity involves daily

controls and procedures as well as periodic fianCiarreports.

Report financial information

Peiodic. reports are, of course, necessary to reflect such things

as budgets compared to expailditures, revenue budgets.compared to
A

115,
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actual revenue, tylalbilances,%and information on the status of

grants and contracts.. To produce thi heeded financial repo rts and

. 1_''6,-
to respond to,

A

terminal.10Ntries, the UnfversitY_Eust have -a

vIt,

.accountingidata_base Ind-accurate information concerning such items

4'
as Midgets, encumbrances, grants, phrchases, and oyees.

8. Evaluate:and begin planning for next fiscal year 4
;"

As one fiscal year Is
.

in. progress, the plans for the next year.

. must be underway. Planriing information for the current and past

/fears is needed in formulating future plans.

Again, the general nature of this'buiiness cycle list be wider-
. 1

t /

stood by analysts so that all systems and informatibn structure.

constructed can work within it.

e 1

,
Design Criteria.: ///,

Given the environment of operation and the business.cyclelpf the hiversity,,

analysts can noi begin the process of systems and.data base design. Integrated i/

systems and data Can become a reality only if individual department functions

I 44
and data are vidWed as part of a camprehedsive picture. :The design criteria

....

for the integrated financial systems are as follos:

I. Consi er the unique responsibilities of'departments within the

Busi es Office.

2e Cons der the responsibilities and information shared by these

de rtments.

3. Pan fos desired financia ontrol

es... eflect the data structure taking into account items I,'2, and 3.

5. Design and implement systems that satisfy the needs of individual

departments around, the common data structure and financial controls

defined.

"c/ 116
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These criteria are explained asfollows:

1. Cansidertthe unique responsibilities of each department.

-

The areas-within the Business Office are the fallowing:

Payroll /Insurance

Personnel

Budgets and Systems

Financial Management /Accounts Payable

Bursar/Accounts Receivable

Purchasing

Physical ?lent

Auxiliary Enterprises
. I

Each, area must have specialized systems to assist in performing

its duties, bvt,it is not feasible to design in deta all of these
.

-:-4. .

systems before any are implemented. However, migratio toward

`common data strature and jvinancial controls is possible only by

careful studyroof the needs of each area and viewing these needs as

pirt'of a whole.

2. Consider responsibilities and information common to areas.

As departments are studied, it becomes apparent that there are
,

many interfaces. Here are some examples of informs /ion and duties

shared by departments.

Payroll /insurance- Personnel

125

Each of, these departments has'a.commion denominator of people,

each -V; slightly different reas66. Personnel must irisureetiiat

..-people are placed in appropriate positions, payroll must prepare

pay checks for these people, and insurance must assist them in

f

6
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I

selecting insurance. All departments must participate'in the,

processing of informaqen regarding hirings, promotions, changes

of employment stgtas, and terminations.

B. Personnel-Budget . 4
I r

Each of these department; is concerned with positions.
6,-, . .6 .

Personnel'places employees in positions that are part of a detail
,

position budget plan established and maintained by.the Budget

department. Both areas are interested in_ information on position

vacancies for slightly different reasons. Personnel is interested

because it performs recruiting'fungtiorT based-upon job criteria

and Budgets ds interested tke.Cause a "salary lapse" exists for a

period of time.

C. Budgets-Payroll-Financial Management

All of these departments are concerned with accounts from

which employees are paid. Budgets plans the amounts appropriate

for each account, payroll verifies the validity of and-records

pay transactions against these accounts, and.financial managemept

is charged.with.establishing these accounts and ultimately

reporting all activity against them.-

D. -Accounts Payable-Personnel
,

The University operates a state-wide extension service

1- 4

part of its mission, and as a result pays travel, expenses to a

large/, group of employees.
i.....

Acounts payable prepares all checks to .

,.,
.-

vendors as 11 as employe4 who travel or purchase goods for7 l
Oe Univircsity, and thuS must refeAnce employee data maintained

0

by the Personnel.depariMent:

6

. 1b-
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E. Purchasing-Financial Management

127 ,

Each department must with pprchase drders1Ttpayment.

or -=
information. Purchase orders prepared by Purchasing bust

encumber valid, budgeted accounts. Financial Management/Accounts.

Payabre.must, prepare vendor payments and report encumbrance' and

' 4payment informatidn.

F. Physical- plant - Financial Management-Payroll_

Large work orders must be encumbered-against valid, budgeted

accounts. A work order accounting system within the Physical

Plant must route work time information to the Payroll Department,

which ultimately submits pay informatiOn to Financial Management

for proper recording and financial reporting.

3. Plan for dedired financial controls.

Gareful attention must be directed not only to placing controls

in individual systems but also to defining the goals of.finanCial

control shared by departments and systems. To types of .fidancial

controls must be put in place: controls to prevent problems and

controls- to detect problems. Examples are as follows:

Preventive Controls

A. Eydget development startiu with and pfoducing detailed tmsitiont

information.

Since most of the,Uaiv sity's expenditures are for personal

services,wage and salary expenditure budgets must be derivierrom

t
individual position budgets. The budget planning process cause

the existing position budget 'as a beginning and, of course, will
A

ultimately pfdduce position by gets for the next fiscal period.
S I

7`t19
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*

Onsc expenditure'budgets for salaries .are derived, modifications

to these budgets must be supported by Modifications to individual

position budgets.

B. Control Personnel /Pay'roll actions agaiRst position budget

All activity in filling, vacating, modifying position

funding must be coordina,ted withthe detail position budget.

The personnel/payroll system must_have a direct interface with

the position budget maintenance systeM.

C. Accurately project salary 'expenditticei

r .

If personnel actions are controlled against position

budgets and if-position budgets are kept accurate, then

realistic salary expenditure projections can be made. Thesei,

ofcourse, can be useful throughout the fiscal yearfor budget

planhing purposes.

D. Enoumber expenditures

. .

Planned purchases, work orders, and even salaries can assist

in providing an accurate reflection of.budget status, and thus

be used in preventing budget overruns.

E. Automated balancing

1

The University accounting practices are aligned with those

Outlined by MACUBO,LtheNational ASsociation ,of ColAge and

University Business Officers. The financial data base reflects

at 'all times a complete and balanced fiscal-status. #S' accountin

entries-are entered, the followihg automated entries must be

generated:

1. Postings, to' revehue. Control accounts

. *

Postings to expenditure control accounts

31
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3. Reduetion-qf vendor bank account for cash dishUrsements
. .

4.''Recognition,of increase/decrease in cash equity at state

treasurer expenditure clearing account level

.

5. Detail distribution.of cash equity at state treasurer level.

F. Budgeting of .;'revenues

Certain amounts of revenues fromvarious sources, such as

student tuition, are incorporated in the fiscal plater each

. year. These projectedrevenues must be compared to revenue

budgets, just as'expenditures must be compared to expenditure

budgets.

Detective Controls

These are -measures that wi4 alert administrators of existing,

problems on an after-the-fact basis. Two; exrples are:

A. Budget variance reports for expenditures and revenues

These routine reports are needed at detail and summary levels

to assist in comparing .finandial.activity to planned activity. As

a fiscal period draws to a close, the reports are often needed

more frequentlg..than at the beginning,

B.. Reconciliation with State Personnel Division records

This division maintains 'parallel records on University
calm

empl es at a detail level. Detection of inconsistencies

between these records-and those maintained by theoDniversity can

lead to correction of University or State records.'-

c 4. Reflect data structures.

It is crucial at an early stage to formulate a schematic of major

data relationships. These relationships should at first be expressed

9 121
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in the most direct' and.simple terms, independent of future processing

consIderations. 'Natural data relationships must be understood and

recored bekorelletail design of systems takes.place. Technical

decisins of acfuardata base design shoed be deferred for as long

as pos ible,'but all system development must relate to a centrally

defined, or globalset of data relationships. Bxperience at Clemson

has shown that many technical considerations can in fact be delayed

until the start of detail design of a particular system referencing .

a planned portion of the data base.

The data relationships are defined as indicated in 'Figure 1.

__4111....1-

. .5. Implement systems around common data structure and in light of'commom

financial controls.

Given data relationships and general goals of financial control,

systems can now be implemented that will function both independently

and together.. An individual system may require data unique to that

. system, but at sate point ityill interface with the common data

structure and will assist in assuring ,that common financial controlt

are provided.

Results to date

Prior to 1974, several systems had been implemented at the University

to serve the needs of the Business Office. These were payroll, personnel,
1sk

.
.

.

budgets, - inventory, and án,expenditure/receipt reporting system. A

1.

,committment was made. in 1974 to design and implement systems is a fashion
1.*

that would result in & comprehensive financial syStem as discu.ssed-thus far.

The approach discussed in this paper was followed in struct ng the data

7:"

-,r

10 122,
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and planning

A
for financial iontrols. The first major system implemented was

a-fina reporting,reportine, budget-, Jand encumbrance maintenance, and grant and

contr ct 'vcounting system. TI;e,.next major effort was*abudget preparation

system for use In both the preliminary and final budget preparation processes'.

'Next an accounts payiple and a studitnt accounts receivable system were

. installed. An process is a personnel /payroll /position budget/insurance

system that integrates these functions at the appropriate points. Also in

.

process are a physical plant work accounting system and a kogram costing

system driven by financial information as well as student/course w k infor-

mation. A purchasing system is tentatively planned for next fiscal year.

The front-end investment in definition of data structure and controls

appears to have beeb worth the effort. - Analysts nowhave.a comprehensive

view
-

of our direction and find that it is difficult to go,..offyn tangent
AP .

,directions on individual projects.

Thus far the efforts of integrated design have been concentrated upon

the financial operation of the University.. Plans are now being formuiate&

to construct a University -wide data structure that defines and supports all

.UniverSity operations and major goals. 'Onlx then can we expect to. have

Pc
csystems that support the University in a Comprehensive and organized fashion.

A

\ t 1123.
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DOCUMEnTATION
SPECIFIC4TrOWTND USER DOCUMENTATION

ALL IN ONE
DCiCUM-EN Y FIRSTS, PITOGRAM SECOND .

(STEPHEN S. ROBERTS
SYSTEM ANALYST

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
RASHINUON, D.C.

During the daily tration of a university or business,
lack of communicatiOn is the most frequently
encountered problem. -Today this. lack of communication
often takes the, 'farm of insufficient documentation.
Unfortunately,'documentation is often incomplete;if it
exists at all There rarely.iS time or motivation to
doctiment after. project completion. One of the major
advantages of .thisdocumentation standard is to write
documentation ries,t. The Uoaumentation is initially_
used- as the prqject detail ,specification. It is
written .in a standard foimat which can be understood by
the least technical -person that will eventually _useA
,this information as'a. daily reference manual. This
paper explains, the methodology of this-iocumentation
standard.
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During the daily operationof a-university or a business,

lack of cbmtniirlicat.ion is the most `frequently encountered problem.
- 4,

The basic" funqidn cif. "'communication is the, transfer of

inform The need for ihformation comes in the form of
e'

-problem salving, decision Aking, planning, inquiries, designint,

negotiating, etc.:._ The lack of organized accessible information

directly effects the probability of successful performance in any

professional ,are
.
a, In a majority of instances information is

./

stored in someone's head, labeled As expertise. This expertise

is all well and good, as long as the individual stays with the

"`- ooMp any, or university, in' the same ....job, capacity. When' that

person leaves," retires, or is -15omoted, the expertise or

f 7

information resource is depleted. 4ith information constantly J<K

motion as the experts move around, it iscextemely difficult to ,

retrieve or share iardimation. The most reliable solution Co

inaccessible, information ig.to'have as much information written

down as possible. Gding one, step further,'a structured framework

can be- established -to fOrmat'the information, so that' as many

people as possible,' 'nave access to the necessary information. A

documentation standard is the outcome of the need and commitment

to having organized accessible information. The documentation is
,t4

not a replacement ror the expertise of the expert, but rather a

:leans for tylexpert to shareithe wealth of information.
r

Even in the presence' of a documentation standard' it Is

common to 'haie very little complete docurggntation. ,This is due

to the phenome?on of insufficient time to document after project

completion, usually because the project is -late. Could it be

12 '7
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that projects are late, in part, due to poOr planning, which in

turn is due to a lack of accessible information (documentation)?

Even if there is time to documeiit, after project completion,

motivation is not usually present because 'documentation is a

E tedius task at'. best. Therefore, a documentation standard is not
.

the answer within itself because-it doesn't consistently force

thipdodumentation to be written or maintained.

Before a*projec'et is undertaken, whether it's a completely

new system, a near program, or a change to an existing program,,

some amou4 of analysis is done. Sole form of specification .ts

figured out, whetner this is' done by the programmers or by a

systems 'analyst is uhimportaat to this discussion.'

SpeCifications- traditionally take the farm of text. The

information contained in the specification should be enough toc.

a programmer to write correct programs or make accurate

program manses. This information, in possibly' a different

format, is of /importance to everyone who comes in contact with

.

mthe computer syste at a later \Lime, the analyst, programmer,. or
_ -
the users. n major .point of this paper is

s ecificatio-rs into documentation, whir, will 'later

employees' involved with a system.
4

?format

used ,by

dri-ting the specifications in the form of documentation has

'three majoi- advantages. First, tne documentation isnihety,

percent .cbmplete before the project starts. Secopd, the

-documentation will:probably be'more.complete because th ndepth

intp-tat4ohineccssary to create the - system or ma the changes is
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written *bin. Iftrocumentation were to<be written after the

project is complete, details probably would be overlooked. The

third advantage of 'using a. documIntatibn *standard to write
7_\

specifications is to give the an#l/yst 6pr programmer a method of
t 7/ , .

organizing 'wI hat sometimes turns( ou to be altoveleaming amount
\

of notes, information, and ide.as When_aPerson is provided with

a method of organization, the desired results are obtained move

quickly and more accuratel

One of the keys to communicating with other people is a

standard way to pronounce words, write sentences, and spell. The

written communication technique called documentati-on should be

approached from basically-the same point of view a,s a language.

Instead of syntax rules let's 4ubstitute rules for grouping'
4

specific function'al' types of information into sections, within

each secti-on let's.rec quixe specific information to always be
141,

labeled the same way. Publishihg these rules for docbmentation
4

into a documentation standard, used by all people involved with
0 .. .

the computer systels's establishe'i a common denominator for ;,

group of people to interact. What follows is a detailed

description of a struCtdred documentation stendard "including

various cOmmentssaggeStini, its application in a broad range- _of'

environments.

0 4

4 complete set of documentation is necessary for Bach.,,s0tem /
,

(admissions., ,registrar, library, accounting, payroll, etc.?.. The

documentation for each system .should be broken down into the

following sections:
fr-

. .

129
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2.

I. System Definition

II, System Requiremeots

III- System Flowchart

IV. Computer System 'Schedule -`

V. Control Cards and Files

VI. Inputs/On-line Instructions
d

VII. Printed Outputs'

VIII. Data Files

IX. Jobs

X. Programs

r

)0"
There must be -only one place where documentation revisions

can be submitted by the various people who are connected with a

specific system.

receive updates for

A distribution ,list of people who should

each section is maintained-to assurelthe

current information ii each,area. It is not necessary for each

person associates with the syste' to have a amp,lete set of

oocu,meotation . A sample of -those people who should receive each

section follows:

COPE

Permanent Control C.opy

Computer Center,Management

Programmfpg/Analysi$
4

Data Preparation

ControlProduction

Operations

9sers

SECTIO4

Full Set I-X

Full Set I-X

Staff Full Set I-X

II, III,iIV,

III, IV., V, VII, IX

, IV, '1, VI, VII, VIII

130
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,
The documentation is considered to be a reference manual

used not only by- the computer center staff, but also'tq the

users. Therefore, documentation which is going to fie. used by the

users must be written in terms that are underitood by the leait
,

technical person who will use the information, The breakdown of

ocumentation by the 'suggestedsections is by function rather

titian by program. It must be remembered that most computer

Syytems exist to provide information to users; not to compgter

139

,......programmers. If the documentation is written in terms that a

user can unders it will also be understo>od by the' computer

staff. The reverse is not.neoessarily true.

The "System Definition" shouldccottain a narrative overview v/-
5

of tne system. Any existing material which de ,Icr4.bes the system
4

is appropriate to incfUde here. Include some background about

the system, if it is pertinent to understanding the System.

The "Systep Requirements" contains the ystem deperidencie

on resqurces necessary tokmaintain and operate the system. The

software requirements of the system should be included here

_-(i.e., COBOL, FORW04, BASIC, TAS(TRIEVE, OPTIMIZERS,' VERSIONS,

etc.). The harduaye'require@e5tstpf the system -should, also' be

included (i.e., optical bard readefs, sorters, bursters,

decollgtors-, n4mber of-tape drives, et.):' This would be an
, ,appropriate place for the operations manager toinclude his

reorder quantities for tpecial,forms,supplies.

/

'JFP 131.
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The "Syste F'l'owchart" is a graphic representation of all
\

tasks (ciachi e and manual) in the system,- identifying the
, /

sequence of/tasks and alternatives) or recibling through tasks.
,,-*

Tin si'not necessarily at the program level. /For example, if

the e were three or four..programs that went into the production

9 /the payroll distribution reports, they would be pictured as

tone task in. this section. Detailed procedures performed by users

add"' computer operations are referenced in terms of predefined

processes and procedures.

The "Computer System Schedule" section contains information

which will allow° production control to,both schedule computer

4 time'and act as a liaison to the user roviding input in

advance of the deadline. The'job iaenttfies ion and descriptive

name must match that used under the "Job" section. Pertinent

facts about each job should oe listed, such as `frequency, of

deadlines,

outpdts.,

commitments, deliVery dates of inputs and

The "Control Cards and Files" section :..c-ontains. the

information, necessary for production control-- to set up the

options .or controlling functions of a computer job. The simplest
Y--

form of this section would be control cards, which- actually are

used to transmit to a-compur.ror'options, period ending dates,

current or previous cycles, etc. In Agtallations elaborate

software' exists, for entering of the option and control

information directly into a job stream. For each type of control
0

used, there should be a rigid documOntation format.' This section

132
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provide/ sample format" in which the- user supplies the
141

information necessary to have production control set up the

controls The format which would be used for all control cards

would cOntainathe following information:
/ -

A. Name: A descriptive name.of the control's fUnction.

B. .File Name: File names associated with the control., (-

C. Program/Job: Program and job name where the control is

used.

Messages: Messages and their, interpretations which

are encountered if the control informat

is in error during the running'of the job.

E. Sample' Work Order: .A sample work order as it would '

be submitted by the user. The work order

provides production control the informa-

tion necessary to set up the controls

(Fill in the blank document).

User Instructions: 'Instructions 'necessary for the

user to fill out the work order.

- G. Sample Control Format: A sampli4 control format to be

used by production controol.

For other types of controls a specific'fopat must be` worked out
5-

and universally used.

One of the najor points of this db umentation standard is

that there is a structured format fo organizing informatio

which is functionally.thee There ex sts only one format for

dotumentkng control cards, egardt-Ss /of the system.

Documentation is not ifree format, the emphasis is to create a
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reference manual, not a _novel. There may be multiple formats

within a given documentation section, bUt only when. there 'are

distinct differences in funations.(i.e.c, batch vs. -On-line).

The "Inputs/Om-line Instructions" section contains 'the ,

information necessary for the user to code or enter data, for

data entry to create transactions,_ and for the prograMmer to

program the edits an the incoming data. This section should be

written in such a fashion that it's easily understood. by the"

user, yet complete enough for the programmer to prograM from. A

.7unique input deAcriOtion is established for each separate

transaction, unless different transactions are processed as a

required set. It is up to the documentor's discretion whether or

not to group tranSactians,

For the first case of inputs, let's'deal witn transactions, \,

typically thought of as cards, keeping in mind that this section

provides infolimation to the user, data entry personnel, and the

programmer.' This section contains the ,following information_ for

transactions:

A:. Purpose: Descriptive"use of the transaction and type of
".

aata collected.

B. Sequence: Any manual sequence in which the transactions

must be placed before enteAng the computer.

C. Frequency:

D. Volume: s

How ,often the transactions are generated.

What volume of transactions are generated in

respect.to a time Period (per period, week, or
-

montfi, etc.).

, 134
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ff. Disposilion: ,Whefe the. source documents and resulting t

cants are kept.

.

F. Retention Peri -od: The
k

time period documents afe.kp

before recycling or destroying.

G. Pi;ogramsdCb: The programs and.job: which actually

process the transactions:

.-,FIle ilame(s): The file names which are associated with

transactions during the runnidrof the job.

I. Transaction Types: Unique ID .for each transaction.

Transaction codes (e.g.,,A-add) are also.

included.

J.. Transaction Relationships: Required combinations' of

transaction types and codes allowed or not

allowed in'a set ofinputs, This includes

an explanation of each transaction.

K. Elements: A formatted table with ,the f ()Wing

column headings:

1. Reference number.- a number to .cross reference

transaction position to source document.

2. Element ID - a standafd mnemonic name used in

programs to identify the field.
S.

,3. Element description - a brief deScrigtion of

the dicta.

4. Size ---mbximum numbef' of characters.

5. Positions - beginning and ending positions of

each element within the transaction.

6. Definition - enact program-checks of each

125 1O,
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I

individual element regarding maximum,

`minimum, valid range of values,

conditions required or not required,

relationship .1,4, other elements, signed or=

utligned, and assumed decimal` placei.

Source-6OCuMent - a sample of the source documer;tcor

If 4
-'coding sheet, labeled with reference numbers

indicating the elements.
;

The second case Of inputs is on-line entering of data. The

major 'difference between on-line entry of data and transactions

is the timing cfseditfng and updating. Editing is typically done
,

at the time the information enters the computer for on-line,, as

opposed to a .batch run for transactions, notifying the,uSer of an

error,. immediately. Basically, the informational needs for °

transactions or on-line are the same. In'the situation 'where a
_

. ...,

file is being updated on-line there is no' relevance of

transaction types and relationships, because the concept of

transactions does not exist. During the listing of elements, the

positions do not.hale as much meaning in qn-line systems. One

part that must be added is in-depth user instructions, including

4-commands and-recevery procedures. The last part that must be

iniluded for oh-line is, a complete list of messages.that will

ocOur during the en -line system's operatltn, accompanied with

definitions and appropriate responses. 0
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. .. .0-,Therefore, the IlIreputs/qh-line -Instruitico-s" sction

.,.

.. ,
'......o-, ..
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the '"Vr
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.containsa:dnformatron on h reparation of dat4k, entered, (
. . 'ta 0 - - 1. ..' 0
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V
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indirectly Or directly b the computer% Ty re ase:twolformats in....

this se%tion, one, for transactions and one for' nimline gystemaV''''

.

-.-,
e5 --

-,-. ..- .,.,
These two formats should be applied tc; syftems.

They "Prihted4, outputs" -aerot4on contains 'the infOrMition,4

pert,inent to .printed ePSrts:- This section 'is used b the user

1
.. .

to reference errors meSsai;e on Adit reports and to obtain-

. information about the contents,of a report, or bya programmer to
-2 -

make changes to a- report.
. The format r ses3 f-of each, printed

0

report cOrAtafna"thefollowing parts:

A. Purpos%: Use Or fdnction of the-report.

. F;rm:.,Paper size,:copies, and s=pecial forms

description.

C. Sequence: Sequence of the eepdort or control 'breaks.

D. Frequency: Howoften the feport'is generated.

a

E. , Volume: Number of p forms, including periodic

or seasonay,fluctuations in volume.
t .e

-

F. Disposition: .Distribution of the report, including any

41 bursting or decollation.

G. Retention Period: Length of,tlaftthe report retained

-by the recipient of the report.

I H. Program/Job: The progeam and ob that generates the-
;

report.:

I. /Contents: A formattbd table with the following

/ ,column headings:.. ..-

CP .1. "Reference numeer- a numbee'tOcross'reference
.-'

1S7
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the defanition tothe.pil.nter spicing

chart or saciple.

010. ,

2.
-

Element name -'4-,deseliptive name of-the'item
..

being defined.

3. Definition ....definitIon of the item. It is

important' to Wine even .the most obvious

item, because it may not be obvious to-

theuser. Page breaks should be defined

when documenting pa Humbert or totals.

Calculations which are done to generate -

an item should be .included.:

J. Messages:- The messageexactly as Ars on the'

report.'..aloni,with the' meaning -of the message

and corresponding actions to
*
be taken-

K. trinter Spacing Chart: Represents not.only detail*/

lines but also total and heading lines.

L. Sedple: When a comprehensive Sample,cin be obtained,

it should be included, but only when it does
..,;

t

not include confidential information.

A1a

The "Data Files" section contains detailed information

concerning the contents and format of stored information. This

section is mostly the.'concern%of the progimmer. This section
` .contlins two sepaffte 'formats, one for sequential, ISAI4, or-

random files and one fqr data base schemers. The information for

sequential; £SAM, or random files -h-as the following for:Mat:

A. Data Settiame: The actual system names) used. for data..;

file labels. If this file is used in veral
Fa A a
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:places and has several names, )ist'all of. the

-
. - names.

B.
.

File ID: Symbolic name used bA the ,program. /the need
,,'

for thj.s,varies depending uponthelanguage

and operating ,system being used.

C. Purpose: Use of the file {'eel., master, temporary, work

files, etc.)

D, Media: Tape, ,disk,' or cards,

E. Organization: Sequentiaj., ISAM, or random:
#

F. .Recording Format: Fixed, 'irarible,FOr: undefined.

G. Sequende: Elements and positions of keys in which the

vfile is maintained. ,

H.' Record Leng:th: Number of characters per record.

I. Blocking Factor: Number of records per block. Where,

applicable, show'al,culattons used to

determine blocking factors.

J. Storage Requirements: Disk space or number of tapes.

K. -Retention Period: Time period before recycling file,

this is particularly important when using

. tapes-.

L. Programs/Job: 411 programs/Jobs which read and/or write

this file.

Elements: A formattIcrtableyitn the followi'ngcoludn

headingsl

1.1 Reference Number - sequence number-of field.

2. Element ID - a standaH mnemonic name used in

. prpgraps to identify the field.
1

139
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./

3. Element bescriiption - a brief description of

`the data.

4. Silt - maximum number of characters.

5. Positions - Beginning and ending position of-

each field within-the.Tile.

= 6. Definktion - All valid values for each field

and their corresponding codes, packed,
/

numeric, binarA signed, and relationships

Loo other fields. The keys_should be noted

when docuuriing ISAM ,or random files:-

The second *for4at'for the "Dat.a.Files" is used to document $

data basesyst em and is dependent upon the data base system being-

used\ A schematic of 5the tatalase should be included in this

section along with detailed innormation about each sub-efile. T he

security system should be explained alopf with ahy other chaining'4,.
1.and accessing information. Oatever data base system is being

,7. .
.

.1 .-used, a Structured format for dApuaeRting.the data ba(e system
4

shoutd
.
be

-

developed and usedlor al,I4,akplicationp.

LItt.Therefore, the ,"Data'''Files",sectiOn contains detailed

information about ,the .st pf the data. There exists-a
.'

.4 / ,
duplication of informaon,between data files and Atputs in the

rOrm of fie Vi definition. This d.upIication facilitates the usage
. .

of documentation used as
`

-a reference manual.-. There are two. -
,

formats in this Section, one 'for.sequential,JSAM, or random4
1,4/

files and one for data base systems.

140
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Th -e' "Jobs" section contains information concerning the

operational procedure's of running, a job. This section is of

primary concern to production control and the computer operation;

,Th-er definition of a job in this context is a program or

group of programs which is se \mp by production control, and run

independently of .the provammers. This section has the following
.

information:

'A. Job ID: Mnemonic given, to the job name.

B. Purpose: A general description of)e job.

C. Schedule: Fi-equenCyand time of runs. Note here any

Sobs that must .precede or follow, Also

include any obligations to, process this job

it -2's must be produced_ before

:January 31). Tnis information should be

in the "Computer SyseemSchedule".

p.. Set u¢6 Procedures: Any procedures for tapes, special

forms, etc.

E. :Submit 'Deck: List of all cards to be included in

submit deck for the job.

F. Stream: _ Current listing ,of JCL.

G. Job FlAvidhart: Standard flowchart indicating exact

names of all inputsy data files, 'job steps,

programs, and outputs tn processing

sequence. Optional and restart paths are

to be indicated.

H. Restart Instructions: All considerations which must

be observed to restart or rerun the job.

}141
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e 7

Messages: All program generated abort and

exceptioh messages antr)their meanings.
1

J. Printing Instructions:. Appropr to instructiois for

processing special fours, such,as alignment,.

breaks in the forms, and :lumber of copies.

Include a sample carrfiage control tape, if

non-standard.

K. Job Release Criterth: Requirements of production

control may be to balance basic totals

insure complete processing of files. Any

other checking production control can do

to verify complete processing.

. Output Disposition: Disposition of printed

materials, tapes to be processed ay outside

firms, and 'forms requiring. additional

handling. Include instructions concerning

'decollation and bursting.

Input Disposition: Disposition pf any input

materials and source documents.

The "Progas" section contains specific infutmation

---pertinent to the irogram's inner workings. This section contains

information only important to the programmer, all other-

informatlon should have been included in the other sections of

the doCumeniation. This section contains the following format:"

A. ProgramName: Mnemonic used to identify the program.

B. Purpose: Description of the program's function.

C. Language: Language used to Urite the program.
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D. External Programs: Subrioutines or madras.4

E. Input Files:r Names of all'files input to the

program, including both the symbolic-name

and the system label 4here applicable.

P. Output Files: 'tames or` =1i files output from the

program, including both the symbolic dame

and tree system label where applicable.

G. Input/Output Files: Names of_Ail files input and

output (i.e., work files) from the program,

including botn the symbolic name and the

system label where applicable.

H. ' Jobs: All jobs in which the program is used.

I. Coding Notes:, Techniques or calculations that

require explanation. Explanation of

processing of stored fields which

are not directly altered by user input.

Documentation should never be considered static, but rather

dynamic, being updated as requirements change and procedures are

refined. The objective of having documentation is to assist

staff in performing theie required duties. This enables the

computer center to be responsive, delivering committed products

on schedule to the various offices and departments. The
1,

documentation standard .provides 'a -Structured framework and

guidelinw for the development of documentation.

4
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Data processing documentation 'must satisfy ptwo- important

objectives. 4 data processing system must be self-sustaining.

.\\\Onder normal conditions documentation must allow 4'44 operations

and user personnel to 'operate the system and obtsin allgOtput$

wtthoutj.nquiry or consultation wfth thielrogramming attet. This

means that documentation must not only be comprehensive and

usable enough tR\allow user and operations staff:-tot- handle all

.normal processing, but also to allow them to recycle, resthedule,

and recoverfrom minor failures,without programmiiissistance. A

data processing system mast also be maintainable. Documentation

provi,des the reference to allow systems and programming personnel 7'

to modify, revise, and expand the system 'and all programs in that

syStem,-ahile determining the impact of such modifications on the

current system. It may be necessary to change inputs, outputs,

data files, or work flow. To do this, all pertinent information

retarding that system .lust be available to the programming staff

in order to provide a corrective potential.

Doconentation is a major communications link between the

computer \enter and the user. The user can relate to the

controls, inputs,- and outputs which represent the-computer system

'to the "user. Production control has a link to the user via the

controls, inputs, and outputs. On the other side,t production

control has a link to the operations staff through controls and

jobs. Data preparation has a link to the user through inputs.

The progran.ning staff also hps a communication. link to users,

production control, data preparation, and operations' through

documentation.
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The deskgn of a computer system follows a.logic. path which
._

is divided into functional areas identical to this documentation

standard. The first step in designing a system is to determine

what is the requirpd outpdt of the eystet. Once the outputs are

defined, a determination of how the data will be input to the

system is defined. The third step Cs to determine the manner of0 ---

storing the inforitation (data files). the fourth step overl'aros,

the third step, that of determining the processing steps and
.

methods of tranerc4-ning inputs to outputs. The fifth step is to

establish controls to insure security and smooth operation of a

system. Since the Jocumentation standard is aligned so closely

with the design of a computer system, it "lends itself to being*

used as the for:lat for writing detailed specifications. These

specifications are usable not only for the programmer, but later

for tne iscr, which leaves no excuse for inco-tplete documentation

roject completion.

ost important issue _of this paper is Wet changes are

specified using the documentation, thus insuring current

ocumentation and organized detailed specifications. For changes

made to existing systems, copies of tne existing documentation

are marked for retyping to represent the required change. This

insures that documentation is always up to date.

When this documentation standard is followed.' religiously,

the documenlation 'becomes a valuable source of organized

accessible.system information. Because the documentation is

., divided i

Pt

o functional sections which are identical to the major
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involvednvolved in,developing a new system, it lends itself 'to

being used as a standardformat to write specifications. Since
4

speCifications are written as documentation it insures current
ti

documentation at alltimes. With the awareness that users need -

'access to certain portions of system -documentation, these

sectiiblis are /ithen with the user-audience in mind.- The end

result of using this-documentation standard is- more reliable,.
current information to respond to problems i a timely manner and

to' plan for the future. I
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ADVENTURES ET DISTRIBUTIVE DATA 'PROCESSING

Robert S. Schaulis
-Coast Community College District

Costa Mesa, California

te

Working from the sketchiest of objectfiVes, i.e., redundancy for

reliabilitytand off-loading the central host,this.paper,putlines

the steps taken by an institution in converting a centralized on-

line registration and enrollment system for 65;000 students to a-

truly distributedprocessing-approach to the same.problem.

Considerations made for hardware, software, distribution of

data, data integrity, communication protocols, economics, and

alternative strategies 'relating toLhich functions to'distrubute and

which to remain the purview of the central host will be disCussed.

1:4
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. AliVENTURES MI' DISTRIBUTIVE DATA P,ROCESSING

Either nobody knows what it is or everybody knows zrhat it

is. Either,, it can be defined and you can get your arms around it

or ars what everybody is doing and they use that,14bel for it.

How can you decide what it is/ It probably is necessary to use'

the context your requirement. rost every vendor offers,DDP
and has the solutfon to your problem and will be more tha.n happy

to supply that for you. The problem that we find is that-the

more you loos into it the more simple the offering is .and the
,/

.
/

more complex the system that you, the/user, are going to have to

//

.,
..-- ,implement in order o make any use of it. As you go through the

-.....-/ .literature and a*/you listen to the vendors, you find all kindsA

of definitions/ -.some people will use definitions that desdribe

interactive on -line language.' From a logical point of view,

ignoring telecommunication line costs, it seems on-line

interactive systems -cad be just as, distributive as' actually-_
, /

distributing)physical devices. AnoVier % defini on that-lots of

vendors ust can be netted down to remote bate processing. You

1
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-may do . all kinds of logical things on the distributed processor,
.

the mini-computer, the micro-processor or whatever it is, but

4

periodically and maybe even off shift you send a batch_lto the

central site. YOu'll find that the going definition of"

distributive 'processing as far as most vendor offerings arg

- concerned.

We've attempted definitions of DDP that we thought met the

kinds of requirefilents that we have and, frankly, have not been

able to simplify it. We think it is a network of independent

processors remote from each other; i.e., all but one outside of a

computer _room, processing equal or unique functions with
4

distributive data either redundant or unique,, which has

relatively real time access and/or;reconciliation. We might call

that Interactive Distributive Data Processing or IDDP. That

definition kind of points up the problem in that it goes from the

simple to the v4icomplex in very short order:. The "Coast

Project," which we are going into this year, will im,plement
.

"something that meets that definition.
--k

ur plans are to select 506 .hardware by the- end of this

calendar year and start into software development, not

applications development at all, so that we can have g system

that meets our definition before we write our., fit application,
4

on the system.

Why are we doing this?. As some.of you know, we haye'been

working on ways of increasingreliability by providing backup

f systems for some rime. The approach we have .taken currently. is
/

very expensive. Right now we have redundant central processing.

.r
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-w5afre looking and experimenting with other alternatives to

insure the same level of reliability and backup with some less

cost. A lea for the' moment, Grscp's law h?s not been'

reversed, contrary to .some things that you may have hegrd from

the mini and micro people. When you gti to two proeegsors you

simply are not getting. the same bang for the buck that you would

get with a' larger ohe. You read almost every day that "these

applicable.economies of scale things are no longer p We haven't
.1'

found that.to be the Case yet.

What are our goals and objectives fOr*this project? They"re
.two fold. Basically they are reliability, which- means in Our

case redund y with the ability to do AoMmithing if part of our

system fails,

other justificat

noecomic. I frankly think that theitre are no

The literature.i-s' full of motherhoodons.

statiOrnts like 'decentralizing the computer power.to the users.'

This gets into. thekquestions.that we discussed earlier, i.e.

physical. verso // 1Ogle"al capability and centralization or

decentralization of those kinds of things. If we only are

interested in decentralizing the prodessing capability then-there

really isn't any reason why we can't do that with some

interactive on-line language yithout spreading processors all

over the place, thereby saving us all vw difficulty of

distributive data which in essence turns out to be the biggest

problem in distributive processing. "Bypossing the data center

bureaucracy" is another objective sometimes heard. The economic

objective is much-More reaL. To go from one central processor to

another central processor can be.a large in4rement of money. For

135 0
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instance, the difference between a 158, if you happen to run tout

. of power on a 158, and a 168 is a substantial amount ofopey.

So you have some choices at that point as' to what you are going_

t,o do about it. Frankly; that hole between the_ 158 and the 168- is

g gigantic hole .-it's at least four times the power and at least
t

two or_tWo and a hal.f.to three times the cost. Incremental growth
-

-whee n- you -reach holes like that.-is a ,se-rious problem and
'" taw ,_

.

distributive data processing is one of the ways ,tit you can

'add eSs that problem. You ca. -some power throligh

of -loading some of the things ou've been doing centrally'so
r .

., ..
. _

.

that you can .have incremental: growth. Tha t ii- certainly 'one of.
approach' works Out, weour objectives. If thi s kind

)grobabl(y will go back to processdr:concept getting our.
0reliability and economics throug_rie Clistributlve approach.,

What are .the exte 1 s for, implementing a

distributive network? We have been investigating-thisfor m
,

,
Months how. We h-ve found an,extremely wide array of offer no,

s_
-.,

..

yet an extremely limited offering in some respects.. Belo going"

..,

oull! for bid pr our ,hardware we looked. at almost every--
. -

. . - .4p.a
manufapturer of ,hardwarespf the -size we were interested, i -n. We

.
.

_.dedided earlier that we W anted this' to be a small project; ie:,

la
riliiing about 6 terminals and a\...irinte with communication with

find lots of systems, particularly the large ,
'the host.,YOu can

oini's, which har all kinds or facilities available to them suete,
1Kas operating systems and high level Panguages. The pro blem Is

that they were not really fhtended for diatributesie processing.
o

They 'Her 01 d'esined to Al standalone, i.e.y the software ye

4
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.
, e -66signea to 3e standalone% While vendors. claim that they are In,.. . .

.
. .10the distributive prOcessing bUsiness, they.ctually want to sell

161

f *

you the systim,asA. .The_ most critioal part of the problem' is
4

software. There isd wide ara3, of software-avel-labi-e-foi...larp-7=--

systems. .However, -suc h is not the °as* when yoy*get down to the

site of processor, that we were considering. For instance, there-

aren t *very many processors :that have/ t
4. 1

on it. There are very few that 'lave w "at we consider to be' an

truly' interactive COBOL

acceptable -disk aliess, method.; i.e. , go9d index sequential,
,N100 41.

. _and ,even fewer, of course, that have any kindr6T data base

management system associated with them. There are beginning to

Ibe some put Phey,re.not very. far along in-.that area.

,We ha/ve essentially -found that 1they are aril,. trying eo .

sell their standalone systems no matter, how small or large:
\,,

.They have even less' flexiPilittittian the larger mainframe ,
.

f

manufacturers, i.e, , they ar'e unable In many cases to allow you.
4

to use your own terminals.: They Insist op '.one tha,t they provide
.

. .
,

and have no softWare with the flexibility to support others. Inthe

, most cases it is much easier' too put' together hybrid hrdwai'e
41

,
systems, i.e., disk driv and-nlemo6r, than' it is to -4upport,

(

4cds
thingswike

r
foeign terminals: We have fou t almost every

vendor Is trying to _sell you a comprehensive system rather than
--

componentth41,flexibility in their sofre that *ilyllow you
to dd'.what 'you'would like to ,do. In our case we already'owried

Ine terminals and re4ly wanted to use the, m. Finding aio Operating.0 '

system and/or high evel language to. s pport them was, the

problfnl. `that kind of flexibility lust,wasi,t there. Not many
45 4

'NY
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systems hai.le established host to host protocolg. A few of them
.amt

ido.1"% few of them have-some Ovice dependedt modules that will

- allow your .distributive processor to look like Some standard to

your.host. The most common of these is a bisynchronous pdrt

and ay little bit of software to make it look like a 3270 'or some

other of t'hose bisynchronous IBM devices. Of course, it isn't

necessary that you use things like that; there is a littler more

in synchronous kinds of communications than there is

". in others; but it is possible to make the rmediaee processor

look like a dumb teletype, for nstanc and computers can

communicate with each- other in asynchronousstart/stop ascii mode

and probably get by with it. As long as your communication load

and .your error rate 'doesn't get too. high, that mode will workto

although you still have to write 'control software. 1..he complete

.protocol realjy isn't available from the vendor as ptrt of his

software. Almost all Of the offerings are so terribly limited

that' ,-you 'as a user are goihg ,to have to get' involved in

projects of softWare development that you may not be currently

interested in doing. There is-,,..noKapan;cea.sitting.out ,there

just waiting for you to just lay distributive processing on your

shop. ,

A' set of internal requiremefit:s are ,the questions that.

people have to' ask -the elves before they can-successfully taire

oh a venture of thiS na dre.

Where ,all work be accomplishedat simply means.

that you mus de,terle, whether to process in the host, in the

intermestiat processor, or even.in an intelligent terminal. Wel'

6 ,
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'solved that preblem- pretty, handily. We were not going, to put

.

anything in -the. distributive -processor that is not also in the
.0

host. The problem is the data - where which data is stored,

-whether or not is to be redundant or whether it is to be.\

unique - thole are questions we decided.. Our data is going to be

redundant, it is-going to be a subset of o67-f94-1_ data base; a

subset associated with geography and function.k'One of our goals4
/ .

in this exRpriment is to come up with ?system that we can move

to different applications, without redoing the software System.

Ye- should be able to use this distributive system with business

applications., registration applications, .schedule building

applications, or any other, by simply writing application code
-

and by not having to 'write software over again. To that extent

we have ,tried to generalize our concept so that once we implement

it.will be applicable in different areas.

What-is required in case Of failure?40-rf you think you've

got problems with ,online systems and data tase management -

systems in_point-of-failure recovery and restart, it is much more

compleX in this kind of a network,- It's one of the most complex

subject matters' that you can get into in a simple on-line system

but when ydu get into a distributive system it is more so. You

must develop a strategy and, a procedure so'that.you don't lose

data. That is a subject that peop le with on-ifne-<systems deal

with,consistently and only sometimes successfully.
.

How important is data rewnciliation? No.you care wiaether
arA,

or not data in your host and data in your, distributive processai

-- are the same? ,That is an iss6e you have to decide. Is there a

7
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hierarchy of data that has different reconcili tion requirement
lt

Does your data fall into either later batch,

or real time reconciliation categories. Those are consideratfons

that have to be made. Real time requirements for data
reconciliation requires' that the distributive system be

elative real time,

interactive.

"The Coast Plan" is essentially an. effort to develop
generalized' software which allows flexible timing function
development. We plan to be able to put this system into use
before we write the first application funetion on the

distributive processor.' One of the things that we want to be
able to do through the distributiVe processing system is to store
and forward -)any _function requests that don't exist on the

distributiVe processor. Theoretically we could have no- -user

functions on the distributive processor; just store anti forward

and getback results from the host.

We used software as a criteria for hardware selection.-If we.

have learned anything, it is that the hardware is essentially0

available, but you can't do muoh with it. What you can do is
highly dependent upon the kinds of supportive software that is

available. 'Therefore, were going-to use software criteria for

the Selee.Ulon of the hardware., Ease:of det,elopment and Also
protection of investment are .two criteria which are addresed by
software. We want a high leverlenguaee, which is different for
us beoause we currently are an as bly shop, to protect our
investment ey reducing future conversion costs. ,tasei, of .

development is probably the bigg4t criteria. We ,wouldAike .

.155



the software we develop to be upfiard compatible: If we move
the concept into the,business system, or the persobnel system,
or a .combination of business and personnel, it may require a

different size processor. We will certainly try to standardize on
software and hardware so that if' we go for a bigger or faster

system we will still have the software investment protected.
We plan to develop functions for distributive processors

that already exist on host. That siMpy means that we are not
going to do any more user design, except coding design. After we
get the generalized software, it essentially becomes an off-load
project. We want to take some of the functions that are currently
on -lime to the host and put them on the distributive processor
In order to accomplish this, we are going to use a hierarchical

approach; a Oery -simple one with a single- processor any six
terminals and a printer, with a port to the host. We are going
to start in the administrattve

area rather than the instructional
area probably because administrative distribution is more
difficult. As you know, instructional systems kind of tend to do

1
their own thing. We could probably put a distributive processor
out there that runs its own Basic and comes tp,the host for AN_
without too much of an effort. W think if this thrust into

administration is successful, our experience will make it easier
for eventually putting it into instruction as well.

Figure I shows a,schema of what the environment would look
like. Our thoughts at the moment are that the first

'Implementation will go into the
registration/enrollment'system.

It also will be,a don-exclusive.kind of a system, we ill

9
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FEATURES OF GENERALIZED SOFTWARE
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POINT OF FAILURE AND RESTART PROCESSOR
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st;...1,1 have terminals in that area _which are connected dir tly to

the- hoV-t. and ID6P will_probably be limited to the enrollmentf 1,,...
A

function. The_distri,b(Utive processor and the host toth will be
,

going against the same data - data which exists ire two places.- *-

That, in essence, is the technical 'problem.

What a-e the functions of the In? software syste7? ,r1' thee

distributive si'de .re must probably alw-Sys gc into .a table :of

resident furotions and on that basis- decide whether we are gGirz

to execute tnere or store and forward the request on to the ccst.

We must develop a subsystem which we call a store and forward

ppcessor. This store and forward system must to a variable

priority demand queueing system. That simply means that' you

decide which '442 has which timeliness requi-ement and you queue

ar.d stcre. dnd forward based or, those criteria,. As you know
tha('s not sirple. We have to send all the data transactions to .

the host which are executed in the distributive processor and for

wnich data exists in the distributive processor we Forward

function requests to the host when they are not available in the

distritutive processor and we go after data in the host when it

is not available in the distributive- processor. There are two

situations the latter, one when the data space has been

allocated in tte distributive processor but'when the desired data
has not yet been forwarded to the distributive processor, the

other when you didn't intend it to be there and intended to

. 0always go to the hOst to get the data. In one case you ei
immediately to the host to bring the data back to the function

and in the ether you go to the host to bring the data back toy

10
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the file and then execute the PunCtion, a truly complex process.
As mentioned, a_point of.failure-and restart processor_

is required.'

On the host side of things, you're going to have to have

some sort of a table of elements that shows the contents of the
data base subset because when updates cattle directly to the host,
the host is going to have to 'sendithe transaction, t
distributive processor. That is a crassical use for e.

he

a

dictionary. No general data dictionary system exists (that
includes this kind of activity because nd distributive datbese
system exists today. Secondly, we must have the same kind of
store and forward processor in the host, it-will have to be
written for the transaction

teleprocessing system in order to do

the same kinds of activity, only in reverse, that we were doing
out in_the mini. You've got to be concerned, as we. all are now,

with point. of failure and restart, i.e., what do you do with
these'queues when nothing is 'available.out there to send.them to
o-r when you actually take the data off the queue. There is just a
whole array of complexities involved with this particular
subject.

That is about as far as we have gone so far. The twit-her

we investigate this particular subject the more w6 realize that
it hips been greatly oversold in the literature and certainly,

over-simplified by the vendors. The, requirements on the part
a user are heavier than you would be led to believe. It should
be emphasized that our project is' just an' experiment. Frankly we
have made no. commitfent to any user for installation. We don't,

-11
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intend to do that until we've got something that we feel is of

vilppe to both-ofus; c Elopeturrybytitt' end of the.- fiscal year,

the June, July, August time frame of next year, we will have our

first experiment on the air and we will be able to report to you

as tb the project success or failure. *

12
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S.

INTRODUCTION

l7i

This paper wiYc--attempt- to summarize the various system
functions and softwareosolutions we at Coast- have proposed to
provide a truly interactive distributive environment.

The primary objective of the Distributive Processor Project
at Coast Community College District is to provide the software
needed to support incremental, development of application systems
presently available on the central host.

This support includes the, ability to: access all functions
V

available on;the host and distributive processor without user
knowledge of their location. Data management support= includes
redundant- data base synchronization and host retrieval of

non-redundant data.

The purpose of this support is to provide. device independent

applications development on the distrlbutiv.e machine. This paper

will attempt- to define the requirements necessary to accomplish

this task as it relates to the Coast environment,

. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In order to provide for incremental application developTent,

functions which are currently resident solely in the central host
must be made available to the distributive prote;sor.

To -accOmpliib this--a monitor will be used to accept they
users initial Function command. This input will be used fo.

. determine the availability due tO residency of the 'function _in

1
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f

the distributed processor. If the function requested is not c'."--

available a Communication Store and Forward tag' CSF) willbe

.Aarted.. This CSF task 'will accept the user input frit* the CR7

attached to the distributed machine and send this messagevia a

communication line to the host.-- The task will then wait for a

response from the'host obtputting this response tp the user's

CRT. Additional input will be accepted which, if not a function

recwest will be transmitted to the host.

t'If If the users function request is resident, it will be

started and communicate directly to the, User's CRT as needed.

The program,.or 'programs required to process the user's function

will obtain- data through the systems dat"a management calls.

These calls will determine if the data requested or updated is

resident, non-resident, or redundant. If the- data is

non-resident or redundant an appropriate message will, be ,sent to

the host fOcir retrieval or update and if needed 4a response-will be

waited upon; This systembecomes.more complicated you

require the support of multiple terminals.thus'requiring queue'

facilities. This support requirement must-16e further expanded

to.provide for uns?licited messages from the host for redundant

data updates and/dr data retrieval.

The queues to support these tasks must also,allow for update

confirmation to insure that data is not lost due to line errors

or host and/or distributive systen) crashes with multiple messages

pending. Figure I shows the_basic functional modules needed fo

-provide these services. ..
-0_

__
.-As can, be seen the intertask communication and queueing

(
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k

system is one of,thrkey components in this design. This system

will allow messages to be sent to a task and if ,needed

automatically queue the message for processing by the receiver-A

a

a later time: This system will also allow 'messages to beseri by
f .different paths or ports so that high priority messages may be

processed in a rapid manner.
.5

4

atti MANAGEMENT
40;

All appligatiai programs will access, data----through_Wie Data

Base -Update. Controller Module. niodule,will perform all .

user I/O requests using the Data Dictionary to determine thekdata-

location. For non-resident data, a request is sent to the Output

Message PrOcessor spedifying a predetermined logical collection

of data elements along with any key' information needed for

access. Once this message is sent the origintal request Must'be

saved to be matched with an incoming message from the host. Uponlb

the reception of,a matching message from the host the data are,

translated to the users requested,forne and control returned to

the user. The process for retunOnt or resid .ent data is t he same
-. . .

re
N,,._

.4as any Pple_r/0 sYitem for'-retrieval -the resident data
I "S.- ,base* for all information. Upon update, redund.Int data -is

transmitted//.to the host where the central d'ata base is modified.
. -t.

4.. ! /

Update messages' from the host are handled by the MachineMachine

Message ,Processor which'calls the Data Base Iipdate.Controller for
. *

.

4

reside t data base madification. Upon a valid -update, a,
, .

confirmation/messtgellls sent -to the hast- confirming data base-
*

'sync rOnization.

167
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COMMUNICATIONS

The last remainiog key element is the Commuo
Processor. This processor's basic task, is to accept a c

177

Ions

lecti-on
of d -ata,- translate it to EBCDIV and transmit this data to the
host.** Incoming messages will be transLated into .SCII and sent
via the intertask communication system to their respective tasks.
The ability to send a message requesting an update confirmation
will be available. This feature will save a copy of the message
to be sent until a confirmation menage _is received. If a

/confirmation message' is not received within the timeout limity
the message will be retransmitted by the 'system.

DATA BASE SYNNONWATION

The pr "ceeding ,has been a' brief overview Of the 0),-
components to be implemented in order to provide device

independent applications programming on a distributed. system.

rfhe .actual pro.cess of data base,,synchrdnization- in an

Vinteiactive distributed environment involvesVarious options.
These options center around the concurrent mod cation of the
same data item'In separate-machines. Since this is a rare
occurance, the system may not provide any checks for other than

--
multrplelinternal tasks, postponing synchronitation until a later
time. If the redundantintormation concurrent Modification to
different values is critical the ,system may provide exclusive
usage upon update notification. This woul d imply the normal

9locking procedures in each machine plus intra-machihe lockink.
4
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In order to provide this facility of intra-machine locking each

update access Ito any redundant information must be communicated.

between machines. Upon an update a request for exclusive
control must be transmitted and a poiitive or negative response

_waited upon. before the Aodification can proceed. -,This typeof

synchronizing communication will place luite a heavy burden upon
the single line-system we would like to use at Coast. It would
also imply closely coupled machines with dead lock prOblems. If
one/ or the other machines- went down with modification locks
outstanding, what action should take place? For these reasons we
propose to use a confirmation lockout procedure,. 'which we hope

will redirce actual communication, and machine dependencies.

This procedure requires thata hierarchy. for updates exists
between Machines. The procedure requires that the primary
machine refuse any'update to a data element for* which it has an

outstanding confirmation message. The secondary machine will
then notify the application program of an unsuccessful update due
to a data base synchronization error. The application may then

determine if.a.simple retry is required or if the user should be
. -

made aware'of the new information b fore the acttal update.
Using this procedure, if a machine rashes; there are no lockout

problems, with messages saved for later transmission.

There 'are other methods of__ synchronizing redu dant data
which may not require real time modifications. These methods

ibenteil notification of an event which m4 in turn cause multiple
data.elementi to be modified.

To enable this feature redundant data modification must
,

6.169 A
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provide for resident changes without the automatic synchronizaton _

as ,a4scribed- above. This popsibility places the burden_ Gf

synchronization upon the application program' to communicate an

event to the host. In this situation what you have are

asynchronous routines updating their respective data bases with

eients, passed back and forth. The usage of event modification

still has the same conflict problems of nor-1nel redundant data
1modification. Because of this situation, the event modification

will only be used for events which produce new data and/or,

positive updates. Positive dpdates are changes which are made

independent of. the content of the information to be modified.

Positive updates also imply thitt the action of the event cannot
be changed until the actual event has been completed. Using

these criteria will insure proper data base synchronization.

Since the project at Coast is an experiment into the realm

of"Interactive Distributed Data Processing we hope to actually

determine the .rate of conflict Modifications for''redundant

4information. Event modifications will. also be used as a

synchronizingtechnique___ They will be used 1,i-1'01inthe first

application for the"transmitting of student class adds and/or

drops. The usage of these two, methods will hopefully provide

both machine independent and rapid sychronization of data.

4,

HOST SYSTEM'

The software within the host System must include duplicates,"

of the code required by the distributive "processor for data base

managetent and communications. In addition; the' host mustA
6
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provide pseudo tasks to process the forwarded messages from users
at the remote processor. There must be one pseudo task per CSF..

task within each remote processor; These tasks must be preserved
over multiple I/O communications.in corder to save user context.

-

-
-SOftware for-terminal communications within the host mist also be

modified so that messages ihtended for a local terminal are
routed .,to the distributive processor. In addition incoming
messages must be-routed to each pseudo task as if they were'
coming from user terminals. A system such as this will enable
presently developed application systems t,o provide functional
support to the distributive processor.

The environment within the Coast _Community College district

provides a foundation to proceed along the desigh lines presented
above. Figure II shows the fundamental modules needed within this
system. 'Actual communications to the remote syvtem will be

provided through the district's main telecommunicatibn systecn,

ENVIRON/1. This system handles line control through line drivers
or device dependent modOles (DDM,!s). The next level of :software
provides translation, terminal dependent code, and user protocol

handling. These higher level routines acdess system.DD4Ws vie
assembler macros which choose which DDM to use according to
parameters described during system generation.

With this system, messages from pseud6 tasks will- be

automatically -routed to the DDM handling 'remote processor
communications. This DD)* will'be a match to tHe communications
processor on the diStributed machine attaching needed packet

.
. 40
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headers and deStination .codeS for all terminal messages.

Incoming--messages may be stripped of _paoket information and

routed to- the tasks 'via the low level macros for readimo data

fro g, DDM..

All the above, processing has been for store ana forward type

communication *and will go through the high level CommunicationsA
Facility used by all applieati -ons programs.. Niachine messages and

data base updates or requests will also usepSeudo tasks written

to process a particular type of request. These nodules will use

the direct DDY 'access macros, skipping code and terminal contr6I

processing of .,the Communication Facility. .

Data Base management on1the district's host machine is an

element oriented centralized system. This system will require a

dictionary as in ..the distributed machine but 'win place a

updates, In a disk qtkeue'tb -be processed by the teleprocessing

syster. This procedure insures .that both batch and onlin-
,

\5
updates to redundant information will be sent to the eorredt

remote machine.°A task running under the online system will read -.

the information placed on the data base queue and forward it to

the DDM,aft4r the correct formatting. Depending upon actual

experimental fesult -_and system loads, there may be

asynchronous tasks running concurrently within the ,host

processing various messages from each distributed processor.

CONCLUSION'

Much design.work still is required to provide implementation
plans( This "work' has been postponed until an actual physical.

0 8
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machine is selected. This selection process has been conducted

o the past year and ha's influenced our design and oVerall

syst m goals. The system specification.develoPed reflects the

flies of the present,mini-computer offerings, our total

system requireients, along w1.th current project economics. "The

Coast mini-computer review indicates :a. truly Interactive

distributed system as herein described is not Currently

available'. In addition, a -Complete computing system to enable

tmplementation is an elusive- phantom.4 There is always some

aspects of/ the ideal system missing and usually this aspect 1s

'crucial. Based upon' these cons iderations, there are- four areas

which will provide our major .guideline'i for selection, exclusive

of monetary. considerations; These areas. are; Inte!=task

Communication, Single Station Concept, Meniory' Utilization and

Sharing, and the availability of high level languages.'

The Intertask Communication should be as described

-previously, providing automatic disk queueing for messages

pending. The concept of Single Station Programming relates to_

application programs dealing with only one terminal even though

multiple terminals! may be using the program concurreptly. This

implies automatic routing and context separation for each

terminal by a' monitor or 'operating system. Memory utilization

must provide for the total logical usage to be greater than the

actual memory available. Program sharing, paging instead of

swapping are also .of prime importance in this area. TSe
4.

,
,

,.

availability of high level languages which operate ih" these

environments ii'important. for efficient and rapid development,

,; 9175
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r

p

. -along with transportability to other machines. ..

Hopefully a machine matching these basic requirements will ,

be submitted. Once this ins accomplished, detailed. design may
procee4. In-the interim, work is continuing on packet formats.

1-5:/.
message types, data dictionary formats, and all the other detai
which you will find.are required of the user if you.wish to dive
into the distributive processing ocean.
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COMPUTER INDEXING AND MICROGRAPHICS

AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM APPROACH

trichael t. Maas__

LONG BOAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

Long Beach, California

4R"

The integration of'a computer index system with a 16 mm cartridge

microfilm system is currently being implgmented,at-l_ong Beach City

College. Approximately 7.5 million student records have been

filmed and indexed using this system.

The system is predicated on the concept that a micrographics system,

is only as good as its index system,' and the most efficient index

system is one that is computer generated.

The system has the added capability to accept COM generated docu-

ments as well as a compiete interface with on-line retrieval

systems.

ti
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0OVERVIO

Long Beach Community College District is a multircampus community

college with two ma/n campuses, five extension campuses, and seventy satdl-

,lite centers. tut-re enrollment is 32,000 students per semester. Since its

Inception in 4927, student records and files have been created in ever in-

creasing quantities. In an effort to eliminate and effectively manage all

student records of the College, a review of the entire records system was

a

made by the Admissions
and Records staff of the College during the 1974-75

-school year: One of the conclusions of this study was that a systematic

microfilming of many of the student records was essential for proper office

management. In addition, a records retention manual had to be established

for the identification
ot_all records and in turn legal procedures establish-

ed for the necessary retentiO717;1,crofilming, and positive destruction'of

appropriate records.

With these guidelines in mind, the College began the implementation of a

total records management system with the 1975-76 fiscal year. A major com-

ponent of this system was the microfilming and indexing of approximately 7.5

million records.

INTRODUCTION

In the
4
development of Long Beach City College's micrographics system,.

nuprous micrographic -systeens were)reviewed by the Admissi ns and Records.
.,

staff. In systematically studying the systems, six,types o .systems were

_readily apparent. These were as follows:

. .

a. Microfiche System

b. Roll Film System

c. 16 mm Cartridge System

-1-
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d. ,Aperture Card System

e. Ultrafiche System.

` 5 f. Miracode Sys/teal.

r-

-After careful evaluation of all systems, it was determined-that a'" 16 mm

ft

Cartridge

praprilate

c.orlege,
A

System in concert with COM generated mitroriche was the most- ap-',s,
.system .for the various microfilming applications envisioned for the

The reasons for c.ftis' decision were as follows:

The Cartridge System

w ith data processing

provides the opportunity for thetbest rterface.
terms of computer,crutput microfiche and key-

tcr,tepe indexing procedures-.
. i: .. .

...
,(b. The bloip encoding index-procedure

a

t

-4

..-
avai fable on Cart ri'dge Systems,

wi 11. .allow for accurale ndex.i ng- and -ref ri evaEN/of al 1 --db*Cument-s.

The cost of the Cartridge System is either less than or equivaldnt
to that 'of the other systems.

d- Personnel -trairti-ng and operation of_ equipment

moderate,lev,e1 of training.

e. Total i,p-terface,with a pm generatedt
rn the ..ne,ar.fature.

requires 1 y-e

tra9scr pt,...systela ssible

.1"

f. Storale,sp'aee for all student records iJ1 be, reduced by at least

5 per:cent.
r -It is appareQt Olaf portionsAif some .systeps review0 may hay van= 11\

. ,..
..,. f4_5'tages over given portioni of the. t6,4-11ra cartridge Sysrear: However, the enr`'..,`

. ti-re.system must' be cOrrs.iderednd a conglomeration of various pieceof each
fPt

:

_.

, -

. ,

I

4

is neithel-/fea.ibl-e nor 'applicable to a total records ma
fnagerneet

-

. '7.--. . ..

system

systern4,

To i mpl effient
iTo..,.....?!.
thF raici'ouraPkicgssystem for I.

4
%,. - $

.4

g eacfi Cl`ty Collage, the.
-401,,
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to,

O

following pieces of equigment
1

was $53,000 when purchasednin

.;f

4?
a. 1 )1 mn;\artridge

/b.
v.

1 - 16 Tom Cartridge

c.

Were required'. The total cost,of the equipm

February 1976.-

Rotary Microfilm Camera'.
.

, Planetary MiarofilM mera

e a'5 16 mm Cartfidge Reader /Printers

d. 12 48X Microfiche Readers
vie

. v'
e. t 114.-16 mm Cartridge Reader

f. Microfilm Storage Cabinets

'of film.

1
FILMING PROCEDURES

to store approximately 2,400 cartridges

As mentioned rn the introduction, approacimately 7.5 mil,' rOft records were"
*"

_

microtiilmed. The determination was made prior-to filming as tOl=whether a

manual or

, filmep.

In addition,

computer generated index was req
As

fred for each typeof document

,detaifedlilmillg proceduets were developed to allow
.

mi,c'rofiim technicianiWdetermine which camera to use'and What format to
41

follow. Aslgn examp)e of the planning inv91ved,

'rate the schematic flow of documents for filming

volume and follow.titheline o o
r1, 4(f

.i
.

%

0

1-60

.

the

the next few pages illus
r4

as well as the projecte$

I

1.4

1*



FLOW CHART

STUDENT RECORD FILE

RANDOM FILM
FILMING ------+ PROCESS

.
. \................/\......

.3400 BE P- 7 4

CAMERA ' PROCESSOR

ta

2

RANDOM
CARTRIDGE

.-

C P
MERGE &

" UPDATE

MAG,

TAPE
KEY' ENTRY
FROM READER

=11=1, OM,

500 CR
DATA .ENTRY DEVICE",

TAPE
MASTER
INDEX

RETRIEVAL STATION
500 PAGE SEARCH
READER PRINTER

4.

.

0



FLOW CHART, .

ADMISSIONS AND, RECORDS

.

1

1_ 0 );

Rlint$OM

CARTRIDGE

In

191
DOCUMENTS

fi

TOTAL
TRANSCRIPT

FILE

S6RT BY
CAMERA OPERATOR

-Nf

v-

34

(4111.1.

0 BE

FILM
PROCESS

P-74

S

S

, - .. 1,.

)
-CART

pY c
/ALPHA

1:

MASTER
INDEX

. .0;

500_ iR. ;

DATA

N/.1

apro#,/

..4

500 page
s4rch, INDEX

500 PAGE SEARCH

RETR-IkVII; STATION

83, -I
4
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tilCROFI LAING TIMELINE CONTROL

DOCUMENT WHEN TO MICROFILM EXPECTED VOLUME
.

F J.14ING COMMENTS

4Instructors',,
Rol !books

,

.
2 yrs. 'after the
semester that
grades are issued

....
.- -

.2,600 / semester

'1

-
.

. .

The PCC/EXT and LAC Ftollbookst be inter*-
filed alphabetically before fi iming.. Each
cartridge will' then be by semeste, In-,
strtict9r; and chronological according to
section n'unc,bers.

..--
-

Program
Cards

Immediately after -
the semester in
which they are,
created

33,000 / semester
.

:..)a

(.
Film both sides and interfi le -with Change ,of
Program Ctea.- Will separate according to
campus, Y.e., LAC, PCC, EXT./S

Grade Slips

4

After each
sisnester Iit 33,000 /

(semester
.

Wilt, be 9e?erated via COM beginning 7with t6-
Fall semester, 1975.,

Transcripts
,

Each day as-
produced

8,000 / year.,
,

. ,

Am each day as produced so as tc:... update-
-the grade -s-Lip/tran-scristt.rsylt. index
at least twice-per semester

.
-v

halfge o, ,
.

Grade Forms

.

.
Each serrietter .,

. ,

r
- ., ..

, 300 / semester
.

.
,

.

...... .
Film alphabet rcaTly by s tudent name..Corrections made to, transcr 'pc system
as well.'

%

Change ,of
Program Cards

-

Irrediately after
the semester in
which they are
created'

10,000 / semest r
. .

. ' .

.

Film as part of the PrOgram Card system.
*(See above.) -.I

.
1

`(.

18i

4
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GRADE SLIP / TRANSCRIPT SYSTEM

4.

TIME
IMMEDIATELY AFTER END OF THE SEMESTER? ANYTIME COMMENTS

Data
Processing

produces a
grade slip
for every

student and ,

delivers the
PCC, LAC, and
two combined

deeisscin
alpha rder

by student
name - to
Records

Office,' LAC
).

Ins

Records Office
t 6_,,Update.

distributes decks as Microfilm
follows) Cartridge .

1. Copy 1 of each deck to System and
Transcripts Office. * Index via
Copy 2 9 one combined-----X0M
deck and Ropy 2 of PCC
deck to PCC Govt. Desk.

. Copy 2 of 2nd combined

deck and-Copy 2 of LAC
-deck to LAC Govt. Desk.

. Copy 3 of one codbined

deck and Copy 3 of PCC
deck to PCC Records
Clerk.

. Copy 3' of 2nd conbined

and Copy 3, of LAC deck
to41.AC Records Office.,

Data
t Prcic'ess i'ng=t

Services

Records Office = LAC
4'

As tran-

scripts are
reqties-t ed-

grade slips
are refer-
enced and
data typed
on tran-.

script.or,
If no

transcript,
a tran-

script is
typed.

14icrofilm
ail tran-,

,scripts

§enerated
for in-

lusion iR
u dated
index.

. Each semester DPS
- sends grade tape to

__CO.M.Service Bureau
for new cartridges.
Also DPS generates

)anew index that isci
placed.on micro-
fiche.

. By 1978, it is

'planned-to have 3

.years of grades on-
line, end then go
to COM after the
3rd year.

COM
Service
Bureau

-

A

Transcripts
(- Office

.

H
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lb

COMPUTER IIZEi SYSTEM

4 A(
The key to the mi.crofilm/transcript system.is Index generated by

data processing. This index, created after the.documents have been filmed,'
4

is gen4ated via key punching and batch processe4. The format of the out-.

put is microfiche.

The index system allows for all dodupents.on Ti4le---f-Pr a given *student 1"
It

to be grouped chronologically and listed under the student's name in

sequence. 'Three identifiers, name, thdate, and student number\hat pee- ,

r P
used in generating the infix. 4

Included in-this section'are the details pf.the'progra7 design, para-
.

meters used'for Indexing, a flaw -chart description, and log sheets. It is

honed that tnis informatio4 will be of.assistance to those systers de-

signers

....a 1

P".

ti

who might be considering a similar system.

9

ac

-8-
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Microfilm Index Procfss Flow'

A & R
?

.

.1 ; Filming
Docu.lents ;Process

.1 ' /

tape sequenced
with all bayh
card i.:ages first
by batch #,
followed by alpha
series of .1.4ex'data.4

a,

L

viewing

Iieypun,c04-7

/

-

Index data

Batch s)
."

KFIC1C

Check & ligrge
Index date

Batch
Report.

195

*Input data checked to
ee if batch previously

Iprocessed and for ca z
t hap Tip, alpha names," and

sequential r.u7.._-berit.. =raze
identification.

.

MFI020
Format for
print tape

Batch report
. Sum-aarN1

-97

_

COM Bureau

1

ti

.1"
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1

MICROFILM INDEX PROCESS FLOW DESCRIPTION:

1. The individual document page are photographed onto microfilm car-

tridges.
6

2. A batch sheet is completed for each fam Cartridge. .The Available

batched cartridges are then sent to the data processing departAnt c/o

data control. -The cartridges-will theh go to the keypunch area for

viewing and index data selection:

3. Within the keypunch area, the. cartridges are processed by prodOcing a

batch card which shows the batch number, col. 1-6

origjnating location, col. 9-11_

document description, colt. 13-3811

date the batch was receivad,rcol. MMDDYY,

date keypunch started the batch:col. 451-90 MMDDYY

document count, col. 61-67

keypuncher's ideRtiNcation code, col.,77-78

and batch card identification code, col, 79-80

When the batch of data is merged into the tape file,-the program adds

two fields to the tape record'of the batch card. The added fields, are

4 tOte the- Uatcfi berrged",-- co) .--50-56; MMDDYY

and fount of the cards in. the batch, col. 57 -60.

Behind the batch card, are placed the detail index date cards for the

cartridge. Each detail card tontain's the

student name, col. 1 -23, Last first middle initial

birthdate, col. 24-29, M4DDYY
..

social secbrity or student -1D number, col. 30 -38

semester code,,car.'99

11.0
-10-41111

O



AM.

semester yeac,-Col. 40-41

document type,' col. 42

cartridge number, col. 43-46, Z/RADJ

frame number, col. 47-50, ZIRADJ

and'microfilm detail line code, col. 79-80

The detail cards are expected to be in ascending frame number sequence.

Checking is done by MF1010 to ensure a proper microfilm detail line

code, a completely alphabetic nam&, and a completely numeric cartridge

and frame indetification.

4. The keypunch batches are sent to data control for collection and

merger into. the existing microTiim index file. Multiple batch may

be concatenated for merger at a given computer submittal. The tapes
.

and data cards shouldbe saved long enough to provide 3 generations of

..tape for backup. After each merger a processed batch report)s pro-
,

duced along with a list of identified data exceptions. The data excep-

tions are not removed from the index. If corrections are to be made,

the new index line must be re- submitted as part of a "corxections"

batch. At least one-copy of the proceMtd batch report should be re-1
turned to keypunch to gi.d u work cctrol.

A
5. The completely merged microfilm data tape is used as input to a program

to format the data onto an Output print page which ismoved to a print
----\ ,

!..
tape. `The print tape will be used b an off site company to produce

.

. .

. -
microfiChe.pages.

I.
ms

_-
The print tape is ,9 track, EBCDIC character7 and unlabeled. Records.

are 133 characte?s blocked The first character of each rev

is the carriage control byte.

A. .,
N

197
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The print tape may be checked by use of,the program PRNTAPE. As many .

pages as needed'may be printed.

iL
6. The Dean of Admissiohs and Records is the contact per -s- on to receive the

prInt taps for off/site transferral.

.tr

,

4
1

F

S.

tf
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. 7. Programming..

8, Testing and debugging.
--

9. Inptit keypunch, key to .disk, key to tape, .00R, MICR, terminal.

S

1 Documentdtion:
. .

«

11. 'Training and .ducation includes travel, site inspection, classes.

12, Material (cards, forms, tape, film and chemical for COM, disc).

13. Facility alterations or additions.

'14. Finance.

15. Other (e.g. overhead). « -
/ ,r / .

Each of-these elements Can, 'in themsclves, be the subject of extensive- ---,
I

. .analysis. Figure 1 shows a number of hardware components that interact in the

4ty
While conversion costs are paid only once, it is entirely reasonablto

determide a rate of interest 'and to capitalize or disttibute such costs over a

lariger period of time than the epnvIrsion period itself. It is, important to cll stri-
.

butelcohversion Costs over a period of years in order that they might be compared
P.'

with operating costs which are ,estimated on a'per year basis. It should be noted,

that conversion posts might IDe a misnomer should there.'exist no conventional

system analogous to the proposed data processing system; in which case, this

cost component might be given the name 'developmental costs."
.

_

All other costs associated with the systems are defined to be.operating costs.

These costs itiCtude:At, .

)

- 1. Data cation
2, Iiput (e.g. key punch)

2.06'
1
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COMPARATIVE BENEFIT ANALYgiS

* Operations (software).

* Facilities

* Supplies

* Finance

* tuPPort.

* Hardware Cost

* Intangible

Other
4

Present New Weighted
System System $Benefit /Month Weight 'Benefit

Total. Dollar Benefit:

One-Time Conversion Costs

Programming - New Application
v.*

Conversion

iperations - Procedures,
Software

Duplicate Equipment for Test

Freight

o

Wgted Benefit: I

Physical Installation - electrical, environment

TOTAL ESTIMATED CeiiiVERSION`COST
.Cogartvfit Increttidolitirdware Cost)Payback? Period = Conversion Costs

'Figure 2

1.6 220
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Ay' with the collegial-:humanistic

the technological-analytic

. 237

model also.probably does not exist in ideal form: The condition
prevalent in' many institutions today is one of coexistenceIpetween
some version of the two models. Where the two models overlap;
there can be confusion and conflict. for.this reason those fespon-,

sible for introducing modern administrative technologies such as

management information systems, must be aware of this potential,

otherwise their efforts may not be fully realized. this stUd3, was
underta.keh to understand-beiter the elements of this issle.:

The Study

The study'pro-Oeeded, from the.premise that (1) there can be
more than one belief system as to how academic decisions shoUld
be made; (2) the belief system held by information system managers
maycdiffer from other academic groups; and (3) this difference if
existent can be measured quantitatively.

Instrument Development

To develop an instrument to assess both the collegial-humanis-
4$

r-.tic. (C-H) and, technological- analytic (T-A) constructs, it was first
necessary to review the literature relatinl:to each. This litera-
ture was judged to include th4 academic fields of organizational
and administrative theory, Sociology, political science, public, -

erdmihiitration and educational administration. From the review
sets of items were developed for each construct. The items were.`
then randomly ordered and gi en o p el of five experienced
judges to sort into piles reliresentingeach construct. Items not

7

g29

Y.
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i

sorted correctly by four of the five judges were discarded.

seventy-item instrument was developed from the remaining items,

thirty-five for each constrqct. The instrument was designed to

be used with a five point Likert scale or as a -CLsort. Both forms

of the instrument were tested using different groups of professors,

administrators and students.

Selection of Samples

As this was an exploratory study to test the difference in

decision beliefs among academiC grodps and particularly between

'information system managers ancrihese groups, it was felt the

groups selected should reflect, the normal population of academic ,

institutions.* Accordin'gly, groups of.administrators, faculty.and

.students were selected along with a group of,informatiOh system

managers. AL1 groups were lotated atAndiana University-Blooming-

ton except for a second facultyc group from a church7related

arts college. This latter group was us6d as an external referenbe

point to compare with the Indiana University giOups as one means'

of testing the generalizability of the study's findings.-

The information system managei group was comprised of thirteen

persons, twelve -males and one female. All had some academic train-.

ing, with the large majority holding .at leas_the,Lachelors,degree.

Their job titles included Operations Supervisor; Systems "Assurance

Group Manager; Data Base Administrator; Assisted Director, Systems
' '4--:"..15(r`dg-rairts and OperationS; Projects Manager, Systems Development;

Lead Systems'Analxet; and DirectOr, Data Systems and Services.

8 230 2
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the administrator group also had thirteen persons, most of-.

whom held the doctorate. Although the majority were not respon-

sible for adminiitering academic programs direCtly, all were

involved with major university programs dealing with faculty and

student affairs. All had large-staffs and budgets to administer.A
gob titles included Dean of Students, Dean of University Division

(freshman and sophomore academic counseling } ", Director of Univer-
sity Housing, Director of Financial Aids, and Registrar.

The university faculty were all regular faculty members of

the'School of Education who were serving on'the major implementa-
.

tion committees of the School at the time the study was conducted.

There were nineteen in this group. All held the.doctorate.and

:represented the major program areas of the School.

-The members of the University student group, were all graduate

students in the School of Education; and drawn fr6m the same de-

partments as the members of the faculty grout'. T y were selected

on the criterion that each_agpired to be a college teacher upon

degree completion:- neteen persons comprised thiq group.

;IThe liberal arts faculty group were representative of the

academic Irogram' of the selecte& college. Most possessed the

doctorate. Fourteen of the total faculty of twenty were used in ,

the study.

Data Collectiot

Since the groups were relatively' small in.size,'the Q -sort

version of the instrument was employed. In this version each of

9 231.
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thp instrument items is printed on al"separate card resulting in-
a deck of,seventy cards. The cards are to be sorted into nine
piles, ranging from pile $1 "Items most like yOur belief" to_
pile f9 "Items-least like your belief., Each pile also specifies

a limit to the number of cards which can be placed in it)

pile 41 - three cards, pile:42 - five cards,
. pile.48

five cards, pile #9 - three cards. This results in an approxi-,
mation to the normal distribution of the cards across the-nine
piles. Item comparisons can be made between piles, and piles can,
be compared across groups. Each member of the five gXoups com-
prising the study was administered the Q-sort during the fall of
1975.

Two'belief score-5 were generated by first identifying the
item as either collegial-humanistic or technological- analytic and
secondly, adding the weights [WEIGHT = 9 - (Pile number as-) +1)

signed to item
assigned to the items of each decision belief model. The item

,

weights result in high scale scores for most-strongly held beliefs
and low scale scores for least strongly held beliefs.

Data-Analysis and Discussion

Following from the premises of the study; hypotheses were

generated regarding the differences between-the information system
manager groupztand the other four academic groups. These differ-

ences were examined by contrasting the means of.the information

system group A the other four groups onthe collegial-humanistic
V

and technological-analytic decision belief scales. Theresults

10 I.
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of these contrastsare reported in Table 1.

TABLE 1. MEANS AN.)) STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE-DECISAN BELIEF

1

. 241

CORES FOR ACADEMIC GROUPS

Academic
Groups

4> P

Collegial:- Technological-Humanistic Score_
I

Analytic Score-

x SDI' SD ,

Information System
Managers

13 135%46a

University administrators 13 154.77

UnluersitS, Faculty . 19 170.00 13. 179.89 13.56
Liberal Arts College .14 172.86 ,16.45 177.21 16.44Faculty

.6
University Graduate -14 1'57.79 12.06 192.58. .12.05- :Students

9.07 214.54 ! .9,07

. 12.21 195.31 12.31

asignificantly. (p < .001) lowei'than the other four means./
dIP 4 z

bsignificafitly (p.< .001) higher than the other, four means..

.It is evident from the formation reported in Table.1 that ,

the mean' of the
collegial7humanistid beliet scale for the informa-

tion system managers was substantially lower than the means for/
the other groups. Correspondingly the mimn on the technological-

.

analytic.belief scale was
subbtantiallyZA4.4her'than the means for'.. ,

the other groups. These aifferpnces were found to be highly Sig-tt
nificant (p <:.dol)

using multiple t-tes.tisr Further, the differ-
ences were of sufficient magnitude that the reliability of the
differemte more thancompensated for the pitfalls of using multi-

plet-tests and qdnfounioting the,c4fferenceslitiroUgh
the-use of

...

.

1
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.two scales that are ipsative in nature. That'is1 a very low 4po <.

4 --.11 ,

.001) level of sigFaficance'was found end the directT7hof the ,

differences-bn the two scales was consistent with previously held
expectations regardirii the charactersticsof the groups.

41

Looking at individual itelds, it'was found that the item means
for over one-half (54.3 percent) of the collegial-humanistic

scale
items were. lowest for the information system manager group. This',146

is amtch higher percent than one Would expe,04-by Chance alone
(20 percent). Further, over two-thirds (68.6 percent) of the

technological-analytic item means were rated)highest by the inr-
mation system manager.

4 J.,TABLE 2, ACTUAL AND EXPECTED PERCENT OF ITEM MEANS FOR THE INFOR-MATZON SYSTEM MANAGER GROUP IN CONTRAST TO THE OTHERACADEMIC GROUPS'
0 -

Inforgation System Expected ActualMwrager Group Per Cent of Items 'Per ant of Items
CH TA

i4hA-Group Mean 20 11.4 68.6
Lowest Group mean 20 54.3 8,6
Neither Kighest nor 60 34..3 422.9Lowest Group, Mean

4
TheYe seemed tce a reliable and consistent trend_among the'

five gropps for the information system managers to differ from theti

other academic groups in their "decision making beliefs, This dif-
ference was evident in a predictable direction and was de,tected

234
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across a majority of the items. It was not merely a Tuncti6n of /--
a very marked difference between

groups on a few it but rather
was found across-the all major elements of the categories of the
belief scales as.displayed previously.

To highlight the differences, items were 'identified which

significantly discriminated the inforlation system manager group
from the various other academic groups. The technological-analy-
tic ltems are repdrted in Table 3 and the collegial4rumanistic-

(items are reported in,Sable 4. To identiTy these items, item leans
were contrasted ardbng the five academic groups by using the iiewman-.

Keuls (SNK) multiple comparison test and adopting the .05 level of
significance. It was felt that this test provided a moderate level
of power to detect differences yet prevented the'risk of committing
type one errors from approaching eiNemelyThigh levels:-

5

. -
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TABLE 3. TECHNOLOGICAL- ANALYTIC ITEMS FOR WHICH MEANS OF 'Lab,r
,INFORMATION. SYSTEM MANAGER (ISM) GROUP WERE SIGNIFI-CANTLY HIGHER THAN VARIOUS OTHER GROUliS

ISM group mean significantly higher than each of the other fourgroup means (SNK, t.< .D5)
5

*-1. Acadeic decisions should be made-by those who have profee-
sional,training.'

2. Administrators should be able to dhange the organizationwithout faculty approval;

1. Academic 'decision making responsibilityshould rest-with'those individuals who have the skill to use objective data.

.4.' Academic decision making should rest pr_ZnCipally with thosedrwho can apply qbjective criteria.

5. Those with decision making e,Tertise should have primary
decision dakiril responsibility.

ISM group mean significantlyll gher than three of the other fouigroup means (SNK, p .05) sl.

N1/4

6. Individual faculty Activity4shouldireflect the goals of theadministratiQn.
,

.ISM group mean significantly htlyker-than two the Other foui.
group means (SNK, -p < .05)

.

, .

7. Detision making should bepentralized to ensure ecjuity amongacademic units.

;4,
8. Empirically tested'i ards3thoeld be primary ifi academicdecisions.

.''
,

9. Objective,data IshoulOrbi viewed ds requirements for effective 'academic decisions.
' . .

. 4
10. Academic decisions should be located with th9se who have

objective data. 1
. .

.14
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TABLE 4. COLLEGIAL-HUMANISTIC ITEMS FOR WHICH MEANS OF THE
INFORMATION' SYSTEM MAIgGER (ISM) GROUP WERE: SIGNI-
FICANTLY LOWER THAN VARIOUS OTHER GROUPS

245

ISM group mean significantly lower than each of the other four
group means (SNK, p < .05) .

1. Individual worth should be parhount in
, an academic organi-zation. .

2. Acddemic decisions should be a shared respontibility.

3. Academic decisions should be based on the mutual trust of
all people.affected-.

e .

. ,

4. Entry into an academic organization should be determined
only by'its members.

5.: Deci on making responsibility in an academic community
should kest with the membership.

Academic decisionsshould be made In an,open'manner based
on shared valu6?..

7. Academic decisions should be arrived-at through consensus.

8. Academic decision making should be.a shared process.
.

ISM 'group mean significantly lower th
group means (SNK, p < .05)

ree of the other four

9. The locus of academic decision making should be as close as
possible to those affected.

10. The administration's role should be to support faculty growth.

ISM group mean lower than two of the other four group means (SNK,p .05)
. t:

11. Academic decisions should be based on the mutual trust of _all
people effected.

12. Administrators should be academic people who share faculty
valtues.

15 237
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'A sense of the elements c nstituting the decision making

belief system "of the infOrmation system managers'is refl*cted in
,

the key phrases of the items listed-- in,Tables 3 and 4.i-1n Table

3 are technological-analytic items wheie the information system

managers gr6up means 'were significantly higher(q.NK, p <.05)

than combinations of the other four grdups. These constitute
<,"elements of the managers' decision making,belie'T system in which

they felt most strongly. Some of the key phrases in these items

are "organizational change,* *professional training," "expertise,"

"objective data," "empirically.tested standards' and "centrali-
,

zation."

Table 4 presents those collegial-humanistic items where the

_information system managers group means were sighificantly lower

(SNK, p 4.05) than combinatiohs of the other four groups. In

this instance these items constitute elements of the managers'

decision making belief system in whi h they felt least strongly.

Here the key phrases are "indiv:idual rth," ''community," deci-

sions by "consensus," "trust," "shared valves and "shared respon-

sibility." .

The basic difference in the items' presented in these two

tables would sees to be that, compared to the other groups inclu-

ded in the study, the information system managers believe more in

a scientific management decision making style where the academic

and organizational environment can be measured &-ationally utilizing

objective data, and that this environment is to be administered by

16
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only those who have proven"decision mairig skills and expertise-
.

V
in administration. Concomitantly; in making decisions in this
environment, of lesser importance. are grouelvalues, trust and
shared responsibility, all, ingredients normally associated with
an academic community.

In summary, based on this study, though limited in the-num-
ber of groups tested and geographic locus, it can be concluded'
that a high level of disagreement can exist between information
system managers and other institutional groups as to how academe

40 decisions should be made. The degree-to Which this:disagreement
can effect information system infusion into institutional beha-
vior and even disturb institutional- equilibriim, however, cannot
be answered without further stud;t.

239
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HIGH BENEFIT SYSTEMS

AT LOW COST

TOR HIGH,RANtING DECIgION-MAKKRS'

Ronald Bleed

Director of Data Processing

Joliet Junior College

to

Joliet Junior College has a Aeries of low cost systems thatNprovide
important decrsion-making informatiamto key administrators of the
college. Through a coMhination of systems, the College has maximized

enrollment, with a rininization,of course offering.

Key features include on-line student registration with telephone,
tcomputerized waiting-lists, purging of unpaid students, displaying

alternative sections when classes are closed or is conflict, billing
students by mail, course cancellations by the computer, a system that
tells when to hire additional instructors and 4 simulation system
for five-year financial planning.

241
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During the past decade there have been many pxoblemsin higher
m*hscation that have effected most institutions. 'Perhaps the two most
important have been, enrollments and dollars. /

Some colleges have faced dePlining enrollments and the
of what to do about it, while others have faced r4pidly.increas
.enralments and the question of providing services and facilities to
eqIncite these new students.

Most colleges have faked the problea of limited dollars to run -.the school whether enrollment was going up or downs Inflation, employee
sala9:--clemands,)in eased student financial aid programs and decrgahing
government revenc s have caused much aiarm to college administrators.

Many approaches have been used ih an attempt to solve the financial
crunch. HIS systems, modeling, program costing and unit costing havebeen some of arts with computers to solve these money problems. JolietJunior Co ge through some new computer programs ham's new approach tothe do prablem.

0 a combination of systems, Joliet Junior College has
ed enrollments with a minimization of-course.offerings. This

strategy provides for the quickest pathcto financial solvencY.t, most of the decisions made from the information generated by
systems can be implemented immediately with dollar savings in theeat semester. - ,

4
Several separate programs and components makeup these systems.

features include: on line student registration. with telephones;
computerized waiting lists; purging unpaid students; displaying
alternative sections when classes are closed or in ,wnflict; daily

_enrollment in section reports;' billing students bt ovum, .cancellations by the computer; a system that tells When to 'hire
additional instructgfs and a simulation system for 5 year finanhial
paamming. 7

She online student registration with telephones has given the
students a means of earolling_for clasaet with an edae that is not
matrhPA at most other colleges in the couftry. Ada ease has fostered/4nrollment growth parytcularly for the part time students. /

To acquaint you with our system, let us go step by step through
zegistration of a student. Ax_Joliet Junior College, there are
basirftily two kinds of studentsthe regular, lull-time student andthe part-time student. 'Joliet Junior College has an enrollment of
32,000 of which 3,000 are full time students. The fall the student
follow a slightly different path than part-time students. -

Registration Path of Full Time'Students

All full-time students are required to have an academic advisor.The student schedules an appointment with that advisor prior:to thebeginning of the semester. At this time, the advisor gives the-student

242
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counseling information on what courses he
over the courseschedule'in the advisor's
with the advisor's approval, the courses
registers the student by telephone.

hould take. While looking
ffice, the student selects,
e wants. The adviior then

In front of a terminal -at the other end of the line, there is a
terminal operator who answers the telephone call. The operator enters
into th computer each of the:course selections, verifying there is
space vailable in that rlaq_s, verifying there is no time conflict in
the schedule, and that the student has the required labs and discussion
groups for certain lecture courses. All this verification is being cal-
culated and displayed automatically by the computer. At rbic same time,
the student's demographic Formation is also displayed, so that ,the
operator can then go through and verify-the accuracy of the student's
Address, residency, race, sex, advisor, etc. Upo# completion, the
student is registered in his desired classes and receives his schedule
through the mail. The student needs'to do nothing further. The tele-
phone call has taken approximately two minutes. '

The demographic information on the student has been put intothe
system at the time the'applcation is received. The student goes through
the time-consuming proCess'of prbviding name and address information only te"
once.

While the student is registering for classes, several unique
features of the system may be demonstrated. For example, if one of the
classes is closed, or there are no seats available, the terminal operator
can display all other courses of the sane nar7.e and title that are not
closed, and that do not conflict with courses the student has already
signed up for, thus making the search for that difficult-to-find class
such easier.

Another feature is to check for time conflicts. Previously, many
students inadvertently scheduled classes at the same time. Now the cam-7
pater automatIcally checks for that'and does not al/ow them to do so
unless specific override information is given.

jkgistration Path of a Part Time Student

If the student is a part-time student, he need only call from. his
home and request the course he wishes to take. The same telephone

operator 1.Tho took the infErrmation from-a full-rime student takes the
call from the part-time student regardless of she kind of course.

Thus, Joliet has a system with 80,000 terminals. ,A student only
has to pick up,the phOne and call the college to register. At some
point later, be will be mailed a schedule with all kis billing infor-
N otion. To be completely registered, he only needs to return.that
schedule by mail with payment enclosedr''Of course; if a part-time
student needs counseling, he is provided an advisor or counselor
when he comes to campus.
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Payment of Tuition and Fees 253

The college has carried the on-line registration system to the pointof student receivables. whether the student decides to return payment bysail, which is encouraged for all students, or decides to come,andpay in
person, his financial collection is done through- a terminal verifying theexact amount of money that he owes the school. Financial aids, such Is
state schblarships, local loans, local scholarships, etc., are put intothe system for that student prior to his payment. Thus, when he comes topay in person, or by mail, he pays exactly what he'll; supposed to pay. The
operator cells up_the student's record on the terminal and enters into theterminal the amount of money being collected by check-, by cash, or by
'certain types of financial aid. See Figure 1 for sample otschedule andbilling notice.

EZMIMULE4AND 'BILLING NOTICE
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7he time spent by most.students ordinarily involvei only a very fewminutes in registratiod. They can call the college and register for theirclasies a few days later tip will receive their schedule and bill in themail, write out a check., clOse it in a self - addressed envelope, and nailit back. There are no long lines to wait in, there is uo need to come tocampus: jUst to be theie the first day of clfss.

This system is particularly useful at Joliet wheiewe have manybranch campuses located as much ad 60 miles from the main.campua.the convenience of regiiteringby telephone rather than a long drive is
very beneficial to the students. Because such a large portion of the
college population is part-time, we believe that the ease of registrationfor part -time students has gfeatlypincreased the number of part-time
student( attending the college.
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The telephone registration room is manned by employees:who sit ,voith a telepholfe-and a, computer CRT in front-af them. All telephone
registration persohnel are,part-time emploYees)-a fact which keeps
costs at a minimum.iPeak registration periads require eight employees,
but during other times, the number can bereduced to one or two. This
registration system is open from 8:00 in the morning ti11.9:00 in the
evening every day that the school is open. The college has been adopting
`a such more fiexi,ble scheduling poil.cy. glasses start and stop at many

. times during the year. With advance registration beginning very early,
the registration process never 'ends. It is continuously on-line. Can-
tinuoud on-line registration is possible because the system can support
the other on -line systems such as accounting, payroll, inventory, finan-
cial aids at the very same time registrationas going on.

. , The President of the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges, Dr. Edmund J. Gleazer, was impressed with the registration
system. He commented, "One of the things that impressed me most on my
visit to Joliet wars its easy-access registration procesS. Through a
sophisticated computerized system, Joliet makes it possible for people
to enroll quickly and painlessly by telephone. The tedious waiting and
floundering that has been so long associated with registration is thuseliminated."

Purging

Besides ease of registration to promote rolIment growth, making
available courses students want is also crucia . The-purging of unpaid
studeifs from classes 4-eisois up seats in choic courses for new students

' to enroll. In order to purge students, the omputer must bill students
prior to the start of the semPster with spec fied dates for pd3rment.
The collection of the tuition paymentdmutt e on -line with the ability
to update.imr1Pdiately the paid status of ea student's courses. Any
student not payidg by his deadline date is opped from the course. By
oliTainating the "no show" students, enrol is may be maximized within
-each seallpn: At Joliet Junior Cortege, a trong teachers union contract
and physical room size limitations-make-it

ecessary to enroll up to the
class limit but not t9 exceed the limit. - e less seats 'reserved for.

.

non payment students, the greater the effici cy in course offerings.
'Purging may be done selectively or automatically.

waiting List

In addition, a.yaiting list system is kept in an on -line -mode on
"the computer.' When albtudent registers and there are no seats available ,In one of the courses he has requested:the student any be placed on the Nisiting list for that cburse. After a student is purged-or dropped, thetfirst student on the westing lit is called and offered'that availableseat.
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Savings

411.:
Thes efficiencies can be translated into actual dollars saved.In cumpar g day enrollbents in the Fall of 1976 to the Fall of 1977,

5Zanore/students Orolled, but-the number of sections offered decreasedby 5% ' This isgrOZ savings, ;hat, to aaarge,part, can.bd attributedto "c uterized processes. Based upon the college's' unit cost thedo rs saved amounted to $13,503. The average income per credit hour .s the additional hours contributes an added$60,09.3. Thus the totaloilers adds to $197,596.

Costs and Staff

JO S
The on-line computer system is a Four-Phase mini - computer with 96Kry, 'ZOO million byte disk capacity, 1 printer; 1 mag tape -and 19 -CRT's.

System supports the administrative functions'of the college. Thehardware and the bulk of the software were purchased for,under$200,00O.On a 5 year payback with maintenance costs added', the rate per month forhardware and software is $4200.

Using awformula based on number of students in a college dividedby the'hardware cost per month, Joliet has the mos; cost effective ratioin the state of linois. This cost is .59 per student per month. Infact, other Chide o suburban area junior,opoileges average 3 times thecost per student does Joliet:

The number of the data processing.personnel is small. The staffcoasts oflirector, 1 programmer, 2 operators and 1 keypuncher.

4

'255

Course Cancellati

Beiides th on-line development, several systems have been designedIn a batch format.
Reports describing when to cancel courses, when to'add staff and-hiow to simulate nyear plans ha4e proven very useful tothe administration of the college. These systems are written in COBOLLOT a small-computer. The costs to implement are minimal with no.additional hardware required.

To.minimize the number of course offerings a computerized systemiims developed that indicated which classes should\be cancelled because,of insufficient enrollment. Built into this system were the key con-cepts of "budgeted income" and "breakeveh".

In budgeting at Joliet, each satellite
center\(extension center)is a cost center. Each center is expected to generate a-certain amount-of-income.,, New and developing centers may be budgeted at a loss, whilelarge, established centeri have a predetermined lever of profit. Witheach satellite, there are fixed costs regardless of the number of courseofferings and there are variable costs that increase With the number of -courses. Fixed costs include building leases, and thebudgeted "profit".Variable costs include instructor salary.

'
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When a course is Cancelled, thSe variable costs- are' eliminated but-
the fixed costs must be absorbed by the remaining courses. Conceptually,
it is possible to cancel too many classes. There is an optimum point in
which to maximize your profits or minimize your,osses because of the
built infixed casts. The computer calculateS that paintind_prints out
Opt courses to cancel and in/what sequence.

"Breakeven" a nalysis is also done for the satellite. In thi s
caltulatipn the "budgeted profit"for the satellite is'not considered.
The computercalculate& which courses should be cancelled and in what
.seinende so flat incoming dallars for that satellite match the Out-

.

going dollars.

.
. The power of the computer pprmits reitetations of cancelling

The computer starts with the wort f a money losing course and

cou es then testing for the break n point or budgeted profit point.

th cancels that course. A testis for the optithum and breakeven .

- po ts. If neither has happened, the computer cancels the next worse
co se and tests: This cycle keeps rveating until thoSe points have,
been calculated. Then a report lists all courses for that satellite,
with complete details on enro mentp,
describing what type-of'action to. t

)tre also generated for, that satelli

and'costs and a code
t course. Summa figures

e Figure- 2.-far a saaiole report.

This system does not autamatica concel the c odnots on,the
computer disk records. Subjective j s still can be used. For
example, if a claig is needt;Lior graduation by sane students; that
class may be offered ev

1 77 h the' computer sayk to cancel it -Um:-
vexsely, just because a satellite has some large enrollment courses
that cause no computer:cancellation messages to appear, it does not mean
that low enrollinent Bourses still should be run.

The old way of cancelling classes at Joliet simply involved using
somi"magic number" such as 12 as the cutoff point. Any class less than

inwthawas killed. 40. proven by the new system, the old way actually cost
the college some money. Under the°new way, the Vice-President and his
three Academic Deans meet dal.4,at 8:00-a.i. to review the course can-
cellation report and determine what courses to keeB--ta cancel, or to-
watCh

4111 4

Adding Staff

..
S.

Another system has been developed at Joliet to improve decision
making. This syste is useful in predicting when to add more instructors
..to,s department an he cost for the atational staff.

..'.-
. .

During the ddle Of the yedr the budgets are fo&the
',following year, At this time enrollment predictions are made and ,

requestscome from ome departm is for additidhal teachers. Because .,.salaries-40e up '8 of a.schoo s budget, great caremust be taken in
'evaluating,these redbeSts Also at Joliet, the rateof psi.; for a part-

t\ D lltiOe instruCtor or t t dverload (extra pad) of a fu-time
'instructor is 1/3 the rake of hiring a new full-tine person.

'. -
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The new systaprints'a report with an analyst's for-five yearsfollowing a base year. -Predictions, are made in each course and depart-
ment for student credit hours, number of sections, student capacity, -Ovetliad hoqrs to be used, number of full=time

instructors to be hired
. and letal staff costs.

3

To dri,'qe the-S5rstem,-bertafn inputs must be gathered. For the
entirecollege, some of the factors include: maximum regular hours-for a full7time teacher; average semester cost of a full-time teacher,'average semester cost of a part-time teacher, average Cost of an over- .load semester hout, average cost-of hours taught off campus. Eactr ofthese factors, must also be given a percentage increase for each of the'5 years.

For individual departments, some of thg factors.include: thenumber of full-time teachers, the number of the overload hours used,
the maximum nuttier Of overload hours possible, the oyezload maximumfor one teacher and 10 growth factors for the fall spring sdbitter&/ for the next 5 years.

The basic idea behind the system is that capadiry credit hoursfor a course (size liAlt times the Credit hours) must always equal orexceed enrollment credit hours for the course (student actually enrolledtimes credit hours).
4

Because of room limitations,
teacher union. contracts or educational

ih6

reasons each course has a specified enrollment limits -that cann t be ex-ceeded. The goal of Joliet-is to maximize enrollments within t se,l4mtts. Only when enrollments exceed capacity will sections be dded.
,

The sections.of each course are processed in turn. (A cour isa set of one or more'sections tf the same course name.) The growth.
factors are multiplied by the base year.figures to predict course enroll-ment credit hoUrs for each of five years. Enrollment credit hours arethen compared with capacity credit hours, year by year, and sections
are added when needed. Each section added one year is maintained inall following years.

-, .

If a new section is added to an on campus day fall course,.it istaught on an overload basis if possible. But if-insufficient overloadhours are available in the section's department, a new teacher is hired
,to take the new section' and relieve other teaeheta of at least some oftheir overloaas. A teacher hired in one year'is retained in all fol-.lowing years.

If a new section is add d to an on.campus day spring course, itle automatically handled on .overload basis, because teachers are nothired in the spring. ,

-Costs foeon us day fall and
spring_arr-datermined by the=her of tea e and overloads, For all other courses, the costsare determittd semester-hours taught and the average cost persemester hour:- Sections with more contact hours than semester hourshave. additional' oats included: All totals are maintained as sectionsare added.

m:
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The output reports (predicted enrollmenti and costs) from this
system can have complete details printed or just summary information.The" reports are printed by department. See Figures 3 and 4 4or a
sample report.

This system has proven very useful in limiting the hiring of new
full -time staff. For a department chairman to add staftwithout con-
voter justification requires that a strong case be made for the newstaff member. Last year at JJC the original requests for new staff
totaled 17. Only one new position was added aneenrollment grew 5%.
Igo significant discomfort was felt by staff or students because oflimiting new staff.

Plansim

. The college has developed another system to assist 'bp rankingadministrators. To build the budget, to analyze labor proposals, andto make long range financial plans, a simulation system named PLANSIMhas been programmed.

The primary purpose of PLANSIM is to simulate these planning
decisions in advance with an experimental environment rather than ina real -life situation. Being able to select-the best alternative cansave costs in the form of human and material resources. 1a critical

' situations, the selection of the best alternative may also be what
keeps the- institution alive. In this Ara of rising costs, limited
resources, and.uncertain growth rates, the iipcirtance of selecting.,'the best alternative is a key to success of any organization.

A computer model is' constructed according to predetermined rules,
parameters and the simulation language called PLA1S1H. Less than 20instructions are in the language called PIANSIH. From this repertoireof instructions, either a small model may be built or a very large
model with thousands Of variables. Complexity is created only throughthe use of simple instructions many times.

The ability to test alternatives by-recycling is a great advantageof this system. Often this' recycling means changing only a very fewfactors. The evaluation of fEe steps-in.zodel building provide insight
. to the planning and decision making process.

261

In building a JJC 5 year plan, each planning item or variable
was first defined Ind then projected or interrelated with other variables.
Input to build the 5 year model is through punched cards. The headercard establishes the title or identification of the model. PlanningItem cards follow and define all items to be used in building the model.
Pot example, these cards dhfine all anticipated income such as taxte4enues, state apportionment sources, tuition 7ind.fees;and expenses

; such as salaries, contractual services, utilities, supplies and travel.

The third set of'cards provide the instructions to be performed
upon the planning items. Calculations may be done for any or all ofthe 5 yens. After all the instructions have been performed, the
planning items are printed with the results of the calculations.
Planning items may be printed in any sequence. and any number of times.
Set Figures 5 and 6 for a sample report. 402
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.PLANNING VARIABLES
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The printed ?LANSIM reports are used by the college preiideati
Otis vice-presidentS and deans and even the college board. Many
important decisions hbye been facilitated by the PLANSIK system.
Decisions to raise the student/teacher ratio, to increase tuition
and to seek a tax referendum were done after smith study, deliberation
and TIANSIH. 7 Nan

Summary

J
In summary, Joliet, Junior College bas implemented seyeral new

systems at a relatively modest cost. The benefits of these systems
has been manyfold with adtual dollars saved occurring 47-mpdiately.

The output from, these systems has been used by the highest rtking
college RAministrators to make key decisions. So-if 14aw cost, high
benefit, and decisionSby high ranking personnel are important, these
systems have been a success at Joliet Junior College.



Social Cost of Computer Technology

York Wong

The Evergreen State College

Olympia, Wa.

Efficiency and productivity have transformed systems

analysts and programmers into .corkers: in an "Information

Processing Factor, where jobs are increasingly routinized,

monitored and controlled. Work becoies instrumental; some-

thing done for pay to meet the daily needs. The computer

profession is no longer a means if such a Golden Age ever

existed to realize our potential as immanibeings and to

create socially useful products.

Tit_ social cost for organizational efficiency and product-

ivity 13 the frustration of perfo esbively meaning-
,

less tasks. We must overcome these "white'collar blues"

designing new systems with the worker's needs in mind.

.4°
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Social Cost of Computer Technology

I. Gene it

i- I

111

The situation is not well in paradise* The world of computer

programmers and systems analysts is being turned upside dawn. Once, ve

__were the envy of the workforce: good pay, flexible hours and job status.

We vent around telling each other that we were at the ",cutting edge" of

knowledge.

-

Today we are fed-up, frustrated and insecure. We find Ourselves

dotng the same things day after day, and we are not even appreciated by

the organizatioh neither in the pocket book nor in rank.

happened? Wiry. have we fallen so far? Unfortunately, very

few vinsi.;ers are offered in the standard literature. Generally we are told:

the economy. Things will be rosy again after this recession."

"It is the maturing field. We are catching our breathe before the

next takeoff."

"It is the state-of-the-art. Only the boys are being separated

from the men."

I believe that these writers are over optimistic. I doniiF think

that weere going through a passing phase because I see the current. dilemma
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as a normal development in the data processing, profession. Furthetmore,

maintain that the'situation will get worse.

la. Thesis

The purpose of this essay is to demonstrate that technology in

general, and computer technology in particular, creates alienated workers.

Far from carrying. out intellecthally challenging activities toward

socially useful goals, programmers and systems analysts are instead

doing routine tasks -- something that must be done for pay to meet'

their daily needs. Like the "blue collar" worker complaining about his

factory job, we too sing our "white collar blues" after peifOrming the

same kind of assignments day after day. ,furthermore, these job structures

are not accidental and temporary developments, but are direct results of

two basic reasons we use technology, namely to obtain greater efficiency

and productivity out of lice man/machine'rocess.

'

1 will show that efficiency and productivity are the major causes

of unhappy workers= in computer technology-by forcing an assembly line

approach to systems analysis and programming, and by dividing each project,

each skill and each operation into progressively simpler tasks. As in

the factory, strict standards,- routines and documentation are imposed onto

the computing process; control and technical skills have been all but

removed from the workforce, and placed - instead at the top of the organization.
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III. Methodology

I will use thrflowinvapproach
to show that the quality of

4
work life in the data processing field has greatly deteriorated:

First, I will define four major joblmotivators: why do people

realy want to work anyway?

Secondly, I will offer evidence to show that the quality of

work, using these indicators as measures, is failing.

Thirdly, I will demonstrate that culprits are the constant

drives for efficiency and productivity,

IV: Why do people work?

I propose that we
?

work ....

INA

1. .... partly for pay and security;'

2. partly because we find the work interesting,

3. .... partly because we want to create socially useful products.,

4. .... partly because we.want to gain the respect of others

through the work-a do.

If a job pays well, is relatively ,secure, interesting,.creates

eful products for society and carries a high status, then we Will
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very likely find-a,Aappy and willing worker at, the position. But they . ,
c

..,

reverse is equally true: putting a smart person into a dumb situation is

a sure way to get him-frustrated. For many of us, this is the developing

-

trend in data processing.

V. Pay and job security

The trend in wages for computer personnel is deteriorating.

The programmer, for example, was once at the top of the professional

scale. Today, he starts at the same level as-the clerical worker.
-

Even the experienced programmer nc finds plenty of company in bis
s,

salary level -- if he is abre:to find a job at all. , Raises-are,also

coming'in longer intervals, and in smaller chunks. A 10-year,salary

analysis for the computer field can be seen in the following data:

10-Year Comarlsion of Rising DP Salaries, the National Workforce

and the Consumer Price Index (CPI)

4

Rase Year = 1967

t:

Increase 1967-1976
4

Data Processing Managers* 64%

Senior SysteMa Analysts* 732

Senior Programmers* 66%

'Senior Computer Operators* 672

National Workforce (Non Farm)** 912

CPI**.

* From 1976 Infosystem Salary Survey. *1 From Busitthss Condition Digest.
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It can be seen from that pite the seemingly. large

increase-in ,DP salaries between l967-1976,the computer people actually

trailed the national average. Furthermore,' the pay, raibe did not even
- - .

keep up wit inflation:oi to ptitdtelother.way, there.has been an!actual

loss in earning power:
,
. or

The usual exilaaation-for the data:is the standard economic
41

argument of supply andipmand:tathere
are moreicoMPnter people now than -

ever before, and.the competition is keeping a he thy 'ikon (computer) 04!

people costa While we ca4not reject the simplikic logic of this argument,

we should take it a step further-and ask: 'why did the supply of computer

people gaup?
f'

*1.

_
.

. -I-think the.supply vent,. up to cope with the factors in efficiency
. ,

and productivity: After all, the ip nothing more dieruptiVe.to both
.

.
*

efficiency and productivitylhan having you in the'

Diddle of a-job
-.k

and not finding anyon6 round who c take it over.

4.

The solution to thisTroblem is the "great trailig binge" which begin,

in the early 19.60'sirancLetill continues tod During thii period,

A
literally .thousands of .Americans were trS ed in systems analysis,

"'

possible was

programming and omppte/operationi:--
key which made it "all

that triining was transfer -red from the private to the-

public sector._, Thus

of. technick workers

two directebenefits were realized: 41ample' supply

without an enormous invest.t:dew of in-house training

pj
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iSome early tigns, of this movement were: '4

1. Computer Manufacturers donating used equip0ant to-high",
- %

schools' and -c colleges.

Profeasional'journals offering gpidelines an basic data

proces;ing training: 4

3. Promotional activities 'supported by'computer manufactUrers

such as local computer lairs..

ft 14ef

-4.

4. Emergence of programmed-instructions texts. As one writer

pointed out ii,1963: "The p-i'approach is a war,lab15,

solution to thaltute raining problem in that a large
4

numbei of people can be trained in art period of

),tiie at a moderate cost."

r.

5. Formal curriculum designs were seriouslytebatea-,in such

7

professional journals'as the ACME

6: The "bright and unlillited" future of being a "data processor"
-

began its uninterrupte61mage in thimarketplace..

ki\
7: Federal,funds used to train keypunch operators in many

k-

economically depressed areas.

_ sr
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It got everyone into the training act, but mostll the public

Institutigns tooi'over. Today, almost every-college and university offers
-

.4
Some computing instructions. There are 'over 100, colleges granting under-

graduate degrees in Campiter Science, and another 100 universities with .
. _

graduate studies in the same area. On top of this, there are over 800

,iprivate data processing institutes offering-courses in computer programming.
it

Very quickly, the industry the people it Agaty- .- -

This analysis, by no means, suggests that we have learned

how to build a perfect systems analyst or programmer ! It merely points

out the driving forces of efficiency and productivity behind the economies,

and the main reasons for the falling wages and job insecurity today. $

Training Continues to-take place'in every-company today, but the emphasis

is lon fitting the worker into the new environment, e.g. workshops on

the natur-g'of the business and meeting with the users, rather than on

basic technical skills.

VI. The quality-of Work

The quality of work in the computer profession has greatly

deteriorated due to the assembly-line approach to systems and programing.

1 We are becoming specialists with narrowly defineriskills.

We.seldom understand how our work is related tO others'

in the organization.

1 We have little riontrol over%he work-process.

I We are forced to work with an antiquateeProg. language.
.

.
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Yet the assembly-line is both efficient and productive.

V

I

. breaking down the formerly complex tasks in systems analysis,

and operations-- all of which were done slowly --, into a series o

ea:

and repetitive tasks -- all of which can now be done quickly --, new

structure is supposed to be less pronellto errors (reliable), can be carried

out faster with the aid of the eomputer (efficient), can be assigned to

worker with the minimum skills required (economy), and can be accurately

monitored '(control). Such a system, transplanted from the factory to

the computer profession, now finds separate groups of systems analysts,

'programmers,'operators and key=entry 'staffs assigned
/
to separate phases

of the project. Furthermore, each group is in turn, graded according'to

skill level. Thus there areTeld, senior, junidr and trainee programmers

within the prograr5ing group and similar divisions in the other areas.

Although some mobtlity occurs within each group, the occupant of a'

specific,job category usually finds his authority,' responsibility and skill

level narrowly defined. For example, the programmer in all but the small-

est installations typically receives his assignment frOm the systems analyst,

--and in turn prepares the program for the operator. Re seldom participates

1 in'icel-to=face
negoiiitions with the user, and almost never inside the

computer room when the program is on the machine. In fac

1.5of the data processing personnel does not participate in the production

he bulk

4 9

process bring automated, hence problems confronted in'the real world

do not become their own. .Under these conditions, we often find ourselvqp

solving abstract problems with little connection to concrete situations,

and%only furtily related to other people solving other abstract problems.

We do,ii eight hours a day,,five days a week for 50 weeks a year. Crazy?

-8-
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Talk to the maintenance programmer, or the tape librarian, or the JCL

specialist...

Another reason why computer work -- programming,ln this case--

is getting boring is COBOL, that antiquated language we are d to use.

It is truely the uninvit guest uses to leave because everything

else in the'computing system s become more sophisticated except COBOL.

But many companies today still_ se nothing but COBOL, and it is estimated

that nearly 80% (maybe more) of all business applications are written

in COBOL.

Nobody liked 'COBOL in the first place!

For one thing, we knew what a problem oriented, machine.

independent- language would do Co our job. It would take the cr out

of progrmming and; along with JCL and 0/S, would all but r e the

creative skills from the profession. -,The handwriting was On tliek teall as

far back as in 1964 when,t programmer wrote in DATAMATION:

"Where once- stood a proud an sficonquerable soul

There now stands a coder without core control

A victim of FORTRAN and all that it means

This hew greedyimonster controls the machine."

The answer cane in an article in March, 1967. Howard Bromberg/

in an essay titled,"The COBOL Conclusion", procIaims'what everyone

akready knew: "COBOL exists. It works. It grows."14.

275
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COBOL will stay as long as ft is cost effective; as long

as the tompany equates productivity with readily generated programs;

and as long as conversivkfrom the existing stockpile of COBOL programs

to another languagi remains a problel. The social cost of imposing an.

out of date tool on the workers, and this limiting their creative po-
,

tential, will be ignored.

Socially Useful Work )

The issue of-whether we. are creating socially useful producta

is moot because it contains the implicit assumption that we-have control

over the kind. of rhings'we wish to do with the computer. Clearly, we di

don't. The computer is owned by somebody else and it costs a lot of

money. And-unless it can pay for itself through its contribution to the

company's efficiency and productivity, it won't stay around for long.

IA the "real world" of data proCessing, we have little to'say about our

asbignments.

The irony is that we have been tellihg each other and, to the

world that computers will advance the frontier of science and kndwredge --AV

that they can be used to solve our social needs. Sometimes we eves offer

"process solutions". An example: there is an excellent computer program

for matching, the job seekers skills with the -available positions. If

he is ndt qualified for any opening, the computer will then direct him

to a training center. Sounds like a tremendous way to cope with the

unemploymeat problem, right? Wrong! Because it doesn't matter how
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sophisticated the computer systm is, the fact remains that there aren't

enough jobs to go around- All the'computer does in this instance is to

give the applicant a quick "no" answer. The perfect "process solution"

turned out to be irrelevant because the content is missing.

As long as we can only dream up processes but could do

_nothing about the content, we cannot call our werk socially useful.

pi': Status of Work
1 .

Respect for computer people has taken quite a plunge in the

past 20 years. At one time -- perhaps the Gold Age of Computing, in the

late 50's and early 60's -- the Programmer was king, He was the brilliant

eccentric, the prima donna taming the "giant brain". 'He was worthy his

weight in gold. Nobody complained if he wore his hair long, brought his

ragking chair to work at ad hours of the night. Do not disturb --

genius at work.

And today ? There are now over 500,000 programers, systeds

analysts and cunt -have-you, "interchangeables" to be plugged into any

project. The sad truth is that the majority of computer personnel aren't

'even considered as professionals anymore:

)

i The Department of Labor ruled in 1972 that systems analysts

and programmers are.non-exempt employees, i.e. they'are

part of the classified staff under the civil service ay-
.

stem.
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1

The Harvard Business Review, in a 1973 article titled,

"Plight of the EDP Manager", placed the computer Nrsonnel

into three skill groups: the bottom group of KP and othir

clerical workers; the medium skill group of operators,

programmers and systems analysts; and the top gloup of

"highly skilled, educated and motivated software experts".

The status of programmer* and systems analysts in academia

is also suspect. ,The typical curriculum in Computer Science it full of

theoretical studies in math, information science and operations research.

Programming and basic systems analysis are often considered as practical

workshops. And here is the final diler.a.

If you are adeaproperly certified by a .degree"taComputer ,

Science preferably an advanced degree --; then you are not considered

a card carrying member of the profession.

But, if you do have such a degree and all that tra4n4ng behind
,

it, then the chances are that yon will b over-qualified on the job.

(Remember: putting a smart worker into a dumb situation is a sure way

)to get him frustrated :)

Bad news all around. S n i the social cost of computer

(--,4echnology.
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APPLYING COST/BENEFIT MALISIS TO SHAREVFINANCLU. SYSTEMS:

A CASE HISTORY

Michael J. Rupp
Controller

Univers4t1 of Wisconsin-Milva4ee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

1-

The University o° Wisconsin-Ki.disam provides shared financial and

hIsinese services suppo.t to several campuses of the University

of Wisconsin Syste=. This presentation describes the 7,.ethodology

used in University oP:Wisconsin-Milvaukee feasibility study

desitned to evaluate the costs/benefits of providing the systems

and operational.support locally vs continuing the shared services

arrPngement.

Ar.



1. BACKGROUND TO THE CASE

in 1971 Governor Patrick Lucey signed legislation merging two

4

281

WiiConsin systems of higher 'educationthe Universitrof Wisc/nsin and

At'-the Wisconsin State University systems. This nest systems. she University

of Wisconsin Siestem--Consists of 13 four-year campuses, lJ two-year

cammusits and a state-wide extension operation. At merge r, the two

. .governing boards and two central administrations were combined into one.

"...ugh both °ormer centralaiministrations had much in common

:e.z., they bsth had ts deal with the state bareaucracy), thererre
also many differences. Zhis vas particularly notable in the business

and finam"al operations. The former University of Wisconsin Central:

dminitration,tended tob4 It-ore operationPlly-oriented than their

Wisconsin State :university counterparts. This operational Loons tended

to be c-, ter to the role of Central Administration as envisioned' inI t

tle merger legislaion.which read in pert:

"Central administrative responsibility in providing

services to the separate institutions should be held

to a mlnimwm,, but cooperative service arrangements

among the campuses should be encetraged."

-Therefore, an early task of the _tid)* fanmild Central Administration vas

a thorough-review of its operational responsibilities.

One of the first results of this effort was an agreement between

central Administratiorramithe,Madison campus to transfer certain

business office departments-and the supporting` administrative data

processing operation from Central to the Madison ca pus ;.

March, 1972. These business and financial functions, listed it,.

(Figure 1, had Oovided services to the forger University. of Wisconsin
4

I
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units: the four-Year ins titutions at Madison, MilvaUkee, Racine-K enosha

(Parkside), and Green Bayrthe two-year center 'system; and the ,

state-vide extension operation based in Madison.

Key features of the transfer were:

A. Central Administration -i2,91d relinquish all-of its line

responsibilities for those areas being transferred.

B. Aiitho-)Fyt the operating responsibility was given to the Madison

ca=mus, the business and data orocessing operations transferred-

would continue to provide -services to,all units forterly serVed,

iiN1-,,ding Central' it

C. The transferred bisiness service departments and administratiVe data

processing cperation would continue to operate as an integral lintt.

The immediate transitiqn was to be made without disruptionoi

service.

E. rpe ftnding for the operations would follow the shift; however, a

=--it7eqr.ity.p7.1.d- be computed and would be availab le to- the units

should ther'e be a subsequent shift of a function fro= the Madison

business office tq some other unit's business office.

The individual unit equity amounts were primarily determined by
/

allocating each department 's budget according to reievant'vork-load

indicators. This resulted in the following equity for Milwaukee

Chased upon 1971-72 budget data):

,KIMATJIM .!TaTAL
um f

Business-Office Functions
(combined) $114,300 $1;614,800

Administrative Data Processing 42,700' ,1,o18,70o

TOTAL 4227,000 $2,633,500
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It was recognized that the equity amounts would require revisions

because of the natural growth of the budget (e.g., funded salary and

inflationary increases). However, new demands imposed by the State,

Central, or the units themselvesVould be provided only to the exte
they are

The

reimbursed by the units'involyed.

Milwaukee mnus recognized this transfer as

283

an opportunity to

fix responsibilities in anumber of areas where there had been problems

ip campus-central reistionships. The Milwaukee Assistant Chancellor

for Business Affairs reouested a study to determine the circumstances

and conditions under which portions of the operations would be shifted

to the campus and gnat relationships would have to be worked out with

. .the Madison Campus. It was decided that a feasibility-study would be

conducted. The objective of, this study was to determine the

requirements if Milwaukee were-to provide the former central 411121%

and financial services on the campus. The task of coordinating the

study vas assigned to two members of the Assistant Chancellors staff:

his senior assistant and his business systems-direct&r.

II TEE FEASIBILITY STUDY

PLUMING FOR TM STUDY.

The two incllyidaiPls 'designated to coordinate the study;
-

recognizing

the complexity of the task,-sought maximum involvement of the business

office and data processing staffs both the Milwaukee and Madison

campuses. The final plaia that Jaas developed organized the project as

follows:

1. 'Fact-findingdetermine the scope of the functional services

(both-operational and data processing) presentIy provided by-

thi campus and those provided to (and for) theCamplabz the

'272
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2.

counterpart'Madison-,{Central) function. -1*

sis --determine the requirements (cost. benefits-, constraints,

etc.) for assuming theseMadison functions on the Milwaukee

campus.

3. Report--orgsze the resultsoof the fact-finding and analysis

phases into a report that can be used for decision-making

purposes.

This plan, vas developed in consultation with the various Milwaukee

business office department heads and theoComputing Services Director.

Final concurrence was obtained from the Assistant Chancellor. The

following sections will provide more detail on tie three phases of the

study.

B. FACT-FINDIRG

As indicated, the purpose of this phase was to determine the scope

of the functional services presently provided by the campus and those

provided to (and for) the campus by counterpart Madison (Central);

functions. It is important to tote that tbt data processing operation

wars not considered as a separate function; rather, each appropriate

data processing system was considered with the function to which it

related. For each function, Milwaukee and Madison project contacts in

both the 'Cosiness offices and data processing operation were identified.

The business office contacts were, for the most part,` department heads

of the related functions. The data pigcessing contacts were primarily

analystd/programmers who had experience with the various functions
/.under study.

To start the process, a meeting was held with the Milwaukee,

project contacts. The purpose of thiameet.ng was to explain.thoroughly
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the project plan and to request documentation f,om each'of them on the
4

function they provide. This.document was to contabuthe following:

1. Name of the function

2. Mission/goals

3. Respcinsibilities

4. Services provided

5. Relationships with the Madison (Central) counterpart function

After these documents were received and reviewed, the next step .

was a series of meetings with both Madison and Milwaukee functional

project contacts. one purpose of these meetings was to obtain a better

understanding of the services provided to or for the campus by their

Oadison counterparts. =These meetings resulted in the Milwaukee project

conrigtts developing ,a document similar to the aboye_for the Madison

function.

The two documets we(e then combined by the project,foordiaatora

into an- integrated document describing the function in its entirety.

Three things became apparent from this combined document:

1. overlap or duplication of, services between the two_gampuses

(as well'as some gaps);

2. the interrelationships-With other functions (e. e., payroll

with budget Control); and

. ,

3. a better understanding of services provided for the campus by

the Madison function (e.g., liaison With state -level functions).

Armed with this documentation, the, project team lisp ready to enter

the analysis phase.

C. ANALYSIS

As previously indicated, the purpose of this phase vas,to determine

274
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a'

0

,the` requirements,
benefits, constraints, ete.) for'assumingthe

,
Madisottl(Central) functions on the Milwaukee camplis.' To start, each

of the-Milwaukee business office contacts was asked to evierd the
4r' ,

results of the fat4 -finaini phase for. completeness.
;

In addition,, the
4

contacts v'ereaskea to provide the fallowing information on their

function:

.

-1. costs .involved in absorbing the-Madison counterpartTunction-- 1.
$ .

.

(Coits were t4 include all requil.ederesources--budget,
.

pe rsonnel, equipment; space; It was ihditated that this should. W
bd a reflection of needs without regard -to the computed equity.

AF.

4. . -

.figure.);

2. any intangible costs/benefits thatI'muld result from the,

transfer of-the counterp&rt function; and

3. any constraints that could be identified.

The MiivallkeeComItrting
Serkices putilect-COn'tatts were also- asked,

to develop similar information for the four systems%involv,

/

accounting control, pakroll, .extr.xnu . support,4and capithl_equipment

inventory. 'it, important iart or:the st dy was the,assumption that the

existing Madison d ata processing sy
. . .

-. r -Milwaukee campus. That is Nno provii4on }its made at Ple"t4Wifor1
.qi.

011 . .

1n -house development, exchange of soft fare Witkanother institution:,- 4-

or putchase of:Commercial sofityar:e':- Computing Services was asked to
-.,-

.

.determine t- th0-costs and manpower to make- eystemar) .-

ems would be transferredto the.

-.

013eration on:the (141vaukee campus'as well as to determiqp the ongoing
./

---- ann 1:pro U8144igh and maintenance coats., 4 , 1, '
* I *

Once tibe necpssa documentatibb was rpeiyed from the project
., . . .

' 41.
.... -

-.. , ,.
..4: contacts, t1 project coordinators att ed to weav96Lhe various« ,

.- ,

.7-1,
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reports togeZpr atid "to determine priority and organizotibnal

for it final summary and'recammeadAion tosmanagement.

feasibility study was now ready to be put in final form.

D.. REPORTING 'I.

It was detgrmined that the final report mcfrild have three major,

sectirs:
-

1. Introduction--written I; the project coordinators

4 .. -
. '- 02( Analysis by:Nretion--edited by the project coordinators-from---..._..

.

material prepared by the,Milwaukee project dontace
_ . .

267
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3. Summary and recommendations
-- ;written by the'.prOjeciNcoordinators041

%

in consultation with the project contacts.. 9 *
e Itis appropriate to describe the last two sections'in-some

'a ,s. '.0..k

detail. The outline of the
function-by-function analysis is containedy , .

it

,
..c

_ .

. in Figure 2. This is a summary of the output of the faCt-finding ailid
. '

analysis phases. Ai important point to note is that it
,

aontains,the
e

ililwaulee buslrhs.departments' and Computing ervieest recommendationsALI ..,... .
- on till.proposed shift.

6

,

14.
."

.. /
in the summary section' of the report, the project coordinitOrg

-:- Niely., k 04.pointed out t13t
4-

1. There exists st o interrelationships among the functional::

agts as well as between an operational.function'And its data

processing support system (Figures 3A and 3B,Fontain a

eneraliied model simu) eting theApa:esen&nd proposed
.

inforpation

,*,
V2. the assumptions Used for the> cost estipates:

it. . : "
. 1. The operational fundtion

costs assumed the transferring'of

all operational and data processing functions, the reploval

2 7.6

f
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of all

service

48

*NO

ta

*
entitled constraints, providing the siit level of

where possible, improving the timeliness..and

accuracy in providing the Madison (Central) service.

The data nrocesaing colt estimates assumedthe'ogeration

of the salve Madison (:entral) aystemi obi
4the Milwaukee-

campus (except 'that the teleprocesting pability would

not be available at Milv4kee).

"3. The full'effect fif the merge:- and the r tart reorganization
8 /

of Central Administration was not A° at the time the study

was done. For expmple, severa_'of the business functiOns were

subsequently transferred back to Central.

A major constraint might be an unviliiingness of other'functions

-of state government to'work directly with the campus rather

than through a Sent-11,1 contact for the UW System:
. ,

re&ximendation section contained the following:
. .

1. 'A master plan. and rationale for the function-by-fUnction
-.''''

transfer of'the business and. financial services. The funCtions..

A
i ,, were grou into three categoriesnear-term, mediate- test,....

f
....-,anctong term..tKey'variables in the classification scheme

/
used `by fhewoject:coordinatore were:---;

. 'Degree of duplication -of work between the
,

two campusea

Y5

ft

b. Unfunded costs (any costs not covered With equity transfers
-

would` -cave to' come from base budget reallocations \iithin

the Milwaukee campts)

c. TheAllyZikee department's willingness to assume the

or.
function,

is
d. 5!he complex

/

of the operational service

277
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e. The reLiance on data processing support (see recommendation

2 below)

f. The relationship of each function with the'others,

g. The anticipated problems and complexities of working.

directly with state-level agenciei

2. .A request to do a follov -upstudyto develop alternate methods

for providing the necessary systems support. Theproject

coordinators concluded it was infeasible to transfer the

Madison (Central) systeMS to the Milwaukee campis on a

one-far-one basis. Alternatives suggested included:

a. Continued use of the yadison systems -(a 'service bureau'

arrangement)

b. In-house development

c. Exchange of software witch another instittion.

d. Purchase of cpmmercial software

The finial resort wat,presented to management six months after

inceptionof the project.

4
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION . .

.
.

.

The feasibility/study described was conducteitive years ago.

As one of the project coordinators; I feel I can take the liberty to -'

P
constructively criticize the study. Loking back, what were the Nat

1 .
positiVe points? What V61.11d'I change?

On the positive side, I feel the most important contribution-to

the success of the project was the active involvement 6f thesMilvaiikee

.-.project contacts. These iiidividuais spent Many hotis assisting in

gathering4sta, alukiyzing it, and Preparing the necessary documentation.

Their recommendations became an integral pew ae the final report.
A

4
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-Subsequently decisions to shift or not shift functions were understood

and supported-by all. Another poSitive point was the sacquisition of a

thorough understanding of the services provided for the Milwaukee
I

..

/
.

.

.-..:,-..campus by the counterpart Madison '(Central) function. None oi the
, %

4.41r t

Milwaukee project contacts fully .realized the pope of this invol/tement., .7.
.

Gaining this undestanding led to a more complete and accurate analysis

of the requirements for assuming the function on the Milwaukee campus.

If ye were to conduct the study.toaay, there are several things

io differently. First, :iwould try,to secure greater

assistance from the'Mifwaukee y on uter Services operation. Although

this group fully. pup- ted urctask, due to the press of other

make sufficient manpower available for
priorities, they were ..table;tc

thiS project. 74 is prevented s fr= fully examining all the

alternatives for securing the necessary data processint systems,

-'assistance. Hence, we limited :analysis to the assumption that

we would transfer the existing Madison systems to Milwaukee on a .

one-for-one basis. :t n became apparon-.-ha* this was not sible.T
11

Consequently, as stated in the recommendation section of the report,

the project coordfnatong request
'..

. vot . 0
in order tp 'address 6-;:hat posSib!tealternstives. Sego I would spStd: .

I :z '. '
Ylore'tipe dur 6.... ,p.i.a-n_ng st,e4.- sat-nalne toimPlexi0of,the

.. `73.1, '''..--,- ,..* 4 r -.. .i . N : 4.

that,

a-follow-up study be conducted

task. Lt the outset of the /reject, the Milwaukee prOject cohtects

did hot fully appreciate the. interrelationships among the various

--business.apd financial services. We came to resliie that these
.

operations/ and data processing functions represented a very

complicoped and sophisticated Faze of procedures with almost all

departments closely interwoven intoithe system. It - -- the create of
.A.
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over 100 years of develdpment for its roots began with the founding,of

the University of ViaConsin. This original naiveness vas, one of the

ma#n reasons why the project timetalole was increased from a.planned-
,..,,

estimate of three movaths to the actual -six months.' In addiiion;rthe

interrelationships we discovered had a strong impact an the master-plan

for the functional transfers.

There is nothing very orif5nP1 in the -methodology illabi...7ated

in-this cage history; however, you =ay benefit fromCrevieving this
P

practical e.rammle of its use Although this paper described a very

smecific application of cost/benefit Anstlysis, it is 9p, hope that ,you

v111,be able to draw some generalizations fro= it.

S.

.

t.
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The author wants to offer his special thanks to Alfred Fiorita, who

"served as'the other project coordinator of the feasibility study described

in 'thin base' history.'
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FORMAT FOR FINAL REPORT

FUNCTION NAME

II: -'EXISTING RESPONSIBILITIES.

A: GOAL

B. SERVICES/TASKS

I. 4'ILWAUKEE

2. kADISOil

C. MILWAUKEE'CURRENT-COSTS
*

D. MILWAUKEE EQUITY IN MADISON FUNCTION.

III. DEPARTMENT'S EVALUATION OF PROPOSED- SHIFT

A. ESTIMATE DIRECT cosvaLAssixi FUNCTION

B.. SPACE REQUIREMENTS'

C. INTANGIBLE COSTS C
D. .CONSTRAINTS

E. BENEFI;TS
1

F:, DEPARTMENT'S RECONgENDATION
.

IV. COMPUTING .SERVICES' EVALUATION OF PROPOSED DATA PROCESSING
;SYSTEM SHIFT

A, SYSTEM SUMMARY

B. MILWAUKEE EQUITY IN MADISON SYSTEM

Q. COSH'S /MANPOWER TO.MAKE PRESENT SYSTEk OPERATIONAL
D. ONGOING,PRODUCTION1MAI i ENANCE COSTS

E. CONSTRiI4TS

BENEFITS

G. COMPUTING SERVICES' RECOMMENDATION

Figure 2.
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.

OTHER'
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DESIGNS FOR. PRESB$VNG BENEFITS IN INFORIUTION SYSTEMS' EXCHANGE

Ray Bioche4

California Polytechnic State Dniveriity

San Luis Obispo, California

SFariiY the costs of, information systems through cooperative

,development and' exchange holds great promiae:,-pirect management -

4benefit derives from the ability and authority to initiate

raction basecbon the information. Hence, the effectiveness-of-'

an information system is critically dependent.on the extent-4

which its data structures parallel the user's management organ-1

ftiratian. E*perience is drawn from cooperative developments in

the Califo ia-State Univergit7 and Colleges system- and exchang#

effortg between universi*. systems in °that- states. ,Same cruci al

design dethils emerge to guide cooperative systems planning

Vat should implave the sharing of benefits as well as costs:

0*.
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The purpose of this paper is to share some thoughts accrued over the

past eight years while serving as Computer Center Director at one campus

of the California State University,and Colleges'(CSUC) system. There
. are some geographic reasons for havi4 multiple canpust.w spsead over

1000 miles, but a more basic reason is that all campuses cannot be all

things to all people. Differences in emphasis areas, size, instructional

approach, organization, degrees of diversity, and most important, management
style distinguish the campuses. A compuEing network spanning the 19 campuses
is coordinated by the Division of Inform'ation Systems at the'Chancellor's

Office. The network resources have been described previously by the division
director (1).

. .

. . f\
.

,
A'key motivating force. in our coordination efforts and in the creation

of a distributed
cotaputinenetwork lies in the potential for sharing systems

and software developments.
From time to time, I have beenfintensOly

involved
in the sharing efforts and I have broadened my own perspectives on the trials
and tribulatic,ns of shared development costs and joint benefits through
fairly lengthy educational systems consulting projects in other states and

1
s

provinces. I have tried to find a few combust threads in.these experiences \
that warrant further attenteion, Gut 1 emphasffe that;. my comments steal
from my own perhaps biased perspective and do not reflect official (or even '

unofficial) positions of the institutions viewed. With that disclaimer, 1
will offer my.heretic

views of- the histoi'y of our..--eVC arltig efforts,

"When we banded together with some hoerof resou cost, Ahdbeaefit

sharing,.the,ffrst clear issd# confrontp4 us w that each university had
already developed systems to satisfy their town most critical information

.

processing needs. The developments reflected the differences in programs,

e- \
.
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.

organization, and scope, but-differencesin management style were, in the

stract, of. greatest .significance. Each of_ us had already
satisfied our most

'pressing requirements, but there were countless opp- ortunities for improve-,

ments and extensioneito
our existinuinforalation systems. We launched some f.-f

joint efforts toward.thatend, and discovered how difficult 'it was to designY

.

4

an extension, to fit any two different existing systeMs
) let alone 19.

Any system we use must be fed some data. Since the basic elements of
data identifying students, personnel, and'physical resources were already. -

collected for ouron-goingprocesses, that same data must be fed tothe ntw

system, ait.our data elements didn't Match. -Failure,to use the exact same

'data inevitably tausd our system file updates and maihtenance processes to
get out of phase, with the all-too familiar chaotic results. If. we were to

'

superitkoses:A new systemeinoui existing systems aria provide a data interface
. .

for efficient system performance and.intenance, unifotm data. elements and /
doding structures were % critical, need. MOsmann has referenced the gli.mm ings
of recognition Of this need in sev eral states (3). Withbut tnliformiti each
campus must.convert aUy extended or transplanted

system to fit i xi-sting
systems. Convdrsion added costs to be deducted from the potential efits

Once a conversion was underway, it was rarely.confined to the differences

of sharing.
t..

/
is .data elements' and their source;. it went.on to include

minor 'chaagas

for lbcal campuSconveSie/nce
--I just a.f 'changes, of course. (Altfio gh I.

i; .

.
-seem to recall oases When-transplants were of en recognizable as th same

..-\-- ,' "\:,

..,

systep.) Perhaps we needed a convenient ra ioialization fora devel nt, . i

.

'. ,

... . r
teffort

.and who could fault us When our irate tion was to use a systemth'.,
...

.

-,

dei,eldpment., costs already paid by.a.sister nstitution? (MSving h 1m may -

A

2
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promisa some other benefits, Ira: they were unfamiliar end-nebulous.
,Wiy. .._ .

%

1 .

give up something we have naw,for something we may not fini.UsefUl?

"' bird in the band and all that.) My own perception,. of a fe?, cases I examined

i8 that the reluctance to change usually pt from an underlying.conCern for

/efganizatioaal responsibility. Perhaps the data-would be provided by a

different office or 'summarized and distributed by a different office.

I

(

Perturbations VT established pecking orders always constitute a.threat.,,

. /
.Territorial imperatives orasined that nothing weepresently'had could

.

*A gived,up. One campus or another would4reluCtantly hayeto ten1 to pull

out of the development consortium. That would destroy our shariag effort,

so we would compromise and try to scratch that campus' particular itch.

The stems grew! The magnitude and scope increased 'with every meirtiiig,

until ultimately we all pulled out of the consortium anyway. The system. was-
-

so Overwhelming in scope that no one could afford to supportit._ The data
4

collection requirements in support of items for which our own campus had no-.'

Ptrceived need was so great (and particularly in office& beyond the Computer

Center) that the new system-was viewed as.a luxury we couldn't afford. Sop.
of o-u monstrous systemgr never got off the drawing,boardal--some abridged

versiasjremembeethe early "impleientations of ALGOL 60?") were indepen

.

* *

deit/y pushed forward by one or two campuses,-.and unfortunately one or two

or were pushed .forward. to production status with the aid of central office
.

staff. Most of these attempts shriveled'or died under maintenance pressures

and disusa. The benefits we had planned to share were nil.

Whatcan be learned from this massive exercise'in frustration? I think

we all recogni;e that solutions must fit. the environment as wet f as the

problem. Cin-we find common solutions in uncommon sayironments? I don't -

429(
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-, . 31'3, -,prearammina,-testing, documentation, systeetraining and initial implementa-_, t. ,\I 4., . . r

.

tion, leincludes'all the efforf necessary to-convert sistem specifications
...

into a system*fully accepted for routine on4rational use. 61der guitel'inesc ,

. .

. ..

,--.'----:-for 'the Indiana University Information System, these costs-were not "new"
)

.,,

.
. -

. -
funds: they'w re all planned "prograT.expenditures

3n-var4ous accounts, most

-notably Data Sy fems.and Services..

Initiation Costs -

, I-nitjat-ior ce
to Tip lace the &l c! .-

Gr.

sys em w a rew on . An-example would be the cost of.programming for con-. ...

_version from ar old fie to t new Orie and the resultant costi running that

one - time -only conve ?sio
. These costs S-generally do' not 'represent "nee

money either, lid are pl ned Program exnenditures. Ina few cases,canital
_

equipment purchaSes,.for e for communications, might represent "new"

money.

. -,-

Operational Costs'

wOperational costs a re at it takes to run the new sy em, included in4

are.data processing cost.; the cost of new equipMent and phone lines;
if ,-

nostaae:
,

us& manpower needecito operate the Sysem; support services .(those

services otfered by other deprtmentS and/or agencies whcch'are required to.. . . . I

make a new sys:em run - included are eXperi es-incurred by Physical Oltntin. .,

moving equinment and lease of ;temporary telephones and WATS lines); formS and

any maintenance required by Data Systems and Services to implement prograril-
1-

ming-or syStem changes, either)to improve the new system or to correct errors

in proaraMming or*systems a'nalysis. Costs,lefTected the following,inflation

factors per annum:

equipment - none .

lines - none

DP costs - 7%

*support services

'forms *- 30%
A

tmaintenance -.7%

'300
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,-

ManDower4. For,any gfVen camnust the "present system" total is
, .,,,. -

.. . .
.

1 .." the estimated ekpenditure if the Present systeln is continued until

,the first year_of.new system JmnlemePtation.. It normally does not
.

include.any Inci.ementa) increase in Personnel to cover increased

.,volume or complexity, but is essentially.current mancrWer cost,

/increased by I, inflation factor of 7% Per annum. .Mannower costs

. are Presented in the sub- categories of "part-time and hourly," "full-

'time," and "full-Airle othe-r.41 "Part-time and hoUrlY" categories i

clude those wages, oVertithe'and hourly monies which are or will-be
4. '

used to overate the system. "Fall-time" Wegories include that n
I

tion of time spent by non-academid,
full-time UnivarSity emnloYees

.

employed to work in the system. An example of A "full-time"
,

is a payroll clerk working on Payroll. Thr"full-tiee ether" category

is the portion'of time of otherwise fully-employed University non-.

academic nersonnel who are or will be "borrowed" to work on the system.

Examples of the latter are departmental secretaries who Participate th

the present Mass reaitration'in order to "help- out,'' In some cases,
4

it may he apnrooriate to list part-time expenditures for "other" employees,

for example, for overtime incurred as an indfrect result of the system_.
.

Terminal's and equipment: New systems-may have sionificant enuipment costs.

.InCludedin this category are the costs of terminals, printers, controlAt

units, modems and lines.

Forms: For costs reoresented ohe of the mostvolatile.areas in esiiMa-
.

' ting ftitur

included

is due to the naner, market in 1974-75: The figure's

used, forms

annum used.

resent" system represented the cost of currently-

the g ven campus, with an inflation factor of 30% ber

In the p\ -sent system, nlost forms costs are borne by

r
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Bloomington-campus. The "future" costs renresented the best estimate, .

fir

for the new system:

Postage:" Design-Criteria for new system may.preaicate
greater use

of mail for activities-. The "present" sy- tem figure rcrfresents th

current volUMe of nostaoe use, increased h ,20% per annum due to in-
.

flation. The "future" costs are based hoth on hither volume when needed',
81,in the new registration system, and the

expectedhinheener-piece

-

mail rate. --

Support Services: Support servicesare those services. offered by other

,departments and/or agencies that are required to make the%system, run.
These include "set-up" costs, "Phones" and "other" categories. St-
up'costs include physical facility arrangements; such as eaui'bment\

.,moving. Phone service includes only those temporary telephones and

I

WATS lines needed to operate the system it1elf. "fithS." costs in-
.

dude special, off-site keyounchipg. All support services costs fortt . ,
.---- Q.,...the present system were 'based on the current expenditures increased IN:

7% per annum for inflation. , ,

----....

tiTables II - V reoresent information
from Systems using these-factors.

Procedures used by the technical personnel in arriving at actual figures
are as follows:

OevelopMental Costs
:a / -1

After the functional design is completed the analyst .estimates theicats
which carr be directly

attributable to the' completion of the development phase
of the oject.

I. mannower costs are defined-

oi-Orammer to

as the number of man -hours required or the

complete the development effort. The Cost

-6-
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.. Estimating fpmnitla as ',developed by the fecleial System Division of IIP
is util i zed.. : The "total estimated manohours are multinljeci by the average

4 4

analyst /prod-ac *r 'hourly
.
eace to Ccennute total. manpower costs:.

ei2. Conti na.eadifr 'costs afire computed as, 10%,0-of ,mahnower cents. This estimate
. '..- > s

is to allow fortypforeseen circumstances that n'il-qht occur during the
7-110ft deVtlate;ent .0fiasg':1:4

3. Eciuipment costs. include any hardware that is required solely for the use
of analystictroaraifie ring the development base, CRT terminal's-make
un_the hulk of _this cost category..

4. Training costs fncludeznan7hours required by data processors and users in
, -teaching and learning tLuse the new system. Again, an average hourly

rate is multiplied by VA estimated 11.111116er of man-hours required for
training.

5. Sunport Services costs are defined as -operating costs incurred during
the development' of the system. This includes computer, kerpunching,
caner, etc., type costs.. Rather than compute detailed costs, it iss

4-

estimated that 25% of. manpower costs will approximate total operatina
dOsts'. This percentage 's dertVed from several studies Completed bi-*

.

coroorations- detailed their actual costs after completion of system

.

developmnt efforts.
eiv6. Materials cost consist of the cost of special forms acquired from vendors.

These costs are normally quite. small as Most vendors supply untie forms
required during the de4lopment _phase. ;. ,

7.. Travel costs include transportation, room, boards, .etc.,exnenditures .
-

-c.

incurred by the data processors to go to the various campuses to collect
.information and to traikthe users to 'operate ihe:new system.

8. ,Users 4hts are defined es. the user man hours,re'quired to assist in de-.

sign and to test the new system. An Average hourly rate is multiplied

30.4'
-7-
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becausc'of the enormous costs incurred to comnlete the study.

. The cost estimating was done in too much detail.ps the detailed design had

not been comoleted 61d eventually Proved to he highly inaccurate due to-

many sitem chanoe-thateoccurred
during-detailed'desinn. 00

Pow such or any
I..
nrosneCtiyeLlayinns can actually be realized? This Question

has Always been a rather complicated one. Any pronosed savinos is actually

notential which has varying levels of realization denendinn

unon the yinor and effort which noes into hudget officer's budget nenotia-
,-

tions for,Cuture fiscal years. The following; guides were niven for considera-

tion- (Sep Table VI and VII)-

1. Merf, are "Softy costs within the cost savinos finure whose reallocation

will be difficult to realize. Such 'sort" costs are) most easily identified

within each camaiS-asithe
"full-time"other" catenories. N1 recovery

oc the dicrerence between "nresent system" costs and "futurt system"

costs in this subcatvory alone meant a savinos of 5101,64 for the

nP,'renistration system.2 To recover this cost or any nortion of it means

to exert some effort unon many different budgets -- the department manaoer

who loans his secretary for mass reoistration for four days needs to he

encouraned to reduce his bOdget by-a dollar arbunt enuivalent(to the

"'reed timer that his secretary will have unciiir the new system.

2. Then:, _are "hard" costs withfn the cost savinos cioure which must not re-

anhear in a new system hudoet. Itseems clear that the difference between

the'1974-7 part-time and-hburly"nrooramcost and the future part -time and'

47

What this meant to the University Was that this amount of labor was freed ona very de- centralized basis for work,that was either not being dorte at that 'time or' need not ever be done,

-10-
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'hourly rirddram'cost shoul e-the reduction in the corresponding budge
between the nreie,terid: future, provided that no other "nrogram of
the affected pfilees mas, ncrease. As an examnie, the Indignapofis

Campus registrar's 'pdFe

.

and hourly budget attributle to registra-
-,. -licin in1974775 was $34,418. In 1976-77 with the new .stem, it was esti-

.--.,qateti,to' be' $14,600. That budget change would have to he effected in order
to realize "hard" cost savings. It must be clear that even to effect
"hard" cost savings, a significant and unprecedented budgetary examine-

21

nfredt to be made in future fiscal years.
3. 'Tke net savinns, in a time of hard-to-net new monies, resgle fr'orn

ficant cost exchanges. In.brief, the issue at most campuses was how to
exchange current manoower costs for future eauinment costs. Sincecthis
may mean-decreasing one accqunt manager's budget to increase another's,
some commitment to this Principle was needed from ton University\vanage
ment. ')therwise, there was some danger that the cost of a new system would
he reckoned as mostly "new money" for eouinrnent. This issue is comnliCT
cater! further by the fact that some carnnuses have fewer opportunities
to redice manpower costs than do others. In those cases it might have
been anoronriate to adjust the central University services charge accord-
inaly." This charge is a percent.of each campus budget assessed to fund
these services.

4. There would.,1<le to he some absorption of transition costs, In addition
,to the initiation costs, whicchm tly esnecial kind of one-time

developmentiost and had been considered as planned program expenditures,
!here might he some costs necessitated by wallet.* -ittipn of the old
and new systems for operational checkout ourPoses? If such costs-were

-...tohturn un some form of.-central services funding would be needed.
,5. Some of the costs listed were recognized as extrapolations and estimates

-11-
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.anci not agreed to by all applicable accoyInt man ers: Thts faC should
. .

temner the literal internretation of al, fig re as be'ing solutely alto-
t / ..

catable.costs. As with any operation invo 'of the University's

Personnel,
.

:sthe accuracy of costs vari s i

/
rectly, with the interest and

-accountability any given budget units for that operation's costs. IA

particular, "f61I-time other" Costs cannot be re-categorized into smaller

budget units, bilt the totals do r,preSent a considered estimate of the total

of such effort.

6. Consideration of the Student Information System as-a total entity may
V.

alter budget recommendations. It may well be thaethe only way of deter-
.

mininn the total cost impact, for examnle, of a new registration system

was to view it simultaneously with all other prospective student inform-

tion systems (or, oerhaos IUMIS) nrojects. There really was no .wayof

accurately looking at_anly one program budget without lso c rinn other

interrelated ones. Fbr instance, 115 of adepartmental r- s time

might be freed by the'new Registration System and 4/5 by the new Records

maintenance System resulting in one FTE salary savings.

,7. Cost re-alIncation has many possible pragmatic -results. From a pTctical

standpoint, it seemed that the situation of cost re-allocation had three

posiible solutions:

a. The University and all sub-units of it might be llinq to absorb.

th71
4'-all increased costs without atteMptina either investigate;pr to

impose any form of cost re-allocation.

IN The University could insist that all units .which benefit from the

new sli..itern, including ich ree previously locked resoujces,

-,should be willing to nay for the new pystem

changed budgets.
1.

msnond4 ly

c.

.

..The University could re-allocate certain Costs and accept new costs
A

1 ',4%.

un to some limit:
.

,.

-12- _1



L'hatEannened:

1.. User Tasl, Forces 'guilt the benefits to emnhasize the alternative they

'wished to have develoned. Sihce many of the herifits are intangthle,

i.e., "bitter service to students" "more resnontiveness to faculty" the
real value was hard to evaluate.

2. Cost estimates on nrojects were based on the end of the deli tton nhase
6which was not in sufficient detail to solidify costs.

3. Thouch chanoe controls were inreffect for channes in specifications, no

.

renuirement was set for the cost/benefit analys to he uoaeted and re-

viewed by the "Is Steertna-Committee.

4. ",o agreement was ever reached
on the acitial shiftinn of resources from

323

areas that would save money to those that wouldOncur additional exnenses.4
These chances of funding crossed accountinn end-organizational lines and

=there seemed to be no institutional committment to direct the redistri-

hution of resources.

5. lo mechanism was established to review rir monitor costs during develonment,

'nor'has there been any. effort to identify channino cost natterns-with#the
-implementation of the system in the ulerarea6

Conclusion:

Though the effort exoended did not result in actual redistribution of

resources,, some funds were set eflde at year end to assist units that exneri-
,

ended new costs, but only during the initiation of the nroject.

T 46nit must ass o the additional cost, excent for modems and communi---

cat ons lines whichh-are funded from a central account.

The exercise did-identify the cost of-doirabusiness whether under the
xistinn gvstem or some new system to 4

develoned, wh,i,th in itself was re-_

vealino to the University
Adi;iniitration. 3 1 6

4-
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ATT)kCIVENT. A

SYSTV rEOUIPPPTS

I. Service

A. Tho system must provide for the collection and Maintenance of

studenti.institution and businessa 'Yontact" files. These files are

used to generate Mailing labels and lists fpr dissemination of infor-
,

mation to students, high school's and other external agencies.

B. The system must service the information requirements of the admissions
\J

oneraXion as well as other university offices which utilize data

copected by the'admissions operation.

C. 'The system must nrovide feedback to the applicant on the status of

his application.

II. -Administrative Efficiency and Effectiveness

A. The system must accommodate tlib diverse needs of the admission's

operation, including,graduate, undergraduate, Professional and non

degree admissions. This enables units with special information re-

guirements, differential admissions criteria, or snecial operational

Constraints imposed by their cgnstitutencies, to function under one

systertyhile satisfying their, ndividual needs, by providing such

optional special feature modules as "automatic" admission and missing_.".

information-Tettek.

B. The systeM must assign responsibility for, and control of, data inte-

grity;-to each admissions o ratidni-_,Application, transfer, and special

credit dab preparation, ntry,.audit ank,correction procedures must

be performed in the-admissions operation.

C. The systeffmust,minimize'redundarit data collection.

U. The system must.perform editipg for validity and_complateness of data.

A13 I /
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III

at the time of entry.

_..da

E. The system must accept biographical and quantititivi.studenidiia

from a variety of 'sour
es, including American College Teitintratici

College Entrance Examination Board.

F. The system must include,an application fee processing procedure.

325

I.

G. The system must support multiple school,'college and caMpus admissions.

H. The system must meet predetermined levels of nerformanie

lity which will be determined in the gefinition !Ma .

I. The system must drovide an alternate or backup method of data entry.
J. The system must permit future InedifidatiOns-or additions to the data

base and operating proCedures.

K. The system must accommodate progressive admissions, such as from non:

degree to degree and from undergraduate to graduate or professional.

Information

A. The system must provide data for local campus and system-wide analyti-
i

cal and longitUdinal studies.
.

8. The system must accommodate time data requirements specified by other

MIS projects.

4C. The system must provide activity and transaction statistics both at

the .admissions oneratton level and System7widee These reports pro-

vide the means for auditing adherence to uniVersiVty"Policy, internal

monitoring of operational activity, or identification of pbtential

Problem areas.

A2
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COMPARISON OF'BENEFITS

CURRENT VS. REC

Points
159 1. The system should encourage matriculation of qualified, admitted

students by providing a mechanism for distribut4ng follow -up

information'to accepted applicants, such at information per-

taining to academic advising, registration, orientation, finan-

cial aid, housing, health center and.student activities.

1565

Current: Current procedures for distributing follow-up-are

based on student requests for information, computerized notifi-

cation for offices of students admitted, and other local office

files. As a result, there is duplication of effort and unneces- .

sary cost involved in repeated contact with the students

Recommended: The recommended sytti will provide a.,single base

for initiating contact with students and will keep records of

contacts made and of requests for services mad by the student.

For example, the system can ask the student'if he wants residence

hall information, provide a mailing label in response to an

affirmativt answer and thus eliminate distribut4ng this i

mation.With every admission application The system will

establtsh a way in which:the Admissions Off e can have coptinu-

g contact with the student and thus encouradefs matriculation.

2. The.syptem should enable the admissions operation to service,
1 .

Prospective students, university offices, high schools and other

external agendies. Such services would-.include phviding infor-

mation on a timely basis, as well as prompt acknowledgement

and response to, communications.

Current: The Current system provides limited service to eater-
s.

A3 .313 ,
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nal publics by providing some.feedback to the-student and some

reports for'high schools and university administrators. Addition-

al services provided 'erepi-imarily manual' operations.

Recommended: The recommended system will improve the services

available to external publics by Increasing the number and util-

.) 'ity of reports and by automating some nresently manual onerations.

For example, the new system will produce,repOrts of transfer

credit granted that are ready to mail to the student replacing.

the current manual preparation of this information.

150 3. The system'should provide prompt feedback to applicants.

Current: The current system provides .vg degrees ofprompt7

ness of feedback in that delays are often encountered'due to

delays in data preparation and computer Processing of applica-

tions. Other feedback is delayed due to difficulties in pre-

oaring mailincrlabels for selected groups of students,

3.1. 4
A4
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TABLE I

SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES' BENEFIT SUMMARY

/ 100%
CRT-INTEPACTIVE CRT -BATCH 1 CURRENT
% POINTS % POINTS % POINTS

1.

. ....

ENCOURAGE MATRICULATION .4 : 159 90%' 143 80% 127 60%
,

95

2, PROMOTE SERVICE 156
.

90% 140 75%
,

117 50% 78

.

3. PROMPT. FEEDBACK 150

,

95% 143 75% Va... 101445%
-1k74,1 _ .

4., MINIMIZE IiICONVE4IENCE

---

.146 85% 12' 75%. 110 20% 4* 29

5. DATA MANAGEMENT 110 95% 105 70% 77 _

N

40% A4

6. EFFICIENCY,

(

106

=

95% 101

,

70% -

t

74 50% .

r

53

4,

7. ACCESS TO DATA BASE ,

i

,,

,

96

....)

95% , 91
. .. . -

75%

.,,,,,

72 50%

.

48 .

8. OTHER MIS PROJECTS ,. 77 - 95% 73 70% 54
(

20% 15

1

TOTAL BENEFIT RATING

,

,.

1,000

,-

920 744 430

-

-co

315

4
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TABLE ti

OPERATING COST

CRT-INTERACTIVE PROPOSAL

CAMPUS: ALL CAMPUSES

'329

PROJEC T: A)M ISSIOti .

COST CATEGORY 4
- SYSTEM

INITIATION 1976-76 1976-77 1977-78

f. USER OPERATING 52,692 441,528 466,577 493,297

2. OP OPERATING . . 2,310 : 49,688 49,688

,

49,688

4

3. OTHER

i

,

,

TOTALS
-...,

.

55,002
. 491,216 *516,265 542,985

0 ,

USER QPERATTNG COST 'ANALYSIS
(Undergraduate and Graduate)

I At-
COST CATEGORY

SYSTEM

INITIATION 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78

1. MANPOWER
.

-I

8,192 333,,692 -. 350,376 367,894

2. EMIRMENT
.

.

4,5aa

,

24,192 24,192 24,192

3, POSTAGE
- -N/A- 33,595 36,955 40,651

4. SUPPORT SERVICES 5,000 . -N/A- -N/A- -N/A-

5. MATERIAL 35,000
, 50,049 55,054 66,560

6.

.

OTHER
.

.

TOTALS 52,692 441,528 '466;577 4198,97

.rF
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_TALE III.7
...; In

.4

, .n DEVELOPMENT- COST

.CT-INTERACTIVE ALTERNATIVE

r

ALTERliATIVE:

."- = T

CRT7Intehcfitfe PROJECT NAME: Admissions
.._

PREPARED BY:
4.p

Virgil Whiti.
I. x

,
DATE: Sentembr 9, 1974

C

J

....--I : .
COST CATEG0PY j COST

1. MANPOWER
. .

$ 67,753

CONTINGENCY: 10 %

,--=

. -.
.

6,775

.5,

3. EOUPPMEN1"
- . .

.

1,122-
-.

AINING4. '' TRAINING
... .

9,500

5. SUPPORT SERVICES (25% ...if Manpower.) 16,938,

6. .mATEPIALS 100

1

,7. TRAVEL A ID LIV-1
.e.'

. . .

,
r

, 1-,301

.-?.
8. MEP

.

.

.

.

.
. .

6,500
.

VTAL
..

"$109,989

60.
v
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY COST COMPARISON TABLE

Qternative
System

bevelobment
Cost

Init,i4tion

4,,afst,

1975-76 -. 1976-77 1977-78
Total

Operatind '

Cost
Total

Cost--

:CRT--
Interactive $ 109,989

' e
.

:$ 55,002- $ 491,216 $ 516;265 $ 542,985 $ 1,550,466 $1,716,457

I

CRT=
Batch

. $ 97;685 $ 49:547 $ 504,303 S 530,710 $ 558,838' $ 1,593,81 $1,741,083

Current .

$ 499,053 $ 526,429 $ 555,593 $ 1,581,075 $1,581,675
6

31,9

,50

c

r
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TABLE V

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS'

.

ALTERNATIVE.
.

COST/BENEFITATIO *

.

CRT-Interactive
`

..

....,1 /

1865
.,

CRT-Batch

..

.-

2341 ,

.

.

"Current
.

,

3677 ,

* The lowest score is the

derived by dixidino the

benefits score.

most favorable. The figure, is

cost of each alternative by its

321
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TABLE VI

TOTAL SYSTEM cnsT

REGISTRATION SYSTEM

Present

,*.

Future `76 -77 Diffe

333 ..,

,ginpower: Grand Total -617,270 387,880
c

-229,390

Part-time and hourly-Registrar I23. 93b' 93,530 - 30,400

, Part -time and hourly, non - Registrar, 115,680 79,960 - 35,720

full-time Reqiitrar 143,120' 87,110 - 56,010

(Isb. Full-time} noti-Registrar: total 234,540 41127,280 -107,260

Full-time Bursar .. 99,020 41. 93',390 ,- 5,630
4'1111-V1re other 135,520 i, 33,890 -101,630

i*

Equipment 130. 231,790 +231,660

-Mod6ms 0 21,9a0 + 2.1,940
-Lines 1 0 12,630 + 12,630

-, r -Terminals
.

.
0 147,220 +197,220

Forms 85,560 65,240 - 20,320

Postage 26,830 54,810 -+ 27,980

.
- /

Support Services: Grand Total 58,570 - 34,160 - .24,410
.

.

Set-up 15,650 16,300 650

Phones
- 13,060 17,860' 4- 4,800

Other 29,860 -0- - ,29,860
._.c

Central System Costs 106,140 145,790 + 40,650

Data Processing Operations 90,10 '126,40 + 36,280

Program Maintenance 14,930 1000 + 4,370

TOTAL OPERATINGCOSTS 893,506 . 919,670

322
,
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L ; TABLE VII.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY/PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS
, REGISTRATION SYSTEM

Present Future '76-77 Difference
f

Manpower-: Grand Total 186,650 103,970 - 82,680

Part-time ant-hourly, Registrar 41,990 14,600 -27,390

Part-time and hourly, non- Registrar 53,430'' 30,770 -22,660

Full -tfme, Registrar 36,920 17,820 -19,100

Full-time, non -Registrar:_total 54,310 40,780 -- -13,5-30

Full-time Bursar 13,550 30;590" +17,040
Full-time other 40,740/ 10,190 -30,570

-
Eouioment -- - 0-,-- 45,700 +45,700

-Modems -0- 2440 + 2
-Lines

4 -0- 1,690 + 1 90
s -Terminals -0- . 11,870 +4 ,870

. .

Forms 700 . 15,320 +14,620,-

Postage
. 1,850 14,550 A +12 ,700.

Support Services: Grand Total 12,690 3, 0 - 9;460

Set.-uo 3:410 AM - 1,910

PhOnes f(' 4,100 /1,730 - 2,370

Other .

.

e
5,180 -0- - 5,181(

201,890 182,770' :
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THE DEVELQPMENT OF A SMALL UNIVERSITY'S INFORMATION SYSTEM:

A POTPOURRI OF PHILOSOPHY, PEOPLE, PASSION,

PITFALLS, PROMISES AND PROCTOLOGY...4r (P)

I

David G. Glasscock
Vice President, Institutional Research

Millikin University
matur, Illinois

The needs and problems of the sun college or university manage-,

ment inibrmation system are highly similar to the large institu-
,,

t however, the magnitude\ lifers. Because of limited

resources, a system may be even more ipportant to the continued

(

existence of the small'institutione Ah optimum sized staff may

include so few people that any personnel changes may create extreme

t/
problems. inding affordable hardware and software for the

5pic and' istrative needs, problems/offear, communications,

passive active resistance plague the systems development of the

small institution. It appears that advancements in software and

mini-computers-offer significant hope for the future.

6
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BACKGROUND

Welcome, to an autopsy. While_thi,57mr first experience as a

ce,participant in the post-mortem examination of any type, you may find the re-
. I

suits of some value or at least interesting.
Much has been learned in the

field of medical science from the inspection and dissection of a body-aiter

death, as to the determination of the cause of death and it is my premise that

the same may be true in the field of data.processing
dnforma-

tion systems.

Preliminary, gross examination reveals a seventy-five year indepe-

dernt university of approximately. 1500 students located in the central Midwest.

Although the,local Community is based on an agrarian economy (primarily corn

and soy beans - "succotash ") the institution is situated in a city of'approxi-

mately 100,000 population that is heavily industrialized. The institution it

not particularly unique:among its peer group of other independent institutions

of its size. It does have two professional
schools (1).Music and (2) BuYiness

and Industrial Management in addition to its traditional College of ArtsAnd

Sciences. Its history has been somewhat marked by various points of recogqi-

tion in the importance of and appreciatio4 for the vocational and technicalqm

(e.g., industrial engineering, welding engineering, etc.) aspects,of higher

education. This particular tenor of the curricular structure was determined

by the founder who was a local suceessful businessman, turned phiAanthropist

who originally came to the area as a sheep herder from Pennsylvania. Through -

out the institution's history it has tended to follow national trends of

other similar organizations in higher education. Many systematic featurds

including such-items asphysAal lant, enrollments in recent years, endowment

quality of education, alumni giving, etc., has tended to indicate an above

average state of institutional health. There is so symptomatic indication

325
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however, of inability toovercome 75 years of inertia and perhaps "arthritis

of the brain."

Althotigh the initi/al inoculation (or "infection/") of Electronic Data

Processing can be tr ced back fifteen years ago (i.e., 28 March 63) with an

IBM 1620, the entire concept has met with very limited success. Further.sy#--

tematic diagnose indicates that fear on the part of some employees,in key

positions of hosing their jobs, tended to negate the effectiveness of the

introduction process. The University stayed,on Manual operations. In retro-

spect it can also be said that the individual Ittempling the introduction was

quite naive in the area of cam politics.

Further attempts were about equally as successful (abortive?) and result-

ed in the purchase oftsom desk calculators and some minor use of time-sharing

terminals (i.e., two) wzfth a local industry's computer.

Development remai ed virtually at/standstill until the fall of 1972

with the return of a senior faculty member from academic leave. This indivi-

dual (who held the rank of Professor in Industrial Engineering) had elected ilo

leave the field of engineering and industrial management and return tothe

University of Illinois for a doctorate with an emphasis on Administiation,in

Higher Education and had served an internship in the Administrative Data

Center of that institution. Upon returning to the tponsori'ng institution, thi

individual (who on occasion referred to himselfas a "recently retarded '

retread ") was given the administrative assignment of institutional research at'
, the vice presidential level. The four major functions of the office were

administration of the university -wide evaluatiOn system, long range planning,

the usual institutional studies'(e.g., REGIS anevarious internal investiga-
ft

tions on enrollments, etc.)and coordination of computer activities (both

academic and administrative). It is interestinLat this point in our post

'A 2
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moitem examination that we can already detect at least two symptOmatic

/..tions of problems ahead. First, we have an individual that moved to aidiffer-

ent environment, became expostdicoanew set of,ideas, concepts, techniques, and

people Upon return to the former environment the individual had changed;

however; the institution had-not. Second, as'itated in Computers On Campus,w
"the director needs the political neutrality he can 'get only by reporting to

the office of the president" (Coffrey and Mosmann) 1967; p. 114) In this case

it was the designated responsibility of a second evel (vice presidential) posi-

tion, thus lacking the impried positional authority of the offipe-of the presi-,
dent and the publicly prOclaiMed

commitment on the part'of the chief executive.

AN APPROACH-gETHODOIAGY

\\
"As we all know, times have changed, and our planning perspective has'also

changed from one'focusingLon growth to managing our institutional_resources,

where they, are either-static, growing very slightly, or declining. The demands

upon us now are to achieve change-and vitality_in a -grOwth's"tuation by mak-

- ing optimahruse.of our resources in support of ouracademic pro . We now

need information that can help us tq manage resources by carefully integra ing.

our academic policy objectives with allocation of funds" (McCo4le, 1977,p.2).

What I am presenting here is the anatomy of a design. The implementation

of a small University's information system, replete with all the successes and-

failures. A case study (please see Figure 1). The approach utilized is a

cept, somewhat of a philosophy, encompasssing two'proven techniques, namely

Participati Management (MP), and_a systems analysis approach based on a

modification of the Program Evaluation and Review technique (PERT, please see

Figure 2). It might also be considered as a scheiatic of a feaV.bility

While it was. readily recognized as not being a universal panacea, it was felt that
r.
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FIGURE 1

,

THE MAJOR THRUST OF THE STUDY WAS -BASED0 THE

CONCEPT OF PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENTA WHERJIN INVOLVE.-'

MENT TENDS TO ENHANCE DECISIONQUALITY. ACCEPTANCE._

COMMUNICATIONS. AND PROVIDE AN---EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

FOR PARTICIPANTS (PARTICULARLY FOR STUDENTS),

FIGURE} 2 -

,s

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND; REVIEW TfiCHNIQUE'

A MODIFICATION OF THE PERT CONCEPT WITH PRIMARY

EMPHASIS. ON THE, FOLLOWING FEATURES:

THREE LEVELS OF ESTIMATES

SYSTEMS,APPROACH IN ATTEMPTING TO

RECOGNIZE ALL SIGNIFICANT.FACTORS

,
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N,such a toncept was, worthy of collAideration for several reasons. First, it en-

.

hances cemmlnicationzt!.pnce decisions are made, all those involved know how

they weremade. Second, acceptante'tends to be increased. Since decision's will
if)

...
,undoubtedly result in a compromise between all the individuals that have had in-

-,
put,there is a greater probability of general acceptance and hence support than

if the decisions4were
mandated-fTem-a superordinate or hiiherlevel. A third,

_major adLnage is that th6 qual-ity of decisions tends to be improved. With in--

put from all areas affected there is a greater probability of meeting all the .

various and diverse needs of the constituence. It was'recognized that there is

no technique that is without some degree of inadequa and it was anticipated that

there'would be two Areas and possibly a third .t might cause problems. First,,/

the concept o4 participative management requires that the people aftracted by the

. decisions want to beinvolved in the decision making process. Second, the pro-
,

cess tends to be time consuming, and all the'committee meetings may be'offengive
.

to some., Third, the decisions must haire the complete (and publicly stated) sups »

port and commitment of,the chief executive of the. organization aswell as Rib-

ordinates and prospective user

,Now, for a brief ieview.oE
techniques Giolease see,Figure 3). From hi,%..cp $

point of view, participative
management is used in the context of all those that

are affected Oka decision, have
an opportunity for Input. In an educational

. institution it nay (and / feel it should)
albscr include student input. This can

r-

. . provide another opportunity of extending the educational process beyond the con- .
..,

, ,

- rt fines of the classroom,
-Participative management (ad used here) still recognizes4

that essentially; (a) groups advise, (b) individuals decide and then are account-
_

- able4(c) it does not mean that the decision maker abdicates authority, responsi-f t '
IP

bilIty; draccountability.

. %IP4 . .

.
.<p The modifidRgRT system as presented here emphasizes two main Features.

"
4
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PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT STILL RECOGNIZES THAT ESSENTIALLY:.

,

-' GROUPS ADVISE-

- INDIVIDUALS DECIDE AND THEN ARE ACCOUNTABLE

- IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT)THE DECISION MAKER`

ABDICATES AUTHORITY, RlIBILITY, OR.

ACCOUNTABILITY.

330
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hefirst is three levels of estimates i.e., normal,/optimistic, and :pessimii=

tic. This allows the participant, considerable leeway and a greater degree of

.comfort than:iAisting on a specific fixed quantified valJ. The modification

also utilizes the systems approach in attempting to recognize all- 'significant

, 345

factors.

The system approach contains three Oevelopmental stages (please see.

Figure 4) i.e., needs"deterAination,
means of meeting the orginization needs,

aad finally the recommendations and /or proposal. The function of Needs,Deter-

mination (please see Figure 5) is"further based upon three elements i.e.,

opeiational analysis of the organizationthe proposed uses of the systam, and

displaceable costs. The'needs determination (please see Figure 6)- utilizes the

operational analysis to determine what of the organization's presently performed

functions would be readily adaptable to EDR,,and three levels of cost estimates

based an the PERT concept. As each participant lists his data prddessing

needs, each is asked to'make three estimates of what the costs would bp in pro-

cessing the information: a normal estimate,. or an estimate Which would be the

normally expected or most likely cost for processing the aata;,an optimistic

estimate, or conservative
estimate representing the least possible cost for

processing and a pessimistic estimate which might be the most it could possilq

cost to perform the processing functions under the most adverse conditions.

Also under the Needs Determinatioi phase-proposed uses, are explored,(please

see Figure 7) based on the precise of the availability of an adequate system, and

-again three levels of value estimates are made (i.e., normal, optimistic, and
. pessimistic). These estimates might be considered as positive values, or thg_.

1 .,
.

..dollar estimates of what the proposed uses would be worth to the organization.
, 5 ,

,It'is "pie-in-the-sky" and henarthe'values are not...included in the final ; )4
figure. Each participant.is asked to give anestlipte of the dollar value for'--
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'FIGURE 4

lligtf-pviELopmiNTAL STAGES

. (INTERNAL)

DETERMINATION

II, MEANS OF'MEETING ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS

III, RECOMMENDATIONS litD/OR: PRCIPOSAL-

ax,

FIGURE 5

II NEEDS D§,TigMINAT ION

LOPERATLONAk ANALYSIS

2.PR0POSEiWES
;-

3.DiSiLACga1 E COSTS

Fyiltilki 6

,

NEEDPOTERMINATION ,

1 °PERM' AL ANALYSIS

p.

I

-,PRESEW4.Y.PERFOROM FUNCTIONS (READILY
'ADAPTABLE yo EDP) AND THREE LEVELS OF

`:- COST ESTIMATES BASED-ON THE PERT CONCEPT.

et
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FIGURE 7

I, NEEDS DETERMINR ION

2, PROPOSED USES,

'IF SUCH A FACILITY WERE AVAILABLE *tat
SERVICES WOULD 1.4" PROVIDE VC) THREE
LEVELS OF VALUE ESTIMATES tg.G., NOR L,
OPTIMIST4C, AND PESSIMISTIC),
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being able to perform the proposed functions. First, based upCirthe normally

expected conditions; thin the greatist,or most optimigtic valuar and_finally

east possible value (Or peisimistic.esttUate). The final phase of the

Leeds considers displaceabletcosts (please see Figure 8); that

costs presently being incurred for dati"services that would be provided by

the proposed facility. These are actual costs, based an records and not esti-

-mates. By using a conservative approach of the sun 'f the optimistic estirater

(i.e., the total of the least possible estimated costs of performing the present-

ly performed functions by EDP) of the currently performed functions, plus the

displaceable' costs, a safe and usable dollar figure may be determined and used

as a basis for comparison. This may be used in determining how =eh money you

may wish to allocate for EDP. The sum of the estimated values (pessimistic in

this case since they are considered as positive` values) of the proposed uses

provide an additional margin of safety---especially since they are not added to

the base figure. This .nay be expressed as a simple formula as follows:

SUM OF OPTIMISTIC ESTIMATES (LOWEST) COSTS ,OF PERFORMING CURRENTLY
PERFOR"ED FUNCTIONS + SUM OF DISPLACEABLE COSTS = BASE FIGURE.

The sum of the estimated values of proposed. uses are considered aside
from the base figure.

The. second major element is to explore, all (as nearly as feasible) various

means of neeting-the organization's needs as previously established (please see

Figure 9). Such an investigation would consider such methods as time-sharing,

service bureaus, an in -house facility, and continued mant''l operation, etc. The

investigation may be conducted simultaneously by the coordinator and members of

the committee which nay be composed of students, faculty and afimanistrators, if

applicable. It is desirable that all members of the campus comity be con-
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FIGURE if

I. NEEDS DETERMINATION

1,

2,

3, DISPLACEABLE COSTS

COSTS NOW INCURRED FOR DATA SERVICES, THAT
WOULD BE PROVIDED BY THE PROPOSED FACILITY..

...FIGURE 9

II. MEANS OF MEETING ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS

- INVESTIGATION OF VARIQUS MEANS OF MEETING
ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS (E.G,, TIME-SHARING,
SERVICE BUREAU, IN HOUSE FACILITY. CONTINUED
MANUAL OPERATIONS, ETC.). INVESTIGATION
CONDUCTED'..SIMULTANEOUSLY BY.THE COORDINATOR
AND THE STUDENT-FACULTY-ADMINISTRATIVE
COMMITTEE. ALL MEMBERS OF THE CAMPUS
COMMUNITY CONTACTED FOR INPUT (RELATIVE TO
ITEMS IN SECTION[ I,) BY REPRESENTATIVES OF

- THWADVISORY COMMITTEE.
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tatted for input. 4 .This tends to allow improved communication, acceptance and'

allow for subtle education in many cas

The final stage is the rec

Figure 10). This istthe final d

a.

tions and/or proposal (please see.

summarizing the backgrounds findings,

proposal, and the recommendations directed to the final decision maker or

makers such as the president and/or the board.

INITIAL ourcomi 7

Following the approach just outlined and based on the findings of the

users' advisory committee that was composed of students, faculty, and Achlinis-

tration, an in-house Idility was established. A centrally located room was

remodeled, an-NeiCentury 101 (32K, 3001pm dinter,.300cpm card reader,

_20 Megabytes on disk) was leased. ,A director was hired and after extensive

testing and interviews, two members of the secretarial staff were transferred

to the department as programer- trainees and the project yas launched.. The

first project was conversion of the payroll, followed by student records,

financial aid, and student evaluation oif instruction. Progress seemed well

above average for over a year.

TaiNGS STARTED FALLING APART

The initial premise was thaa carefully
planned progression be made

stardng.with minimal budget and staff; then as utilization increased this need
would be met with the allocation of additional resources. In actuality, however,

the desire for a balanced institutional budget precluded any further resourci

allocation.. The staff became greatly overworked. Committee members bectide

disenchanted with committee meetings; therefore attendance.rand the number of

meetings declined., Also the user committee was never granted the requested

7
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FIGURE 10

IIIt RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR PROPOSAL.

THE FINAL DOCUMENT, SUMAARIZING THE .

BACKGROUND, FINDINGS, PROPOSALS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS AND DIRECTED TO THE
DECISION -MAKgR(S) (I.E., PRESIDENT
AND /OR BOARD),
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status of a university standing ttee. With the influx of a number of new,

young, faculty members at were sophisticated in the fibldo4plectronic data

processing, student utilization soared. At onetime it rose to an all tine

high of over 140-fCPamtilization based on a-nbrmal eight hour working day)

with a great amount of overtime. Pell facilities became greatly overworked. The

sail. data cen r (i.e., less than 700 ft2) became highly overcrowded. Pro-
.

grassing environmen degraded until production was very low. Then the director

suffered a very erious accident and was hospitaj.ized for a Considerable time.

Conditions s ly worsened.

These con4Ltions plus, "...my own diagnosii is that we have not used

WHAT WENT WRONG

I

in tion very well, and that we will have' to re-examine our use of it if we/

going o be able t6 integrate resource allocation with our academic plan-

I suspect that we have used information poorly for a.number of reasons."

(cCorkle, 1977, p "Data become informative "only when we have specific

policy questions that need illumination and resolution. The.kind of Pkaicy

question t is asked dictates information requirements. Managibent informa-

tion wakes -many f6rms,-inCluding both quantified data and subjective judgments

,of informed persons,: Our systems are so complex and our educttional objictives

so multi-dimensional that we cannot rely on any single variety of inibruation

source" (McCorkle, 1977, p 3). "Part of the problem 4ith getting useful

informationjs that me have not made the
necessary.top management decisions to

govern the type of information to be assembled and how it should be used"

(McCorkle, 1977# p 7). "What we should be doing; and have not done enough of,

is to define our major policy problems, often relying on data as part of the

information used, articulating a series of different strategiesafor dealing

8 338
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with them, and then looking for information that will help in e these

4

different strategies. We can and should continue.to use data to help us in-

point management issues and define our specific policy needs, t we cannot

expect these /data by themselves to articulate management optiand point out

choices"8 (i4cCorkle,A 1977, p 7).

The University' inibrmation S'yst is now tin limbo. All processing'

personnel have gone as to other ymenr. The data center i now closed.

The institution has returned to early total manual operations (ale:, payr 11

is being run on anather'instit tiara's computer). With the return to th7,

"quill lien and inkwel/Osta
, the cOmputer is still being used on'a limited

basis by some of the f- ty. No decision has been made to date. An advisory

committee, headed by a chief executive of the institution, has been activated

to study the situat Also, there is a time-sharing terminal on loan from a

local industry is being used on a very limited basis in a few acadimic

areas. It appea#stOre is nearly total disenchantment with the entire concept.

The responsibility lfbr the data processing function has now-been shifted to the

president. I ,

The entir= field of information systems and data processing is an extremely

volatile one- rapid advancements are being made in software and mini-
_

computers. Each passing day ushers in new, but much more easily operable systems

that are readily adaptable to the needs ok the small institution. It appears

that many of these\are not only reasonable in cost, but high in capability,._ and

relatively easy to implgmentituch a "turn-key" system max provide a relatively

safe and viable choice to small colleges and universities.

339
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%PAT WE HAVE LEARNED

I agree with Weathersby that it appears that actual planning and decision- ,

making is,far more politically based and intuiti4e than many top-ranking_/-

administrators might care to publidly admit (Weathersby, 1976).

"We have also learned that the contributions of information !systems are

/limited by our own ability to carefully think through what kinds of decisions

we need to make on what kinds'of issues. Although we sometimes might like to

think otherwise, the information we use to analyze our academic.prograns is

-subjective reflecting the opinions and biases of the individuals who gatheredor
and analyzed the data" (14cCorkle, 1977, p 4). In short,,rbave learned that

information systems are not a panacea. They are necessary,` even vital to.the

ce of higher education. Whether we likeit ortnot we are in
,continued

an era of increasing accountability
to all of our higher educational constit-

.
uents% The benefits-of higher education have been oversold and the general

populace is. exhibiting an increasing degree of disenchangment; therefore, .it

is becoming increasingly
important that we can demonstrate to our constit-

uencies and ourselves that we can and are making sound/decisions based on the

best use of information available to manage gar institutional resources. All

this points to increased need for good information systems.

"The successful
development,of information systemi should not be viewed

only as a technical problei." (Schmidtlein, 1977, p 41). Anyone concerned with .

developing information sfais knows, of course, that the creation of a

system is frustrated far more often by political concerns than by problems of

technical feasibility (Sebuidtleift, 1977, p 29). in the final analysis,

success appears' highly' dependent on eople and change., Things are built.around,

people and people have
personalities. __Change in the'field of higher education
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may be keyed to three forces as Bacchetti ha'S stated The first force,he has

identified is the gradual decline in the ability to examine, express and on

occasion modify institutional purposes. I also agree with his concept of the

/other two forces. The others are far:reaching financial limitatiqns and

increased-appreciation for sophisticated management (Bacchetti, 1977). The

first two tend to negate the positive effects of t third but at least it
\

does offer some ray of hope. 1

Many,people seem to prefer the pain and discomfor-Of a "known" bad

.

situation, rather than the fear of the "unknown," that may lead to a_vastly

improved situation. Fear may bring about procrastination in the decision mak-

ing process, and experience tells us that procrastination is the most insidious

form of denial. When we refuse to make a decision we have; in effect, made one.

Once this happens, then management or administration loses its leadership role

and becomes reactionary to the environmental pressures. We must not under-,----

V.estimate the element of fear. Surprisingly, fear is found in the most un

places and to an uniXPected-degree. It can bring about insidious failure anil

"to insure the continued-guccess of the data processing installation in meeting

taganizationnl needs, it is not sufficient to use participative management in

needs1assessment and installation choice, and then stop. The'continuedi.nvolve-

ment of each level of organizational hierarchy-in the continuing evaluation of

the system is essential. 'Withoit continued involvement by staff, (through the

avenue of a user's committee, f r example), it is probable that the installation

will lose the crucial support 'o its users end be.perceived as not adequately
r

meeting their needs." (Glasscock McKeown, 1976, p 120).

-r1
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Continuing with the proctological examination it may be beneficial to
eaf

ibriefly outline the.total post-mortum results.

W all sats'ist change topsone degree and *fear of thesunlato%m
(e4., information systems data processing 'and a computer) is
a barrier of major magnitude when it comes to change within an
institution of higher education.

Even in a small institution, participative management, committee
involvement, and other-democratic processes may not be adequate
to the task of dispelling fear.

. ;

,Having the support (If the_ faculty and students is-mot enough..

The.publicly stated support by the chief executive is- necessary

A firm commitment of resources, conversion schedules and a stated
attitude of cooperation mustj3e required by the chief executive.

,

The positional authority (and demonstrated commitment) of having
the system directly responsible to the oqice of the chief
executive is desirable.

Individu s may change-,--institutions may not. Once an indivi-
dual lea s an environment and becomesexpOsed to new concepts
and ideas and then returns to the former environment that is

an(Al essentially unchanged, the individual becomes highly suspect,
meets great opposition to change and develops a high level of
anxiety and fru*tration iii attempting to bring about change in the
instittit 4n.I .

-Selecti g and promoting from within may create status problems
within;Staff_personnel, thereby enhancing uncooperative attitudes.
Many jobs (e.g.,'keypOlich) have implied status in the minds of
some people: ...

Things are built around people and peOple have personalities.

Fear of any type (e.g., loss of employment, change; learning
something new, theunknown) ris very difficult to overcome.

To be successful a system must have the.commited support of all
levels (i.e., students, faculty, piesident, and the staff). Lack
of support in any of the groups ean spell disaster.

procrastination in the dedision making process is the most insidious' ,.
form of denial.

Education (regardless of how subtle) may be necessary at all
leVels. This is especially true in the case of the chief
executive, unless the individual is already knoWledgeable in the
field.'

.
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While an optiMum,sized staff (iee based on the minimum numberof people) may appear quite efficient in terms of budget, it pro-vides no reserve in case ofan emergency (e.g., illness, personnelchanges, etc.).
.:

Passive resistance 123,1y effectively slow or even prevent systems.I.' development.
.

Minimal staffalso makes profesional training aiffiCult and allowst
A functional control to be exercised by an individual (e.g., program

development, documentation, etc.) through,systems dependency. .t4 1
.

.

iecausp of litited-resources the small instituf%W's margin for
, %.

error is less; howeVer,
operational efficiency-is crucial and

control,is difficult. This may be true, in part; because of the
. propinquity'of a small or tion and-the resulting Communicationsthat accompanyk the abil'

ordttion sy,stems to detect "-errors",and provide a system of chec and balanqes. Properly designed
information systems tell the truth without discrimination.

/-.-
. .
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'11)11, so much for the autopsy. While agree with Adams; "...that we

,

,

r',

must conclude t at the Overall record of information system development in

support of decision processes in hither education is not good," I still believe0

it is ode of the hopesof_thedfuturg --- if we can barn from our mistakes

and successes. I believe that with finances tight*In the field'Of education

it 'behooves us to attempt to ensurethat
all oureesourcet, human as well as 4

financial'and physicals are efficiently ukilized so as to provide the richest

academic environment for our students. he students are the,focal point --- oura
--/q'real hope for tRe future.- I believe this a fact of life and not a legislative

mandate. So,' if we are allowed the privilege of working with the future (1,e.,

thrgugh &ur students) what greater exciting and worthwhile challenge can there.

be. /
.

/
/If we can only maintain our sense 4f-humor and not take ourselves too#

seriously, continue to learn. from our mistakes ud concentrate an.pmoviding the.1
best possible academic environment for our students ... who knows, we may

achieye some degree of success yet.*

I

4
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AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

FOR THE SMALL COLLEGE

,Donald F. Williams

4 .

Columbus Technical Institute
Colutbas, Ohio

43,

1.

This paper presents the underling philosophy of a college ,

.management information system.-The topiCs discussed include the ;

system" rationale. and;Zeyelopment. The system architecture; file

structures'along with their key linkages are presented. Surrmirized.

cost justifications'in graphic form are Ilycluded.
I
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lb PREFACE

Columbus Technical Institute Management Information System

363

( C.T.I.M.I.S.) is the result of years of Planning and development at Columbus

Technical Institute, ColUMbus, Ohio. The system is the product of a'coumittee

process and individual efforts toward the improvement of management

concepts for assistance in administrative and instructional decision-making

at Columbus Technical Institute.

C.T.I.M.I.S. represents a master Plan for the management of information

of both a quantitative and a narrative nature. Data processing applications

to management have had their greatest advance in quantitative information.

The quantitative concept of.C-7T.I.K.I.S., encompasses numerical and statis-

tical factors of institutional operations (e.g., enrollments, financial re-

ports). The narrative concept relates to normative-traditional communications

between administrative offices and is of the written word nature. HarratWe

portions of C.T.I.M.I.S. both supplement and cbmplement the quantitative

component. The narrative content of the G.T.I.M.I.S. is related primarily

to documentation, procedural, and summarization statements necessary for

. administrative support functions. Th data bases are characteristic of the

college district which mainta a certain level of centralized decision-

making. .--

Erica has traditionally been organized into a number of functional

reds (e.g., administration,
instruction, student and personnel cervices)

which are operationally autonomous of one another. These traditional

functions have been construed as the sib rstems within C.T.I.M.I.S. The

functional' independence.of.these functions pertains primarily to the records

and communications of each subsy- ase. Administrative'aa (

-I-
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supervisory organizationcompo-nents have followed similar breakdowns. It is

feasible to continue this functional division in order that established
e

data bases be operationally integrated. For example, the student services

component has a series of records,,applications, transactions and communica-

tions which are unique to that function (e.g., adMissions,.placement, student

activities). ,-here are also counselor and paraprofessional subcultures that

are collectively known as the student personnel component of the organizagion.

The institution, whether college or university, is dependent on the

total integration of all subsystems. Management looks to the aggregate

results of all functions and must be aware of the influences each subsystem

may bring to bear on other subsystems. The management information system

approach provides a vesicle for integteting the more significant data from

each of the subsystems for management processes. The total integration of a

management information system means that common elements are treated in a

like manner throughdut the system and that interlinkage is possible between

data records and files.

The larger amd more Complex the organization becomes, the more im-

portant it is to establish summary levels of information. C.T.I.H.I.S., at*

its present level of development, has its greatest impact upon the
. -

operational aspects of the campus district. As such, supporting data pro-

cessing applications are an adminittrative service. However, further

-.exploration is necessary into the areas.of model simulation, planning and

executive management predication modeli.

Design concepts include a centralized processing capability with-

record access for the campus,operatiOn. C.T.I.M.I.S. -is a.software product
4 -

capable of adbtation to various IBM central processing units.-"Clearly,

a line range 9f management'systeisand techniquevare available in education.

348
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The computer objectives explored within 'C.T.I.M.I.S. are: (1) an

operational system. (2) a planning system, and (3) an executive management

system.

C.T.I.M.I.S. is an operational system in its productivity of cognunica-

tions and statistics normal to ongoing operations of a can:tufty college.

It integrates a range of information-accounting reports, on-line enrollments,

class rosters, grade reports, payroll and faculik class assignments as exam:

pies. C.T.I.M.I.S. maintains control over the integration of .data bases,

selective retrieval, computation, and print-programs.

C.T.I.M.I.S., however, is primarily a planning system wherein analytical

study programs, report aggregations, historical comparisons, statistical

projections, and computer simulation models are utilized.

The third and last objective (3) is a combination of the first two

objectives and will vary according to demand and the administrative style

of executive level -a&inistrators.

17.
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INTRODUCTION

.

Accountability in higher eduCation is'most frequently characterized by

efficient utilization of available resources. Increasingly, decisions are

based on systematically gathered data subjected to quantitative analysis.

This approach to administration renuires accurate, reliable"information about

an institution's fiscal and human resources, currct operations, and future

programs.

Accountability, in a greater sense, is the acceptance of responsibility

for the productivity, comunications, and end results of the education

process. The practical problem is one of organization and proper administra-

tion to-achieve a working complex of meaningful information. C.T.I.M.I.S. is

an operational approach to combining information emanating from functional

areas- to aid in the administration of the entire organization or a *total

inteated information sys . "Total* suggests that all areas requiring

control, evaluation, and decisions are continually dealt with.

C.T.I.M.I.S. is a dynamic, organized plan that services factual needs of

all areas while providing information for effective administration of the

institution. The total information system is a linked network of raw facts

(data) processed data (Information) and the manual and automated procedures

ch make the network operative. Management and data processing have his-

torically cu across organizational lines. This fact will become even more

pronounced in the oIeration of The result is a significant in-

crease in the capacity to coordinate. initructional, administrative, and

support activities in higher education.

The major systen improvement is the elimination of the duplication

of data, 'reduction of the number of times that data must be transmitted,

-4- 350



and efficiency 'in compilation and display of information. PlannJttorage

and processing of data requires a single entry and only one entry into the
-//

systen. The concept of "integration" provides the ability to cross rjerence,

interrelate, and retrieve all data within the entire system.

The C.T.I.M.I.S. network consists. of major subsystems:

Student

Personnel

--Instruction

Fi_nance,

Facilities

Research

These subsystgas are the major components of higher education information

_ systems. They are clearly receiving
emphasis as %baton ground" in the

multitude of taxonomies being developed in educational systems.

r
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mIt

I. WHAT IS AN INFORMATION SYSTEK?

V
InfOrmation systems are inherent in any organization of people. They

'may be planned and recognized as information systems, ey maybe unplannedrat...

and unrecognized -- but they do exist in all organizations.
.

They exist out of the nee-dfor keepirig people within an organization on
) -

thejr respective targets, whether the tyget is Yreduction in cos r an

i movement in the end product. Their value is reasured by their use.

Scope of an inTormation system is dependent upon the degree and quality

of planning that goes into it. It can be as broad, as the vision 8Tthose who

iare to use it, but it must be based upon sound, realistic evaluations.

Costs of information systems, good and poor, are relatively large and,

rarely fully identified. It might be added'that cost differences between

good and poor information systems is relatively small except for the effort

and disciplines that go into their planning.

An information system can be defined as that body of information which

management finds. advantageous or necessary to use in order to maximize

effectiveness of its various programs, together with people, supplies,

equipment, furniture, and services that make this information available.

The value of.an information system is determihed by its content .and

use. Its content is determined by the views of management and the experience

and capability of those who guide Its. construction. Its use 4s determined

/ by its content, its ready availability, and its format-. in all-respects.
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NEED FOR AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

It has been stated that schobls exist for the purpose of preparing

the youth of today for maximum capability of successful living in the

environment df their later years. Each colIge operates with an objective,,

.stated or implied, and has developed a series of educational programs each

of which makes its codtribution toward achievemeht of the college objectives.

Each program has been evaluated-for its relative effeCtiveness toward

achievement of the college objective.

information system is a program of a 'staff' or supporting nature

th the objective of increasing the effectiveness of "line programs (such

as instruction, program) which in turn directly contribute to the college ob-

jectives. An inforration system must pass this same evaluation test of its

relative Contribution toward the effectiveness of line programs it supports.

Its mein use should be the effective dissemination of information.

Even the scallest colleges maintained a type of information systeg which

may have consisted of little sabre than the teacher's grade book, telephone

and mail service, and expense records. As educational system increase in

size, demands placed upon information systems increase. In a mul,itctEpus

college, opportunities multiply f e information system to improve the

effectiveness of its main lige progrms. In fact, a college of today could

not exist without an information system.

. In education, an information system program is an,essential tool, school

tables can replace school desks, multi-purpose room can replace cafeterias,

but nothing can replace an information system except a better one. Up to a

point, tne better the information system, the better the education per

available dollar.

3
-7-
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PURPOSE OF INFORMATION SYSTEM

The purposeof an information system is to enhance the effectiveness

of an organization through the display of pertirrcnt information. Most

organizations have available a variety of programs compking for emphasis

in their potential contribution toward the organization's objective. In

colleges, bookbinding competes with purchase of new books, secretary

additions compete with teacher additions:improved lighting and chalkboard

standards compete with other programs. An information system is a similar

program. It is because of an information system that deci,sioni are made

which.enhance the effectiveness of other programs and hence of the total

education procesS.

Counselors also exist for the purpose of enhancing effectiveness

of the college, but they in, turn must often depend upon the information

systi, and it is for this reason that they draw upon files and make

varied analyses. f ectiveness of their counseling is.many times affected

by availability and ready availability through data display, of adequate

information and analyses.

A school system itself is largely an information system where students

obtain information and concepts and learn to use them properly. Since

students are human beings and respond like human beings, the information

and concepts must be presented professionally and must be conveyed to students

by personnel with proper training;and background. All that is told to /

students in class could be written once ann read, thereafter in books,,but

without professional presentation the education proass would snot be

successful nor would it meet current needs. All information systems have in

-8-
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comma this need for professional presentation both in opera ion and

in the continuous process of their development.

, Value of informatioh is measuied by the eff tivenes of its use.

Its use, as in the case of students, is determine1 larg ly by its presenta-

tion. It is for this reason that data processing has ways applied

meticulous care to. the presentation of information, hether this entails'the
.

design of a straight, evenly printed ltnq, or of a page type on a display.

tube. Information must be oonyeyed to people, including students in thp

classroom, in such manner as they will use it if it is to effective serve

its purpose. It must be available where needed, when needed, andi-in a format

designed to invite its use

Information systems have the sole function of enhancing effectiveness of

4

the programs they serve. They effective only insofar as th formation

is used, whether in minor or:Wail:1r dollar decisions. Information tends -=

to be used only when pressures of its ineed outweigh inconvenience of obtain-

ing itiand reading it. The more easifY-obaftable and readable the infor-

mation the more it will be usedc and the-

valuable is the entire information system

ore information is used the more
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WHAT IS A COMPLETE TWO-YEAR COLLEGE INFORMATION SYSTEM?

Opportunities to improve education through improved Information avail-

ability are prbbably as numerO-ti?-as those available to improve business effec-

tiveness by the same means. Both educators and the public appear generally

alert to this fact. This awareness invites some glibness in discussing' complete

information systems. Particularly when pressuAs for information exist in so -

many different areas of a school operation.

A completq information system can easily be viewed as a panacea for all

the day's difficulties, and it may properly be so for a large portion of

them, but it is necessary to rbduce these difficulties into specifics in

order to produce more than discussion about them.

A complete information system, by implied definition, is one which-

can produce information required to answer pertinent, thoughtful, and

"constructive questions raised by parents, voters, curriculum directors,

counse3ors, faculty, students,_ planners, fiscal apinistrators, miintenance-

directers,_research departments, and many others. To put the scope of such a

program into better perspective, the following brief list of cand tes for

inclusion in such a system would be considered under this definition:

Student Progress Report

Student Progress Projection Report, gpmpared
with achievement

Budgetary Position Forecast

ComparativeProgram Evaluation

Coit of a Unit of Education _
Comparative Achievement Analyses

.356



Inclividu z ed St dent Instruction

Siftlation and .Forecasting of Physical' Facilities

,

Student Problem Solving.

MarfPower
'

: 4

A college:dfgtrict is all organization of people, facilities, and

equipment.. All people require inforMation of various, types, in various

quitttities, and at various times. AlT -people 'also enter data into the
va

system.
f

.. t .'-' :_ itir . k cs
If iach diviiion was relieved of the re3onsibility,for distributing- -.

..2.
, . a.. .

information to all- ,other divisions, andwith.one recording- Could make ,it

available wherever it might be required,. great,saving in time wotild result
es .

.-
. and much duplicatian 'of effort would be eliminate&

I

What is 'needed is a system which'will shorten and simplify the Hie'

of communication. long lines of communication are shortened or eliminated

.
by recording"data at its source as it happens. Data is ;transmitted to a

Iv
ceneral-informatiOn system where it is avallableto all who require it

on a. scheduled*br inquiry basis through the u

.t

I.

/
r

f rem* display devices.-
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THE DEVELOPMENT POCESS 41'

a

I. File Design. .-

All management information. systeRiS KI.S,) are comprised Of.common. ,

.,elem1nts: data, software I3 aess the'data, hardware and report formats.

The important oethelielements' is the data.-Data must be designed to
4 f

. . ,
...

maximize utilization and minimize redundancy. Data must also be designed to

*
.maxize tfte potential for correlation.. Therefore, the first and most impor-

N

taut step in building an effective management information system is data

design. 4

Data design, however, impOres the existence of some' system to utilize

_

that4date% Therefore one rust first be aware of the environment one is in-
,

fluenced by and the systems that constitute that environment. The typical

`College environment and the ma'or systems that constitute that environment

are shown-in Figure 1. Each of t ese systems ebon 6e further delineatedlOto

subsystems as depicted in Figurei 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7...Data files and

elements to be utilized in the M.I.S.,4therefore, must be that:

data currently fl owing through these systems and subsystems. One approach

to collection of this data is the traditional approach Of converting

data files, from batch processing formats-to random access formats.

:

This approach however, does nit address the problems of missing or redundant
"

data.
4.

.An Oternative approach is to thoroughly investigate wh t data is utilized

by the operational units of the college and for what puqoose it is used.

Figure 8 illustrates a format that.treelpful.in this invett4gati

The analyst rec rds on this form the. data elemen44used, what e the

data element originates from, and the size and character of the data ent

-12-- 358
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DATA ELEMENT WORKSHEET

System student Subsystem admissions

DatAElemeht Source Description

Student ID
Student Name

Application Form
Application Form

a

9 Digits
30 Characters

FIGURE- 8
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or

4 \---,
(i.e.; nuperic or alphabetic or mixed). The analyst can use this information

as a planning tool to discover data redundancy, to ascertain where sbtlrce
0

' data should originate-and to design information files.
. L

The next step in file desjgn is to 4-ndicate the file linkages. It is

important (especially with on-14-ne systems) to allatta single transaction to

.operate on as many data files as possible. Figure 9 illustratei the file

linkages in C.T.I:M.I.S. Student information is--linked with class informatidn

via enrollment data and grade data. Student information is linked with bud--,

getary information via fee data, eic.

Careful.attention to file design can result in a more useful M.I.S. whdn

operational. Good file desigp can also expedite a conversion from a batch to-
Ir

an on-line system.

II. Order of Implementation

On line.M.I.S. implementation should commense with that.syitem that pro-

vides the greatest cost benefit. All systems of-a college exist to suppOrt the
-..

student and in fact receive their data frOm student input: Therefore a logical

Progression for system imp tation would start with student system develop-

ment. Succeeding system evelopment/Wourd progress as follows:

S dent:N

IV

4

Instruction

Finance

Personnel

FaCilities ,

Research

-13367

or/
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tw,

such a.progression can be graphically represented in pyramid fob

(Figure 10), where the student; instruction and finance components form

the base on which the remaining supporting systems rest. Such an implementaion

allOws us to support those areas of greatest growth potential with minimum

385.
R

increases. in staff support.

III. System Components

The entire M.I.S. system is comprised of (1) data entryequipment,(2) a

monitor software product, (3) the computer, (4) a file access method, (5') the

data files, and (6) repdrt producing software (Figure 11). A logical progression

of Component and software'development to a full system would be:
,

CPUSelection

Design

File Access Software

TP Monitor Selection

Data Entry Equipment Selection

RPG Software. Selection

tit

IV. Cost Benefits

Since.the implementation of..M.i.S. at Columbus Technical Institute, cost

of data processing per.student has dropped from $80 to $60 (Figure 12). The

snumber of operational personnel required for student registration (as an
4%)

e ample)'has decreased'from eight people to fouf. people. This has occurred
%.

dining the increase in student body from 1,800 students to 6,000 students.

XF gure 13).

3 "0

-14-
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-

V. Project Management

Columbus Technical Institute considers each system or titisystem development '

as esepargte project to_deliver a final product. We operate unqr the projeCt

method of management. Each project is detailed as tO the steps required for
*iv .$1

project completion, the time required for eaph step to be completed andqthe

resource. cost of that project' broken down by Objective.

Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 are samples of some of the, project design

documents we utilize. The reader is referred to "education project management!',

Charles.E. Merrill Publishing Company, br. Desmond Cook: gr. Cook's text is

an excelle4 reference for the field of project Management. .

C-11

.,

t.
00. C\

11.
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Legend for Work now Diagram

Activity 'Start Event

1 July 1'

2' August 29
.

3 September 5

4 September 12

5 Septemte;

6 October 25

7 February 6

8 March

9 ' April 1/0

10 Sep ember 19
.

11 Irober 3

12 September-19

13 tanuary 2

14 September 19

15 January 2,

16 '*lSeptember

' January 2

18 Mardi
9

19 ,,March

End Event

July 7

September

September 9

ptember 16

October 21

February 3'

March 10

April 7

MArch 31

September 30

October 7

December 23

January -6

December 23

January 6

"'December: 23

January '6"

March 24_,

March 31

FIGURE 16
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Budgtt Plan

41

CTI ACCOUNT 1 2

no

410

4 450

640.

50 150

g.

+L.

'-3 4 5 TOTAL

r
, 50

,

5Q

Oa

350

414

I

300

600

r
4350

2,000 2,491

TOTAL 2,050 2,641
50 1,000' 5,741

Codes:

310 Suppi4es)

410 Training and Conferences

450 . Travel:

640 Hardware and Software Rentals

4
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SUMMARY

395f-

The M.U.S. system, as presented within this pPer, encompasses the major

-subsystems being utilTzed in higher education,thrughout the United States. This

paper presents the Columbus Technical Institute concept at one point in the .

history of the system,

The data base related to each subsystem is the totality of the individual
5

units aria is liar more extensivethan information processed in aggregations

between the subsystems. All reports contribute to the effectiveness of the

information system.,The aggregate reports created by combining basic elements

tnto desired formats are used for special purposes. These special purposes are

of an executive nature and have,the flexibility Of bin modified to the

administrative style, governance needs, aqd operational' concepts of other,

institutions of higher education.

Availability of data processing equipment and a bigh level of sophistica-
,

tion in software concepts will cdtseSurther improvements in the M.I.S. concept.

The awarene of mabagerial spe6aliits, technicians,,' and faCiilt4o will give

life to new applications.i.T.I.M.I.S. is a first step in harnessing and di-
,

recting the potential of technology toward the needs of higher -education.'

Everience,w11.1 Cause 'refinement and time ,will allow-for sophistication.

-16-
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THE HUMAN DYNAMICS or INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT IN A SMALL 'RIVATE COLLEGE

Brother Paul Grass
Vice President for Administration

and'

Roderick E. McMillan

Assistant Professor'Computer Science
Computer Center Director-

\
Saint Mary's College
Winona,, Minnesota

The'"personality" of a small liberal #rts college is.a composite

of the views and daily behavior of students, faculty adminis-

trators.' If tin Information System does not camplement this per-

sonality, Major human conflicts result. This paper dOscribes

the planning, selection and initial implementation of a mini-

.

computer (PDP-11) based Information System at Saint Mary's-College-,

(under the Advanced Institutional Development Program). A review.-

of the guiding constraints. illtritates the nature of the pf4lem

and the range gf possible Sc4kations. Stopicll include financial-

..

limitations, educational philosophy, faculty- administration coop-

'eration, planning and management style% student perceptions,

available technology and professionarBtaff experience.
.

/1
P
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In the seven-year perio 1970 to 1976, thirty-seven private four-year

\colleges ceased operation d'thirty-six private two-year collegesolosed

IA. /
. their doors, An additinhal,twelve private two- andfour-year colleges

.switched from prvate/to public awnership.1

Talk and evidenc

399-

such closings are guaranteedto strike fear in the'

hearts of all small college administrators and trustees. They are also im-

portant
. .

conSiderations for the information system specialist who wishes to

lnstall/a new or improved syst61 for=if a system is to meet the needs of the

organization, the prime Motives that organization must be identified. If

a system for private'business we being developed, it would be appropriate

to consider whether the prime mo ve.was profit, growth, share, of the market,

risk avoidance or some other. These same motives, excluding profit, may allf-

be appropriate for small Colleges, but the. most obvious motive these days is

survival. In fact, the obligatiah of the Board of Trustees is, first of all

to assure the survival of the institution.

Some might object to this seemingly callous focus on survival. Most col-
.

leges have rather elaborate and comprehensive statements as to he mission ref

:the institution, which say in some depth what it is trying to . These

statements'are important as goals, but they are

,vival" or a "rationalization-fo\r survival." In

eqUilly a "formula for-bur-4

other /words, colleges hope to

bat it is right thatsurvive by fulfilling their mission. They also bel

they survive_ because` their mission,is hanorlble..

The search for survival ma)%takeone seveeal forms.

depth a tmrticular small college, one,muse determine its.key

One pospibjlity in a private college is an emphasis

To understand in

survival strategy.

oa cost efTectivegess,.

c. iper
4

1"Private Colleges Closed or Shifted_to Public C6ntrol," cle of.
Higher Education) November 21', 1971:
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ital. . I .
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l

helk,monetary demands. The information system specialist shonild try td de-
-

termine,the:institution!s past,methods of funding major expenditures._ Such
.

,-
.potential sources as Major fund appeals, foundition grants,, government pro-, .

.grams, and general operating funds must be cnnsidered.. The source itself may

: .10;

well influence decisions as to size of equipment, new vs. used, rent/lease

Or ptrchase, and the size of the computer support staff.

, *At Saint liary's College, thepreferiedysources are foundations and gov-:
.

-
ernment programs. The fi$st computer, an 151.41130, was obtained in the, late

,-.--
.

("9'
..

1940's through an NSF 'grant. In 1974 the.college wrote a major proposal for

A

.fUnding new programs under the Advanced Institutional Development Program

administered by the Office of Education under.Title III of the higher Educa

tiodiAct. It waslhatural for the institution to include expansiph of both.
A

hardware and software ;Is a major support portion of that,
t

grant program. The

proposal 'was'approved anctfunds awarded in 1975; this report largely focuses

on the experience gained duFilng tbefiret two years of this five-year AIN',

. grant:

in addition to identtfyingthe source of funds, the information system

specialist 'must deterpipe the amount of funds available. Computers coma in
..

all sizes and pr- ices.. Each could, in its ways serve the needs of the small

private college. When determining the size for a particular institution, one'

must find out how much expense the institution can and will readily support.

This Amount can vary widely, but a good rule of thumb is to cut in half tkp ,

amountythe.administration is afraid it might have to spend. For example,

Saint Mari's had earliefinvestigated theOpossibility
of obtalning a used

IBM -360. Purchase prices approximating $200,000 had4been bilk but the proj-

ect failed to materialize. Therefore, a target rdware cost of 000,000 .

.40%w4s determinedas the appropriate amount for the college. This` amount was

*386.
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college away
/

from pay system whichtwas hot Subject to the wishes anti needs of

/the -college, itself. 4
.

. The basic .aystem*ions 4iexetihe fragmented(transactional systems.ap-

,

. 4 4 , \Y,
proach or the integrated info7mation'system.approach: Actually, this decision

. , , . ...

was not in,terms, of which one to choose, but how much integration could be

.- done and in what way. /smoothly functio
/
/smoothly set:of transactional systems is

. .

mandatory for an efOctive'integrated'system. Thea, too, the necessary ggre.
. _.

. Ni ...

., gation of information for.planning must come from the separatesyStems-useded
, _

. ,
. . .,

. . .

/ . I
for day-to-day operation. Integration of the system results from a system?

. .:

n study focusing on the needs of the institution. This study; and the subse-
* , .

quent desi;1 and development work, can be so lengthy as to resul t ina col-

,

111P 4

lege's having three years,fromaow what was deemed optimum several years
,. . .

before: A / A
%

A 1

f A dual approach has beein. en at Saint Mary's College. An integrated
-.4

i t - .

system requires an easiky accessible data base. Trafisitional systems
.

are
.,.

.
.

also improved by operating fram'a common data base design. While, an outside

consultant was helping college management define its goals, objectives and

.

needs, the computer center staff would somehow convert the individuill trans-

actional systems to4a commion data, base 4 sign. ;his attack may be Viewed as

both top -down and bottom, -up, with a grea dealfafjaith that both activities

will meet in the middle.
A

Associated ifith the system options are software options. Ranging from

complete packages to completely originalodevelopmeni, these options limit the

system alternatives. "ALuallyt an Astitution does not have to'use only one
v.

of the options. Tie choice at Saint MaWs7.sias to purchase a system, WISE,

from the computer vendor. This paCkage Supplies the datd base software need,ed,

includes the necessarYutility routines, provides some traneactival-programs

296
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.40
which the college did not have, and allows for expansion througt user - written

extensions. The college also participates in exchange arganizationt such,as

4CAUSE epd ASCUE (Assaplation of Small CompuierUsers in Education). In some'

cases, programs are available which can be used Kith no change. In most

cases,.what is obtained is a model upon which to build programs which meet alp

edistinctive requirementsof the college. ..

.There ate many hardware options to be considere4and the list is growing .,
6 -

each year. One may select major or nifior vendors; batch or
.

ing sys.

tens; micro, mini, 'midi or,imax.i;
middle-o ine or hot=

.

SainiMary'd had operated an IBM-1130 for both academic
/ ..and administrative

purposes by'allocating blocks of ime.to each fUnation.: -'1

The desire to continues. h dual use; with the eliminationof block scheduling,

led to the choice of a time- sharing system.. The available funds dictatedthe

selection of a mini system rather than something larger: Recognition of a

future need to grow led to thechoice of a middiLaf-the-line system. Aftev

sorting out these options, the coliegeselected the PDP-11 Model 40 fion

Digitd1-Equipment Corporation. This selection alsotin accord with a de-'

sire tostay with a vendor having a large compatible tustomer base. Figure
.

3 -shows the college's current hardware configuration The collegehas no' -in-

tention of disposing of the IBM-1130, for as transactional Systems are moved,.ft
.

to the new system, aademic use of the IBM-1130 will increase.

,
,'Small colleges have traditionally chosen the open-shop operation, ag,.

4

opiosed to the closed-shop of

.

large universities.- Ate &enter which proces4

ses sensitive student information, this open access IS alconceFn. ...This
.

mains an unresolved issue. An open-shop environment will be maintained as'

long as possible wit1 serious aention given to safeguarding the privacy,.

of information, If suctrattempts fail,'it will be necessary to isolate the c

-.13
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two omputers in order to alloy studenti.lands-on experience with the IBM-
- / t

.

.

4 /1130 .,
4

PLANNING; SANAG AND EVALUATION-SYSTEM

This presentation of "people factors" and information system options

des es the specific context in which Saint Mary's Colleieis-eiolvini its

plamting, management and evaluation style. The collage,is rural, coeduca-

tional, Small (1,200 fulltime undergraduates); in the middle third in,private-
J. .

collegetuition charges, - primarily residential and "adapttd libetal arts" in -4.

tradition and practice, The Christi.;n Brothers, who afirnister Saint Mary's

and foster its friendly, practical and .open spirit; are joined by a diversi-

fied.faculty and professional staff,- all of whom are Concerned' that the col-
t

rege and its studehts live the present and face the future with some sense of
,

purpose and dixfection.

4

The past decade, has wAiiiessed b4oth g growing need for information 'and a

gradual evolution of a planning style. In 1967, Saint Marv's eStablisheilts

,office pf institutional research, rented the IBM-1130 computer and begah to
'

build a data base and program library to deal with the increatingly,complex

task of managing the college's information flow. i

' The college participated that same yeir in CAP:SC (Computer Assisted

P1 nningr Small. 'colleges), a project:to bullea long-range planning
e

n and decision making mooldel. In spring, 1968, the office of institutional

research published the first compilation of a continuing annual series of
.

.t -institutional data, Information for Decision Making. It autumnof 1968, the
1

llege purchased the IBM-1130 system, with the help of a National Science

Poundatioi grant.

. 399
15

,
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Betwe0 196814n4"19;2, a.new and-broadlrparticipatory style of'institu-

tional decisiOn rnrnithl dime. into being it Atintjdary'a. The-restructuring4

of the Board. oe-Truliteelfthe FaCkty coketitution aV,committee structure,
. .`

theStudent elutes representition on acahnio, adbibistrative and student

ife commit;ed07 the appointient of a vice president for each of four admin-
.

;-
istrative arein (acad. c affair. adininistration,,, `college relations and stu-

dent development) and-t coo tion of academic departments into four di-

visions provided all sectors of the college a. role in institutional planning

and decision makit Xhese changes, besides causing planning and decisi pP

taking to be acre involved ghdtime consuming, generated a greater need

information processing. .1.*
,, c

Although infvequent long -range
1

range planning sessions had been held prior to

1972, it was in that. year that the President established the Allege's Plan-

.

nitig Combittee.as it now exists. Current_membership (1977) includes the fol-

lowing eleven persons:

0.
.\.

President of 'the Callege

Vice President for Acadeqp Affairs
Vice President for Administration
Vice Presidgat foro_Coller Relations

. Vice President for; Student Development
Chairies6n of tha'Faculty
Twd Faculty Members Appointed, by the Faculty
Prestdeat of the Stdlenp-Senate
,Two Students-Appoied bykthe,Student Senate

t ..
The Planning Committee prepared, and presented the first Planning Report

r

to the Board of Trustees in'April, 1974, thefirsttiMe in the colleges's his-
s

-
tory theta planning dacumelttpf any scope had been achieved.

* ,
.r.-

The college ilso'develpped`a Computer Science Department during this

dedade, culminating in the-approvillof a Computer Science major in
1

1974*

.

Parallel evelopient of academic aneadministrati
,1

omputer applications
,11!

certainly eel

r

4-

mutually htUeficial to both progrA4s.

Pt 400
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The awarding of a'five-yeer Advanced

1

titutional,Development Program

415'

"(ADP) grant to Saint MarY'S..in
June, 19/5t, marked the beginning of an inten-

sive phise of information;
sYstemevelopmeht and overall institutional plan-

.
ning. The complex nature of the AIDP grant (1.5 million dollars'apread

among.2S different.p5ojects over five years), the requirements fOi:Ebnitoring

and reporting AIDP activities, *and -Concern that the activities be,

well integrated with e*isting prbgra1and operations required the full and

rapid development 9f a Planning, Management and'Evkluation (PME) System. The

AID Program provided both the impetus and the model for the ffiii1 System which4
Saint Mary'slbegan designing and implementing in 1976. e

.

444 This PME System involves six dbmponentd.;, some of which need to be devel-

I

oped concurrently:

1) Development in-tap-level.decitraon
makers 'of an understanding

*1rV

44r.
of the PME systems ,Ipproach.

2)' Review and design of information 'gathering and reporvifig

procedures and Of decision making processes-- at blth top
. .

level and operational level. This'review process includes

the kinds of information currently available, as well as the

determination, of additional information neidetor decision

making.
.".

3) 0yrationof thePME System designed by and for the co1111.

The president determines
the-timetable, allocation of

resourced and priorities-for
.

implemeatatini in various admin-

istrstive and program areas.

4) Design and implementation of-necesdary.modifications,in the
*

college's various Transactional laformption Systems by creating

the integrated dati bilae for a Management Information System
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a

and by milking the data directly accessible to operational
4."

units throughbremota terminals in selected administrqive

bffices.

5) -Selection from the software market and Modificatibn for ,

uSe witlithe data base of en available "College inform-
.

tion System" compatiblefyitcl the mini computer selected

. under-terms of the collegJS"-k10 ter Science project. /

.-
., ..

np11/40 hardware and ;WISE software-were chosen.)
4

6) Acquisition of the additional compute memory and'inpnt/

4

output .capability 'essary eo t care of the deeds of

the Transactional Information Systems and the Banagebedt

,'

Information System, .

The FMB project being carried out realistically, with the knowledge
1 .

that Saint Mary's College does not have unlimited resources to effect the
(.Y

ultimate in planning, maragemept and evaluation system- design and operation.

The top-level administiators involved in FMB accepted these envfionnteata.0

coastraintsi
z.-.:

1) The college'A present information gathering and decision making
4 c4,

procedures must not be so disrupted as to upset required-,

daily ope*ions.
\ ..-4

4 1..-
..,

2) Design fr scratch of a totally new, completely tailor-made

Management Information System iwsupport of FMB is beyond

the finanCialreach of the college.
\c,

P c

3) The college's Original ;mall computer the IBM-1130, will be

kept in:use and\preasonably enlarged information processing

capability will be obtained by additic3h of a mini processing

unit for time-sharing operations.

402
18'
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4ke development -of a:Planning,
Management'AiviEvAluation Sy

foie, takes into hocounX the'college's size, financlal resources, staff ex4at

pertise,Ainformation needs and relative complexity. Judicious use of outside

consultants, staff talent, systemstanalysis and available software are product-

ing PM: System that works, rather than a complex theoretical model that --

0
evbecomes truly' operational.

,i:4,es part of the AID? grant application (1974=75) and

process, the college identified the specific elements or

to include in its PME System. This list of elements now

Final Plan (1975-76)

"products" it wished

serves ae a practical

c checklist for the design, implementation
and evaluation o the PME System.

First of all, there are five desirable elements or ontcomeso-in the total

PME System:

) Decision maingprdcedures for &Arming, managing and

evaluating college operations in relation to RA) college
'

suasion and goalWand (b) program objectives.

2) Appropriate, accurate.and timely flow of information up

to end down from cap-level decision makers.

3) Procedures for ma4fying college policies and programs..

as requ4jed.

4) Schedule of decision points at which selected planning,'

management and evaluation information is required.

5) Use of annual objectives
and performance measures by-

the five top-level aihninfstrators
(the president. and the

.40/16 presidents for academic affairs, administratian,

college relations and. student developmeni).

G4

Sedondly, nine elements define'the particular outcomes or products of the

.

19'4 (13
,
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'at" "

1

.

Management tnformatiOn System component within the'totil PME System:
0

1) Realiaticdescriptionlfif the kinds of information needed, by

top-level decision maker8.
. 5

, .

25. PIPTming data'pase of information firt awn from the college's

, Trans actib Inal ttormation Systeilia from outs4 sources,.

''' *4.

.:-.

'(AmericanCopUcil an'Education,Amelrigan College Testing
.. -- ..-

Program, Jtigher -tdUcation neral Information Survey, etc.).

. .

3)- Programs Selected from the saftware'market andkmodified

t
(thqugh College

sources )-.

to meet the needs of Saint Mary's College

,,and Univeiiiry 'Systems FtehAnge and other

'*4) Various summary and analytical reports to meet defined needs

(su ch as the Financial Planning Model described be low), plus

. . #.
an ability to generate special reports. as new needs arise.

5) Timely availability of these reports foruseat established

decision making points.

6) Use of these reports as a basis for systematic plarMng,

management 'and evaluation decisions,

7) Periodic review and modification of the Management Infor-

mation System.

4
8) Hardware neceisarrto run tbf Management /nforma&n System.

9) Documentation of. the Management Information System.

,

Finallylipix elements peryin'to t supporting cluster of Transactional
--,j .

t.-
.

Wormation Systems at the operational level of college managepent: ,

I) Definition of Information needs and scope within each oper-
,

ih=

ational unit requiring data.proceasing.
-a

2) Systematic procedures for gathering, storing, updating,

20 404
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.

; ,

recalling and reportinv.information on a day-tolay basis.
-

3) CaAtbility of aggregating information to the higiser level

of generality

4) Capability of

access to the data base.

419

required by the Management InforMation System 47'. ,

faster input and output, and of real -time .

5) Periodiceeview and modifications of the Transactional

Information Systems.

6) Documentation of each Transactional Information System:

Admissions Information System

Alumni/Donor Information System

Financial Information System

Library- Information System

National DirectStudent Loan Information ystem

Personnel/Payroll Information. System

Student Inforfatiot System

At this, point, the question naturally arises, "Is PME working; tts it

worth the invest:Die:at of time and money ? The answer is, "Yes, for he

loiisg reasons.

Because of external incentive and resources, and internal readiitess and

effort, Saint Mary's is able to work step by step at

System designed for its particular nieds.'

ding an operating PME

The role'of an outside Management Infotmatian Systems consultan is cru-,

cialsin helping the coil keep on schedule, in-posing questions ;sni,alterna-
sk

tives alonrffie way, and in offering spdcific professional expertisd as needed.

The colrege has the benefit of,a management science consultant from,a nearby

State university. ials prior experience and current ittvolVement in management'

Z;
405 4'
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scienRe as applied to educational institutions

tween one small college and the 'complex galaxy

tens research.
,

1.

provide the necessary link be-

of management information sys-

The consultant relationship works because the college users retain con-
,

trol of the process and the consultant realizes what a college is all about: .

. The parICipative nature of higher education decision
making 'ombines a large number of users at all 'three
levels of decision making (strategic planning, manage-
ment control and operatironal control). No one level
is the domain of any one group of indivtduals. This
often presents a problem in identifying'an.explicit
decision process and the associated informItion needs.3

Once Saint Mary's had determined What dements were requfred in, its PME

system, the staff, with the kelp of the consultant, cp select at the

.

beginning of each academic year a reasonable number of
c.

-related prolects

to be worked'on that yeat. The nine projects chosen or development in 1976-

77 are listed in Appendix I. For each item, the pe son(s) responsible and

the timetable of action steps are also specified,, ,A lengthier document not

reproduced here.

One of the consultant's functions is to help the college stay on schedule.

Usually, his monthly visit is the occasi foT a review of thlpast month's

accomplishments and a preview of what remains to be done. The choice of work

to be done reflects the college's desitre'to fOC on early results in using

the data base, while at the semi time crea

ture development.

The 1977 -78 PME System Development Plea ( isted in Appendix(II) itemizes'

data base structure foi fu-

lb/
the projects being cried out this year, some of sitiCh are continuations .pf

3Roger G. Schroeder, Mama elated Infotmat 6m S steels for Colle es and
Universities (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Manag t Information Systems Research
Center, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Xinnesotd,
1975), '

22
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1976,77 projects. Tvo specific items illustrate hovi welIaSaintMary's is

renliAmg. its PNE System" objectives.

Tht first, originated in 1976-77, is be college's annual Planning and

Budgettmg Calendar. The current, 1977-78, ender is reproducedin Appendix

,III. This calendar of deadlines or "milestongsn haa already proved itself

to be one of the miT practical tools in the PME repertory. The calendar in-
.

dicates the major point:rat which the Board of Trustees, theaaministrative

'team (president and four vice presidents), the College Council (the ollege-

wide advisory council to 'the presiclent)*and the Planning-Committee.are

_volved'in preparing the annual Budget'and the-Planning Report. Publication

9f this calendar and consistent-use of it by all parties concerned have-been

of great help in assuring the coordinated and participatory management of
/

Saint Mary's College.

A more complicated project in the 1977-78 PME System Developmpat Plan
--

is the Financial Planning Model (FPM). This computer model became operational

in November, 1977. A'brief description. of the eleven reports. generated by

the FPM is included is Appendix IV.

The Phi is designed for use as both a budget climning and a Yong -range

r1I*4planning tool. The basic reports dikplay information for the three years.

prior-to the current ,year (historical and audit figures), the current budget

yearand the new budget year to come, and three projected years beyond that.

- eight years all told, in a 3-2-3 co iguration.

The sumMaryOf cantant-co ed in each report (see Append* IV) indi-
,

mates the nature of the data and related input assumptions of the PPM.
',

. Now that the model is operational, the program can be changed qUite.readily

to accommodate new variables, change the mathematical relationships and mod-

3? the report format.

407
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.At this point in time midway through thelaDp grant periO4, ,Saint Mary's

can say that its experience with the Management Information System has been

immediately rewarding and is even more promising for the near future. The

Financial Planning Model is being used to project varipus budget parameters,

for 1978-79 and to study the future effects of alternative assumptions aboui

eniollment retention inflation studeneaidi sararies etc TL_ fact that

the presiderk, the chief fisiaI,officer antA the controller, actually use the

model has to be a plus factor in its overall evaluation.'

111.

Office procedures.in alumni/donor records and admissions have be the

.

fitst to benefit from the Transactional Information Systems' being tegrated

with the WISE software package. Acceptance by the clerical st4f

of datadata entry and retrieval procedures are also positive sign

as speedup

As for its total planning effort, in which managemen and transactional

information syptems play a significant part; the cone can report initial

succesS'in meeting these requirements of effective planning suggested by

Freeman,

/
1). strong executive leadership and cammitment,,
2) clear definitions of purposes, mission and/goalas
3) coordination,
4) provision'for broad participation,,
5) substantial financial commitment, '

4

6) linkage of academic aad,financial'Concerns,
7) clearly defined procedures, , 4
E) written plans, .

'9) flexibility,
101 comprehensive scope,
IlY complete, accurate, consistent and tthely information, and
12) a mgans of evaluating performaftce.4 4

The college's planning effort consciously seeks to fulfill the condi-
-

tions observed ila.a recent study 'of insUitutions that were doing "substantive

I.

/
,

k E. Freeman,, "Comprehensive Planning in Higher Education,".New Di-
rectio for Higher EducatiOn, Autumn 1977; pp. 47-504

,

24,
4 08
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planning :'%

broadness of scope, integration of deciaionsconcerning.
programl facilities and budket, definition of priorities,-
--continuous rather than sporadic activity, use of a re-
search data basek broad participation of faculty and

administrators,and emphasis on process rather than the
plan itself:5 -

Certainly, this present modest success and bright hope forthe futute

are caused in great part by

"Mary's

*

College: 0
Administrative,ileed for, support

a happy combination of circumstances at Saint

information.

of and use of systematic

Stadent and faculty support of the Computer Science Dtpart-

meat And other academic computing applications.

* butside'funding at key moment's when the college was,ready

-----
tokapitalize on the.-opportunity.

Experience.withlavailable information systems, as well aq
0

good consultant contacts. . e

Someone at'a sufficiently high administratiVe leVekinter-

,'

ested in inforlation systems and on the job long enough to

make a difference.

* Someone in the Computer center developing information sys-
'

aplilications in hotee from scratch id nurturing then

over a long period of time.

,

A computer center director knowledgeable,

tical and diplomatic.

realistic,Iprac7

5Richard C. Richardson, Jr.,' Don E. Gardner; and And Pierce, "The Need
for Institutional Planning," ERIC/Higher Education Research Currents, Ameri-
can AssociatiOn for Higher Education, September, ]977.

4
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. . .

-* A decision-making climate favoring involvement by all appro-.

i.
i .

priate constituencies.

ti

* Outside economic and political fOrces.inspir'ng planning.

Ct

If all these tectonic are present in a giveia small college, information

,%systems development will almost certainly be a posi4ive experience.

i

t 7

Zr

26
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4tPPENDIX It

SAINT,PARY'S COLLAGE (MINNESOTA)

.PLANNING), MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

$ '; 19167 r
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

ITEM

1. GOVERNANCE MODEL

`PURPOSE'
.

TO CLARIFY THE GOVERNANCE AND-MANAGP-

MENT STYLE USED IN VARIOUS 6,WI'S OF THE
COLLEGE. b.

a

425

2. ANNUAL PLANNING & TO INCORPORATEIEL PLANNING AND BUDGET
BUDGET CALgNDAR, ,ING ACTIVITfES INTO A SINGLE, INTEGRAT

ED

PRIORITY TO .IDENTIFY MAJOR C9LLEE PRIORITIES
PLANNING SYSTEM FOR. THE -NEXT BUDGEt,YEAR, A BASIS

FOR BUDGET AND COLLEGE-WIDE EMPHASIS-

14. FINANCIAL

PLANNING

5. EVALUATI9N

6. AUTOMATION OF,

BUDGET SPREAD

SHEETS

MANAGEMENT INFOR2

MATION RETRIEVAL

SYSTEM

'es

r,

1977 -78,
ti

INSTALL AN AGGREGATE MODEL FOR.PROJEC
TING OVERALL FINANCIAL CONDITIONFIVE

YEARS INTO

I

O FUTURE.

TO-CONDUCT EVALUATIONS AS PART 0P THE

COLLEGif- GOVERNANCE SYSTEM,

T9 DEVLOPAMETHOD FOR RAPID UPDATE OFD

BUD-GET PLANSANDFOR FEEDBACK TO DEPART 't

MENTS,
r

-TO DESIGN A PLANNING DATA BASE AND TO

,--PRODUCE THE.ANNUAL:PUBLICATIONA_ INFOR-

-MATION'FORMECISION-MAK NG, PLUS OTHER,

MANAGEMENT REPORTS':

27111

r
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ITEM

n.
.

APPENDIX L (CONTINUED)

`PURPOSE

-8. -ONLINE ADMINISTRA- TO INSTALC COMPUTER HARDWARE AND,ASSO-

TIVE SYSTEM _ CIATED SOFTWARE FOR ONLINE. ADMINISTRA-

TIVE (AND INSTRUCTIONAL) COMPUTING,

FACULTY DATA TO ANALYZE FACULTY CHARACTERISTICS AND

ANALYSIS TO PROJECT RESULTS OF CURRENT POLICIES,'

-;

A

28

412,

0
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IF

APPENDIX II

SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE (MINNESOTA),

PLANNIV, MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

1977-t78 DEVELQPMENT PLAN

1. PME PROCESS

2..COLLEGE PRIORITY

PLANNING SYSTEM

3. FINANCIAL PLANNING .

MODEL

4. COMPUTER SUPPORT OF

' BUDGET PLANNING.

5. FACULTY INFORMA-

TION

6, OBJECTIVES/EVALUA-

TIONS '

7, oNurE ADMINISTRA-

TIVE SYSTEM

(

'PURPOSE.

TODEVELOP AND DOCUMENT A PME PROCESS

FOR SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE,

TO IDENTIFY MAJOR COLLEGE PRIORITIES
AND BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE NEXT

BUDGET YEAR) 1978-79.

Tp INSTALL A COMPUTER MODEL TO PROJECT-

THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE,

.427

a

TO REDUCE THE EFFORT REQUIRED'TO PRE7
PARE THE NEW BUDGET BY USING THE COMA

PUTER TO PRINT BUDGET PLONING,DATA,

TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF-FACULTY-DATA
AVAILABLE.'

TO SET SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES AND TO

USE THEM AS A BASIS FOR ADMINISTRATION.

TO IVTALL REMOTEYTERMINALS IN SELECTED

ADMINNTRATIVE OFFICES FOR DIRECT DATA l
INPUT AND,RETRIEVAL,
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SAINT MARY yS'COLLEGE 1977r78 PLANNING AND BUDGETINgCALENDAR -- DEADLINES.

SEPTEIER 1977 ;.NOVEMBER,,,..1977-

15 President & vice pretZtdtftts

define. 19Z7778 cpplectives.

15 Collage Council reviews-
'1977-78 budget /assumptions.

30 Department,!area S program
heads review their Objec7
rives; major activities
evaluation standards for
inclusion A the Budget &

'Ahe Planning gepOrt.

30 Department, area & prop lam,
heada,pre6ent 'their spade -

needs for the next three
'years & prgpose alternatives.

30 Planniftg Committee reviews

assumptions to be included
in the Planning' Report.

30 College Council reviews
administrative team's ob-
jectives for-1977-78.

X Plann ing Committee reviews-.
AIDP integrail4n into the
1978-79 Budget & Planningq

Report.

30 College Council prepares
lists` of top college
orities & aseumptios foi
inclusion in tae 1978-79
Budget-.

11- Division, department &
office heads return

si 978-79 Budget requests
I' to president,& vice.

presidents...

21. Pregident & vice pres-
idents review, revise &
approve Budget requests
& send them to the
-controller.

30 PlannAng Comnittee re-
' views acedemic'& student

deVelopment program ob-
jectives, activities &
evaluation-standards-for
inclusion tin the

Planning Report."

FEBRUARY 1978 .

28 Planning Committee
analyzes total college
program glans & deter-
mines need for re-
(sources & facilities.

MARCH 1978 ,

10 ,Faculty & staff con-

. tracts for 1978q9
are distributed.

31 Planning,Committee
prepares space

a utilization master
plan for,1978-83.

ti DECEMBER 1977

5- Controller sends 1978-79
Budget requests to the
president & College
CounCil for study.

OCTOBER 1977
1 Board of Trustees receivers,

priorities & assumptions i
for .budget preparation.

1 1978-79 Budget,request forms
& instructions are
distributed.

7 Board of Trustees sets gaae-
lines for 1978-79 salaries,.
tuition & fees. .

31 Planning Committee reviews &
'revises enrollment projec-
tions, policy summaries,-
space needs-& assumptions'
which affect planning.

31 Academic departments return
1978-79 Budget requests ta'.."

division heads.

J

31 Planning Committee pub-
.lishes comments & ques-
tions from its review of
program objectives, ac-
tivities & standards.

31 Administrative team,
aided by the AIDP PME

consultant, diagrams the
SMC Planning, Management
& Evaluation process. c

.APRIL 1978

1 Faculty & staff con-
tracts for 1978-79 arE
returned to the!
president.

5 Tentatively approved

. 1978-79 Budget is
distributed to area,
dvision & department
heads.

14 Planning Committee
reviews & revises'
revenue & ekpenditure ,
projectto s.

'JANUARY 1978

9 Piesident & College Coun-
cil prepare the 1978-79

. Budget for presentation
to the Boafd of Trustees.

21 Board of Trustees acts
on-the proposed 1978-79

. Budget.

31 Administrative team com-
pletes- reviow of first-
semester performance.

MAY 1978
12 Necessary adjustments

in the approved 1978-
79 Budge; are sub-
mitted for Board of
Trustees approval.

12 The Planning Repoie,
is presented to the
Board of Trustees.

FEBRUARY 1978

28 President & College Coun-
cil revise 1978-79 Budget
in accord with Board of
Trustees action.

414

JUNE 1978
15 Administrative team

completes review of

1977 -78 performance.

15 Administrative team
completes description
of SMC FMB process.
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APPENDIX IV

SAINT MARY;SCOLLEGE cMINNVOTA)

FINANCIAL PLANNING, MODEL

OUTPUTS: REPORTS 1 THROUGH 11

.7

-429

NOTE: EACH REPORT COMPRISEP EIGHT (8) YEARS: 3.HISTORICAL OR
ACTUAL, 2 BUDGET, AND 3 PROJECTED. THUS, IN 1977-78, THE
FORMAT LOOP LIKE THIS

REP-41

. ACTUAL:. ....,/BUDGET PROJECTED

74/7-; 75776 76/77 77-78 78/79 79/80 80/81 81/82-

CONTENT

1 CURRENT FUND DOLLAR FIGURES IN MAJOR BUDGET AND AUDIT
PLAN CATEGORIES FOR REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES,'

*bsiNp AICPA/NACORYTERmiNoLok.

2 PERCENT WITHIN

EDUCATIONAL -&

GENERAL.& AUXIL

IARY ENTERPRISES

4EVIIVES & EXPEN

DITURES ;

3 --4ENT WITHIN

TOTAL REVENUES,

AND EXPEND1

TURES .

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION'INSACH YEAR OF REV -

:ENUES AND EXPENDITURES WITHIN THE gpu-*

..CATIONAL & GENERAL=CATEGORY,AND THE

AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES CATEGORY (NOT

. ACROSS TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL REVENUS AND

EXPENDITURES)i IN THE _SAME FORMAT AS

REPOT

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION IN EACH YEAR OF L
REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES' WITHIN TOTAL

INSTITUTIONAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES;.

IN.THE SAME FORMAT AS REPORT #1.
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APPENDIX IV (coNTINggp)

REPORT CONTENT

C

,
4 ANNUAL PERCENT PERCENT CHANGE (+ 012.7) FROM YEAR TO YEAR

CHANGE IN REV- FOR EACH LINE, ITEM, SUBTOTAL AND TOTAL UN-'
ENUES & EX- DER REVENUES AND -EXPENDITURES, IN THE SAME.

, PENDITURES . FORMAT AS. REPORT #1:
1 4

STUDENT PLAN FIRST-SEMESTER FULL -TIME ENROLLMENT BY ,
- ,

CLASS, MEN AND WOMEN;fRADUATE, SPECIAL,

PART-TIME AND EXCHANGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT;

HEAD COUNT,; SUA;ER ENROLLMENT; PERCENT AN-
,

NUAL CHANGES.

6 STUDENT PLAN. ENROLLMENT ASSUMPTIONS ARE ENTERED: NEW ,EN-

DETAILS TERINGFRESMEN, PERCENT RETURN RATES FROM

PREVIOUS CLASSES, NEW TkANSFERS AND READ-

sMITS TO EACH CLASS, PERCENT NEEDING HOUSING_

BEDS AVAILABLE, SHORTAGE OR SURPLUS OF BEDS,

SEMESTER HOURS PER kl.IDENT, FTE STUDENT DA:-

TA,WUITION PER CREDIT HOUR, FEES PER FTE

Ro9m CONTRACT, BOARD CONTRACT, SUM-

MER STUDENT CHARGES, ETC..
N4 '7 FACULTY SALARY' (INCLUDES COLLEGE-SUPPORTED FACULTY ONLY;

PLAN. , NOF.THOSE WHOSE SALARIES ARE PAID IN WHOLE

OR PARS BY OUTSIDE GRANTS). 'FALL. FTE STU-

DENTS, STUDENT /FACULTY RATIO, FULL-TIME AND

PART-TIME FACULTY, AVERAGE SA RIES, PERCENT

FACULTY RETUVIING, PERCENT ANN AL CHANGE,

;DIRECT STUDENT ALL TYPES AND SOURCES OF STUDENT FINANCIAL

*AID PLAN AID: SAINT.MARY'S COLLEGE, FEDERAL GOVERN-

MENT, STATE GOVERWENT& OTHER SOURCES; AS

SUMPTIONS ON PERCENT OF STUDENT COSTS NEEDED
AS-AID; PERCENT OF STUDENTS NEEDING AID ,

AMOUNT OF 0 PER STUDENT,. PERCENT ANNUAL
, CHANGE, ETC ,

.,,
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REPORT

9 -.EXPENDITURES BY

RESPONSIBILITY

CATEGORIES

APPENDIX IV (cowrktium)

CONTENT

10 AUXILIARY ENTER

PRTSES PLAN

EXPENDITORESMW-TERMS OF PROFESSIONAL

AND FAPULTIf SALARIES, CLERICAL,WpES1

STUDENT WAGES, OTHER EXPENSE, ETC.) FOR

ALL COLLEGE FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES, CLUS-

TERED UNDEFLJHE'FIVSCHIEF ADMINISTRATORS
`TO WHOM THE FUNCTIONSIRSERVICEREPORTS:

PRESIDENT AND FOUR VICE PRESIDENTS (ACA- t

DEMIC AFFAIRS, STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, AD-.

MINISTRATION'AND COLLEGE RELATIONS)) THIS

REPORT DETAILS ALL THE cOLLEGE'S,EXPEZI-

TURES, WHICH ARE THEN AGGREGATED I td RE-
ORT #1;

43).

DETAILS REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE

THREE AREAS UNDER AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES:
.

'FOOD SERVICE, HOUSING AND BOOKSTORE.4

11-- EXPENDITURE, INPUT ASSUMPTIONS micH DRIVE THE MODEL: ANNUAL
ASSUMPTIONS DOLLAR ADJUSTMENTS (4- OR -) IN OFFICES

AND FUNCTIONS REPORTING TO THE PRESIDENT

AND FOUR VICE PRESIDENTS (FORMAT SIMILAR

TO REPORT # 9), ANNUAL PERCENT ADIST4NTS

IN Pfi0FeSSIONAL SALARIES, CLEiiCAL,WAGES'',. 2(

HOURLY WAGES, OTHER EXPENSE, UTILITIES

AND INSURANCE, LIBRARY 'ACQUISITIONS, STAFF
JW

'BENEFITS, ETC..., AND,PERCENT"DISTRIBU-

TION IN A GIVEN YEAR OF STUDENT WAGES'

ACROSS THE VARIOUS OFFICES At) FUNCTIONS.
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A'SMALL COLLEGE GOES ON -LINE: WHY & HOW

BY

ARCHIE N.'HALL DIRECTOR, INFORMATION SYSTfMS AND
O

MICHAEL J. PAPARELLA, DIRECTOR, ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION

MUSKEGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
221 S. QUARTER LINE ROAD

MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN. 49442

14e have a mission to provide tee College with the ,information

it needs to function in a manner that is both timely and meaningful.

Both management and students depend on our abillty to produce answers

tb their questions that are both accurate and to'Xhe point. We in

turn are measured by this ability,to respond wtieh called upon. There-

fore, Muskegon Community College developed a integrated, source data

based, information system.

4"

C
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A recent article in an educational journal reminisced about the old time
v.

registrar who was able to keep accurate records single - handedly with a "quill-

pen". At the one time the article seemed to debunk the modern day computer.

Not so at Muskegon CommAity College! The computer is alive and well. Our

on-line processes have brought us into' the jot age..

S

At Muskegon Community College, we place great emphasis on the word com-. ..,-

munity. And, to 'the various publics we serve wit in our community, the watch -r,.--

word is Service. Plain and simple, service is t e

k
eysto the "WHY" regarding

the Institution's decision to computerize and ultimately to go on-line.

Since 1971 the Institution has experienced phenomenal growth of almost e6ne-

hundred Rercent in enrollment. Growth which was trlggelcd by the addition of

key professional staff positions' which placed emphasis on community outreach

and service. Thus, an institutional philosophy brought students to the c.4mpus,

So too, it was that same philosophy that le& the way to oUr goal of effective,

efficient service andrthe decision to go on-line.
)

One can wel-1 imagine the problems that came with this unprecedented growth

in the ea ly seventiest. especially In Admissions - Records - Student Finan-
.

,

cial area. '.1.229 lines deveioped during registration. Additional days and part-
,

time staff were added to handle the load. Work began to backlog year,round.

The obvious end reactionary solution to our problegls was to add full-time

clerical staff. And so, staff person after staff person was'added, but to no
ti

avail. This probably created tone probIrs than it solved. Workers were sitting

on top of workers, yet the backlogs continued and the long fines at registration

did not diminish. The job,was.not getting done..
_

"419
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Now, we would be the last to say% that the computer has solved al of our
. ,

problems, but the contrast of today td just two years ago is remarkable. The -"
. -

. .c
,

ion? lines are gone. Registration of-5,600 students is conducted in two nights
- ,

and five days with just three CRTs. Three full time cleriCal positions (sad a
.., - .,

/.host of part-time help) have been eliminated in Agmisslons-and Records alone.

Additional staff have been cut from Data Orocessing. In addition, office space

is no longer_a pOssing problem.,'Workers.have more prjde in data entry since

they are nu long414removed froM. the process. Errors are at an all time low.

An analysis last fall of the firit 1,000 registrations showed two (yes, only

two) operator errors in student scheduling. Input and upda ing is instantaneo

Best of all, our students are,now being served, while at- the same time we'

are saving Tpayers'Iollars. Now t you know the "thy.", lets' look at the
"now":

We Must first assume you have a "committed" management team who want to pro-

vide better "service" and belie in use of computers to solve management problems

and meet ctiveS! This management team should be comprised of fir (4) types

: of people 'n'eiruct affairs, student affairs, administrative affairs, and a
/

?roject manager with sound data processing knowledge. All should be willing to
13

roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty:
1

The Instructional Affairs member could be an associate dean who will be pri-

marly responsible for all course/cataloginfonmation and class schedule informa-

/"--"" ,. c

The Student Affairs member could be an associate dean:who,has the authority

to schedule all events and direct personnel in the atuatrOocures of admissym
-

registration, etc.
..111111a
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/The administrattit tembpr could be the Business Manager who would be re-.

sponsible'for the collection of-all student finances which would include: tui-

tion, class fees, grants, scholarships, bookstore charges, fines,, etc.

.1)

The pfoject manager could be the Data Processing Manager. if not, he

Should he on the team. The Data Processing Manager will be responsible-for

all softWre and hardware necessary to suppor.t an "on-line" system.

Lastly, but:not leastly, you need a computer which has on-line capability,

and software which can add recordi, delete records, change records acid do all

those house keeping chores-of on-line systems without your staf ving.to "re-

invent the wheel" again, and write all those "special'programs" that the vendor

won't or couldn't supply.

You then create a course/catalog file, a schedule file and start the admis-

sion of students to a student master file. Upon admission, the student can be

"registerec" and irithe process a registration file can be created. During the

.
registration process course/cataloginformation is extended and financial infor-

mation collected in a student financial file. The next step is to collect finan-
,(

cial "data", like payments, andthey are pLied to the siudent'financial hie.

3sa:1The above files provide you the necessary basis information to carry out

all of those procedures like: reportingof enrollments for state funding, bill-

ing of third parties, managemdrit of scholarships and grants, grade reporting, re-

funds, etc., all on-line.

Should you stNit be a little apprehensive about starting Out on this "new
, p

venture", visit a col.le,ge, like Muskegon Community College, and see the 09ocess

in operation.
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The//College computer center consists primarily of UNIVAC 90/30, 229K

memory computer. The computer has currently on-fine storage capabilities

of 178 million Pytes and has communication-terminals as well as batch proc-

ess4ng.

The computer center serves Student,Affairs (via tetminafs) including

registration, enrollment, grading, transcripts, etc., as well as adminrstr.a-

tive support including budget, general ledger, accounts, payable, accounts L.

receivable, payroll, etc. Under the academic support wejnclude test scoring

and analysis and provide continual processing of student, computer programs via

terminals and batch processing in the languages of Cobol, Fortran, RPG and

Basic.

We have acted as, consultants for many colleges and public supported insti-

tutions. Our systems have been installed at other colleges across the country
ft

and we provide the installation team.__,/

If additional information is desired, please contact Mike Paparella, (616)

773-9131, Ext. 364.

.

r.
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AN ON-LINE SYSTEM TO SUPPORT ADMISSIONS RECRUITIN\

Lynn C. Rosmakog

/ The Catho44 University of America

Washington, D. C.

The end ogthe post-war baby boom and t B growth of

publicly- supported colleges and universities havetgreatly
z"

increased the piessures on the admissions recruiting offi-

cars of private institutions. The need for effective re-
.

cruiting tools has grown as the competition for qualified

undergraduate applicants has intensified.

The pystem discussed iri this paper was designed

I

support the activities of 'admissions recrui ars by providing

information on productive high schools and geographic areas,

capturing information on prospective appliCants, reporting

on the effectiveness of individual recruiters, anmeasuring

the response to different redruitinq methodiand materials.

The use of a terminal enaBles_peOonnKin the Admission@

Office to answer inquiries about the status of individual

applications. In many ways, the System is a weapon in the

war aglanst the trend to4aid declining enrollment. -

423
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A college or-university, if it works at it hard enough,

for long enough, eventually gets to the 'point where the pay-

roll is produced on time, the class lists are a reasonable

_representation of the student, ho are sitting in class, and

the grade reports and student bills ire somewhat accurate.'

After reaching this point where good inforiatio4 is being 4,

gathered, the next logical step is to use that information

in the normal decision-making processes of the institution.

The use of a computer to summarize and report the informatibn

it has gathered and *processed the logical means to achieve,

this step.

,

In many small colleges and universities, particularly, in

'private institutions, the need for this type Of management

.information reporting is accentuated by a tightened financial

situaLoh. Information is needed to'assist in making the most
w,

effective use of current resources, rather than in planning

for future growth. 'In-additipn, no large resgprces can be
""

expended on gathering an4 manipulating this management

information; The purpose of this paper is'to describe-a
-4

small admissions recruiting system that was designed to Address

these issues at.The Catholic University of America.

Admissions Recruiting at Catholic Unifiers

The Catholic University of America is

tional school ',Fated in WashingtonvD.C.

ity

a private, co-educa-

Althoughthe

university maintains an.affiliation with the-R6Min Catholic'

Church, at dents of all faithvand denominations are enrolled.

St
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".1

There are nine schools granting graduate degrees and-four under-

graduate.schObls^ The cUrreht enrollmento f.7,400 students*
A .

reflects 2,450
.

Intergraduate and 4,950 graduate students.
,

,o Several years ago, Catholic University realized that

significant effort would be needed'to dombat the trend toward
a

declining enrollment. It.became obvious that the greatest
4, 0

-effort would have to be in the area of recruiting undergradaates,
; -

.

partiQuilarly'freshmen. Graduate recruitment is a much More

difficult problem because of the old boy" referral system,

and much less financially rewarding because of the much higher
4

cost in educating a araduate student.

. Undergraduate recruiting is esp ially difficult for

Catholic fJniversity because the potential market is nationwide

ratherthan localized. In the greater metropolitan, Waghington

-area are private institutions such as Georgetown, Howard,

Y Gallaudet, Trinity, and George WAOington4 and public-insti-
.

tutions shch as the Univer ity of Maryland, and George Mason 4

University, as Well as umerous community colleges. A high

school graduate or senior who is convinced 'of the educational
* .

advantages of the

special nature of
o-

spite of a higher

.A number of other factors complicate the undergraduate

nation's capital must then be sold on the

a Catholic UnivegAity education, often, in

tuition cost.

recruiting problem. Among these arethe lower hUMber of po-

tentitl students as the result of the declining birthrate,A

4,

2 4 .25
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the increase in tuition: costs, the gr9wth of public'insti-
,

tutiOns of hi4her_Aducation, and the variety o cationalt

chegniCal opportunities available Catholic University

realized that.the most effective_possible use of the limited'
.

4

recruitment dollars would have to be ascertained and that

recruitment efforts would have to be concentrated on methos4s

and areas of proven success.

It should be noted that Catholic_was-looking for limited,

recruiting tools, rather than a complete admissions system,:

doing such things as evaluating and relording transfer credit.

The structure .of the university is such t admissions,re-
(/

quirements vary-by school-and the indivi admissions decis-7

'ions and-notifications are handled by the schools, without

thetelp of the Admissions Office. The Admissions Off ic e
7

,/ponsistp of five recruiters, two secretaries, and a director

who also functions as a recruiter. It is structured to ove

erate in undergraduate recruiting only.,- Installation of a

traditional admisdions system would require changing the

administrative structure and procedures.of.the university.

Origin of the System

Like many systems, the iburrent admissions recruiting

system origind frdm a false start. In 1974 the university

co;i*acted with a printing firm in Georgia for recruiting

brochures. The printing company had excess.time on its in

house IBM System-3 computer and offeredl'ad, part of the

426
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.,printing contract,'-computer processing of mailing labels- for
. .

the recruiting brochures. In addition,-& summary report

showing the response to the various brochures was to fie

printed on a regular basis. There was nothing
//
wrong with

the concept of this service, however., in ilractice there was

no benefit. Because the university would hold information
,

until a large batch was ,acc lated and 'then ship the source

data to Atlanta, and because the pridting firm would wait

'until there was a slow processing period on its computer,

the lag time between a student's - ,expression of interest

1
and his/her i'eceipt of recruiting information would often

be as long as ninety days.

The situation was complicated by a complete reorgani-

zation of the administration of the students
/

records area in

September, 1975. The new Dirgeto'r of Admissionsleand the

university officer he reported to,,had no previous involvement

with any aspect of.student records. They inherited an'inef--

ficient organization and felt'a great deal of pressure to

increase results while, at the same time, cutting the budget.-

The contract with the printing company was about to conclude

and there was no interest in renewing e contract, for many

reasons. The Director of Admissions contacted other firms

about re-designing_ the recruiting materials and,Approac

the university Computer Center about a mailing labal syst9m

that would alga collect ana summarize inforination =pro-

spective students..

42'.7
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The computerzceriter pprsonnel eagerly undertook the pro-

ject, for all.the wrong reasons. As-a result, some errors

were made in:the initial stages that later haunted us.

Suffering from,the "not=invented-here"-syndrome, the computer

center staff immediately set out to prove that they could>,

.;.;quicklI bring up a system that would be infinitely better
, -

than anything developed outside. The-Director of Admissions

--- was 'in the middle of reorganizi that office and had no

-prior exposure to the process of developing a, computerized

system. The system was therefore totally designed in the at

Computer Center, with very little involvement of the user.

When problemis arose later, they often stemmed from-the user's

lack of feeling of respqapibility for the system. In,
.

. ,

addition, the Computer Center was in
'

the middle of re-
.

designing the payroll and 'registration systems and felt the
. ......

need for the public,relaab insbeefitstlit could be derived
... .

.

. .,.

from a small.hanagemSrit iriformatiOn system ,that could be . ....e--;

oie..iational in a relativiy,short period of time. As z-result,

. . ,
. i ....*,5'

a 3.1the initial yersioit ,severa reports not primarily geared

to the n9sds:ortheiMmediate user. These\ problems were

corrected during the t year the system was in operation,
,

.4
o %

but should haNie been avoided by a more prop& initial approach.
I. .

445
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Goals of the Systeal

In light,gthe'prior experience with the computer pro-

cessin4 by the.printerig firm, ,i-ide primary goal ot.the system

e 1
.,.

wail- to prOvidel.timely response to prospective stu4ents who
;.,.

'
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had requested Information frop Catholic University; There

was a constraint in that no large pertonnel or equipment

expenditures could,be allocated to collect the necessary

information. In addition there was a neeu to summarize

the collected information in order to evaluate the of--

%
fectiveriess of various recruitment methods and Thaterials as

well as,to isolate productive geographic areas and individual

high schools.

Of,secondery rnefit was-the expected capability of

providing the Registrar with some inf6mation on new students.

Before-this system, the Registrar had no idea of how many

freshmen to expect at registration or who they were. His

first contact with .a new student gas in a line at mass regis-

tration. It ills expected that a side 'benefit of the system

would be the ability to roll' information on new undergraduates

into_the registration System, and at the same time, provide

various other campus offices with the capability of contacting

these students prior- to their arrival on campus.

Data Collection

The first thing that had to be determined was a method

of uniquelS, identifying prospective students. Catholic Uni-

versity uses social security number or an assigned permanent

student number as the student identifier. A prospective.

student who writes or calls for an application or information

rarely volunte6Yt his or her social security number Simi-

429
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larily, a student who picks up a card used to requespinfor-
,

nation from a deik at A college fair or high schosL counselor's

office might feel uneasy about providing the-Social security

number. The only information thit could reasonably be expect

from the initial contact with a prospective student is-name

and address, A "match code" consisting of the first five

characters of the last name and first for digits of the

street addresS was devised. Thus, John Jones of 1234 Main St.

Would-be assigned a code of 'JONES1234' and Mary-Ray of 12

Blm St. would have a code of 'RAY 12'. it. was recpgnized

that duplicates could occur in the case of brotheridnd/or

sisters or sheer coincidence, but in the two years that the

system has been operating there hAve only been three such

instances. These have been handled by the entry of a slightly

447

altered match code for one of the students. There have also

been a few cases where the stree address of a prospective

student has changed between the initial and subieguent contacts.

In these cases the original match,cdde was retained. /.

Biographic information such as the birthdate and year of

expected high school graduationis recorded. Indicators of

the desire& entry semester and freshman or transfer status

and kept. Fields are provided to store several broad areas

of interest such as engineering and arts and sciences, and

'additional areas are availkble to record interest in specific

departments such as Biology and Drama. When an applicatiorC

is received, the date is recorded and a number of other data

430
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elements such as social security number, rank in high school

class, SAT scow's, and the particular undergraduate school

applied to are recorded. As admissions decisions. are =Ade

the status of the application is updated..

A cokplete list 'of the data elements collected through.

the terminal update screen is as follows;

1. Hatch Code
2. Name
3. Street Address
4. City, State and Zip Code.
5. Sex
6. Birth-date
7. Social.Se&urity Number
8 Parent ame
9. ,Name High School

10. City and State of High School
11. Educational Testing Service Code for.,-

High chool -

12. High School Graduation ?dear
13. Freshman/Transfer Indicator
14. Semester of Ehtry
15. Area of Interest (2 areas)
16. Department of Interest (4 departments)
17. Code for Source of Initial Inquiry
18. Recruiter Number,- if applicable
19. Application Date and Status
20. Semester_4ppli7ed For
21. 'recruiting MaE.erials Mailing Flags
22. -Verbal and Math SAT Test Scores
23. High Sphool Rank in Class
24- Child-of Aluitands Indicator
25. Child of employee Indicator
26. 'Date Admisiions D4posit Paid

Indicators for foreign students and those requesting

information on financial aid and sports were originally on

the 'terminal screen when the system was inalled, but
.

eliminated when the Admissions Office incorporated information.

on those subjects into the general brochure mailed to all

trospective students,- the min.catalogs

8. 4.3 1



Onl ine versus Batch Update:-

449

The decision to rely primarily on .online update pro-

cedures was made for several reasons The available computer
4 s.

hardware, a large'DBC-10-system, was a very efficient time-

sharing computer, making pline procs4nglabcost-effective

as batch. Betel processing would also entail a great deal

1

of unnecessary .duplication-oLkeypunching fir data such as

name and address becaUse there was no way
1
to distinguish an

..
initial inquiry fr9m a subsequent request for information.

1

It must also be admittedwtliat there was a need to have an

online caps lity, in the student records area for various

Aha tch update program was also written to convert the

data collected-14Y the system run by the printing firm to the

different computer and file stAictures. This program was
4 v

bled several times wheAthe:yolitme of inquiries was too large

to be handled by terminal input, dut to large, college fails;

It shouia be noted that when batch processing was used, the

errA rate was considerably higher.

political reasons.

Th&apdSteiProcess

4r A
_tS *

a 'student is initially added to the file, systems

checks for duplicate match codes.

tained of match codes and social

A second index is Main-
.

security numbers, to further,

ensure the unique identification of a student.

A single terminal screeh is utilized for all online up-

432
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dates and inquiries. Information is logically arranged

into four groupings; personal data,' status indicatots and

information collected upon receipt of application, fields

that showshow selected departments- and areas of academic'

Interest, ani-the indicators of mailed and requested

recruitin0...materials.. By special f omnand, the terminal

operator 'can have the cursor positioned at.the beginning

of one of these four groupings, rather than moving throgh

all fields on the screen. I-

Several fields are -automatically updated by the system.

When a record is first created, the date is recorded and an

indicatoi is set-to automatically send-the mini-catalog, a

generalized recruiting brochure which included a response

Bard for more specific information. There axe four brochures

dealing with academic areas; Arts and Sciences, Music,'

Nursing, and Engineering and Ardateciiire. When a student

indicates interest in general areas or a specific departments

within these areas, the appropriate indicators are set to

generate the requested mailings. In some cases such as .a

College Fair or on-campus visit, a prospective student is

able to recalye -xecruitiag materials at the time that the

initial contact is made. To avoid astlicate mailings.of the

same materials, the terminal operator will change the ap-

propriate mailing indicators fram.ssener to *sent*.

All mailing labels are produced in a weekly-batch run,
-

described below. A typical sequence would be for a pro-
.

433
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spective student to request information by some means such -

as a letter or a reuqest card from a poster in a' high school
v.

counseling office. The terminal operator would assign a

match code and enter the available information on the stVident.
..,

Within a week a mini-catalog would be mailed,Mping infor-
.

* 4*oration onideneral-kograms of study, sports, studOt aliibki.-
. .

.

ations, and various aspects of.campus life. Included in
i

this mini-catalog are-applications to the'Unversitfloand

for financial aid, ansi a request, card for more information

on specific academic areas.

Our typical prospective student may then mail back the

response card, requesting information on Drama and pursing.

Often more biographic information is provided on this card

than was availabYe from the initial 'contact. The terminal

operator would add any further information and add the coded

for the general academic area of nursing and the department

of Drama. one prospective student would then receive brochures.

about Ntirsing and Arts and Sciences.

At some point the student sends in 4n application. The
1

terminal operator enters a status of 'pending application'

and any further information gathered from the application.

Catholic University has a rolling.admissiois policy and

changes in the status of the application are updated as they

occur. The last entry is usually marking the receipt of an

admissionsAeposit.

11.
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Reports and Mailing:tabels

At the end of each week, a batch job is,run which creates

reports on the activity to date and the-Mailing labels for

ireqUested materials. The mailing labels are printed one pe5

)(-

8 udent, 'ather than'ohe per requested brochure. The labels
0.0.

bear an indicator of the materials requested and-are affixed

to large envelopes. if Multipleobroohures i.re to be mailed to

.ea single prospective stuaent. As the;labels are generated

the mailingoindicators S the file are changed frpm 'send'

to 'sent' status:

Detail, listings are' generated in this same run Showing
N

all prospective students by'high school, academic interest(

afb.4 and departtent, state, -and alphabetically. There is

also a one-Age stikaary report showing by source of initial

inquiry, the

appkica4onli

ntimbersf prospective students grouped by

t4tus. This report, is used to gauge the ef-
&.1

fectivebess-of diffirent

As the system became

recruiters and recruiting materials.

heavily used, the need arose for a

0 general selector program. This program can geherate labels

and/or lists of students selected by a:number of criteria.

Typical uses_ have been department chairmen who wish to

contact students expressing interest in their departments;

or the generation df labels to mail notices of orientation

to students who have been accepted.

A purge program is ran once a year to transfer records

that are no longer active to- ape. Mailings to'high schools



1.

and two-year colleges are created by a se arate program that

selectee requested groups from Educational Testing Service

tape of high schools and college 'S

Programs have also been written to provide statistical

t.

reports on.the test scores and ranks of admitted.students.

Future requests-for repoits comparingtrends))etweeh academic

years or the success rate of students from different high'

schools are,anticipated.

Results of the System

A number of changes were made in the year after the

system became operational. The terminal screen was re,-

formatt lightly for greater operator ease and a Beehive

'terminal was,substituted for the Hazeltine 2000'originally

used, due to maintenance problems.

The use of 'the weekly summary report at owed "the

Admissions Office to better evaluate the effectiveness of

recruiting materials. There was an early brochure on pre-

professional programs. It was foumi-4hat stUdents interested

in pre-law Usually also requested information on history and

political science and students interested iiipre-medicine

requested information on biology. As a result the pre-
.

professiohaiinfo t on was included in the brochure on

Arts and Science's: The percentage,of requests f6r information,'

on- financial aid was so high that that information was

453

included in the hini-catalog, the generalized mailing.
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Converselyo there were so few requeits for the brochures

on sports and foreign students that it\was morecost-
\

effective to add that information to the\mini-catalog than

to print sepaiate brochures.*

iigh'schoo;s were identified that generated applicants

but had not had visitations, and were added to the recruiter's

routes. It 'was also possible to distinguish between College

Fairs where a lOt of material was distributed with.little,-

actual results, and those that generated large 'numbers of

applicants.

The information collected was used to involve segments

of the campus community other than the Admislion's Office in

the recruiting effort. Department chairmen wrote letters

inviting prospective students who had indicated interest in

their areas to visit the campus. Notices were placed in the

-Student newspair before holidays and semester breaks

asking students who were going home to stop in the Admissions

Office for a list of prospective students from their home

wn or high school, that they could contact if they wished.

to help. These efforts were very important to an insti-
----

tution that emphasizes a high degree of personal contact.

All of these factors resulted in an unexpected increase
4

in volume: The year that the system was implemented,, the

number of inquiries from prospedtive students increased

from 11,000
1

tO 20,000. This increase in-volume caused

problems in data entry. With an average operator time of

437
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three minutes to enter a new student, it was estimated that

'4 one terminal, used four hours per day would be sufficient.

It becameLeyident thap the increased load would necessitate.

a full-time staff member, seven hours per.day and an

additional terminal will be added in the naar"future in

_anticipation of further growth.

The almost dobbled volume of inquiries does not ade-

quately,reflect the total results of.the system. The

number of entering freshmen also increased significantly,

from 594 to 922. Surprisingly, the average- test scores
.

were higher than previous years, in direct opposition to

the natigna1 trend.' In addition, bause ttieSe,new students

have had eater contact with, more areas of the University,

it is expected that they entered with more realistic /r

*expectations and that the attrition rate.should be much
4

lower inAprevious years.

In s ary, the admissions recruiting system enabled

Catholi,c University iko address a larger market in a more

successful and cost-effective manner. This was one case.

where the reality far exceeded th6 expectations.

438 .
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COMPUTER RESOURCE SHARING: DOES IT WORK?

A case history of a CompUter Resource Sharing
Confract between the University_of D4aware

. and Delaware Technical and Community College.

t
or

Daniel Helmerich .

Assistant Director for.AdministrAive Sysems
. University of Delawaretiw

Newark, Delaware

,

. Krbs
Coordinator of Computer, ystems and Information Systems

Delaware Technical and Community College
Doyet/ De/aware

44. 74

P. iper. .- 4
I

Manager, Da a Base Developpent
.Univerti y of aelaware.# &

Newt elayate
ta

This paper,presents te.evnts which lead to ,

contract for sharing computer resources(for.both academic'
and administrative computing between the UniVersity of ,.P'ma

'Delaware and Delaware° Technical and Community College.
It then describe"he sharing.arrangement, the mutual
teneTits touch ihstitutiori=and,some very significant
systeMs and network deveiopment resulting from the ,

contract. This inclbdes the devllopment of a student
rgcard system with remote kocessing.capabilities and
is opera d entirely by lelawaie Technical personnel.
Als8-avai able is the caabif4y-to access a communications

. ,

#

457

network. for academic and,adMinistrative usagb.
,

..
.o

.
.

r.
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"WHY COMPUTTRESOURCE SHARING?".

The purse 'strings forthe capital and,operating budgets

for ,colicjes and universities is tightening~more and more

"eveAy year, .Yet the costs of providing a quality education

are increasing in all areas. Our colleges are,faoirig some

very difficult program priority d cisions. The situation

is patticulan.y criticarfin decisions_affebting computer

.resource's.
.

Today's world, let alone tomorrow's, demapds that nearly
, st tr

,evefy,eraduatin7 cdllege.studeni be exposed to computing.
i.

.

.

d'Over the last decade, it is aliaziing how computing h:aS become-,
6 _

,, ..
an lntegral.part of cur4icula which.wsnot traditionally

.

thought t'o be compAter related.- Obviously, the engineering,-
'

sciences; and business areas require a strong computing back-

ground, but taday,.his*torians,social scientists., and even .

art alp mudic are Using;theqcomputer more and more heavily
%and 'f ten in rathe innovative ways. Another emerging

instructional compu ng applircat.ion in nea rly all, d-i.ciplines

i CAI, Obmputer Assisted Instruction. He one-on-one;-

individuaAy paced instruction takes place, but in this case ,e,

4011
the one-on-one is computer-to-stud* interaction/ supplemented

by the instructor. It has been predicted, and indications areinstructor.

that it is becdgting true; that the bQmputer 'is4ding to be a

householtodl Within the next decad .

'
4 4
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Vsimilar situation also exists in adiinistiative

imputing. Today, higher education faces.a demand for.

accountability for .what. we do and why we (.7') it. Historically,

these questions have been ignored because the answers were

nearly impossible to prepare for presentation. Computert

and administrative data base systems of some sophisticatiqn
'promise answers to these questions,of accountability. \lake-

wise, service systems, and management systems of the, caliber

illPused in industry are becoming long ove on our :

college

campuses.

While mainframe computer hardw.re costs are generally:

decreasing, the total budget required for today's compdting

is not. It is simply shifting from large scale mainframes

to distributed process ing; from cards and EAM

.terminals and communication networks; fro m simple self-

pment to

programmed applications to sophisticated software packages

'requiring-specialized staff to instruct users and maintain

the software. If anything, the budgets beg to increase

enormously to keep pace with amazingly rapid'technical

advances.

Unforeunately, if we survey the computing resources'

(egpenses) of most Colleges and universities, we find over:-
, -
whelming duplication of resources and expenses in computirig.

Each, institution has,' to a greater or lesler degree, recognized
*e_

the coriiiiellrng needs for computing by--students,, faculty And

administrators. each has channeled all the budget their

ins Lon could afford for computers, staff, and other

2
11
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4,

equipment and Lpense. The result, taken as a whole, ifian

Unfortunate waste.. Except for the few institutions with-.

enough fina4cial resource and/or the exceptionally strong
commitment to computing, most colleges find themselves

spendingwhat they consider a fortune (c1C4IputinT, and yet .

they don't feel they have at.all answerea *the- demand adeqtlaiely.
.

,

It coAks a great deal to providg he variety and depth of
computing resources demanded toddy.

The ends in computing toward time-sharing, program,

librari SS,QUTILITIES, GRAPHICS, etc.) and, more sophisti-

cated,computer-assisted research and instruction in a/1 areas

lead to the conclusion that compUting is no lemiger-a simple

,iemand,for computer Mainfrars on the campus, tucked away in

s6me building.baseMent. Instead, computing toagy. is more a

servi unction than a piece of macIrgry. The day is lohg
, go e wh ka sign-up sheet could serve as ttlemalium by which $

.

.compute users satisfied ,their requirements.- Commeycial time-
sharing firms` and large corporations have clearly' demonstrated

.how to proVide computer resources-to;?,arge communitires-of
.,,,, , .f- .users at lo4 unit costs. Many colleges and universities haveC.

.

- .

goae this iio e towakd time-sharing data coMmunicAions, and
. ,even distribet d processing. But most colleges'cannot afford

,

to, establish the 'town network. Nor do they havethe technical
i

.. -, .,

..

,

staff to4do it.' ey have the need, but not the meaub. 'Some

may have tried commercial network services, but many have
4 ,

found these alternatives buitedto their unique requirements
1`\at

3442.
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Why not resourceasharing between in

.basically the same requirements? It has

itutions with

een done. First,

_let's spell out what the potential advantages are likely to

be. Basically, they stem from economies of Scale:

1." Computer mainframe expense - obviously more main-
frame (CPU power, memory, and peripheral equipment)

is potential/ravailable if the computer expense
is shared.

2. Communications equipment and terminals - savings
stemming from the sharing of other expenses can
be spent on the delivery of computing 14.a keyboard

texminals,communications hardware and lines, and
remote input/output peripherals (readers, printers,
etc., in the form of RJE's).

3. Software. libraries - like the mainframe expense, the

cost of developing and of purchasing software packages
can be shared.

4. Specialized technical staff = in communications net-

working, system software support, and consulting
services to the network Users are a necessity and

0 a very costly and scarce resource today.

5. Professional programming and instructional support
staff - unlike the decreasing cost phenomena in

hardware, this resource is increasing in cost in
all areas. The programming is becoming more and

more complex and a greater shate of the total

computing expense for. almost all areas.

computing mdmagement and operations - while this
item is fast on this t, it may well deserve to
be f -irst -in terms of ortance for succeSs_of any
network. The sharing"N this expense may .ta.u7

it- to occur, where before). little or no manage cent
was truiy-exercised aver opmPuting resources.

445
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"REACHING DIFFICULT DECISIONS*

It is interesting that two institutions of higher

learning in'the State of Delaware both reached decisions

about their computer resource requirements at about the

same time and quite independently of each other. The

decisions were,prerequisiteS for the establishment of a com-

puter resource sharing contract between the two insitutions

via a sophisticated computer network across the State.

The first decision or, more accurately, realization

was made by the University of Delaware Computing Center (UDCC)

some years ago, After years of endless arguments about the

"best" computer hardware to serve the Universiy's computing

needs and endless input by vendors, committees, and user

groups, it was clear that there was no "best" single machine
1

or machines. 'Instead, the University realized that some

machines do certain types of computing better than others and

that every year even better hardware and software becomes avail-

able and, indeed, more cost affective. The search for the

'"best machine or machineswas'not a one -time exercise, but a

continuous process: The UDCC-bas; since that realization was;

made, changed its orientation toward devploping a data

communications network, software libraries, and services. It

is now agiven that the hardware. will 'change. The greater

problem is delivery of services; some dof these 'services are

special purpoqe; some are general purpose. To this end, the

5 444
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UDCC upgraded its existing main computer and in addition,
-1Wthey -purchased several time-sharing machines as well. At

the same time, a communications network and supporting soft.=

ware on several machines has been developed. The UDCC looks

on thiS array 'of computers and the network as one large logical

machine constructed of many specialized submachines with

.increased levels of computational,ability, where each system

is the "best" for-the tasks assigned (see Figure A).

AW.S.S
TO int1LL

TltltlTiEl

4 M.tiir OORCE7Tati. Wed CF Ofrallia 2NICES

$OK:11. Torf.
stmas nms.cxWOW

0.1k. LIE' iNiTroCTICAALlEtiCE3 SErvicEs

POPOti, T4102,4-4 101U0s,
CZ 1.11A01($

C.$

rira:411*Ate?OZT SEXIICES

IiCr-ASLIG SONASTICATIOR Ir COMPJTigi Pa4kirraVICES

Figure A

The UDCC has accepted the fact that the life span of

any submachine of the network is most likely shoit.. The UDCC's

staff have made corresponding changes. The erganizatignal
,

units are becoming more specialized functionally.- ForexinIple,

6 445



there is a data communications group, a hardware and terminal
maintenance group, etc. In the instructional,

research,
systems software, and administrative areas, the goal is to

develop-the needed specialized staff to foster and assist
campus and off-campus users to utilize the resources best
suited to the task. Correspondingly, the-UDCC realized that
it cannot afford to provide every possible service locally

465

through the network. -The UDCC encourages use of non-university

facilities when local capabilities are not suitable. Fbr
example, through the network we have on many-occasiOns used
outside facilities and specialized computers,

At the same time, the realization that the UDCC cannot
hope to foot the bill alone for its goals in.computing made
the UJOCC seek sharing arrangeMents and outside financing for
projects of common interest.

The second decision or, again moreaccurately,
realization

was made by Delaware Technical and Community College (DTCC) at
about the same time. DTCC. realized that with limited funds
for computing t could,not hope to provide the-kinds of computing
resources wanted in their

instructional and administrative areas.
SDTCC reached the very difficult decision concerning its northern

campus that the computer installed was not. only too expensive;
but at the same time grossly under-utilized. DTCC lacked, most
critically, staff or money to provide a staff who could adequately
maintain, operate or even hope to improve local facilities to
meet their needs. Through foresight in its management, DTCC

446
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initiated a search for a network

several campuses.}' coordinator

,

hired to initially establish a go

-computer tor'service) and a netwo

alternative between sits

for computing services was

al of acquiring a host _J
.

rk to provide computing
.

resources to its several campuses. DTCC was aware of the

staggering costs involved in this plan for hardware, staff,

operation and management.

DTCC decided to .look for a turn-key approach considering

its limited in -house capabilities. Vendors were solicited to

bid on a turn-key approach to DTCC's requirements, but most

were reluctant to do so. When the bids were eceived, only

two vendors, DIGITAL and PRI4E, had responded. Both of these:
t--

vendors bid only on the on-site hardware. A short story about

a conversation with an unnamed hardwille vendor will clarify

the in-house capability to achieve DTCC's goals.

At the President's Office of DTCC there was a computer

coordinator and one part-time systems analyst/pro4tammer. In

a conversation with a computer vendor, he asked about DTCC's

staff. When he heard, he lalighed out'loud. By the time he

recovered, he realized that he should not have done that, but

at the same time, he confirmed our opinion that DTC6 did. not

have the capability t* implement the plan without a turn-ke

approach. Also, if DTCC opted for an. -on -site computer, it would

have little ability to run it. DTCC thanks that 'vendor to this

day for helping to avoid some bad mistakes.

8
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programs and operation.

Figure B displays the very rapid growth in computing

from fiscal 1971 to 1977 in terms 4 active uvers,and connect
bouts. Today a normal day for the B-7700 computer posts

2,500 jobs compleced per day. That machine alone has performed

as many as 3,900 jobs in a single day.
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Figure B

The cost to provide computing resources in support of this

grpwth has also increased, but not nearly as rapidly as usage.

Figure C shows the effect of increased outside income to

the UDCC from various sources including sponsored research,

DTCC and other projects. It is an explicit goal of_the UDCC

to continue to provide more computing resources and service

449
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in response to' the demands for such without necessarily
requiring proportionately greater budget contributions by
the University alone.

0
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Figure C.

This rapid growth has caused the University to carefully
consider the UDCC's role in relation to University goals and
success_as an institution of higher learning. The following
,is quoted fromthe_Planning Document prepared by the UDCC
last year stating its goals and some of its philosophy:

Goals:

To provide a computer system and'related services
which optimally supports
1) the instructional process in theiniversity
2) the state -of -the-art techniques in-research

450
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0.

,33 the complex administrative decision-making
of AC-Contemporary" university

4) the surrounding region with*useful, %ztiiademicaliy

related computirig service's on a cost - sharing
basis

Philosophy:.

That no one computer can satisfy all the needs of
a complex 'environment, but'to economically-achieve
the benefits of Several functionally Specific
computers requires a critical mass lip .

or

One computer could do one job very well, but in
order to afford it, you need to have Several jobs
to do. 4--

4

In pursuit of these goals, the UDCC has added, in.tile

last year and a half, t ee (3) more general purpose time-

sharing computers: D C-10,- a DEC 11)70, and an HP2000.

In addition, 1.he primar batch and. administrative computer,

the B-6700, was upgraded B-7700. A new building to house

these computers was sorely needed to eliminate environmental

problems which had caud frequeht interruptions in'servi"pes.
t

The new building wasdesigned to solve air-conditioning,

electrical poyer, telephOne, space and staff bffice deficiencies

which had for years restricted operations. Another major

addition is due neil-month, a CDC CYBER 173 computer, which

will be used primarily to suppott the PLATO project fox Computer

Assisted Instruction:

Per the philosophy stated earlier, there is.a reqVired

critical mass. The University actively pursued a computer,
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resource shari:ng contract with other educational institutions. 4

'in the State. of Deteware. Approximately two yeaf% ago,
,

the UniversTty learned of DTCC's,serch for a solution to

their computer requitements. The match between the institu-
tions was recognized very quickly by both institutions, and
the contract'was awarded to the University of Delaware on
April 30, 976. through the

rPThe University's proposal

proposal was accepted over

normal state agency bidding process.

in response to DTCC's request for

several bids, from hardware vendors.
Basically, the University's proposal was to provide computer
services through a data communications

network of RJE's and
terminals, with the. host computer at the Uiliversity. The tone
of the propos-al was to treat DTCC as though. they were a very
large department of the University-of Delaware with no better,
nor wd(rse service than a local department' might expect from
the Computing Center. No special coAsiderations we

.except that the hardware and programming staff support wo d
be costed on a full recovery_ b4sis. 'In 'addition, therUniversity.-,. -

.4.

and
would work ve?y closely with DTCC personnel to redesign
develop a student records system for their use thxough the
network. The UDCC sought this opportunity; to redevelop the
student records system as a proprietary program prduct and
also as a model for the univqrsityrsoowp future use.

13
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DELAWARE TECHNICAL AND CO FY .COLLEGE BACKGROUND
_ -

DTCC is a community college Istemsh four (4) Campuses
.,

.

,

acits the State of Delawaxe. It offees.up.to a two -year

. ,,

'.
. , 4.,.

,echnical arid career' ..,
,

.? Data;ProceSsing, Crimin41

associatedegree
e4 -

areas, indlding:

in 'a broad, range..cg

Hugiiiess, Nursing

lstice, Electronics, Transportation, Dental, Engineering, etc.
, .

Tht;student biliy,rartses from 4,00b 7,000 full-time stUdentb -

't-and. another 4,000 7,0'00 part}-tir74 contiftuing 4ducatift
. .

,c, ...

. ,

students. The,totaL annUal.budget for the institution is

-,.about 12 million dollars per year, nearly all, of which id-

1 1

-State funded. pge has a very nominal%tuiion fee policy. The

total*computing budget is about $300,000 per'ysar, which does

not include DP instruction departmental ex,?enses at-the three -.,-

.

. .

campuses ridia offeringthat .curriculum,.
,

Prior to the resource sharingveon act-with the0

Univeisi,ty-there Were_two*mpUters 1 catedon DTCC- campuses

basically in direct support"bf the. R currimila -at .those

campusei, Plusadmiistrative a
. . .-,

campus,' WilmiH4tD,_had an
-4- ',

removed 14heNtyhe resource shariwcontract was'enterid.. ,It

wos replace by a ramoe job entry (Z7E) terminal and two (2)
,--

. , .

1.. --., f <keyboard terminals litnked tothe University computers via data.. -`,
, 4.

, ,, -, f.comp-iin 'es. At the - Stanton campusy also locatedih the northern -,

6art of the State; the only computer termirial which had.4Xisted,
, .4 .

af any campus was reglaced by aribtfler RJIT and:two 4, 2)- keyboard-!-....,
.P 1

.
*' i .'- 4 5 Bt Ny .e).

. .

.
.

- ,

?cations.- The northernmost,

370-115 computer Fhich was

/
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,terminals also linke'd to the host computer at the 13nrsity.
.

The, older terminal had btee tied into thescomputer..it the:

WilMingtoneamPus for he sole purpose of data entry and

limited reportinei

*rises, Wilmington andzStantoq, arthe hardware changes.4

described dbgtprised the firstAphase of the'contradt.

The seco4phase of the'contract,as rescheduled to4

occur before even a single semester (quarter) had passed:

j1T this phase, a third RdE plus two (2) keyboard terminals.

e. *Student records area. These two,

were installed at the lfrry campus in Dover. Further., .

additions to the-hardware have occurred, rapidly. The

Wilmingtori campus now has a second RJE and two more keyboard

terminals. The Stavton ampus has added another keyboard

terminal. The terry campus now has &ter ten (10) keyboaAf*

terminals and 'has .ordered

In addition, the centi-al

Adjacent to Terry campus
1.

keyboard' terminal plus a

ajaster printer for their RJE.

administrative offices located:.
, --

now have a high s'peed (1200 Baud)

portable's keyboard terminal and access

to the Terry campus RJE1 Recently, the Terry Campus,:gained .

approval to offer a DP wiriculum, which is in part the,reason.
, - -7

for their rapid terminal tardware giowth.

he second-computer, an ;IBM "360, _located .;%he saqhern
*

. (4
campus is still installed and operating in support of the DP,
instructional program.there; plus various adminiAtra

ince the lease is 'till in,effect on
applications`

computer, CI inite plans for that campus haye not been

15454
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formulated yet. ,A study of alternatives is in progress Which
I

will objectively evaluate that camiDus's situation..

- While too few terminals is one of DTCC's current obstacles,

there are now four terminals at*each of two campuses and eleven
4 .

. at the third. The President's Office recently added a DEC.

-
.

A$ ......

.
, .4 Writer III and is planning for a CRT ieele near. - future. The

...

President's, Office has.alsa.been using a poi table TI Sil nt 700
4-

for the past gear, and the CRT will'he purchased ikit orm

and will be assembled IDT students under the direction of

DTCC's electronic faculty on one of the campuses. DTCq saves

__money and, again, an instructional prograni is enriched.
o

The most significant single benefit of 'the network has

been tile conversion of three of the campuses to 4 common student

records system with consistent d9pa definition and-reporting.

Tits conversion has eliminated a great.deal of confusion and

has provided on-campus operation of the student records system'

by each campus. An immediate co4'saving benefit of the

system was realized atthe.Terry campus-, where an outside

'computer service-contract for student record processing was

no longer 'needed.

DTCC was studying -
their computing needs, resources and

.

_
A__ 1

,-_,

alternatives long before the resource sharing contract ever . .

became a reality. .DTCC recognize&-thati, it was unable toA

1

provide'the kinds, quality,. and*quantity of computing resource'OP -, .

. -demanded
.)/'

trufor its insctibnal.and administrative goals. .

'severe under-utilizatiOn of the:!.rtorthern cigiiputer, in spite'

. . 455
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o,f the heavy demands for service' going unsatis

frustrating situation., It seemed that a multi-c

was the only solution/1 but that would cost more

staffing which was not available to DTCC.

Ns.
network .

- requi re

475'

Today, DTCC is negotiating the third-year contract with

the- UDCC. At the same time DTCC is, with the complete "cooper-_

ation of the UDCC, looking at all other alternatives for the

future. DTCC and the UDCC want ,to be sure that their sharing'

contract is still the best alternative. This is a far cry- ,

/
from DTCC's situation less than two years earlier.

NETWOR1TSCRIPTION
. .

The University already had a network of three '0) "

gJE'.s and over 100keyboard terminals, plotters, graphics

terminals, -etc. before the contract with DTCC came into

existence,,. so that the technologies and willirigneSs to expand

already existed.. Plans'for a new buildincLand additional

facilities were also under way. The need for a more "critical

mass" was very apparent to the UDCC in light of their goals.

Since that time, the computing network -which serves both the

University and DTCC from one end of the State to the other has

been expanded and improved into a significant educational

,Computer-network. The following is a.map of the St'ate of

Delaware showing the network4focat(ios

456,
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To begin a description of the network as it 'exists

today, we should start with the-"Port Selectoe'located in.

thez.Computing Center at the .University's main cattpus in2-Newark.

The "Port Selector" is a cluster of:Infotron.switchiriq equip-,

ment through which nearly all

several computers, are rout

a network user at a

oming telephone Lines to the

By dialing a single phone number,

remote terminal location Aqsel_eCt

one of thefour (4) computers at the Center, a DEC-10, B-7700,

DEC 11/70, Or the HP2000. The "Port.Selector" switches the-
la

incoming call to the appropriate computer regardless
-

based on a single digit entered by the user.Speeds,

: 4 57

18
A.

of line

The word
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:HELP"or unrecognized.responses to the port selector causes
.

it to-Awitch the line to a HELP function on the DEC 11/70

oompdter. Currently, the port selector can'handIe 256 lines
in and out to one or another computer.

Three of the four computers have'high speed communications
lines between them.. For example, the DEC 11/70 monitors the

111, 8-7100 at 15-vinute intervals 'and performs a time-share,

response time sequence of tests, the fesults-of which are
stored on the U/70 and analyzed daily. Data file and even
job transfers are now available between the.DEC-10 and the

B-7700 computers in an experimental mode. This feature should6
be fully operational by this spring. By next January, there
will, be over Ng computer ports into` the fouv,sand soon five,

computers at the UDCC.

The B-7700 computer is the primary batch, administrative,.
and RJE computer. Currently,.there'are nine (9) RJE's-__

connected to it, four (4) ;of which are located at DTCC campuse
Proposals exist for an additional eight (8) RJE's.. Software

development work is in progresA to allow RJE users to 'forward

jobs to the other computers thrbugh their RJE and also to

have their output returned to the. same or a selected RJE in

the network. The ability todirect.printed output on the
Ao8-7700 to any RJE is already a heavilyiised feature by aLl

time-sharing *users.

Figure E is a schematic diagram of the network:

458
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On the following pages the configurations of the several

computers in the network plus a representative RJE configuration--
is. shown. The DEC 11/34 is used as a software development
computer at the UDCC to develop improvements to the DECi11/04'

RJE-operating system. We also use Bwroughs 8-700 computers4

as RJE terminals in four of the existing locations running
with standard Burroughs software. It is our intention-tc

dev= op a DEC 11/34 into a dual purpose RJE for instructional

use were the 11/34 performs some program cothpilations and

F S



simple program executions locally,(WATFOR, WATBCompilers).
All other jobs would be forwarded to the host computers in

theinetwork,for procesiing. At this_ tune, the exact

configuration for the CDC CYBER 173 is-riot firm, so it is

not included.
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"THE FRUITS OF THE EFFORT"

The benefits of the computer resource sharing contract
are many and varied to both institutions. Some of th

483-,

nef its

accrue to both and -some to only one of the institutions, as
follows in outline form.

Shared Benefits

1. 'Hardware savings have accrued directly to Qplaware

Technical and Community College. For the cost of

RJE's, keyboard terminalS,,and communications equip-
ment and service alone, DTCC has acquired access to

host computers which their budget could not pOsSibly

afford., Indirectly, through the sharing olloggressing
overhead expenses, even the University of Delaware has

realized hardware savings.

2 Hardware availability is increased to both institutions.

This availability to DTtC is,obvious however, not quite

so obvious is the sable benefit to the University of
Delaware. The needed impetus to fully deVelop the RJE

software and the port selector configuration was DTCC.'s

addition to the network. The University might still

be talking about.. 'these developments and new hardware

resources their present form but for the motivation
which the contract provided. - In other small ways, like

paying rental on disk storage, which includes,a pro-rata
4

share of the disk controllers, we have both benefited

2064
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from greater hardware availability, even if not

fully realized today.

3. Software development is a direct benefit to both

institution. student records system represents

a co-owned proprietary program product to both

, institutions beyond its direct functionality. In
\.)partnership, the two institutions are actively seeking*

a purchaser for this outstanding administrative

application system. In additiOn, as mentioned for

the hardware above, DTCC provided the needed impetus

for the quality development of the network'software

on the RJE's and on the several host computers.
4. Specialized hardware and software support is another

by-product of the contract. The University of Delaware

Computing Center"now has a data communications gOup
in the software systems department where such support

was not previously provided by a specialited groups.'

In the area_of hardware support, this same group is

invaluable. Plans are also in progreg's to-address the;-

maintenance support of remotely located RJE's, terminals,'

and other equipment more efficiently. Again, one

motivation for these plans is our commitment to DTCC,

'bat the benefits will be experienced by main University-.
I-
users as well..

B. Benefits to the University of Delaware-

In the short-term and definitely in the long..term., the-
/

465
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advantage of the outside income and the coAtractitself,
to the University is and will continue to' become a
reality in the following ways:

1. Enables the University to acquire a richer computing

-environment than what it might otherwise have.
2. Presents theUniversity to the. neighboring community

in a public service role of leadership and benefit
to the community.

3: Increases the number of personnel, not only within

a specific group (in.the Computing Center), but

available as inter-group resources.

4. Allows UD.to implement new systems and techhologies

at-i'faster page. .

5. Provides%an iritrinsic value..to softwaretsystems,

485

I

allowing' it to move forward in this area'as a source

of future income.

4
4 -Benefits to Delaware Technical and Community_Coliege

The benefits to DTCC have, in many areas, been immediately
experienced, and Still more Firomile to agcrue to DTCC
users of. the network-in the future.
f ,

1 Hardwaze savings, and avaii,ibility were mentioned before,

but they are so direct' s. benefit' to DTCC that ter
4

deserve further comment. DTCC'S bud4e,t for computing
.was not increased by this contract4yet the hardwa

resources now being utilized are orders .of magnitude

greater than before.

466
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1

2., Computer_ accessibility. through A,JE,'S' and- teyboard

.

.ttterminals is a new experience tomost DTCC useri3.-
the network has moved the .equipment _right into the

.
-

'offices and the classrooms 'at DTCC,. where before.
4,

poorly'escheduled batch mode 'equipment, often located .

. (off - campus, was the only -computer-access available to.
most potenti 1 -userA.: Before the contract, .DTCC..! s

computer r mwas foreign turf to- the ;other faCulty.
Nclits7 aLmoSt'all .faculty have user -numbers and have

4; beeh5. ained to use -the Coriiputer. Admittedly; .$ . ,'. .
. .integration into their instructional- prograM is

. ,

-... , :.proceeding. at different rate's -depending on the- 4
0

individual. In any ease, any one o
is now-'available to all the ,faculty and. _.,

-,r -0
. .

. 3. A.vast "SoftWare librart on the several, , . ,il '-in the' network is nod available, tb DTCC Instructional,' , ,

ur -colaputers

stuaents.
computers."

,are& administrative user§? The 1-ibrary will continue
. - .,

. .
to, grow, independent of DiCC,'s resources'.

':-----,,
, -

,.
. . . r .

4. ,-Instructional -and acaremic tomputing-§utside the DE3 7, . .
. : ::,,,P

-curriculacurricula at _toe DTCO campuses is -now grow Befort.
-.: , .

_. ,.--,4 -,. _there was little ypportunity for such -growth, slrice...
. ,-

. .

he' computing resources sr-e4,6tive).y inactevsibl.e.
--,

I -.0->, ..5.4 Prog-r4mrnin5 support .is now available -to ,:4.1 "camplises* '. ,` -

h
IL

- . ,
-,tough the neiwork. DaVg. purchases the- servies of

.0 -
,.trri ;

-;;$ k
.,cine fill -,tees progtamar/analYst.,.for studebt records7,.e

system 'program maintenance ritti -support. In fiext year's
.
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contract, 1/4 man-year'of an Igstructional Service's
programmer /analyst will also be.purchased,4.in support

48/4-

of academic computing.
-

t a6. Part of'the first year's cost of the contract went
, toward a complqe'redesign and redevelopment of.

ir. DTcc's tdaent records 'system. .Thd'benefits of the
new system are enormous, rel-itive t9itheprevious
ystem. -In a few words,.the older system, at the

.,.

.northern two campuses, was out of contra,' having
long before lost its program authors. and'a detailed
understanding by user departments. It is%interesting
that the neTi system. is entirely operated Ilia &This

and terminals by the
registrar's.stafrat-AeachCampus,4

where /before a ilemperof the DP4nstructional at4ff.
,- .aches the techrilcal liaison and operator' of the

_.--system. The use of non-technical staff operating ,J
,

.

all_ phases of the system is daily ;loving 'that this
,, 0approach is not only feasiOle,lut

Aso.ke,..!!.fable. .

The programiding and design of-the entire system Supports
. .

.

this direct weer dePartm ent contrdl of ,its own system. ,A ,.
...,,1

7-. .Mnagement of '1.1e network its a yery'large'benefit:4

,c. to-DTCC. Thefare freed from theodaily trauma of
rte`I. AT,,,,

, 1ilmanaging,a complex, highly technical njetvierk and

ti

providing the 'support,'staff
fok'Ithat netAbork.F
, .-

1 t
ikt . ,r
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"WHY DOES IT W)R

We. have identified three (3) major contributing'reaions
.

.

for tyre re success of the resource sharing Fobtracf, as follows:
. ,

1. Big enough to benefit, small enough o manage
.

IA other words, we are better a ?le /to achieve the

"critical mass" for system utilizfe/tion 'and cost

sharing with the contract. hAtmore and, better

resources between the two, institutions with a,more
.....

suitable utilization of those resources. There is .

an extreme, which obviougly,can be reached,wherer
the network becomes so compleX and sprawling that

4( * _it would be di-f-f±cult to maria56. -Withi5rOper-manage-
.

/---ment, that extreme shovld not be reached. In fact,

At this time,-the University would be-very receptive

to extending theenetwork to include several more
.

-institdti ans. to

Vg..?
2. "Worked out by,"Dp" people

The contract/With DTCC was negotiated on both sides

the DP staff at both nstitutions.- Thet emphasis

was on prov iding the services required where they

were needed. Very little effort was expended op'
.cothtract escape clatusesNand elaborate protective .

provisions; though they we covered. Ther,e was a
r .genuine desire to get-the job done in a spirit of

cooPer.ition b the ,,very people who knew what was

469



ngdessary.and also what was urinecessary. The

contract was simply a formalization of a jointly

developed plan based on

and,DTd6's requirments

for Proposal. Red tape

by this direct approach.

the_ University' s. proposal.

specified in' thp Request

and obfuscation was avoided'

A desire to cooperate, not mandated cooperation

unmistakable spirit of cooperation

staff members of both institutions.
The mutual enthusiasth in all oUr efforts to:date

There is an

between the

has been gratifying to both institutions from-tOp

489

./to bottom.- -

Y

At' this point, both institutions
are_.considering a longer'

term-resource sharing contract for future. There are a.

number of hardware 4nd communication's alternatives which couloka
only be justified in the long term-that would geatIy reduce
costs it the network.

# ^

BotS DTCC and thesUniveisity would welcome inquiries .0.
.

conc&ning the netwbrk, their contract-

questions. It iskenvisioned that

be welcomed in' joining 'the network in 'the future., ,In
DTCC and the Uniirersity_welcome inquiries abOut the jointly .

for sharing, orlkatt,

other'local institutions will

owned student records system which will kSe sold on a negotiated
basis.-

4'
N.

4
1
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IS A DATA BASE MANAGEMMT SYSTEM_

FEASIBLE FORA SMALI:UNIVERSIT?

Floyd%J. aurne4.
Manager of Systems and Pr ramming

Vtah State Univers/ty ,

S

a_

491.

Utah State University_has embarked into the Data Base
_

Management era somewhat,mAtivated by the right and wrong

raasons. Once committed irk this direction it is not *always

easy to changedireCtions7 riot that. Fe want to, .but we did not

reAize. the magnitude nor hordthis coMmittment wOuld have
1

c

on future developMent. utah gtate.UpiverslY now has two '

i

/

.

..e.'
. major systems and two minor systems running unar7Data Base

,

. .
.

_...
_ .Management. They are: Student IntOrmation System, Personnel

/

/

/

/System, Traffic and Parking - System and a Program Library:
..,,

_ ,

7

SIStem. Why these systems were #aplemented usin4 Dat'a

Base Management, e problems. and satisfattions, wirt not
.

to do, as -well as, what is needed to make these'syst;ms
.

part of a larger iniOrmatis'om gy,stem will be gresetted.

...
i " ., I,

44
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Utah State University a land grant institution of
w4itiv

apprbximately 9300 students (head count enrollment) located

in sa small rural community in Northern Utah. The'durriculum

at Utah St'ate University is varied,-and has extremely high

_quality programs in the areas of Natural ResourcTEePorestry,

Outdoor Recreation, Ag;icultural Irrigation and Engineering,

and Electrical Engineering, for example: Itis also a heavy
:

research institution in that approximately half Of its budget

is derived from either federal or other cclpributed funds

the area of 'research. To, tupport its computing needs at

Utah State University,the Computer Center has a parroi.igh
f

6700 computer with approximately 115 million bytes of thethory.-

This is the only computer available oncampus, with the excep-

tion of a few mini computers in various research areas, and

is used 'to support the research,-academic4 4And administrative

,areas of the University. V

y,

The University is using 'Burroughs DSII in suppoit of some

of the Administrative applications. These will be outlined
-

, later. The University' expenditures for dOmpuLlig withso
4

tf

merge a research investment is relatively amall,compaped

with many institutions.. Currently hardware costs aro greater

than they'hould be for various reasons., Some maximizabiort

of our inveslnthas resulted from having one computer serving .
t

,
all,qeeds. This has also resulted in some contentiokbetwen.

.

.1 .

, % f
i (,

users. There is an evaluation. effort underway to determine

.- .
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'what equipment Utah State University should havq to do its

computing in the futureoas the five year 1-ee on the Burroughs

6 700 has expired. .-Much thinking is' being given at this time
4.

to splitting computing into,the traditional administrative

ap plications on one machine and having a separate machine for

research 'and academAc ,purposes. because of the contention

that has been experlknced. Having'.one machine has reduced

ardware and support costs but not provided adequate service.

Organigazionally, the computer -center has reported td

various organ- izatiors throughout its history:, Originally,

'it was partof the'Agricultural Research Experiment Sta on

which helped to obtain funds from the National Science Fo

3:h-d-eaTly- 19601S for an ism- 1620 computer. As th

utilization ,grew, it then reported to the Vice President for
4'

Research and as more users came ion we progressed from an IBM

1620 to Honeywell equipmeA, back to' IBM 360/44 and then to

. Burrough

reportea

the Vice
If% *-

4and just

the Vice

6700. ThroughVhat proceSs the Computer Center

o the Vice President for Research and then to

President for' Business d#ing the last two years

recently hat'been changed backtb reporting to .

President for Researcht As with2,most.computing installa-
,

4.

tions., &ey seem to attract a lot r politicak attention,
-,- , ,

and Utah ,Sate University has been no exception, a0 .t.
.

. -.0.
.

(computing) .n.as been apolitical
,

foptball;/sotto speak throughout
4 ,.

its history.
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"WHY A DATA BASE SYSTEM"

ZtaleUtah State University recognize need several years

ago' for a consistent rep sting mechanism especially in.the

sutdent keVrcts area, many reporti were being received by

agencies both.on campus and within thekstatelandiederal

gove is which were not consistent with each, other.

Therefore, a Student Record System became a priority item.
. -

BAs t s'evolved, many data base management systems were looked
1

Howecer, becauseot the equipment that was avail ble

support computizig (i.e., Burroughs 6/00); Burroughs DMSII

became the- most feasible candidate. Other considerations-

that affected this decision were that the date base miagement
.

r

isIstem frori lurroughs waa-freda-d we were uhdef-5.- hundred- ,

contract and it lo4kedjike a excellent produdt. ,aditional

motivation for data base cons eration was.to proyide the

traditional savings that a date 'base management system is .

purported to-accodplish --

4'

(l) , Minimize redundancy of d

(2) Ease of Maintainability`

(3) Audit sit,d Recovery A"
t

All of these togetherlpoinVdIto the desirability of

devefoping a "people' file concept crhich was supported'at

thatime. 'In other:mtds, if an individual is an employee
-

of the Uiliversity we can maintain basic biographical information.

If he; is a student,. we need not carry most of-the same,,Oasic

informationl.only the additionalinformation needs to 129,
,

linked to the indifiditial. The systems IStat are'

/.,. rz
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1

4/-

/currently using DMSIT are:

-4

-' (1) A Student Information System, SIS; which is a com- t

prehensiV'e student record systeth co'vering,the following.

P

',.areas: .
. _7C--

c-:

Admission%on-line and batch (Regular and)by ACT).'
Curriculum

.

, ...,

_ \.
...X ,.Schedule Bulletin. .

,

Working Schddule .

Registration (Pre Aegistrat ion) on-li!, optical'
scanning or batch . ,

.
. 31

Post Registratkon

4
raid House) en-line,

scanning or butt .

_ .

,

/ DrOp7Zidd on-line, tical scanntngtor ba.4oh
'Updates-on 7linelor bitch
Fees on =line and bdtqh .

_Grades on-liqp, optical stanning andib
Transcripts.

" .

Reports ,

Graduation Requirement
Data Base Purge 1

(2)- 'A Personnel-

(3):- A Traffic and Parking System

(4) A Program Library Sy

r;

-

40,

A brief discuSsion.of our Studenteinformation System (SIS)

may in order at this time.- The organization oNthe data
,

e
abase is shos?in in Attachment $1. As can be seen this is an

\-4

integrated file,'concept and very )ittle data is redundant'.

Because of that consistency it is easier to maintain:. 'Ail

ippets (except registration) are on -line: Registration is not

because of,the'need for handling large volumes in a sftort
t ,

.period of'time, thus.we are using a mark sense form and scanning \--

/"----'--

these documents. See attachment $2 fora sample of our

registration form. Admission takes place from mail or walk-in
0 ,

,

.1511t primarily_ comes from ACT taRes. Attachment #3 is'a.',-sample
,b.

--'
. ...V .

.. .

of the acceptance. form mailed directly td a s'udent from

.



-

. ,

(lath on the ACT tape. Samples of o

,

k
. 4

er.formd-used'are also(
,

7,
\ ' -

),
e t,

shown as part of the section on attacments. ii se

One may ask why these syetems. were put on a data base

management.system. A student record system is obviously
.- -,

; motivated for be reasons of saving relundancl;.ofadata%and
. ,

,. 4 -.consistency'as discussed above; is was the first system

to be implemented using DMSII;,7however, after we had limid'
.

. ,

A

experience with it,

meat system rtquire

utilization of that system would bemore cost effective.

Poecame apparent that dath base manage-,

considerable ove4ead and that addional

Therefore, we determined to,put up other applidations more
_:,;-.

for the cost effective utili zation of the 4atd base overhead
( . '1. , . ,

.

. ,
'

than for their own merits of reqviring4a data base concept.
, i

However, that is not totally true, as Personnel-certiinly

t , ,

would fail in the categriry of supporting'a data bar concept.
. --.-- '

.
The other reasons that prompted putting these systems up was

that they were .on-line. Also, the audit and recovery Cdpdbility
. -

that was provided by DMS was superior. to anything that we cou'd

develop loCally. Finally, using the data,base system increased

progradder productivity for on-line systemsas
k

9

.t-
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use of a data base management concept were that,we had not

-6-

PROBLBMS AND SATISFACTIONS
L.

f
el

.
. 4

The problems which we
, encountered as we embaiked in the

4

'recognized initially theimpact of the data base management

system On our Current computer configuration. It required

consi4rably more resources than we had originally anticipated..

This was aggravated by the tiingof when we implemented °Ur

data base application: The student record system was, not
I

. implemented until we had had the Burroughs 6700 up on,4ampus

for approximately ttqb years. During.he(first two years of

its- existence, there was an abundance: of computing pbwerl

and capability. The people utilizing the system both in
.

time share mode and batCh mode were.used'to-getting aldost

immediate turnaround on-everything they did. That work
144

'load had inoreased so that:4it was becomili difficult to

continue to provide that service with the current configuration.

The implementation of the data base 'management system on .top of

tha degraded the system t)erfoxmance noticeably.

Therefore, all users started to point to data managewnt

as the culprit and suggested that it should pot be run.
1

Consequehly, 'after much deliberation, additional equipment

,(core) was obtained to support this applicatiop. However, the'
4

.

University was inolved 'in an eased,work load at that

tirde. The overall attitude toward

was iimproving,

domputer at an

pericid of time

1'

thud additional work

(lip'receridented rate .
. .

theNiame prob)em was

477

computing and. its desirability'

continued to flow to the

Again, within a dtqkt

/

back and because the data
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base management system was a large, readily identifiabre user

of resources, it again received the blame. The political

situationWicame worse and additional equipment was harder

to jugtify ani took fOnger to obtain. This has been going on

practically ever since and is having consA.derable impact on
8

a potential decision of splitting the computing functions of

administration from the research And academic functions.

Other` problems Were that we were a pioneer as we started

with the data management philosophy, especially in terms of

its early stages for Burroughs and their,DHS2. Being located

where w are, we tmd 'limited support from the vendor, and

the ,people from Burrodghs that supported us had absaldtely

no training or experience with'their data management package.

This left the University in an extremely difficult learning

curve situation. It becameguite costly and difficult fok us

to really dq the job;Thowever, 'Burroughs did. provide support .

.frOrr ei her the east or west coast occ9ionallyto review

what had done. Again, administration reviewing the project

wanted results ang finally as tnedevelopment had drug out

well over a year, additional administrative changes were made
(

. 0
putting the center under the,Vice Pretident for Btsiness who'cq *
set time tables to complete the SIS project.

It is admitted that we were naive as'we embarked on a

4ata base management philosophy. If. we were to do it over

we would.ertainly do much the same as we have done. We

would also do some things' differently. 'One of the paramount

0 things in most data base management systems is that it is

478 A
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advisable to keep it'simple-. We would also try, to Obtain

some results earlier in the development of the system

Satisfactions obtained from the development of the

student record system in particulaF, as well as others that

have followed, have been,thus. First of all:

It worked.
It does save disk.
We have consistency in reporting.
Provided increased service.

We have now provided a student record system that we feel is

comparable to most any in the country, and serves adequately

the needs of Utah State University and does it in a relatively

econatic fashion. We have recently gone through periods of

extreme hardware difficulty where we have had considerable

hardware downtime. The audit and recovery features of.DMS2

have been outstanding and literally have saved the life, bf

this system.

Audit and Recovery - What happens with audit and recovery

under Burroughs DMS2 is that if there are either software

operating system problems and/or hardware problems, recovery

can run immediately,upon ovelldbmingthose problems and all

users are' literally broug back exactly to where they left off.

. This is done within minutes from the time the system is ba9k
,

...
. - .

up and running., If the problems are serious -enough to require
.

..
,--.,,,

restoring the data base'toklts last backup reconstruct is,
. .

. ,

) , .
. 4 . . .-.

'- run and again brings the r back tc0where they left off.

However, this mayrequire_20-301,inUtes to accomplish.

Programming to pro'cidp on-line systems is greatlreduced-
.

using Burroughs data management system and we have fpund that 1
gip

t

479 .
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we could more effectively and effi

501

iently develop these kinds,

of.systems using DMS2 than we coup if we were writing them

withoUt a data ti?.ase management system. is true that

'there is a cost associatbd with.d ta basein terms of over-
.

head, in particular, core. Hovfe

with hardware problems that we ,have

in our ,environment and*

d 'and cEintin to have

.until recently,' we would never had been able to survive without

the complete audit and recovery capabilities'and the speed

and ease of doing the job that we have had with DMS.

Thoseon the staff who have utilized DMS prefer writing,

applications wising it over non-DMS applications. The kind of

support that is needed for Burroughs DMS is relatively small

compared to other da.ta base management systems. However, as

with anything when'you embark in ithe philosophy of a data

base management system, aaata base administrator is needed.

We as yet do not actually have a data base adrqinistrator

but that function is being filled in spite of tbat by a'

member of-the staff. We are looking in the nearUture to
. .

e., formalizing that and actually having an individual 'specifically

assigned,, since he is doing it anyway, and given the responsiA.

bility officially of being a data administrator. This is

necess4ry because data under a data base .con pt is not unique

to any particular organizatio bUt is shared jointly by multiple
,,
. S . .

.

users.. Therefore, it has to be c ntrolle&y.n tenels, of its
..

use, update and security at a different - level than the
A .

W1

prhditional independent data files% -The functions, of a data
. ,

-base administrator are present with the traditional/independent

480
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: data files but are not as apparent as they are under the.
4

integrated, multiple user'appraach using data management.
0-

This leadsliinto the next question and that is where does4

the future lie?

7 4
*. 'tuestidhs were raised-4n the'CAUFE meetings in Florida

a year ago which are valid-today.. I reference Cheryl Traver's

aiscussion on one large data base as somehing- that-is-not
41.

feasible to a University. She questionedthe
4110.

4.

of o e large, data base, andipromoted smaller
4

data eases. This is a valid concern because

advisability

ixidepeude4

a data base cam *

becothe totbi, too complex to manage. The Mice things ,

about t Burroughs data base management systft is that, you

can effectively break it into independent parts and still'

,treat the impact of overhead to the iy5eKm.- If you wereko

have totally separate"data bases for each of'the applications

that we have developed,. you would not be able to run theta on

our equipment because of the resources'(core) required.

So, there becomes a trade off that has to be made between

dataa and the cost of hrdwar,

t
and the impact on its throUghput. Rather than get into a

lengthy disgussiOn at thiS point as to 'which iS the best

I would merely suggest again that you might Want to tread

the discussion of a year ago sin'the CAUSE iirOceedinge.
ftp

.1/4)

4

1

1Ctie'ryl Traver, et al., The Obsolescence Of ,the University'
. .

Data BaseSystem, Proceedings of the,1971 CAUSE Na;ional Conference
(Orlando, Florida,- 1976)

.
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ANALYSIS ce
°CLIME PAMICIPATION IN 0202VIER CONSORTIA

,Paul J:, Plourde
Direr. shree Co,6ege Carputergicenter

rving liairpshire an4 Holyoke Collagesse

discusses the organizational structure poaiicital

and the widoIems arid sUCoess of f3 seven- old-

9

r
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ACOST/EMEFIT ANALYSI- S OF SMAIk
.

COLLEGE PARTICIPATION IN CalVIER =SOMA

I

g.

4i

519

r

In pis book an the current stag of consortia in the\United States,'.L

Franklin Patterson, th& former pr sident of Hampshire Colleoe,4edentifiei

( =
key question in oalsortia participation *AM he states, "Bad can.inStitiltional,

coaperatioq enable more efficient allocation of limited resources to virtually

unliMitedneeds" (1974, p. 31).

Since 1965,the'ffve colleges in the Amherst area (Afrherst, Hamcshire,

'Mount Holyoke, Saith, and theiOniversity or"' Nassachusetts,at Arherst) had

cooperated ,fonrailly the establisir;ent of Five Colleges, Inc., and hodt
.

established cooperative ant, faculty and student interchanges;

a fivdcollege radio station and a five college b4i, service _m. . other

activities. r It was with this badr.gr=-4,-bf cooperation that the four

private colleges 'sought to eS-tablish a -Wit administrative ccapizter- center AY
in 1970 which wai, have 'the following 'Objectives:

4 , ;

1. 'Joint use of hardware.
2. Compatibility air.33 ccaparability of basic input ar1J3 storage.
3. Joint develo:alant of systats ar6sofbare wherever possible.
4. Consultation and review by aanputer center of all systems

and software developed in the faur colleges (Plourde, 1970, p. 1).

one ;ormal proposal for cOoi:eration come.fromAatnrst College hut the
ro

germ of the idea existed in theNlmind of Charles Longsworth, the then vice-

president of HargpshireCodlege, Kurt Bertzfeldt,tBe treasurer of Aaherst College:

and others at institutions in the valley,. At the,tApe that, the prcposal
was made in January of'1970, the four institutions ( Oberst, Baupshire, Mbunt

Holyoke and -11-th:colleges) had a wide varieleofackinistrative computing
..

f-ollaws i .

1. AMherst College haa been operating an IBM 1401aomputer system for

O

49

.9
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-"four years and bad seen its codt.increase from approximately

$100,000 per year in 1966-67 too $160,000 in 196 -70 and the .

prospects for increased costs were. substantial. Applications

systems had been developed r the payroll, budgeting, course

registration, grade reporting, admissions and student'informaion

areas.
.

Ite_re4as a tfalprbgremin,g staff of four peGple.
-

2.. Ha College was'sarew izstitutiop Which was about to enroll

its first class and was processing payrchl ef3d-cash dishcSementi

at a service bureau facility.

3. Mount Holyoke College was not processing any -administrative system

by computer alttxpugh they were using t hoakkee p ng redhines for

(a iew applications.

4. Smith College had a two person programing staff and was developing
1

itS cOn omputer applications and was using the Amherst arTuter

for its adiinistrative processing.

. There were a ntriber of suspected advaptaaes and disadvantaglh'of

l000peration as noted in.Attachment A pages 1 and 2, and the proposal for

-

cooperation %hich was pr&ented to the gresidents of the four institutions

focused on five areas: financial consiaerations, computer powerioadditional

applications, datremchige and analysis, and personnel. the fact that the

/
proposal was presented at the presidential level is a_critical point and

as Patterson has noted, "the cooperativeconsortia...requires.thai the.

;$14f executive officers.ofthe participating_ colleges and uniVersiti.es

sit_th the governi9g board of the consortium. Only the presidents can

commit their institutions to significant apademic cooperation or to other.

major cooperaLvearrangemepts:' (p. 48). Whilq the presidents do not sit

on the board of the Thrpe'College Computer Center, they were intimately

involved in the Original decision to participate.

C
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The proposal suggested thA an integrated systeRweldle-developed

h.
*. which wp,11.d pertain to the following ad mihistrative &notions: financial

abcounting, personnel4 regikrar's and (admissions information, alumni (ae) .

4 . .. _
.inforMation, and development information. -line funding arrangements'pro-.

pcsed,;,thet each college would pay a 25% share of the stems development

. #.

.
.

costs' and would pay for Compiater utilization based-on actual Use. It
v

.

is inportant'to note that while Ae presidents were advised thq there

would be some financial advantages to cooperation, the proposal also

\ .hate
that, "She firsi-ye0"costs undoubtedly wilrbahigher:then would

A
be the case if the individual colleges ohm to ,proceed inertly.
However, over a period of years, the overall

costs Of-theLmerber colleges
. .1

should be less." (Plourde 1970, p. 2).
_ .

Three of the colleges (first, ijampshire and Mount BolyOke) acoepted

the proposal with minor imodificationd to the f unding arraieletets)

Smith College decided to continue developing its own administrative appli-

'.cations and they continued to utilize the-AMhei-st computer system until

it oould acquire its .own computer. The eventual phase out of Smith ,

.

c

College to its own system was acoopplished_in Maidh of 1972.

organizational Structure
i

There were am of possible organizational struts that could
;

have been selected but the structure proposed and adopted as depicted in

AttaohmentB reflected the commitment of the computer -center to the

participating'colleges, the schedule and coordinate theyag
A

....-., j
t

t of softer-are and provide the opportunity- for each.

-f

of hardware,

college to progress at a somewhat different ,pane andijith.saxewhat ciifffjiant

priorities from the other. colleges. For this reason, heavy emphasis was

placed on the'concept of institutional planning to identify systems

.

Wvelopment and hardware use_ priorities at the institutional leyel. As
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lir, the presidents do not sit on the 'Three Collegp Committee which

as the board, but the institutions are represent:elalloy the.treasurer

and the coordinator of computer services and their fun4ion is to represenc

the institution in development of three college sirstems.develognant priorities.

This group meets on a morithlybasis and-din addition' to the organizational .

structure depicted in Attachment B, there exists a Coordinating Council

which consists cethe coordinators and the directOruilich has the responsi-

billy of interpreting the needs of the three colleges on a day-to-day

basis.

An important concept in the developrrent of systems was the ids'e of

establishing Coordinating Committee's which would be appciptad by the

instAutional planning groups as needed to work with the pouter center

staff in whatever areas of development were currently

to perform the following functibns:

A. define the terminology to be used,'

B. ideltify the systems requirements,

C. enunciate the needs and priorities of this particular system area
to the Three College Comiiiittee,a

.°. , D.
,

assist in data element definitioh, and

E. assist in implementation of the-snmeoPr system in its respective
area. :' / 411- ,

# ..,

Ihe whole idea of the particular organizational azticture was to have
0 "

proirities flow downward from the institutions through the -Tree College

Commitee in order to provide the director of the computer center with. ,..

-specificdirectiohi and thereby making him the adMinistrator of the pLicies-,

bte

rather. than -1;:t person who would determine systems development priorities

as mig be the case under a czar system.
.

,

-
..

1. In reality, the structure has worked rather well although a number of

..

,

11

problems have developed which wil4516 Sed below, but the corer of

r
t

a
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institutional planning and iristNutional representation on coordinating

committees his been vital to the systems.development process as well as

-the survivalcof the cooperative enterprise. The value of a number ofL4

mechanisms for intra-institutional
cammua)ication as well as'Commanication

523

between the computer center and the institution cannot be.overeachasized

since the psychology of alienation can quickly set in when one-is operating

in a consortium.

r.
One of the factors that was advanced MoiscentraliZed systems desi*

`
and developereas the concept of attractin4 a critical mass of professional

personnel who would have cmerlapping areas of ex ?tie and thus pro4iding

the participating inStitutions with the,poslop.ity of ce ign

of systems as well,as,provide
backup-personnel that ane:institution acting

alone could ill afford. The staff of the center over theest seven years

' has ranged in size from a rratirrun of 11 individliAls in systems and

development to a law of seven, the goal has LI to carry on three
/

=current projects. !Just alit was recognized that the budget in the

initial years would be somewhat higher because of the start-up costs, the

peZtonnel requirerrents were greater during the first two years of thecon---

sortie's existence. Since :the .development of tomes final component of the

integrated system which was the per;Cnne.vpayro13. system, the staff has

been further reduced and the in activity will be in the area of system

(enhancements.

- Systems Defini
\

Design, Development end Irrilerpentation
a

As noted above, the oomputer center staff. works-clofely with the users,

on each ca SUS the coordinating douniitee structure in defining

and developing systeus. (Dmdh College is represented on each coordinating
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committee by one represmi;41.3imLap well as the coordinator of computer

0 ./:
services for that institution and thiq nechanism.vias adapted to ppovide

.4/11

for user input, flexibility in, the systeis design, cairronaliti in cfaia.
10.

structures, and query faciliiiesfthat are user- oriented. a

Ther committees are established in ad-hoc fashion as they are'needed

*when the Three College Committee allocates a priority for _systems develop-

ment in a given application area. After the initial system is designed

and implemented, the committee is disbanded and reactivated in,the event

the system./

adopted even thOugh

that a new priority is assigned for enhanCement to
.

The cont' s:3f the Coordinating Committee was

I

we recongized that this procesd of meeting on 4.three college basis would-

, -

be time consuming/bu it was felt that in the end it would still be less
re" '

expensive thah each institution defining Its a.in system independently.

Aside from the resultant one systen as apposed to three, the main benefit
,0

of the coordinating,coMmittee structurehas been that none of the reptesen-

tatives has a monopoly on good ideas and the result of these coordinating

efforts have incorporated important suggestions frum various users.

The Reality of Cooperation - Problems ;

As right be e*pected', seven)sgers of ,participation in a cooperative

venture amongst three, independent, private, liberal arts colleges has:had .

its share bf problems as well as successes. While sane of the problems

relate to t6chnicalsdifficulties, the major roadblocks have been in the

area of what I would call the socio-po 'cal, psychological aspects of

cooperation. Whereas the succebs o such an organization should inevitably

be judged based on user satisfeetion, the interface of the computer center

staff with users is pften a'seccodary concern to that of the more gldbar
#

issues of governance, and inter and intra-institutional politics. Oftenthe

computdt center is really not the.issalebut is seized upon as the issue.by
ti

f 0503
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'varying faciions.within an institution and in ti at sense becomes a political.

football.

-
The organizational structure attracted islatable'attention over

the yearsIdthimernanceand insti 'onal.repregeritation being the key

issues. Since the director to a ccaattee, thafels the inevitable

problem 91 to whom he reports and Whether= not all of'the institutions

have equal access to that ,,individual.

\
The excessive reliance on committees coupled with the funneling of all

requests through coordinators at the institukional level bts created a

bottleneck which makes it difficult at times for the computer staff to inter-

face with users andadequately reflect their needs in the systems that are

developed. At the very' least, ft delays the 'systems development process.

Aside from the governance question-, the sub-Wet of systems developmeft

'priorities, enhancements and user expectations receive the most attention
0

by the Three College Committee and have caused the most probleMs.. chile%

,the mechanislbs are in place for each college to make a'case-for the
.

develont of a system, it is'impossible to satisfy all of the iemberi

all of the time. Users Who are accustcired,tO_spending
Very.. little admin-

istrative date messing who suddenly find themselves,as an institution,
) ,

spend $6g in 'excess of
$100,000 rightfullyexpectpesults. The questioniis

w*t can people reasonably expect to receive for such an expenditure.

With the limited' staff employed by the cater, it is inevitable that either

an institution or a.user or a groquf users be dissatisfied if their

particular area of concern is not addressed in.the systems developuent

schedule approved by the Three C011ege Carmittee, This Is especially tr;se

with 'immature users who have riot suffered the growin; pAil;S of cum siting

'and expecithat systems design and development is a rathersimplified activity

roonnaCted-to the black box that has been-Purchased. Thgs, they ganitqUite

c,
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or

II

understand why it takes twii5 years to develop a personnel/payroll system.

The lcbation of the complalilln:=cx.mber and the fact that many.ok the 3niti

systems utilized by Hampshire andlt;mttyokeoriginatedaehrihersi

has been a continual problem. Ideally, the center should be located away

from all the canpuses but this was postible. Yet', this is of_

little consolation to the other institutions who would pefeir to have
.r4 3

greater access to the physical center. The use of Amherai4ab a base or

future systems develdpment was based on the desire to get the Other two

institutions up and running quickly but over time this is lost on the

users who would prefer to Dave had all of their systems developed fran

ground zero.
f
(

The budgeting proceSs hasnot been.a problem parse hint has been based:

On a relatively fixed expenditure level especially for the computer which .

in. retrospect was unrealistic. 'Budget revisions *ere made as a raction *

to needs which is not uncommon in small colleges and certainly tends to

keep expenditures at a,minimum and, In that sense, this was a positive

factor as will be noted below.

A user - oriented system was the goal of the cooperativeyentuie and we

have been entirely successful" in educating our Users as regards the

optimum.use of the systeM. This is related' tin part to the alienation

"e computer center staff from the users because of the requirement to

channl all clinnications to an institution thilough the o&o.ildinator and
.. , .

- A "r.
the delegation of .`the responsibility for user education to the

coordinators. Similarly, .tae were attempting develop a flexible bSer-

oriented query system for the integrated data base and. we have heen

.

partially successful in this endeAVor but the users still feel that the

turnaround time fran report request toproductide is too lengt

The mechadsms for developing 'systeriis airily.through coordinating carmittkees
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has. been effective in part but. often coordinating committee members lack
. f

the inVOlvement to keep abreast of davelopmilta in order that they can
.

*41

contribute' ef feativelY at r etings.

Finally, the organizational structure has. also contributed to the

development of the "pass the.buck'k syndrome with1doordinOors, &cuter
)

center staff, coordinating committees and institutional planning groups,

)6ften not.wishing to deal with problem and passing it or, to 4:1114;

. -
/f ,

,

_ _group'for resolutibn or even worse, pointing the finger at someone else
.

...

, _..as the probl'art source. 1.1e structure and the votiNglueollmisu fultsdec;iding'

issues (wilere.majority rules) has often intermeshed policy ques.w.illh

technical deasions and has sometimes resulted in a course ofaction_ .

.
--4.-,,-"-,-. .

.

that is less advisable frail a tecnnical standpoint but is politically

more palatable.

flmt, ,

i

The Realigie ok Cooperation - Successes

4 t
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Most of the hdpe for benefits of cooperation in the area of finance,

computer capabilities, systems developMent and personnel have beenacealiZei,
.

even though each of these-would undoubtedly have to be measured in terms

of ,degrees rather than in an,absolute sense.

In palparison to the three initituaens operating centers independently,

a,

4

we have been able to insi-11 arid, operate a computer system that provides ,

4 , _

t
. i`.

considerably more throughput pei-dollar than would be the cost for three

Separate systems. Similarly,'the cost'for systems design; development,

impleffierVtion and maintenance has been far.less than would have been
..

the case for'three institutions operating indepemiendy and the center

has operated within its.buaget constraints for all of the.seven years for
.

, , .

which it has been in operation. ,

Fran a systems development standpoint, we have an impressive recor d,of

7r systems -8evelopment'and inplerrb.ntatiOn which has inycav6d applic4tion areas0
0 --....
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that some of the institutichs would not have tackled were they oiieratihg,

-s-

,,

c

alone. resultant systems are considerably'more flexible and sophisti
At

ca d ttin a typical.applibatipnsfystesa thatim:0113haVe"been developed
.

jj

by a small college and'on the whole, considerable* effort has been spent

. . -

on producing multiple levels of grcumentation,for users, coordinators,

e.

and ComOuter center. staff which is.often the last thing that -is addressed

in a smdtiZdMputer installation.

.The nble of the user in participation in coordinating qeomittees has

been impressive and has resulted in user -defit systans while

same time maintaining as ouch commamality.within the system and thus extending

the cost savings to this activity as well.

Fran a perSennel standpoint, we have been succegfallth attracting' ,

a-highly profestional staff and we have been able to develc areas of
If . -

expertise which would otherwise be impossible in a typi college

inatallation:, The concept of data base managetrent was a vital ingredient

in our early design speciftCations and the function` of data base minis-

tration has been an integral part of the organization of the computer center

staff. We have also been able develop specialization of our analysts

in various areas such as personnel /payroll and finance, student systems and
4

,a2UMni(i6) systems.' In shartuwehave been able to asseMble,thecritical

mass of people which is so vital to the Success of anyicamputer center.

.Frail this author's perspective, this is a vital point sinoelar too nem',
-

small colleges insist that /they can install a computer and operate with a

one perstn'ataff thereby leaving themselves vulnerable to changing technology

and perhaps, mare important, termination of a kPv_itdivi

The software sophistication that we had hoped felt was ialized and we

were able to,dev.p16p the position of a Software Spaialist. as

devote save attention to the development of a°,4Aryslanguage which has been
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heavily bsed by all of the application areas. Both f'these would. be unthinkable

in a ,smalIer computer center and we have beeril6b1 to keep our head out of

the sand to look beyond application areas to develop a uniform integrated

data base which revoIveA around a data base management system:

as' suggested Above, the ultiMate measure of siacces§ resides

>. in user satisfaction. h le there are vOcal poCkets of resistance to the

7 idea of cooperation-Land to the products produced by the Three College meter
t

Center, on the whole; everkan outside Observer would have_ to admiik that

Alter satisfaction is quite high T.:;heh measured against the typical user

reaction to'oomputer centers.

. Prospects for te Future

As with any entity, the computer center experiences a life cycle and

goes through 'multiple stages, of growh. Ellen the indi4dual institutions
.1e

.had relatively few systems implemented, -the propensity for common develop-
.

ment was greater than it is presently when eaCh institution is Seeking,

to fine tune existing systems. In addition, tV prospeCt6 of cost saving,

for the najor flevelopmental areas are reason enough 13:o compromise even

though as Patterson suggests in observing the ocds5rtiasoene,."there appears

to be no sigli of natural, evolutionary development towards cooperation."

,41971, p.) Although Patterson suggests:that voluntary cooperation by seductive_

malls ilasias a general rule, failed in the consortiamcvement (p. 56), the
c .

Althree oollege's participating in this particular oansortiathave deffomstratea',

L_
Fer time. their willingnesS to cooperate, comprmise an reap the benefits.

the Three College Computer Center is reevaluating its

. future p
,

.

0., and several options are. open to us including voluirtary'

.

. ".. .

=dissolution of.cccperation. Since the agreement fog Lion is being
II,

renegotiated, there has been 'same concern raised about ihstitutidnal -systems

development with the retention of a central staff for:certain types of -
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software maintenance and develoPMent. TAS advantage to this arrangement

9 as seen froA the institutional point of view is to provide addititilal I

,

flexibility to address institutional priorities, espedially in view of

the fact that all of thleyajOrapplication systems have been developed.

7
possibility is the' retention of central systems ,and programming

the development dkseparate computer centers on each caws which

may or may not be linked in a distributed network design. This option

seems less likely than the possibility of having some.decentralized pro-

gramming. The third option of the total diisolution of both thP centralized

hardware and software Capability is- quite remote, since it is doubtful

that any of the colleges acting individually could cost justify this

action_eitbPr in terms of dollars saved or improved service.
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Carrie INFORMAT1C

"BEHIND THE SCENES OF A NEW MARK IV RELEASE...
...LOOKING AT THE CONTENTS OF-RELEASE/7LO"

kts

g

C-

.C--

All too oftei, the efforts and activi es associated with the creation,
maintenance and enhancement of an,intr cate software product are under-

. estimated. There are people who halletHe misconception that this process
ireagily accomplished withmirtors or the wave of a magic wand. Unfor-
tunately, too few people actually realize how much effort, planning, time
and coordination of resources are involved if the task is to be'done---
successfully.

Informatics is the leading supplier of independently%developed software.
We have pioneered most of-the-Software-bUilding techniques and practices

-that are currently utilized by other successful companies in the softliare
Industry., Over the years, Informatics has perfected this process. An
excellent example of the result of thisprocess is the MARK IV System-, --
the most successful product of its kihd in the history of software, -- now
in use at aver 1300 installations worldwide, including well over 100
educational institutions.

Originally developed in 1968 at a cost of approximately $11million and over
30 person-years of effort, the initial MARK IV product consisted of only
one model which operated in only one hardware environment, was exclusively
batch-oriented and offered only one optional feature. There have been 20
major releases since then, bringing cumulative resource expenditures to
levels exceeding $12.5 million and over 370 person-years of effort, -- all
of_which have contributed: to the well respected MARKIV reputation of
Uiparalleled capability, quality, reliability and return-on-ifivestmept.

Today, MARK IV offers 16 different models, operates in 16 differeht operating
system environments on hardware from 7 different mainframe suPplier,
functions efficiently in both batch and on-line nodes, transparently
interfaces with several Data Base Management Systems and teleprocessing
monitors and offers 37 optional features. MARK IV/Release 7.0 emphatically
continues the traditional excellende of MARK IV. It is an impressive result
of expending almost $2.2 million and over 65 person-years of effort in its
development.

Major highlights' of the new HARK IV/7sPrRelease include:

ease-of-Tuse enhancements
performance improvements
3 new System models
2 new teleprocessing'query products
improvedIMS and TOTAL interface performance and functional capability

.

enhancedpn,Line geatures
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Without a doubt, MACK IV/Release 7.0 is totally different from and far
superior' to_ the original product. How this was realized involves a
complex and never-ending process of softwde developaent, maintenance
and enhancement, -- as yell as dedicated support.of the MARK IV customer
base.

As noted earlier, HARK IV (which is available to qualified educational
institutions at a substantial discount) is now in use at over /00
educational institutions. Its uSe varies f m ad hocreporting to
compete systems deyelopment and implemen . In fact, some. colleges/
univereities use MARK IV as a full replacement for procedural languages
tq satisfy 100% of all ussr /data procesding pibgramming requirements.

Within the educational community, MARK, IV is being utilized in such
application areas as:.

admission accounting
governmental reporting/EEO

At budget accounting/analysis/auditing

student records/grade reporting /transcript analysis
family practice patient data systems
user requests
data base utility systems and interfaces .

accounts receivable/student loan accounting
-

debenture billing .

student/faculty/facilities scheduling
physical space inventory
class/scheduling
on-line registration
capital asset accounting
payroll/personnel
accountsipayable
generaljedger

Building oftware is relaelvelt, easy. Building quality, reliable And
beneficial 'software is not: Informatics is the most wellzrespected
in the software industry bedause it accomplishes,thejatter. Flor additional
information on Informatics and /o the MARK IV Systemroplaass call br write:

e
John Ft Bentivegna
National Product Manager/MARK IV
Informatics Inc./Software Products Marketing,
21050 Vnowen Sreet
Canoga Park, California 91304
(213) 887-9121
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A Top-Down View of Payroll /Personnel Systems in Higher Education

539

In this presentation, Integral Systems, Inc. reviewed the primary components
of Higher Education Payroll/Personne) Systems. The presentation tided a top-
down approach- to identtfy each function performed in a Higher Education
Payroll/Personnel Syttem. The functional definition'provided by ISI is the
result of severalAyears,of investigdtion of higher education requirements
for Payroll/Persqnnel Systems; it included all major functions encountered
in colleges and universities. The presentation prbvided institutional per-
sonnel with,a complete and objective definition a the functions to be per-
formed in a hj,gher education PAyroll/Personnel System.

The struct d destgn of the ISI PayrOlj/Personnel System facilitates its
use in a road spectrum qn institutions perfbrm the functions defined in
the pre entation. This system is compreh presentation of the re-
quire nts of colleges and universities for payroll and personnel information.
It i cludes modules for payroll, personnel, an0 position control as well as
s lalized capabilities to support effort accounting, hospital reporting,
f culty analyses, benefits accounting, and institutional research. ISI's
professional staff complements th ISI Payroll/Personnel System with ex-
tensive knowledge of the unique fequirements of'callege and universities.

For more i o tion OR the ISI Payroll/Personnel SYStem contact 'like Hastings
at (415) 9 7600 or 1 erne at (201) 782-600. Extensive descriptive
information on IS Payroll/Pronnel System As available on request.

6
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SYNOPSIS:, The tstablishment ot the University of Alaska
Computer Network

AUTkOR: William M. Searcy

This presentation highlighti.the major challenges and acc9m-
plishmdnts which were associated with the establishment df the
University of Alaska Computer Network (UACN). The network
wap recently described by the Commissioner of Administration
for the State.of Alaska as a leader in research, statistical
and modeling usages of the computer.

T h4 five major topic areas discusded in this presentation
are as follows:

The Task - What Was Inherited b

Outlines problems associated with the demography, geography,
state economics, .transportation and communications in Alaska
with particular emphasis as to their impact on operating a
consolidated computer center in a multi-campus environment.

The Question - Why Select Facilities Management._

Covers the facilities management question and gives a
benefits analysis. Specific background on the University
of-Alaska decision and the rational used in selecting
Systems & Computer Tqchnology Corporation is outlined.

The Answer - Systems & Computer Technology (SCT)

Describes this major supplier of software wad computer center'
facilities management. Historifta data and information on
the major services and benefits derived from the facilities
management contractual arrangements at the University of
Alaska are presented.

What Has Been Accomplished

Details major accomplishments in the area of networking,
systems, operations, and instructional and research software.
,Graphical data indicative of the center's growth and accept-

__ ance are exa*ined.

'What Remains To Be Dpne

.-/'
Describes some of the mo nificant challenges and oppor-
tunities whiqh remaih for the University of Alaska. Computer
Network.

.

( .

"The establishmeht of the UACN ", concludes'with the author's
analysis as to the future of networking and the expanded use
of microwave and satellite communications to service remote
Alaska.
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IBM SEMINAR"

Craig R.' Bush
Robert L. Vogt

.0
Education Industry Marketing

IBM Presents:

For the DOS/VS, CICS/VS Customer -f-7

Online'Student'Registration and Accounting

William Rainey Harper College, located in Palatine, Illinois,
used their vast expereace in online registration systems to
develop an Online Sttident Registration and Accounting System
Installed User Program. Historically, they were one 'of the
first educational institutions to make use of display
terminals in the registration process.

This IUP is designed to assist the user with the following
major components in registration process:

O Curriculum Development - Master Schedule Develoiment
Student Registration - Assignment to Course Sections

O Cashier/Bursar Activities - Student Fee Payments

'Online Library Circulatioft Control System

Charles County Community College, located in La Plata,
Maryland, has developed and implemented a-library circulation
control system using the IBM 3270 Display System with the
5926-B03 Optical Bar Wand Reader.

Thf's product is primarily' an online system oriented to
managing the-clerical burdens associated with the,library
circulating process and.to expediting the manual operations
required forthe normal circulation functions.

Key 'functional capabilities include: ,

1. CHARGE-OUTS
2. RETURNt
3. SAVE/HOLDS
4. N RENEWALS
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Online Budget Accounting.

Designed by John C. Calhoun State Community College of ,'

Decator, Alabama to provide educational institutions with
an integrated set of l*udgetary'accounting functions, the .^
CICS/VS On-Line BudgetAccounting System is also appropriate
for many state and local, 'government accounting departments.

Highlights

0

0

On-Line

Purchase Orders
Non Purchase Order'.Checks
Disbursements
Account Status Inquiry
Vendor Status Inquiry

'4

Batch-Processing for monthly, quarterly, annual
reporting.

.For further inforiation regarding these products, please contact
your local, IBM Marketing Representative.

519
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IAI DATA SERI/ICES CORPORATION .

A Suttuchary of In format:A ALoOrates, Inc

11722 Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego, California 92121 714 491=1204

CREATING REALITY FRON;EXPECTATION:
INFORMATION ASSOCIATES' SUCCESSFUL APPROACH TO

ADMINISTRATIVE SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

1

Richard B. Bagby
Senior Vice President
Information Associates, Inc.

David C. Sheive
Vice President
IAI Data Services, Corporation

545 -

Information Associates, inc.-installs a variety of administrative systems such as,:

STUDENT' SYSTEMS:

Final Examination Scheduling
Admissions

FINANcE SYSTEMS:

Financial Accounting
8114.ing & Receivables

HUMAN RESOURCE SYSTEMS:.
Applicant Processing

/ Position Control
Student Records Accounts Payable Payroll
Alumni/Development
.Degree Audit.

Student Loan ' Personnel Reporting
Benefit Prdcessing

Student Registration Labor Distribution

These system5 are installed in diverse institutions of higher education all over
the world.

The project control techniques; the unique teaching aids; the documentation
methods used; to insure an on-time and successful installation, were the topics;
of this presentation.

To-learn more about IAI and the products and services offered, write or'call:

Information Associates,, Inc. -

;

West Coast

11722 Sorrento Valley Road, Suite J
. San Diego, California 92121

(714)481-1204 or 7 5-0268

520

East'Coast

97 Humboldt Street ..

Rochester,,New York 14609

(716)28876900



ARA FOOD SISVICES

INDiPENDENCtiatfa/VIIIT PHILADELPHIA PA 19104 '(219 $74 5600

te 4

A COMPUTERIZED FOOD_FRODUCTION PLANNING SYSTEM .

.f

V.

Fp SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

Charles Satterthiiait, Jr.

Director
Unit Evaluation and Instructions

ARA Services, Inc.,
Philade5HTZ-Pennsylvania

6547

**.

College Dining Service Directors use ,computerized food production
.

. .

planning to improve food, service and costs in dormitory and student

union caleterias4 The system AncludesForecast Accountability,

Precost, Special Events, production and Purch ing and Receiving

Modules.

forecait determines the umber of person$ expected each meal:

Accountability includes past week's costs, inventory, product.usage,
.

and devi6tions from forecast. Precost displays a future week's
0

dollar cost and per person cost'Zoreach meal. Special events adds

party requirements. Production prints recipeg-bstched to exact
A

'portion forecasts, departme t production orders and.storerobm

reqisitions. Furchasin and Receivineproduces purchase orders, and

an immediate storage t.
. .

leo

o

.

.0 .f
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EiARRIS commumcarivota ANC
INPOVIATION FlArt11040110

HARRIS COMPUTERS

IN DIVERSE" ACADEMIC ENV RONMENTS

John'D. Hammerly
Marketing Repregentative
Harris CoMputer Systems
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

el

,,,----

Harris has long been a leader in high computational environments.

We will examine the reasons Harris has become a critical factor in

the education community in the last few yeJ.s. The basit backgrod

of Harris hgrdware architecture is discussed

review of Harris' virtual memory operating sys

oed by an indepth

iVULCAN.".

discu§sion is followed by some examples from the educational

community ofthe variety -6f installations where "VULCAN" is currently

Ifining. These installations include applications involving the
7

traditional laboratory and simulation areas as well as the tore

recent time sharing and batch environments. Finally.Ehe discussion

is aimed toward the benefits that can be gleaned ftam Harris' product

offferings-by the educational community.

ti
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Cincom In ,

2182 DuPont Drtve, Atte 224, Irvine, CoWomic 92715 TeL 714 955-0771/

CONSIbERING DATA BASE AS A MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

by: Dave Clements

I. INTRODUCTION

- To CINCOM Systems
- To presentation topid

551

PRESENTATION STATEMENT: ,DATA'BABE IS A MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

- -Realizing the value Of computer-stored information
t
As

an institutional resource /asset
-.Understanding the rising. cost of information delivery
- Accepting the notion that the institutional information
resource now be inadequately managed.'

III. STRATEGY: GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

MAJOR,GOAL: Achieve better management utilization of the
computerized informatioNpase without increasing costs.
Ideally, ttie current rising costs of ,information delivery
should,' at a minimum, be stabilized, if'not reduced.*

SUPPORTIVE OBJECTIVES:
1. Secure the stored data resource'by providing the utmost

in data integrity, security, reliability and timely access.
2.

.a.

Provide cost effective methods which will permit 'the
data processing function to be more readily responsive
to new information needs caused by changes, either in
the institution's system of management .of unforseen 1

business requirements. -. . - A s
3, Reduce the costs associated with corNersions necessary A.

keep 'up with the evolution of computing technologies.
4. Provide a fundamental position whereby the management

information system may closely mirror the institution's
system of management.

IV. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

- AdoptiOn of the Data Base approach
- Distinguishing natural institutional information centers

,

' - Determining information-' center correlations
Data Base schematic

R.
.

V. SUMMARY'

-"""a 523
I
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. PANEXEC:

AN-ADVANCED NEW SOFTWARE PRODUCT

FOR COMPLETE ,SECURITY AND CONTROL OF

EXECUTABLE PROGRAM LIBRARIES

Robert S. Briggs, vialk Presiden't

Pansophi $ystems, IINorporated

4ts

.7'

UNITED STATES

dV
After fouflyears of resekrch and 18 monlis of testing in live data

centers, Pansoph4 has releasedthe innovative new.product, PANEXECA

The system stkvamlines the source -to- executable program process

significantly and offers ways to monitor and control the creation,

modification. and use of orx!Ltitable prgrams'in the IBM 360/370 standard

enuleonment. Advanced aoftwar.e techniques in PANEXEC improve hardware

performance by as much as 96%, eliminate prOgram tampering and insure

against costly mistakeS., ...---- ..,

. t°N4,, > -

Mr., Briggs concentrated,on the system concepts and facilities,'
9.. .",

'backed up by user expeiiences in many environments. The product will.

r-be.announced to the peas February, 'It is fully sold
1
and supported

.

f .

at' this time.
v

1.,
'

.

_ s

t' I

I.

9.

At
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Business23e
555 Suite

29200 Southfi'e4d Rd.
Southfield, Mi. 48076

CSC COLLEGE SE
CORPORATION

ICE

(313) 55.9-5290 . Mauling Address
P. O. Box D 6

Royal Oak, 448068
, .

:olleze Service Corporation has developed a total STUDENT

INFORMATION WAGEMENT SYSTEM. (S.IMS) to meet the management

.informatin computer needs of anever increasing number of college

and universities across the country. The SIMS software package is

a fully integrated on-line system operating on Datapoint or Computer

Automation 'equipmentthe hardware selection is your choice. Both
x ,

compusers are .capalole of administrative ar),educational applications.

SIMS manages information from the time a student is;-eihigh sch

1

01

is lumnusand prospective donor. Providing not

only -IstAnt CRT retraval for daily operations - but decision making

*informatian for plapning analysis, and inst-utional research.

This very recent developmett is geared to the needs of the small

p,rovid?.s an answer to the frusfrationout7s,t.

dit..re-. :or

art being forced into large capital

stA7 st-iias and equipment for months even years

5.efyre the system is usable and productive. The SIMS package

It, id -re-ductive for your campus at installation,

The entire package has many sub-systems which provide vital

an be

. under the oroad'er class..:icaLions.innumerated, here:

Recruitment
Admissions
Financial Aid
Registration
Grading
Cash Receipts
Accounts Receivable

Payroll
Cash Disbursements
Budget

> . General Ledger
General Journal -..
Accounts Payable
Alumni
Development

he STUDENT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT-SYSTEM (SIMS) is up and

1

running at schools, around, the country-- contact Wayne Baker, Vice

President - Marketing at '(313) 559-5290 to view an installation near

'you, 525
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. THE "KIS EQWX;E"-AMEITISITED

John D. Parker
Director, inst..4udies & Planning

Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Don E. Gardner

Coordinator, Informatimi'Syie*
Arizona State University_

Tempe, Arizona

i

, The proponents of management information systems (MIS) have

held that educational administrators are in need of better

man4terzignt information with which to Make more informed

planning and policy decisions. However, while efforts to develop

MIS for university administrators continue to consume valuable

resources at many institut ns, few(if any) successful implementa-

tions have been reported_ n fact, there has emerged a body'of

literature suggesting that MIS projects are failing and shoUld be

abandoned, thereby.freeini resources that could be used more

productively to satisfy othei. needs.

Articles discus54ng the lack of success of MIS in higher

education point to such factors as lack of commitment by management, .,.

. lack of appreciation for the value .of management 'information,

insufficient resources, and lack of appreciation of human/political

problems as reasons for failure. The following alternative

explanation is proposed: MIS efforts in higher education will

continue to experience frustration because success in conventional

terms-requires the existence of a viable management. However,

most institutionsof higher education are not managed; bUt rather

administered. This important distinction, largely ignored by the

proponents of MIS,-is responsiWe for many of the perceived MIS

failures. In the paper, two case studies taken from higher education

are provided to illustrate some Of the basic differences between ..

526 0



administered lld managed insIitutions. Wised on the research

findings af Wvathersby,and others, decisions in administered

institutions are described as'predominately pol al, as opposed

:4": managerial. 1r 4

2

The, conclusion 'is offered that because of the on-going need

for better political decision. information, higher education will

be better served if resources are directed less toward the development
of management information and more towards the development of

information for effective political position building.' False,

assumptions and expectations have obscured the important contributions

to higher education (-hat MIS has made, is _making, and has yet to
Dake.



REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

IN A

MANAGEMENT INFORM6TION SYSTrM DrSIi;N:

A Paper By

Raymond Blom
Captain,.
United States\Air Force
Headquarters Air Force Logistics

Command
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

561

presented in Conjunction With

Wayne Ostendorf
Director, ADP Center
Assoc Professor, Computer
Science

_Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

General

This presentation covers some aspects of analyzing the reqttire-

ments of Information Systems users with particular emphasis on

developing a more structured IpproaCh to such analysis activi-

ties in a university setting. An experimental ifitplem7ehtation

of the structure, described in the paper, at Iowa State Univers-

ity will be discussed.

4/
Introduction to Paper

This paper develops a decision oriented requirements analysis
4

methodpgy for determining the information needs of management

positions. The methodology is.directed toward Middle management

bu!pay be effective at all management leveli. Three.tdentify-
,

ing attributes of the methodology are; orientationtarouni

decision-making, identification of long and short term user

requirements, and the use of an iterative interview technique.

1

.4
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PLANNING FOR INFORMATION .SYSTEMS DEVEIMMENT:

A Layne CREATURE

r_
David E. 4ollowell

Assistants to the Vice President

.14 for Administration
Boston University

Boston, Massachusetts

563

Like many colleges and universities, Boston Unliersity found

itself well into *the 1970's with computer based information systems

-which could not respqnd to the management information needs dictated

by a changing student market, .economic pressures and increased

governmental reporting requirements. In 1973, Boston University

undertook a major information systems planning study which-resulted

in a plan which has served as the focal point for a development

,effort underway for the last three years.

This paper presents a summary of the objectiVes, methodology

and recommendations of the planning study. The process of adopting

the plan by the University community is describedN,as is the progress

which has been made in the implementation of t4, study recdmigendations.

The paper focuses on the importance of recogniiing that a plan of

such magnitude and duration will change and the need to have the plan

monitored and controlled at a senior administrative level.
I

529



"SURVIVING ThE CONSOLIDATION CRUNCH
THROUGH THE USE, OF A MINI_COWUTER"

--By Donal Wd . Clark
vo

Central Washington University

In early 19.74 Central Washington University found it-

f..--self face with a severely impacted Computing capability .

and'a gislative mandate requiring consolidation of com-'

-puting in the State of Washington.

'In view of the mandate and by virtue of its limited

and exhausted computing resources Central decided to

pioneer networking,by off-loading its academic and admini-

strative work from a-Spectra,70/45,WS system to one or

more state service centers. /

At the same time, guided 'by theadesire for improved

responsiveness in the student information system and recog-
a

nizing the failure, cost of a networked registration process,

Central in lemented an on-line student ir*rmation system

19using arge mini. This innovative approach has proven

most tpccessful and will undoubtedly serve as a useful

pilot for other institutions facing similar problems.

//
Central's early efforts to meet the computing needs of

the institution were typical of the.growing pains we all

suffered in becoming automated. Beginning with an IBM 1620
-

in 1964, the institution struggled for l0 -years to meet its

computing needs with inadequate resources. then in 1974,

by-mutual agreement with the newly established Washington

State Data Processing Authority, Central chose to become the

530,
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first state agency to divest itself of 'local computing

equipment and-off-load its data processing work to one or

1 more state service centers.

C-11)

Ma4y ProBlems were encountered which required the in-
/

stitution to explore alternatives other than the network

approach. One such solution was the implementation of an

on-line interactive student information system Wing a

mini computer. This solution proved to be very successful
o

and provided an'efficient and cost effective alternative to

networking. More importantly, the mini computer and _the

large computer network can be a perfect marriage because
C-

the mini offers an institution low-cost, responsive og-line_

capabilities while the network offers large Computer power

and considerable growth without being "locked-in."

531
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THE MANAGEMENT/OF INTERFACE: A PROBLEM IN COMMUNICATION

Carlos F. Elltey
Board of Regents, State University. System

Tallahasi-de, Florida

This paper is directed toward a very critical point in the

university orianizational'struCture--the interface between the

administrative decisionmakers and the data processing facilities.

It will explore die environments within which the two'groups

function and the difficulties encountered in attempting to bridges

the communication gap. The author stresses the impor)nce of*open

communication as it relates to successful planning and crisis-free'

operatiok---- -,--

AY (hough it holds no instant panacea for the problem, the paper

offers several approaches that have been operationally applied within

a nine university system.

-5 3 2
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT:. A LOGICAL APPROACH

IN AN ILLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

Dennis Berry
University of Colorado

The traditional .approach to systems development involves the specification of

project tasks, the assignment of, resources and their related costs to those tasks, the

summing of c to produce the budget, and the linking of tasks to produce the

schedule. While this seems logical from the systems group's point of view, it is

unworkable for a amber of reasons which are outside of the control of the systems

group.

First, management determines resources based on the relative importance of the

project to the rest of the institution's activities, not on what is needed to complete the

specified tasks. Second, the traditional approach assumes that the beginning of one task

is dependent only on the scomp.letion of the previous task, when in fad', management

decipx-Is are -noje often the determinants of,proieCt continuation. Third, it is assumed

that the, user is able to provide-an accurate definition of the problem, which is not

always the case. Fourth, the traditional approach does not take resistance to change or,

other ht.ir)nan factors, such as employe'r-employee relationships or poor planning, into

account.

With these .problems identified, it should be possible to work around them. The

systems group must Iirst be sure that their role as a service organization is understood

by management. Management must also understand that budget, schedule, and scope

are interrelated, and if one is changed, the others cannot stay the same. Schedules

should be modularized around management decision points to impress upon management
ti

their role in the development procejss. A formal problem definition phase should bip_artf

of that schedule, and once the problem is defined,. a set of stbjectives and the project

533



hope should be specified. Finally,

thret types of tasks, the "known-

407

574

enough slack should be included to allow for the

known ", which can be specified, the "known

unknowns", 'whicha(be anticipated, and the "unknown, unkncvns", which are impossible ,

to plan for.

F
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Data BaseAdministration: Still Working
and Now Time Controlled

James A. O'Brien

Data'Base Coordinator
University steins

. The Ohio State' University
.Columbus, Ohio

Sy

571

I

f The dimension of time has been added to mapping (Control/look-up)
tables and with it, historical (past and future) as well as carrent
,processitig is easily handled. Such tasks aepurging 'dead' records from
a data' base while retaining the ability to transliptethe codes frpm these

. archived records etre future time while retaining..-Mtinuity of data is
-6,1bo-successtulIy-addressed. Data redundancy found fR uni-:time -frame
tables is eliminated 'and thUs. is storage space. Additionallyi in hard .

dopy -form this data becomes rmation/profile source for non-data
processing' 'applications, areas people..

4

The logic involVed with Activation and Deacttyation dates which, when
combined with thd ideniificatiodcode of a.Unit, becomes thecontrol key
explains how the file /p.accessed, e?selareh program ,indicates the point

.

in time need. Tf.this data ii the program defaults to the current
computer date: The search 1 s looks fora betAreen condition:' the
Ac ivation Date &List always be 1:to_or less than the' specified date and
t e Deactivation Date gust elways be equal to 'or ater,than the specified
date. A:blank DeactivationDat0*--;eaningtheen ry is the last one
enteredintsOthe file 1, the unit -- isalweys as-mimed...to be equal to or._
greater_ than the s.- :e =

.
A.,

Consider the following example:

'Unit Activation reactivation = AssLgned , Additional
# Date Date .R.tporting # A

072' 0772 0674' 075 Lid YYY YYY
073 04102

075 0774
irP

.

XXX Y xfY I
' XXX VITYYYY

'41b
If the- search Caltd for Units active-as o2, September 1973 (097) Unit Numbers
.072 and 073 would b'e bits but Unit 075 would-not be included because its
Activation' Data is fO a later-Ilerod7.July 1974. If tHe search were for
August 1977, Unit Numbers ,003 ane075.would be hits, but Unit 072 potildlhot
-be included since, its DeaCtivation'Date is fOr a time .period before that.
.called for by he search program. Still using 'she example, there is 8.1;gecond

`. way-in which is data can be us it. In-its.hard-copy form an indiViduaT can --
- use this' data a reference gulag to discoder what has happened, or is going
Aohappet, to unit. While it becomes too.complex to do a machineiearch to
discovet_what a Unit has done -- 072 in'the example isosfiown to now,1?e'part
of 075 bUt this pointer has caused a skip over,unit 073:-'',1f the pointer,

*4- (pssigned Reporting Numbe referred to 12 instead, a_loop condition
results" --- ap individual can easily, utilize this data,, in proper

tequepce, wlttiout lines and lines 'of code and7lost time thopeful.14.
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'//
.

---.. The data in thpse files cancbe added as they are developed, which 1s
esidecialy useful for'eCnewlycreated unity the units number_fand description
are known and needed today, for example, but the Board ,of Regents Codes 4,nd
HEGIS Codes 011chot be knowri nor necessary fOr a few mor:liwths. With the
structure of tl" file, these requirements can be easily ha ed.

Our Permanent Academic Unit Hunter mapping fire, which is the second

4_ file to utilize this technique, currently contains twenty-two da elements
a with more to be added in the near fqpre. The update responsibility of each

data'elenept is assigned to a specific knorwledgeablf.user within the
University. In its maintenance format this file consists of three physical
BO byte records, for each 240 byte logical record because our users are most
-familiar and comfortable with this format. Outplit reports for updating
purposes have been developed which narrow 'to the ata elements presented to
thosp for which the specific user is re -OgO. ible. In this mode, the switch
out or the 80 byte,record mode will be . oh easier. , .

a'

4

Nit

.its woiing mode,, thil file has a BDAkivstrlIcture beause it provides
9.the most advantages for our environment at this. time.

I

A

±-

f

..

7
I1 %

I
* - *

-r
if

a.

4
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THE NEED FOR' AN UNDERSTANDABLE-COMPUTING BILL -
c)

James K. .Murdock
University of Alabama, in BirmiAgham

Birmingham, gIabama

ia.

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to e ine the issues
t

f a need on the part of the computer er commuaity for

an understandabre computing bill.- The. paper is presented

from the paint of view of the'computer user and is intended'

to contrast thecomputer performance" oriented /approach

to customer billing with the actual needs of thLtustomer-
...

The paper points out ,that what the customer needs is

a managerial solution, not a technical solut1On..

o
f
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D ATA BASE EXPECTATIONS AND:HOW TO MEET 71114--

VYT MISIULIS
Project Manager.

De Paul University .

. -As the capabilities of data base management systems have in-

creased, so have the possible complexity of delTbeges. -The prob-

lem is how to keep appiigation development, implementation and main-

tenance simple without restricting the ability of the system to
4

achieve its objectives. The organization considering data bade must

realize that although a data base exists to aid in the production of
. . -

useful output, an interated data base cannot exist -without integrat-

ed application systems nd azstandardized approach to applications

delielopment. Su an approach is most easily implemented by an inter-
,

'fece to the data base -that uses control files such a; an active data

dictionary; parameter sets, edit tables, and Other readily maintained

'systems' files. This type of interface noly aids in gaining con-
,

trol over application development by-providing dociimentation of the

. ..jdate base, but also simplifies'the-implementation of new apppcation

systems.

COntrol over De paurs data base environment has been established

575

through the use.of a software systemAilt upon data base control files.

The key to control is the use of a system which requires standardiza-'

tion and produces documentation as a byproduct of iti-veration. The

.system is flexible and easily idaPted to7changing user requirements.

, Its simplicity, and parameter driven characteri5tics have easedtthe

programer- analysts burden and increased productivity.

. 53S
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Conceptual View Qf Control Data Sets.
AL .

DICT Data Element. Dictionary

2. FORM - Documents that can enter the ACS - array of elements

under a common form ID. Can also be TP screen formats

for input/output display.

3. VIEW - Displays of element values eitracted by system.

4. USER - Users, Files, data base controls and -descriptions.

5. VALU - Data values for input editidg or output translation.

Application Control System

' The De Paul Application Contrzol'System can be called a Data

Management System, by some definitions. It is-composed of:

* Generalized Maintenance System (GMS) - A single batch job

Stream. Exists for'the updating, all maintenance, of any and all

files,in the data base.- Transactftms (documents) entered arebro-

ken down into their component data elements which are then edited,

. updated to the appropriate data base files, logged and reported out

to users.

O * Gehe'ralized Retrieval (and -Reporting) System 1GRS) - A sin7

gle batch job stread. Can retrieve, from any part of data base to

.7

satisfy report requirement.

* Generalized ;Teleprocessing System (GTS) - 'Performs abbre-

..

viated functions in GMS and'GRS above - .includes full capability to

examine, add, change, delete from any part of data base.

The use of Control Data Sets ligin an Application Control Sys-
.

tem has returned Cbntrol of the data processing environment to the
.

'DP.mailager, enabling-the organization to meet increasing user exptc-
,

tatirms.
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IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESSOF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Paul A. 3eirhe Stanford University

Stanford's Administretive Data Processilig organiiation has directed

its efforts to improve the computer production process by designing better

documents and procedures and by the Unique use of some powerful tools.
P

At Stanford after computer systems are fully tested and tiocumented,

they are placed in production. After that, all processing is the

responsibility of Production Control.
4,

Standards were developed ta ensure the best use of the resources

available. An indeeendent department was established to interface

between programmers and production to insure the use of the standards.

In addition, transmittal documents were designed to ease the, communication

problems often encountered between users and data processing depatrents.

Most irciportantly,an i;iteractive job submission technique was

installed. The base of this procedure was a text editing system

developed at Stanford called OLBUR. its PRE-PROCESSOR facility perfectly

suited our needs-

Anotner new tool allowed multiple jobs to be grouped together in

logical.'Units and fed into HASP with communication between jobs.

A utility program was written to simplify the problems often

encountered when a restart or rerun must be made in e systein using

generation data groups.

Automated control features were deVeloped which allowed systems to

balance themselves while processing. This technique uses a utility,

program with parameter changes for individual formula calculations.
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The results in quantitative terms are reduced costs both in

15516framming and Production Control, a better than 97 percent on-schedule

delivery record, and reruns of less than six percent.

Traditionally, data processing organizations devotetheir best

talents and major-portions of their efforts to develop computer systems.

_Even when an organization decides to use automation for itself, one of

the areas which seems to remain almost ignored is the Production Control.

section. Unfortundtely, this group is often burdened with cumbersome

processing procedures.

'At Stanford,-this is no longer the case. The tools and procedures

developed work for us; today we understand the production environment

better and we've improved it in the process of understanding it.
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HUMAN 'FACTORS

-IN

MAJOR CONVERSIONS OF DATA SYSTEMS

Glenn 'D. Crowe '

Administrative Systems Specialist
West Virginia University

Ben J. Tub
Assaeiate PrOvost eorFinance

Wes.t.Virginia University

This paper discusses an approach to making a significant

transition from a system using separate, non-integrated, data files

which are accessible only through applications oriented programs

to a system using the data base mode of file construction and data

access. Undertaking such a task is frightening to some, resisted

illthers, often misunderstood and sometimes ditappointing fm-

results.- Anticipation of-potential hazards and designing a plan

to avoid them or reduce their impacts is presented. This paper

also deals with strategies sucil as phasing of activities, briefings

and advanced preparation of key persons and some general ''do's

and done's."

579

Managers who want to consider the management problems associated

with major changes in systerps.will find this paper of interest. It

has minimum references to the technical aspects of developing

. data bases,
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QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM REVIEWS

/
Jack L. White

ality Assurance Manager

Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana

Summary

581
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In 1974 Indiana University published a blueprint for a long-range

information system. By mid-1976 several segrents of this inff fr,tion

system naci been implemented. Along with successes also appeared several

critical problems:

1. Overloaded nardware

2. Co7puter down-time

3. ,ielays in producing output

4. Inconsistent design pnilosophies

5. Costliness of redesign

6. user and management dissatisfaction

By mid-1977 tne quality assurance function was established at_ Indiana'

Unfversity.

The system review process is a major component of this function. The

primary objective of systems reviews is to assure the qualqy.of the pro-

duct before it is built. This objective is accomplished by'designating- .

-quality assurance teams made up of key personnel frpm each of the major

areas within the department.. Each major system under development is

reviewed either formally or informally upon completion of each of the

six phases of the development cycle. All decisions are documented and

disseminated to departmental managers. Approval of each development

phase must be obtained before commencing the next phase.

543
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After conducting reviews over the past three months, the follfing

observations can be made:

1. Products being developed are core thoroughly defined and documented.

2. Better communication and understanding of systems under development

is relayed throughout the department,.

3. Missing or obsolete standards are recognized.and are replactd n the

/
departmental standards Manual.

4. Checklists required for system review meetings require enhanoments.

5. One additional quality assurance resource person is required,Id

enable all reviews to be conducted and to assure that all decisions

made are carried out.

5 4 4 ,
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Using Institutional Data to Analyze Certain Aspects

of Quality inEducational Programs

Robert B. ARShnson
Assistant Director of the Data Processing Center

The University of New Mexico'
Albuquerque, New Mexico

In recent years many colleges and universities have be-

come aware of falling admissions test scores, grade in-

flation, and declining literacy of their graduates.

These findings have prompted some institutions to de-

velop new, more itringent standards for admission,

gradihg, and graduation. These efforts arer for the

most part, commendable; however, they fail to address

another far less publicized problem relating to the

quality of' academic programs themselves. In -fact, we

know so little about the area of academia program

evaluation that those of us who are interested can

only suspect thatxa prollp exists. This paper sug-

gests some ways in which institutional data such as

grade and course records, student profile etc., can

be used to begin an analysis of academic program

quality.
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VIRGINIA TECH'S CIBCOLATION AND FINDING SYSTEM AS A
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION MODEL FOR LIBRARY AUTORAT/ON

A. R: Pierce and R. S. Crodkett

University Libraries and k

Systems Development Department

Virginia*Polytechnic Institute &
State University

Blacksburg VA 24061

f

rr

If elephants were designed by committee, outward

apparances indicate that computer bas library,

systems hav'e frequently been designed by

committees of elephants. Rut a bizarre outward

appearance may indicate an inner need that must be

met if- the creature is to survive. Libraries
lw

operate under far more complex.rules than commonly

perceived and the analyst's desire to not build

griffins has left a legacy/of dinosaurs,

The key administrative ingr4dient of Virginia

Tech's Circulation and Finding System is the

enforcement of hand-offs of authority and .

responsibility. Details of this design and

,implementation technique are giveneand the

approach is'expanded to include efficient /software

sharing between dissimilar libraries.
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USABLE INFORMATION

/--
A.Pragmattc Approach

to Building a
Faculty Personnel information System.

Alfred Cavanaugh
Head, Academic Personnel information System

Office of the Chancellor
University of California, Berkeley

Personnel information systems are less useful than they should"

There are a number of reasons for this, most of them stemming frill the

relative, youth of the computer revolution..

Administrators tend to be unknowledgeable about the technical

implications of machine data processing. Data processing staff, for

theirbpart, are generally unaware of the ambiguitiesof the decision-

making environment in which their 'reports will 'be used.

As a result, large amounts of data are routinely produced but

only occasionally are really useful to administrators,as.they deal

with day-to-dly probjem situations. The considerable adaptive potential

of the computer is largely unrecognized and untapped.

Berkeley's new academicIpersonnelinformation system (APIS) has

focused on providing usable information quickly and accurately to the

,

various units df the chancellor's office. APES is mounted on an inter-
,

active, time-sharing POP-11/70 minicomputer, and run in-house. The

operating system is UNIX, to which APIS has added, with the help of the

graduate division, data entry and retrieval software of its own. APIS
a

has no operational responsibilities for either the faculty personnel or

payroll systems.
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Care has:beer, taken to include only those items in the database

that can be systematically entered, corrected and updated within the

4
-- resources of the APIS staff. The working assumption has

.

been that speed
. - .

dp
......... --

and accuracy over a -carefulty,delimited set of essential data elements

are more valuable to the users by an order of magnitude than the existerice

of laf-ge amouhrs of m'scellaneous and seldom used data. Because of APES'

close-physical and operating relationship with the academic personnel

office, the database can be_corrected and updated with a minimum of

elay. most reouests for information can be filled within twenty-four

hours, a time frame that normally allows for several valuable occasions

of interaction with the pensonior office making a request.

APIS makes as few prejudgments as possible about the details of the

reports,it is asked to produce. This approach flies somewhat in the face

of the conventional wisdom that an information system should-be built

around previously known.user needs. The needs are known generically

and th; interactive computerenvirohment permits both preliminary explo-__

ratio'," of the database and rapid modificatidn ofrepor.ti-ng formats. Both

of these capabilitjes have proven valuable in producing informati that'

is precisely responsive to requests.

These and other related ideas have been incorpo'r'ated into the faculty

iqfor-,mation system. Mons of them are new, but collectively they' seem in

practice to have considerable power.s.to produce an effeCtivefaculty

,

personnel information system.
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STUDENT RECORDS W OUT OMPUTERS: ASmall College System

I

by Jack C.- Dahl
.

- 58V-
,

While most instituticins'Of higher educatiOn are&ckloping more complexand sophilticaten computer-basOdisystems,for maintaining,student records,
many smallicolleges haveechosen'to stay with manual_records systems: This -"
deol.sion"moSt-ofen reflects;:t OeSfit.to,iv&id the costs and the deperson-alization inherent'in computerized student' records systems . However,-many ,of these manual systeps.are inefficient, relati4ely inaccurate; and may even,'be detrimental,to,le public imhge-of the institution. -

A model student' records'system
ha's beemdeveloped for what is calledsmall The system has been designed fó eliminate, the collection ofunnecessary and redun nt data wherever poSsiy.t, to,fatilitate maintenance.of adequked ttudgnt r ids, Rd to-prbiride accurate and'timely informationto faculty and administrators. The sY-stemtllas o been designed to iiRfove

1-fnareitial'egntrol-of student charges and to min ze the involvement of
faculty mamptrs in clerical record=keeping act ties:

The first module in , the Small College system includes recruiting andadmissions. The model recruiting records pibcedure includes a three -stepprocesAfor initial dontaot and subsequent.f011tW-dp,with prospectivestudent, culminating with submission of an Admission% application or purgingwfrOm the file. The.checksheetrused to managetilis.proCedure is also' designedto enhance the ibility of the institution to analyze Che effectiveneis,ofitsrecruiting effort. The admission Procedure begins with receipt of the applica-tion, includes notification of admission to the student and fqllow-up-of non-
matriculating students"; and concludes with creation Of an academic-record formatriculants. ft

, -

TLI second module of"the-syststm includesllhe semester cycle of activities.
This cycle.besint with the five steps- the registr ion system. RegistrationVSlearance begias'tW4 process by check the eligib ity of each student to
registerand by issuing 'a registrations ard toe student who has'no outstand-ing 'financial or academic obligations. Progra isingdikludes apptogl,ofeach student's 'intended program by bis advi Fee Assessment aid -C011ectidn

'includes making Paymtnt:iikr arrangements' for financial Obligatiorit, as- well'.46 as awarding of all ftngntial aid. Class ch'edule Confirmation includes piocess-% ,"-ing registration farms furs- 'class] rds, And confirming the student's registra-tion. Information DisOlbution ihAR g provides information to both faculty-.

,and administrators.'t same general procedure is' used for drop-add and ethersuch changes made laierin the semester. .
. .4 4- , ,

. ,-.
The second moduleof the system also includes proceissing of,MidterM andfiner grade's. Midterm grade,Mbsters Ore ptepared from the updated/xegistration

-cards and'midterm,grade forms are prepared at.the same time; Finai'grade process--ping uses the sa9e grade rosters and only requires preparation of anew set-of grade
forms, This-MOdule of -the system ,Ixt Completed,when the final grades haveioreen,-processed and the4permanenx records are ready ,Pr posting.

. ie.. ,, ..
, ,,

-_.
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The final module of the system includes permanentrecord processing.

The petmanent record'is started.fo* each student when he matriculates,'And
it is updated by poSting courses and grades each semester. Degrees are
awarded and placed on the permanent record when the degree applicaion:forms
are approved. Aftei the degree has been posted to the.studentts permanent
record, the student's file can be purged of extraneous materials and moved
ta an_ inactive recorgs file. T iqedule also includes transcript prepatation
and transmittal, and the trans k record is maintained on the'back of the -

Alumni offic eification of new graduates may also come
ai this

4
In,addition to ,these baiic moduled, the system includes some optional

procedures. Attendance in class Can be monitored and absences classified as
excused r unekcused. Exit interviews cai be conducted and used for both
financial account clearance and analysis of thestudent'S reason fox-termina
tion. Additional optional procedures can be added without affecting processing
activities carried out by the basic system modules.

Even in a relati,iely simple mantial student records systee, Ihere'are
numerous Lasks that must be accomgeshed'on a regular schedule. A func-
tional calendaX of student records activities has been developed as a quick
reference and planning guide. With these basic system - modules, operatirig-
within this general calendar, the system has been designed for operation
by one toordinator.of student records- The only supplemental personnel
needed f5r operation of the - system for up to 500 students is during periods
'of'4gistration processing.

I v.
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INTEGRATED ON-LINE COURSE DATA BASE
//-

Mrs. Patricia Burke Miss Nancy Henry
Systems Analyst Systems Analyst

s State University of New York College at Buffalo

In the_Springpf 1.976=_ State University of New fork College at r

Buffalo determined that one of the primary objectives of the campus

was the improvement of the student record and registration system.
.-

4

..

This decision was based on a number of contr404-ng factors. The College
,

,,

was receiving` more requests for detailed statistical information from .

40-
k

both on-campus and off- campus sources. More accurate data was necessary

''to aid in better decision makidg. The College had outgrown the present

record system as a result of College policy and curricula changes. For

example, the College had undergone a major academiC reorganization con-

5.91

densing 42 academic departments into 26.

After extensive research and studj, of current and fdture campus,

needs, we dec -d to create an on-line data base for easier file handling

and elimination ta redundancies - STARS, Student Transcript, Admis-'.

, sions and Re rds System.

We had available to us a Burroughs 4700 with 200K memory, two 9-

track-800 bpi rape-driveS,Thne'800 line-per-minute printer and one
1

million. bytes per track disk strage. We also.ptermined that we would

,need visual display terminals and software to handle data base techniques

,. and a terminal handier. As a result of time and staff constraints, we

chose.to us e'Burroughs FORTE2 (File pr9anization Techniques),and NDL .
-

.
- . .

(Network Definition Language).
,

t
. :

N.
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STARS consists of five segments: financial aids which co sists of

loan, grant.and scholarship data for students, admisSio thsgradu--

ate and undergraduate. students, course offerings as listed

and master schedule, transcript - a student's. complete acade4c record

1

and registration including advance, manual and drop/add data. /
/

- /
This presentation will focus on the course segment of the STARS data

base. The course segment was designed to achieve two goals: "maintain

the College catalog course offerings and 2) inaintain-semest? course

offerings-- In order to accomplish the first goal, a )atal4 file was
\ ,

developed. To accompliSh the second goal,,four
/
files werfdeveloped:

,--

section, time, room and_building.

The course segment was designed as an onz-line_Vstem for three

reasonsic 1) To provide departments with immediate representatiOn of --

data; 2) decrease the volume of paper and time needed to produce this

paper; and 3)-To place in the departments the responsibility of thebdata

they were generating. All files in the 'course segment are updatable

thru visual display terminals.

The course dati base exists currently with the catalog'file as the

- main controlling feature of the system. Section, time, room and building

files maintain the scheduliKg portion of the system.

The catalog file contains one record for eachsection of a course.

Ttie time file interrelates with' the section file and contains one record

for each meeting time of a section. the butlaing and room fileszinter-

relate with the time file and provides for one record for each individpal

time record.

In the future,-.6e course data base will interface with the student

segment of STARS thus producing "a fully integrated data base.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION AND ITS EFFECT

UPON UNIVERSITY INFORMATION SYSTEM RESOURCES
by,

Beverly E. Ledbetter
Legal Counsel

Maureen Murphy, Manager
Applications Systems and
Programming Division

The University of Oklahoma

Northan, Oklahoma

N

This paper pKesents brief summariesof federal

legislation which pertain to higher education in the

J97W.S'and presents some of the demands of this legis--

lation on the information system resources of institutions.
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DOES THE PAYER OF THE PIPER CALL THE TUNE?

Larry G. Jon-,s

Associate Director
,

Institutional Ilesearch and Planning-
The University of Georgia

.Recent revelations about maringed news, "cover-ups," false advert/spiv,
and less than full disclosure or inadequate research and investigation i
government and industry have caused skeptics to question the credibilit%
of reporting, advertising, and research at colleges and universities, with
the underlying contention that the decisions being made in Higher Educa.iOn
arm based on less than complete and obiective data. In the .piddle of the
"who and what to believe" controversy are the researchers, analysts, and
data managers responsile for the reporting and control of the data.

1

At iss.ie in t'is paper is whether researchers and analysts, who are
tvoically responsinle to the adninistration and Laho are zenerallv ,onsiA.-01
administrators tne-selves, can in fact be robjective" and "indepet,dent"
e-..Aluative and analvtdca: research about the institution, its progransr o
its oo'ir-Ps. '-issussion of the ohie.tivity and independence of institutional
re,earchers centers sn arswer to the interrelated questions of "(:nr whn-
do the researchers work" And "what researchdo they do?" The ^-,inions
exnnessedin then rarer have a factual basis at least to the extent tliat

an.f=, c,r:nions of institJticihal researchers, and others responsibl- 'n-
insti:,;tionAl data services, represent an accurate assessment of realit,..

WhiJe rost off- es. if institutional researen are dirt.c'y :-esponsi-le
',, to some higher adrini-Strativ..1: Authority, the prevailing attitude is that

.aordnistrative control is nct in itself a conclusive argument_that resel, hers
and data analysts are less t!--In scholarly in their work 2r unduly inflc,-- ed
in their findin7s sr conclusions in the superior-subordinate telationshio.
An ovrridini.. concern, however, is not with intervention' or manipulation of
research, find-digs, or conclusions b administrators, but rather,with',t,-
--_re s.btle ccntr: :hick; ca. be exei_ised by questions the administration.!kr

as.3 and wcre it renLests. There Is some evidence,that the administrator
:- t.-ert --ntr-1 fiver the research through adminit restive action and de

7r:t :ontr-1. ;n tbe minds of some faculty and res rs, is sufficient'
rolsnr to invalidate the work of the institutional eaCcbees. ;acts .; I

reason, howeer. sqggest that 'it is the.adminiserator wtto shouicl be agl(ing
Vestions and seeking "objective" research foi managerent and decision - +king. 0

)

The general consensus, .-menz researchers at least,,is that while th i'
efPorts'r;iv 1,2 dir,cted.hy the 'administration, it is not an infriement n
thvir'-oh:e7tiviry: in fact, rost researchers helieve they would 2Pse tl,.,r
inhs if trev -ere nsit. object_ive in their efforts. Nor is it'necessarily
1' frinze.--er.r. on reseach "indenenderce" to sa.k answers to the ouestiws .--.
issues raised by administrators. faculty, or students who need the servicp-1
of the institutional research office in facing institutional prr'.:ms: in fa' t,

researchers believe that the purpose of an institutional re,,eirch 'lice
i. to serve those needs.
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The greatest threat to the objectivity and independence of insti-
tutional research appears to be the growing necessity to provide externs'
users with institution?? data.' Federal and state forms come complete with
definitions and response 'forms, which May or may not conform to the insti-
tution's use-of the data, but which nonetheless must become the standard.
for data collection and maintenance. Data requests from state coordinating
agencies or.controlling boarilp are_also taking up an increasing amount_ of
the researcher's time and win the same general outcome: liale or no in-
stitutional pay-back or utility from the work. The verdict is still out on
whether the push for centralized data systems at the state aid federal level
-is for efficiency or motivated by mistrust.

At this point in time, however, the general consensus is that faddity,
students, administrators, and regents are to accept the data and the
reports of the institutional researcher as an impartial representation of fect.

`ki
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STATEWIDE DATA COLLECTION: STRENGTHS, UMAKNESSEg AND
POSSIBILITIES PERCEIVED BY INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHERS'

Charlei H. Bryson and Glynton Snith
Georgia State University

Atlanta, Georgia

The Georgia higher education system undertook the development

9f a comprehensive management reporting system. Whereas each of

thirty-three separate institutions, ranging from-small junior

colleges to large comprehensive universities, previously reported

autonomously, this management inforMation system twosed structure

and consistency.

This pa r describes the statewide data colleAtion system com-
r.51.

prised of an interdependent set of five sub-sys zto present a

dynamic ViewOf activities and resources. Strengths and weaknesses

of this management information system and its impasto;,upon the in-

ternal operation of one university are presented as expeiienced

by an institutidnal research staff.
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Im2ACT OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ON COLTRer. AND UNIVERSITY

YANAGEMMW INFORMATICN SYSISYS

4

by

George S-T
Department of Educational Planning

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Toro 9(o, Ontario

The objective of this small scale research -and development activity is to

examine -the nature and functioning
of-our-dontemporary managemeneinformation

systems-(MIS) under the present context of one aspect of university governance -
collective bargaining. It should b4 emphasized at the outset that the investigator
is not going to anaIrie the technical aspects of university MIS. Because,new
kinds of relationships within an institution between an institution and

the external world) have taken place, it is imperative to predict their impact
utoon the development and the use of an InformatiOn system.

Consider, then, the increasing role of collective bargaining, especially academic
collective bargaining, on the canpits. The "collegial"'style of governance now
co-exists in uneasy juXtapoSitionwith the "adversarial" mode formally inherent

in the structure...of collective bargaining. In this new context, information

systems are bound to become objects first'of study and then of dispute, (1}

Access to information is demanded: is not information power? Getting "an
agreed stazement of facts," however, in an adversarial situation is frequently

as difficult as.settling the dispute itself.' Not only the use but the very
.foundations of our information systems will then ecme under scrutiny and

attack.

The essence or the matter is as follows: rather carelessly, re have become

used.to thinking of winforation" as juSt neutral "input" into a decision-'

making Process. But "information" is itself .output": Now,,questions are
pushed and argument] sue over such issues as: just what was-thelnput,into

your information system? What values, whose values, and whose "judgment calTs"
dbes it presuppose?(1)

The approach in this study will be based-on:the examination of two recent-.

documents - the Collective'Agreemeht,-,Between
Carleton University and.the

Carleton University Academic Staff Association,' (December 11, 1975), and the

Memorandum of'Agreement Between the Gove fig CAncil of the University

Toronto and the-University of Toronto Faculty- Association (to be-ratified
',

4
4 5 5 7
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Spring 1977). The 4.nvestigator will interpret these documents - clause by

clause - and attempt to determine th4 data requirements and inf6rmational.

coniequences.

Therefore, this small scale research and development activity will address

its f to some codbination, or all, of the following questioh:

t kinds of data needt ate being, generated during the process of collective

bargaining?
"-

-which data items are Presently easily accessible and available?

- which itemsire internal to the institution in question?

- which items are external to the institution in question?

- will it be necessary o establish a s=ail, secretariat in order to Provide

the single base of v lid facts, hence increasing administrative costs?

- who will settle questions of definitions and interpretation of data items

provided in the collective bargaining process?

amtinistrative category will the costs of maintaining, validating,

and unda ing data needs for collective bargaining be attributed?

=win ext parties, for example, another university.or an agency of the

government 3ve access to this information? If not, why not? (Ontario

universities, being-Public-funded institutions, should,provide access to

1nor7etion). a

A

- will a collective agreement require the generation of professors' dossiers

that will contain pertinent material such as curriculum vitae, diploas,

evaluation on teaching and research, workload, and other items?

- will collective bargaining lead tothe development of comprehensive cuter

models devoted to projecting ipstitutional and non-institutional costs?

e-r-RENCE:

1). Sibley, W.M. "The Transactional Frame of Information.' An address

delivered at the Fifteenth Annual Fol-um of the Association for

-Xnstitutional Research. St., Louis, Missoui.i,,April 2.8, 1975.
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NE11;01K IhiL.LACTIONS: INTERNAL AND EXTaNALITIEWS
.

t

Jamels-d. McGovern
' Diredtor'of Information Systems

Board of Nigher Education (CT)
.

Robert E. Hewes
Chief of Conputer Services
University of Connecticut-

'

4

1\

These papers discuss different perspectives regarding the develop-
I

ant of ca-.n programs and network capabilities. Par the past several

years the authors epresented different sides of the question of

using a major ualversity-facility to host a statewide network of state

colleges and community-collages.
Di back-to-back piesentaviori, they

will share their experiences. One author is also resp6nsible for `N.._

managedent information far a statewide board and the other author was

'fcrmerly the dean of students at the University and before that,

registrar at {LT. They will discuss bOth management expectations and

data processing realities of sharing hardware and systems developments.

O

A
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Is There A Due Process In Planning

MIS and Models?

Clarence H. Bagley

Institutional Studies and Planning
.Arizona State University

'Tempe, Arizona .

603

The basic ptiirpose of, this paper is to show a direct relationship

between governance - decision making-management-planning, HIS and models.

That relationship shots that planning, MIS and models reflect the varied

states of the art of governance, decision making, aakmanagement in

higher education. Planning, MIS and models are generally stated as

planning in this paper, yet the reader should he aware of the sig-
.

nificnt differences between the three terms.

For the purpose of this paper there are five bast tenets which

will be helpful to the reader and more fully illustrate the concept

given in the paragraph above:

4.11111121fts1. Governance involves the comprehensive total of those involved

in the decisions about essential issues of purpose, program,

and resources. Yet-it should be also recognized that the -

governance function and group are not equal in power or that

which they govern.

2. Decision making by the governance group should usually be

based upon broad principles of policy and clearly stated

objectives (something that seldom happens in higher-edu-

cation).

3. After the governance group make the decisions, the manage- -

ment is to act upon those decisions of those governing by

using Planning, MIS and models among other tools. Manage-

ment does the vlanning and may help set the goals of plan-

ning or structuring the situation so as to imply goals.

4. Leadership fmall phases of governance, decision making,

management and planning is vital to organizational be- ,

havior and'success. 4

5. While theoretically, one may expect a continuous line of

560
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descending authority from governance,,deCision-caking, management,

planning the.continuity is fractured and is not hierarchical in

practice.

The diversity present in higher education then dictates a variety

of due'processea as they now truly exist. The ideal situation would be-
.

that each institution ould create a more continuous line of proper

\hprocedurei beginning with representative governance, a moderately

democratic decisionrmakihg process and a responsible management to carry
.

out the decisions in 'the best interest of those governing.
.

Eviderke of recent surveys shows that governance is actually more
...

2

the product of administration acting as

put from faculty, students,. or trustees

of a strong'aUtocratic president acting

management but with little in-

. The potential develont
,

within shared authority and en-

couraging input from the gavernance structure maybe the better model

for planning with the most ideal use oaf HIS and models. Where govern-.

ance is shared, 40put is respected and where budget as funding is tied

to clek-ly defined objectives, commonly agreed, then planning will be

successful.

4

-
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Decentralization Of Data Processing Professionals -
Its Impact On The Personnel Office

of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State UtiiversCty

Harbert H. Durvin

Systems Analyst
Personnel Office

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and StatetUniversity

The decision to decentralize data processing professionals has the

potential of producing a significant impact pn an organization. Whether

this impact will be positive or negativeliill depend on the thorough

review of all advantages and disadvantages before implementation. If

f

605

done properly, decentralization can'be the weans to achieve more efficient

9"

and effective use o'f'ent information systems.

According'to the classical theory of organization, decentralization

is a process whereby a higher central source of responsibility and authority

transfers certain functions to subordinate individuals and groups. The

recipients of the transfered functions may be managerial or operative, line:

or staff. It should be painted out that in conjanction iatt the delegation

of duties there must also be the appropriate level of responsibility and

' authority assigned. How else, can the individuals and groups be held

acauntabIe for the results of the decentralization? At the same time,

the hiigher'centralsource cannot divorce themselves from the situation.

Ultjmately, they are responsible for the actions taken by(their subordinates.

e
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Introduction of'a computerized,data management? system and its associated
- ,

personnel can havc.arLiMpact on *Organization. tithe dysfunctional side

effects temming from behavio'ral PrOb4s gensirZted by this revamping 9f.,

\ ..4,Nt organIzaeion must be minimized. Ittshould-be'notedthat this will

-
occur throughzutall levels 9f the Igtrarchy. Some-individuals will not

understand.the mew technology while others will not believe it to be
P .s ' . x-;. :

,/

,-.
wise 6o use a system thee:has not been Rroven to Operate properly. The *

, .

long range effect 9f illing.eo a management systemiwill also be
- - c : 4 , , o

' .,
questidned. _

It

it t
,.., multi-raceted one. 'To be technically prdficient is not enough., As h4F

..

'-,... .

been stated fh recent 'issues Of ComputeiWorldAt is milrelmportent to be
,

. .

TAwfunction of a decentralizea data- "processing` professional is a
- ,

. .

able tocommunicate. If the user office cannot comprehend, technical
-

expertise is lost. Therefore, ati "internal translauorl\shbuld be in the

makeup of this Indivi4uil. That is, they,should possess the.tkills to
8 : -.

i.....--4-"-
. -

.
.

- relate to. the -user 'office in warier they can appreCiat It will
.

, - *
),

,
- .

=Still be appa5ent that the individual J,I; technialli'SomPe ent. LaCk of
, e

communication san.do more.to impe4eqproject,than lack of technical

The purpose of this "paper is to exp]ipt&rhls"colptik and attempt .to

relate to others -how thiP type of Might enable eir office to

-* background,.

bettpr serve itself as wells the co4ege/univessit3, environment.The
,

decentrali4tiOn of thesprofessionil staff info the larger oOtices at VPIEgS11('
lr

, .:4*. ...)
,

_

.has & efficientfor more effcient and effective use of the computing tastily
. .

. ,
...

. %

d Oatalkase elanagement system. f

14.

.° ./-
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A COMPUTER ASSISTED JOB 511EDUL1NG, JCLOENEIXTION,
FILE UkRAK MAI*NANCE,.PROCEDURE TESTING iiNil DOCUMOTATION SYSTEM

ISU JOB.PROCEDURE LANGUAGE SYSTEM (ISU-JPL S/STEM)'

Frank Maly Wayne Oetendbrf,
Asst. Director, Data Control Directoe, XDP Center.

Iowa State University kawa.Sigate University
- ;

.* . .

rmputerBased Infrma?ion Systems'Analysts, Programmers and
Maneitrs invariably discuss the complexities and difficulties of devel-
oping and maintaining data processing procedures.. Generally this is due
to the co631ex nature of computer job interactions, jobcontroi Lan-
guag s, file interaction, library maintenance contrels_and continual
change .data processing environments. While the computer has directly
beentused extensively for on-going applicatinns.work, in many cases it
has not been used .to an appreciable extent as an aid fo.i!coliputer. per- ,
sonnel in developing systems far their users and for mapN.ng the Datafl.Processing environment. : X-

.s. .4 , .

. I__
. .

The ISU-3PL.System hal Its'beginning in:1970. Our
original goal was to maintain identical job procedures for the control
section and the analyst/programmer sections. Prior to thit time.irone

-

se4lart wouldvbecomepware of an update or correction, it7 was difficult
to depend on this information being communicated to the obher section

7 with. the same results. A second major" goal was to support the dolmen-

a.7.7,,,%-t. : technical and secreEnrial hetp,formaintaining'sgmi-acdurite

6\sce.tati 1 of the rnr1;EA nupber of job ,procedures that -4t!re requiring ,Ei Idige

'anJ legible 41111kments.
h

.

ligAs the job procedure system progressed, these two goals were_
-acco4lished and the file became fiery useful in ching out conditions
'that fegdired updating to meet,the demands of com uter syStem changes,
Becadse of the standards and strict adherence to them, w beCamlOaware
of a multitude of additional-features availal4e to 'us. .main advantage
no is the gfnAlration. of 03/VS1 JCL, as this relieves the aff_Of the-

e 'tedious takof cteating JCL: This also assures the standardization of,
"JCL. The improved quality of our documentStion is also realized as an'
asset byur staff.

.A

Ari example of how the'lSU-JPL Synem was a. great asset to out' Center
during, the conve-rsion fromDOS-to OS which was.,-done 'without additiona3

demands-oar the staff, other than the prograTmO who wrbte the Computer. 4Is
progrf to generate the new OS/JCL. Ae

4

e.)
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4 As we look into e future; the ISU-JPL System is expected Vb be

608 S
a

V, very. Anstrumental in onvensions that will be forthcoming. Ecit- example,
new software might'd crease the sort work areas needed by 30i. To make..
this change a comput r ptegram could recalculate the number of tracks
for the sor

:w

work are r all procedures and generate a new procedure _.>

\--44

fileith t .Updaed source statements reflectjng the changed sort wot:,
area. Tbe4pd procedure file/would then be processed-by the JCL
generator too update the PROC.LIB. for all:jos using Sorts- This would
autom.ItIcally make all PROC.LIB. procedures current. Other examples.
might be tar automatically change procedures and UCL for magnetic disk-.,and tape configuration thanggs, printer changes, analyzing the<possible
effects of changes in compilers (such as a change in upport level). .;

.

hardware, -L 1
e. .

. ,. I .
We feel that the major measurementof,success of*the 'SU-3FL System

is that it greptly.enhances the analyst/program r preduction capability
and our staff has become very appreciative .advantages. Thee
coding is analogous to progrpmMing; theref natural to use and
is used without h9eitation. Thes succes are very important at a time
when labor tests are becoming more prominent than hardware costs. in Data
Processing Centers.

0
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